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Preface

Krista De Jonge, PALATIUM Chair (KU Leuven – University of Leuven)

Founded in 2010 and financed by the European Science Foundation, the PALATIUM research networking programme aims at creating a common forum for research on the late medieval and early modern European court residence or palace (palatium) in a multi- and trans-disciplinary perspective (www.courtrresidences.eu). In the broad and varied field of court studies, PALATIUM’s focus on the court residence stands out as a main defining characteristic, distinguishing it clearly from similar initiatives in Europe. Fourteen research institutions from eleven European countries support this programme, amongst which the organizing institutes of this conference: the Austrian Academy of Sciences and the Slovak Academy of Sciences, both of whom we sincerely thank for the essential role they have played in enabling the network and in making this event possible.

The choice of venue seems particularly fitting in retrospect because of PALATIUM’s roots. It was in Vienna in 2008, at the occasion of the aptly named conference ‘Vorbild, Austausch, Konkurrenz. Höfe und Residenzen in der gegenseitigen Wahrnehmung’ organized by our host, the Austrian Academy of Sciences together with the Residenzen-Kommission of the Akademie für Wissenschaften in Göttingen, that some of the essential contacts were made, which eventually led to the PALATIUM programme. The Hofburg Project of the Academy thus deserves particular mention. However, since PALATIUM could be called a ‘network funded by a consortium’, thanks are also due to the other member organisations who stand behind us and to our ‘parent company’ the European Science Foundation.

The world of the courts 1400–1700 constituted a network of truly European scale and international character. Within this context, the intricate Habsburg network of courts, born from the marriage alliances between the House of Austria, the House of Burgundy, the House of Spain and the House of Jagiellon in the late fifteenth and early sixteenth century, stood out because of its territorial reach, connecting the Low Countries with the Holy Roman Empire, Bohemia and Hungary, and the Iberian peninsula. PALATIUM quite naturally has addressed these ‘Habsburg Spheres’ on different occasions, first in its start-up stage in the meeting of Madrid in November 2010 (‘Felix Austria’), and now on a vaster scale in the conference at Vienna in December 2011. The organizers have sought the input of many disciplines apart from the architectural historian’s, combining the knowledge of the historian of art, of the theatre, and of collecting, with that of the specialist in religious history, politics, diplomacy and travel, to address the Habsburg world from different angles. The collection of essays presented hereafter thus offers a first example of the inclusive approach PALATIUM has sought to encourage.
Introduction and Acknowledgements

Herbert Karner (Austrian Academy of Sciences)
Ingrid Ciulisová (Slovak Academy of Sciences)
Bernardo J. García García (Universidad Complutense de Madrid)

The essays gathered in this volume were presented as papers at the conference The Habsburgs and their Courts in Europe. Between Cosmopolitanism and Regionalism, 1400–1700, which was organized by the Austrian Academy of Sciences in co-operation with the Slovak Academy of Sciences and held in Vienna on 7–10 December 2011. It should be noted that it was also the first thematic conference prepared within the framework of the European Science Foundation research networking programme PALATIUM. Court Residences as Places of Exchange in Late Medieval and Early Modern Europe (1400–1700).

The history of almost all PALATIUM ‘member states’ – if they may be called that – relates closely to the House of Habsburg, which in the period under investigation was one of the most important royal houses of Europe. For this reason it was decided to organize the conference as an international scholarly meeting focused on the court culture of the Habsburg dynasty in its broader context. The scholarly concept of the conference was developed by the two convenors: Ingrid Ciulisová (Bratislava, Slovak Academy of Sciences, Institute of Art History) and Herbert Karner (Vienna, Austrian Academy of Sciences, Institute of History of Art and Musicology, Division of Art History (formerly the Commission of Art History)). The two convenors are indebted to Krista De Jonge (Chair of PALATIUM), Bernardo J. García García (Vice-Chair) and Pieter Martens (Programme Coordinator) for their kind assistance, for which they offer them their warmest thanks. Sincere thanks go also to the Austrian Academy of Sciences and the Slovak Academy of Sciences for their generous support. Finally, we would like to thank John Nicholson for his final reading of the texts.

Of seventy-four abstracts submitted from eighteen countries, thirty-one papers were selected and delivered at the conference, including a poster section for younger scholars. The ceremonial opening lecture was delivered by Larry Silver (University of Pennsylvania). The chosen papers were devoted to various topics specified in the conference call, which is here recalled both as a testimony to the conference and for the sake of clarity. The editors believe that the present volume will serve a useful purpose in bringing together studies of some of the principal topics encountered in the study of the Habsburgs’ royal courts.
A variety of extant visual and written sources demonstrate that the members of the House of Habsburg devoted special attention to the creation of their ‘dynastic identity’ (e.g. the ‘Fürstenspiegel’, panegyric and emblematic literature). It was this phenomenon that motivated our attempt to trace a Habsburg dynastic ‘idiom’ in the sphere of archducal, kingly or imperial representation, particularly at the residence courts, and to consider its supranational features in contrast to its regional ones. Our intention was that court culture in Vienna, Madrid, Brussels, Prague, Bratislava and Budapest should be subjected to detailed examination and comparison – with a double focus trained on instances of interaction both within the Europe-wide Habsburg network and also with local traditions. All cases of exchange were to be elaborated upon with the help of visual media used by the Habsburgs, and were to be developed in the following four panels:

I. *Repraesentatio Majestatis* and Residency

The court residence is viewed as the nucleus of representation. Investigations were to focus primarily on the official apartments built up by the Habsburgs in relation to their court ceremony, with the principal question being: Is there a model unifying the court residences in Madrid, Brussels and Central Europe? Special attention was devoted to the display of codes and symbols of Habsburg princely representation. It was intended that all visual media and elements of performance (theatre, festivities, ephemeral art), including different sorts of collections (of artworks, books, horses, plants etc.), should be given further consideration in the contexts of their display.

Four case-studies are presented here. Bruno Meier reminds us that the early Habsburgs had a widespread regional presence from Alsace to the Aargau and describes its architectural expression (‘Bescheidene Burgen und kleine Städte. Die Präsenz der Dynastie in den vorderösterreichischen Stammlanden im Spätmittelalter’). In her precise analysis of Maximilian I’s building activities in Innsbruck (‘Bausteine eines Residenzprojekts. Kaiser Maximilian I. in Innsbruck’), Nicole Riegel demonstrates how an existing building complex was turned step by step into an imperial residence. Ivan Prokop Muchka examines the organ in Prague Cathedral as a case of Habsburg self-representation in his paper on ‘Architectura ancilla musicae: Architektur in der Beziehung zur Musik am Prager Hof der Habsburger’. In his paper on ‘Palaces on the Edge of the Atlantic. The Architectural Reformation and the Space Ritualization of the Portuguese Royal Residences during the Reign of Philip I of Habsburg (1580–1598)’ Milton Pedro Dias Pacheco discusses the interventions of Philip II of Spain on Lisbon’s main royal palace at his succession to the Portuguese throne in the light of Habsburg representation of majesty.

II. Imperial, Royal or Princely Identity and Regional Patriotism

The Habsburgs developed a supranational form of dynastic identity. In addition, however, other forms of identity were cultivated and articulated by the local nobility in Bohemia, Hungary and Poland. These forms of identity related specifically to what may be called *Landespatristismus* in the sense of loyalty to the traditions of the countries they still viewed as their respective ‘homelands’. We looked for various forms of expression of *Landespatristismus* in the visual arts as realized in the
palaces of the time. Works of art glorifying local saints or earlier rulers produced in Bohemia, Hungary, and Poland were of particular interest in this context.

Five case-studies are contained within this section of the collection. Going against traditional Czech historiography, Jan Bažant demonstrates in ‘Habsburg Mythology and the Waldstein Palace in Prague’ that the hero of its artistic programme is not its owner, regional potentate though he may have been, but the Habsburg Empire he served. Conversely, in her paper on ‘Official Portraits and Regional Identities. The Case of Emperor Maximilian I (1459–1519)’, Dagmar Eichberger shows how a Habsburg ruler could adopt different types of artistic representation in accordance with the particular regional context he wanted to communicate with. Eva-Bettina Krems studies the role which dynastic portraits, specifically Velázquez’, could play in the identity-building and foreign politics of the Spanish mid-seventeenth century Habsburg court (‘Dynastische Identität und europäische Politik der spanischen Habsburger in den 1650er Jahren: Diego Velázquez’ Bildnisse als Teil einer höfisch-politischen Porträtkultur’). Madelon Simons, in ‘Presentation, Representation and Invisibility. Emperor Ferdinand I and his Son Archduke Ferdinand II of Austria in Prague (1547–1567)’, connects the stucco decoration of Villa Stern near Prague with Ferdinand’s activities as a collector and a patron, while critically considering the question of a Habsburg artistic idiom. In ‘The Courts of the Habsburgs as Related by Jakub Sobieski’, Cezary Taracha shows how an outsider viewed the different Habsburg courts, from Vienna to Madrid.

III. Religious Practices at Court

A decisive element in Habsburg dynastic identity was what has been called ‘Pietas Austriaca’ (adoration of the Blessed Sacrament and veneration of the Blessed Virgin Mary, the Holy Cross, and the saints). How did these specific religious practices manifest themselves, either in public liturgy or in private devotion? How were these practices reflected in the art, culture and architecture of the court? What can be said about the sacred spaces at the Habsburg courts, their location, structure and function in ceremonial and private life? Are there possibly connections and interdependencies between princely residences and religious buildings? Can virtues such as ‘pietas’ and ‘modestia’ be seen as criteria for a reconsideration of Habsburg architecture? What differences or similarities can be seen between the Spanish and the Austrian Habsburgs in their practice and use of ‘pietas’?

This section comprises three case-studies. Werner Telesko looks at the practice of ‘pietas’ at the seventeenth-century Viennese court, in particular at its veneration for the Holy Cross under Emperor Ferdinand II (‘The Pietas Austriaca. A political myth? On the Instrumentalisation of Piety towards the Cross at the Viennese Court in the Seventeenth Century’), while Ilaria Hoppe examines its programmatic use in the decoration of Villa Poggio Imperiale, Florence, by his widowed sister Grand Duchess Maria Maddalena (‘Engendering Pietas Austriaca. The Villa Poggio Imperiale in Florence under Maria Maddalena of Austria’). In her paper on ‘Pietas Austriaca at the Lisbon Court. The Monumental Chapel and Funerary Tombs built by Catherine of Austria in the San Jerónimos Monastic Complex in Belém’, Annemarie Jordan Gschwend shows how Catherine, queen of Portugal, showed herself a true Habsburg ruler in the creation of the royal Pantheon at Bélem.
IV. Habsburgs and Muslims

The long-standing threat posed by the Ottomans in eastern Central Europe and by the Moors in Spain provoked the construction of images and stereotypes of ‘enemies of the Faith’. Were there similar strategies in Spain and Austria, in particular within the context of court culture, for the creation of propaganda presenting the Habsburgs as ‘defenders of the Faith’? Did this image have any tangible influence on Habsburg court culture? Further issues were: Turkish perception of Habsburg courts and palaces; the possible role of the Ottoman palace as a rival to the Habsburg model; and manifestations of the triumph over the Moors and the Ottomans in palatial art.

In ‘Europe’s Turkish Nemesis’, our key-note speaker Larry Silver paints a broad panorama of the manifold image of the Turk in the long Habsburg sixteenth century, from Albrecht Dürer and Maximilian I, to Hans von Aachen and Rudolf II, showing the richness of artistic strategies available to Habsburg rulers in their propaganda war with the Turks. Pál Ács examines early ‘Ottoman Studies’ in his paper on ‘“The Good and Honest Turk”. A European Legend in the Context of Sixteenth-Century Oriental Studies’, particularly a strain which runs counter to the prevalent image of the Turk as the enemy. A famous pictorial instance, due to the Flemish artist Pieter Coecke van Aelst, is analysed by Annick Born in her paper on ‘The Moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcs. Süleyman and Charles V: Iconographic Discourse, Enhancement of Power and Magnificence, or Two Faces of the Same Coin?’. The issue of cross-pollination is addressed both by Andrea Sommer-Mathis in ‘Alla turca’. Türkische Elemente in Theater und Fest an den Habsburgerhöfen im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert’, and by Catherine Wilkinson Zerner in her paper on ‘The Spanish Habsburgs and the Arts of Islamic Iberia’, both demonstrating pars pro toto how the Habsburg courts in both Austria and Spain showed a continuing interest in the artefacts, mores and culture of their arch-enemy.
Repraesentatio Majestatis and Residency
Bescheidene Burgen und kleine Städte

Die Präsenz der Dynastie in den vorderösterreichischen Stammlanden im Spätmittelalter (12. bis 15. Jahrhundert)

Bruno Meier (Baden, Aargau)


Gründungsorte: Die Habsburg und die Klöster Muri und Ottnarsheim


zur Fürstabtei erhoben wurde. Graf Ehrenreich von Trautmansdorff, der damalige österreichische Gesandte in der Eidgenossenschaft, konnte sich von der Existenz der mythischen Vorfahren des Kaiserhauses an Ort und Stelle überzeugen.6

Abb. 3 Teile der Klosterkirche Muri (Krypta, Türme) gehen noch in die romanische Gründungszeit zurück. Ende des 17. Jahrhunderts ist in das romanische Kirchenschiff ein mächtiger, achteckiger Bau eingefügt worden, der grösste barocke Kuppelzentralbau der Schweiz.

Abb. 4 Die Kirche von Ottmarsheim zeigt bis heute den achteckigen Grundriss der Gründungsanlage, typologisch angelegt an die karolingische Pfalzkapelle in Aachen. Das Damenstift ist nie zu einer grossen Abtei gewachsen und hat deshalb die ursprüngliche Struktur bewahrt.

**Adelsresidenzen im 12. und 13. Jahrhundert?**


© ÖAW, KU Leuven and authors
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Die Königswahl als Wendepunkt


Damit hatte der König alle Trümpfe in der Hand. Es gelang ihm in den folgenden Jahren die Reichsfürsten dazu zu bringen, einer Verleihung der österreichischen Herzogtümer an seine Söhne zuzustimmen.


\textbf{Eine königliche Residenz?}

Es stellt sich nun die Frage, welche Orte in den vorländischen Stammlanden mit allenfalls residenziellen Funktionen bestehen blieben. Die Untersuchung der nachfolgenden Periode bis zum Beginn des 15. Jahrhunderts zeigt, dass dies stark von der innerfamiliären Konstellation abhing, das heisst, ob und wenn ja welcher Familienzweig die vorländischen Besitzungen beherrschte.

**Brugg und Königsfelden als zeitweiliges Gravitationszentrum**


![Abb. 8 Das Habsburger Stadtschloss in Brugg. Lithographie vor dem Abbruch 1864. 1290–1295 Residenz der Agnes von Böhmen, Witwe von Herzog Rudolf. Herzog Leopold III. verkaufte das feste Haus im Jahr 1383 an seinen Dienstmann Friedrich Effinger.](image)

wählten an seiner Stelle Albrecht von Habsburg-Österreich. In der Schlacht bei Göllheim in der nördlichen Pfalz setzte sich der Habsburger durch, sein Kontrahent kam um. Albrecht konnte sich in den folgenden Jahren als König erfolgreich etablieren. Und er setzte die Heiratspolitik seines Vaters fort. Mit Verbindungen nach Böhmen, Ungarn, Savoyen und gar Aragon knüpften er und seine Kinder das Netz erfolgreich weiter.\textsuperscript{14}


Der Mord an Albrecht war eine familiäre Katastrophe und beeinträchtigte die Ambitionen der Habsburger auf den Königstitel auf lange Zeit. Die Gegenkönigswahl von Herzog Friedrich dem Schönen 1314 scheiterte und die Dynastie erlangte erst 1437 wieder die Königswürde, dann aber nachhaltig und auf lange Zeit.

begraben; schliesslich auch Herzog Leopold III. nach seinem Schlachtentod bei Sempach.\textsuperscript{15} Das Kloster entwickelte sich für etwa 50 Jahre zur eigentlichen vorländischen Residenz der Habsburger, da Agnes von Ungarn 1316/17 dort Wohnsitz nahm, ohne in den Orden einzutreten. Sie prägte bis zu ihrem Tod 1364 die Politik der Familie stark.


Im Bildprogramm der teilweise erhaltenen Glasmalereien von Königsfelden schuf Agnes einen eigentlichen Memorialort für die Dynastie, einerseits im heilsgeschichtlich ausgerichteten Programm des Chors (bis um 1340), andererseits in einem dynastisch aufgebauten Scheibenzyklus im


Nachdem Herzog Albrecht II. und seine Gattin Johanna von Pfirt nach 15 kinderlosen Jahren mit Rudolf 1339 endlich einen Nachkommen bekommen hatten, war der Fortbestand des Geschlechts wieder garantiert.


Keine Residenzen mehr, nur noch Verwaltungssitze


**Der Anfang vom Ende im Aargau**


Abb. 18 Das Rathaus in Rheinfelden aus den 1530er-Jahren. Die Inselburg Stein als herrschaftlicher Sitz war 1446 im Krieg mit Basel geschleift worden.


Die verbliebenen Besitzungen im Elsass, im Breisgau, im Schwarzwald und in Schwaben wurden vorerst von Ensisheim in der Nähe von Mülhausen aus verwaltet, nach dem Verlust des Elsass an Frankreich 1648 von Freiburg im Breisgau aus: das sogenannte Vorderösterreich, oder auch die ‘Schwanzfeder des Kaiseradlers’, wie es im 18. Jahrhundert genannt wurde.\(^\text{22}\)
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Bausteine eines Residenzprojekts

Kaiser Maximilian I. in Innsbruck

Nicole Riegel (Universität Würzburg)


Abb. 1 Albrecht Dürer, Innsbruck von Norden, Wien, Albertina, Inv. 3056.

Für die kunsthistorische Erforschung der Bautätigkeit Maximilians in Innsbruck sind die wichtigsten Grundlagen vor rund hundertzwanzig Jahren in den Regesten des Wiener Jahrbuchs
gelegt worden.\textsuperscript{1} 1921 gelang Moriz Dreger in einer akribischen Analyse der ‘ältesten Geschichte der Innsbrucker Hofburg’ die Identifizierung der beiden Dürerschen Hofansichten (Abb. 2-3).\textsuperscript{2} Dieser Aufsatz blieb das Fundament jeder weiteren Untersuchung, etwa der erhellenden Beobachtungen Patrick Werkners im Tiroler Burgenbuch ebenso wie der umfassenden Dokumentation von Ricarda Oettinger in der Österreichischen Kunsttopographie.\textsuperscript{3} Hinzu kamen in jüngster Zeit die Untersuchungen von Lieselotte Hanzl-Wachter zu Bau und Ausstattung in mariatheresianischer Zeit sowie die monographisch angelegte Geschichte der Hofburg von Benedikt Sauer.\textsuperscript{4} Dem Hofleben und den Ansätzen einer Residenzbildung Maximilians in Innsbruck hat sich die Forschung vor allem von historischer und kulturhistorischer Warte gewidmet, vertreten durch Anneliese Gatt, Monika Fritz sowie zuletzt Ingeborg Wiesflecker-Friedhuber und Manfred Hollegger.\textsuperscript{5}

![Abb. 2 Albrecht Dürer, Burghof in Innsbruck gegen Süden, Wien, Albertina, Inv. 3057.](image1)

![Abb. 3 Albrecht Dürer, Burghof in Innsbruck gegen Norden, Wien, Albertina, Inv. 3058.](image2)

Von kunsthistorischer Seite blieben diese Anregungen weitgehend unbeantwortet.\textsuperscript{6} Zwar hat Dreger bedeutende Erkenntnisse zur relativen Bauchronologie gewonnen, doch weder ist bislang die Entstehungsgeschichte detailliert erörtert noch durch die Methoden der Bauforschung hinreichend geprüft. Über die Funktionen konnte vielfach nur gemutmaßt oder an Legenden entlanggearbeitet werden. Eine systematische Untersuchung von Reise- und Gesandtenberichten im Hinblick auf die funktionale Struktur der Innsbrucker Hofburg selbst sowie auf eine auch zeremoniell bedingte Relation zu anderen Fixpunkten in der Stadt wie dem Goldenen Dachl und der Pfarrkirche steht völlig aus. Genauso wenig hat man sich bisher der Frage gewidmet, wie sich die Residenz des Kaisers im internationalen Rahmen eigentlich ausnimmt. Ihr kunsthistorischer Rang ist kaum einmal thematisiert worden. Überlegungen zur Semiotik maximilianischer Architektur in Innsbruck konzentrierten sich auf den Wappenturm und das Goldene Dachl, jedoch nicht auf das Ensemble im
urbanistischen Kontext.7 – Und dies, obwohl schon Koschatzky auf die treffende, wenn auch zugleich topische Charakterisierung Martin Luthers hingewiesen hat: ‘Inspruck parva est, sed aequalibus aedificiis composita, ac si esset una continua domus’ [Innsbruck sei klein, aber durch gleichartige Gebäude so gefügt, als wäre es ein einziges ausgedehntes Haus].8

Abb. 4 Innsbruck, Stadtplan mit Andechsischer Burg (1), Neuhof (2) und Mitterhof (3).

Versuchen wir zunächst eine Revision der Fakten. In Innsbruck ist mit Baumaßnahmen Maximilians naturgemäß erst nach der Abdankung Erzherzog Sigmunds am 16. März 1490 und Maximilians Regierungsübernahme in Tirol zu rechnen.9 Der außerordentlich baufreudige Sigmund hatte am Beginn seiner Regentschaft 1446 noch die alte andechsische Burg an der Innbrücke bezogen, ab Ende der fünfziger Jahre aber sowohl den Neuhof mitten in der Stadt als auch den damals als Mitterhof bezeichneten Komplex an der Ostflanke der Stadtmauer durch Erwerbungen und Baumaßnahmen vergrößert und in diesem Mitterhof, der späteren Hofburg, auch gewohnt (Abb. 4).10 Das heißt, Maximilian übernahm mit Innsbruck 1490 bereits eine beträchtliche und dazu rezent erweiterte Bausubstanz, die die Hauptadern der Stadt kontrollierte – eine gute Grundlage, um die erzherzogliche in eine königliche Residenz zu verwandeln. Wann Maximilian diese Aufgabe in Angriff nahm, ist unsicher, doch muß in der Hofburg schon bald nach 1490, spätestens 1492 mit einem neuen Frauenzimmerbau begonnen worden sein, den Dürer um 1495/96 als äußerlich abgeschlossenen Bau zeichnen konnte (Abb. 3).11 Wenige Tage, nachdem Bianca Maria Sforza am 23. Dezember 1493 in Innsbruck eingetroffen war, schrieb sie nach Ferrara, die Burg gefalle ihr sehr gut, und sie glaube nicht, daß sie älter sei als fünf Jahre.12 Ob die Königin bei ihrer Ankunft in Innsbruck ein wohlvorbereitetes Logis beziehen konnte, ist damit nicht gesagt. Der Gemahl ließ bekanntlich einige Zeit auf sich warten, die Hochzeit fand erst am 16. März 1494 statt.13 Mitte Januar war bei
einem Brand das Sagnetor zuschaden gekommen, was man in der Folge zum Anlaß nahm, den Wappenturm davorzusetzen, der laut Bauinschrift am südöstlichen Eckerker 1496 kurz vor dem Abschluß stand.¹⁴

Anfang März 1496 starb Sigmund, seine Witwe verheiratete sich noch im selben Jahr neu, so daß der von Sigmund als Alterssitz genutzte Neuhof für Maximilian verfügbar wurde.¹⁵ Der König unternahm hier zweierlei: Zum einen funktionierte er die Stadtresidenz in einen Verwaltungsbau mit großem Archiv für die Hofkammer um, zum anderen setzte er an der Fassade mit dem Prunkerker des Goldenen Dachs einen fernwirk samen Akzent.¹⁶ Die dendrochronologische Untersuchung ergab für die hier verwendeten Hölzer eine Fällzeit im Winter 1497/98, die Ausmalung ist inschriftlich 1500 datiert. Im selben Jahr wurde auch das vergoldete Kupferdach bezahlt.¹⁷ Parallel dazu, im Mai 1498, beauftragte Maximilian Hofmaler Kölderer, sein ‘stüblin in unsern neuen frauenzimmer’ auszumalen, d.h. er bemühte sich um eine ergänzende Ausstattung der Wohnräume in der Hofburg.¹⁸ Von Mitte September 1500 datiert eine Vereinbarung, aus der hervorgeht, daß Maximilian mittelfristig einen Umbau der Hofburg plante – zumindest gab er dies vor.¹⁹ Auch erfahren wir, daß er ein Bad ‘auf dem Inn’, wohl in Flußnähe, besaß.²⁰ Im Dezember sollten, wie so oft, im Auftrag Maximilians Truhen in der Burg gesucht und umgeräumt werden: Aus der ‘stubn, darinn die junkfrawen gewesen sein’ sollten einige in zwei kleinere Gewölbe, andere in das ‘gewelb im newen paw’ transferiert werden. Welcher neue Bau gemeint ist, bleibt offen.²¹

Aus dem Jahr 1500 besitzen wir auch erste Hinweise auf die Errichtung des neuen Zeughauses im Osten der Stadt an der Sill, das eine Erweiterung und Neustrukturierung des Geschützbestandes, der bis dahin in der alten andechsischen Burg am Inn und partiell möglicherweise auch im schon 1465 erwähnten Harnaschhaus südlich der Hofburg aufbewahrt worden war, erlaubte.²² Auf eine geplante Neuerwendung dieses Harnaschhauses deutet unter anderem die von Maximilian 1503 verfügte Erwerbung benachbarter Bauten, des Hufschmiedhauses und des Goldschmiedhauses, zugunsten einer Neugestaltung, mit der das unmittelbare architektonische Umfeld der Burg gebessert werden sollte. Maximilian verlangte in diesem Zusammenhang, was sehr charakteristisch ist, die Einrichtung einer für ihn vom Harnaschhaus aus zugänglichen Drechselstube mit kaminbeheizter Kammer.²³ In den Kontext dieser Veränderungen beim Harnaschhaus gehört die 1505 datierte illusionistische Fassadenmalerei, die ehemals über die Stadtmauer hinweg sichtbar, sich im Inneren des Stiftskellers fragmentarisch erhalten hat.²⁴ 1506 war der neue Hofplattnerneubau in der Neustadt begonnen, in dessen Obergeschoß ein Saal zur Ausstellung der Harnische dienen sollte.²⁵ Etwa gleichzeitig dachte Maximilian an eine Verlegung seines Innsbrucker Marstalls.²⁶

Ab 1507 wird das ehemalige Harnaschhaus als Wappenhaus bezeichnet, wenigstens hat dies die Forschung immer so verstanden.²⁷ Ende März legte Kölderer eine Aufstellung seiner aktuellen Arbeiten vor, darunter ‘zwo visierung gemacht zu dem newen paw bey dem wappenhaws’ sowie ‘drey visierung zu kn. mt. capellen zu hof’.²⁸ Die ihm übertragene Ausstattung des Wappenhauses, insbesondere der Gehörtube, sowie die Neuaußmalung der Hofkapelle standen also noch aus. 1508/09 scheint der an die Kaiserproklamation in Trient sich anschließende Venezianerkrieg Maximilian in Atem gehalten zu haben,²⁹ doch im März 1510 wurde damit begonnen, den langen Saal zwischen Paradise und Neuem Bau zu erhöhen und umzugestalten.³⁰ Im selben Jahr wurden auch im Neuhof einige Räume gewölbte zwecks Aufnahme des Archivs der Raitkammer.³¹ In der Silvesternacht
1510 auf '11 starb Bianca Maria Sforza,32 und damit scheint auch Maximilians Bautätigkeit in Innsbruck weitgehend erloschen zu sein. Als nach der habsburgisch-jagiellonischen Doppelhochzeit die beiden Bräute Anna und Maria einige Jahre in der Innsbrucker Hofburg verbrachten, kam es zu Reparaturen und Nachbesserungen, nicht jedoch zu eingreifenden baulichen Veränderungen.33 Hieraus entsteht der Eindruck, daß Maximilians Residenzprojekt für Innsbruck an seine Ehe mit Bianca Maria Sforza und deren gemeinsame Repräsentationspflichten gebunden war und sich auf die knapp zwei Jahrzehnte zwischen 1490/92 und 1510 begrenzte. Dem entsprechen auch die nach 1510 nur noch seltenen Aufenthalte des Kaisers, nämlich für je drei Wochen im Sommer und im November 1511, dann erst wieder im Januar 1514. Ein letzter längerer Aufenthalt datiert von September 1514 bis März 1515. Kürzere Präsenzen Maximilians sind noch im Sommer 1515 verzeichnet, gefolgt von wenigen Tagen im August 1516.34 Daß die Innsbrucker Maximilian Ende des Jahres 1518 die Aufnahme verweigert haben, ist hinreichend bekannt.35

Diese Fragen, die hier noch unbeantwortet bleiben müssen, führen zur Diskussion der Funktion, die im gegebenen Rahmen auf die Hofburg selbst beschränkt werden muß. Mit den beiden Hofansichten der Albertina, die um oder kurz nach der Mitte der neunziger Jahre entstanden sein dürften (Abb. 2-3), sowie mit einer Augustin Hirschvogel zugeschriebenen, zwischen 1525 und 1534 gezeichneten Vedute der Ostfront (Abb. 5) liegt uns eine sehr gut zeitgenössische Bilddokumentation vor, die vor dem Hintergrund der Schriftquellen mit den im Vorfeld des mariatheresianischen Umbaus angefertigten Grund- und Aufrissen in Beziehung zu setzen ist (Abb. 6-10).
Abb. 7 Constantin Johann Walter, Innsbrucker Hofburg, Längsschnitt durch den Osttrakt, Innsbruck, Museum Ferdinandeum, Aigner-Codex, Bl. 3

Abb. 8 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Grundriß 2. OG nach Gumpp (N. Riegel).


Mit den maximilianischen Erweiterungen der Hofburg nach Norden wurde sie hingegen zu einer Art zentralen Scharnier im Burgzusammenhang, nämlich zwischen den vom großen Burghof zugänglichen, gewissermaßen öffentlichen Repräsentationsräumen und dem vom inneren Hof erschlossenen Komplex, was eine Neuverwendung bedingte, die sich mit der Bezeichnung als Paradeis verband. Denkbar wäre unter diesen Voraussetzungen die Nutzung des dem Saal benachbarten Raums als Tafel- oder Trinkstube,51 beweisbar ist dies derzeit indes nicht. 1520 fand hier der symbolische Vollzug der Ehe zwischen dem künftigen Erzherzog Ferdinand und Anna von Böhmern und Ungarn statt.52 Raum- und funktionstypologisch bleibt die Bezeichnung als Paradeis bislang verschwommen, auch wenn zeitgenössisch eine Parallele bestand, die sogar im Kenntnishorizont Maximilians gelegen haben dürfte: Denn wie neue Forschungen ergeben haben,53 ließ Bianca Marias Onkel, der Mailänder Regent Ludovico il Moro, in seiner Nebenresidenz Vigevano ab 1492/93 auf Konsultation von Donato Bramante nicht nur die schon erwähnte weitleufige Platzanlage gestalten, sondern auch das Kastell selbst modernisieren, etwa durch umfängliche Stallungen ebenso wie durch einen dreiseitig geschlossenen Gartenhof für seine Gemahlin Beatrice d’Este. Die Wohnräume des Vigevaneser ‘Frauenzimmers’ wurden auf diese Weise durch einen Giardino pensile erweitert, der gegen Süden durch einen Loggienflügel, im Norden durch eine Badehaus, absteigend auf eine umfassende Nutzung Beatrices abgeschlossen und, wie aus einem Bericht von 1550 hervorgeht, ‘nuncupabatur nomine Paradisi’. Der repräsentative Süßflügel enthielt im Oberschoß eine siebenachsige Loggia, darunter, auf Gartenebene, einen Saal mit anliegender Kammer.54


Eine in der Funktionsfrage etwas höhere Indiziendichte liegt im Falle des Innsbrucker Frauenzimmers vor.57 Obgleich die älteste Quelle in einer Instruktion Maximilians, ‘auch unser stüblin in unserm neuen frauenzimmer zum tail zu malen’ besteht,58 hat die Forschung das Frauenzimmer bzw. die ‘hintere vergätterte Burg’, wie es später oft genannt ist, gerne als einzig und allein für die Frauen der Hofhaltung reservierten Abschnitt der Burg angesehen und sich besonders gerne deren vermeintlich klösterliche Abgeschiedenheit vorgestellt.59 Die Tatsache, daß es sich um den größten und vor der Saalerröhöhung 1510 zweifellos prominentesten Baukörper der Burg handelt (Abb. 3, 8), wurde dabei durchwegs außer Acht gelassen. Und vor allem: Wo hat der König residiert? Betrachtet man die Burg aus der Perspektive des Zeichners der Erlanger Vedute (Abb. 5), so beantwortet sich diese Frage durch die Architektursprache und den aufgemalten Tiroler Adler nahezu von selbst.60 Wie schon gesagt, schließen sich in der Außenerscheinung das eigentliche Frauenzimmer mit dem Verbindungsflügel zum Paradeis optisch zusammen. Der Frauenzimmerbau selbst reicht etwa bis zum zweiten Polygonalquerer von Norden. Betrachten wir die Aufteilung dieses Kopfbau vor den barocken Veränderungen (Abb. 6-10), so lagen über einer gratgewölbten Tiefgeschoßhalle, deren


Abb. 12 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Frauenzimmerbau, 1. OG, Mittelflur, Westseite, Portalfragment.

Abb. 11 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Frauenzimmerbau, sog. Tiefgeschoßhalle.
Rundstube, hingegen haftet der im alten Torturm der Stadtbefestigung eingerichteten westlichen Turmstube die Unregelmäßigkeit einer Kompromißlösung an. Folgt man dieser Lesart der architektonischen Disposition, so liegt die Hypothese nahe, der Frauenzimmerbau habe die eigentliche Wohnung des Königspaars dargestellt, wobei Bianca Maria der der Kirche zugewandte Westteil und Maximilian der nach draußen gewandte Ostteil zugestanden hätte. Die Appartements wären in diesem Fall beide im zweiten Obergeschoss auf etwa derselben Ebene wie die Repräsentationsräume zu denken. Die Tatsache, daß die Grundrisse keine Geheimgänge verzeichnen, spricht gemeinsam mit der Parallelität der Appartements bis in die Abritte hinein gegen eine geschoßweise Aufteilung der Wohnung. Eher wäre zu vermuten, daß im Dachgeschoss die Hofdamen beherbergt wurden, und daß im ersten Obergeschoss bedarfsweise Gäste und vielleicht die hochrangigen Bediensteten untergebracht waren.\textsuperscript{63}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{Abb. 14 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Frauenzimmerbau, 2. OG, Mittelflor, Ostseite, Portalfragment.}
\caption{Abb. 14 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Frauenzimmerbau, 2. OG, Mittelflor, Ostseite, Portalfragment.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{Abb. 13 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Frauenzimmerbau, 1. OG, Gang im Westabschnitt, Portalfragment.}
\caption{Abb. 13 Innsbruck, Hofburg, Frauenzimmerbau, 1. OG, Gang im Westabschnitt, Portalfragmente.}
\end{figure}

Nun mag die schlichte Folge Stube, Gang, Kammer, Turmstube für die Wohnung eines Königs zu klein erscheinen. Doch ist zu berücksichtigen, daß in der Flucht des hier angenommenen maximilianischen Appartements drei weitere Räume lagen (Abb. 8), darunter eine zweite Rundstube – Räume, die zwischen dem Paradis auf der einen und den eigentlichen Wohnräumen auf der anderen Seite lagen, und die vielleicht im Zusammenhang privater Audienzen genutzt werden konnten. Auch ein Privatoratorium wäre in diesem Kontext denkbar.\textsuperscript{64} – Wie aber verhalten sich die Aussagen der Schriftquellen zu einer solchen Rekonstruktion der Funktionen? Dagegen könnte zunächst sprechen, daß für das Frauenzimmer Ordnungen vorliegen, die das Miteinander der Hofdamen regelten, Zeiten der Öffnung und Schließung festlegten und die Bewahrung des Frauenzimmers organisierten.\textsuperscript{65} Diese Sicherheitsvorkehrungen werden aber nicht allein der Sorge um den Lebenswandel der Hofdamen geschuldet gewesen sein, sondern zum einen auch der Tatsache, daß sich im Frauenzimmer der Hausschatz befand,\textsuperscript{66} zum anderen, daß der König in seiner Residenz selbst ebenfalls vor dem Zutritt Unbefugter geschützt sein mußte. Daß Frauenzimmer nicht mit Klöstern gleichzusetzen sind, zeigt beispielsweise auch eine königliche Instruktion vom November
1493, in der befohlen wurde, das Frauenzimmer der Wiener Hofburg herzurichten, damit des Königs Schwager Herzog Albrecht von Bayern dort logieren könne – dies erscheint bemerkenswert, auch wenn es damals mangels Königin auch keinen weiblichen Hofstaat in Wien gegeben hat.\(^6^7\)

Wichtiger ist, daß im Innsbrucker Frauenzimmer, und zwar vermutlich im weniger exponierten Turn, das Schatzgewölbe und das Briefgewölbe lagen, und daß sicherlich beides dem König ganz unmittelbar zugänglich gewesen ist. Als im Mai 1510 im Auftrag des abwesenden Königs wie so häufig vergeblich bestimmte Truhen gesucht wurden, präzisierte Maximilian den Standort: Die gesuchte Truhe war vor dem Transport in das ‘obergewelb’ ‘in unserm camer darinn wir bey unsern gemachl gelegen sein, gestannden’.\(^6^8\) Diese Quelle war schon Dreger bekannt, und er ist der einzige, der daraus geschlossen hat, daß Maximilian wenigstens zeitweise im Frauenzimmer gewohnt hat.\(^6^9\) Die jüngere Forschung hat angesichts des eingangs zitierten Auftrags an Kölderer von 1498, dem König sein ‘stüblin in unsern neuen frauenzimmer’ auszumalen, Maximilian eine Art Gästezimmer im Frauenzimmerbau zugestanden.\(^7^0\) Möglicherweise aber wird man künftig einen Schritt weiter gehen dürfen: Sofern der König in Innsbruck war, hat er wahrscheinlich im Frauenzimmer residiert – dem regulären Logis des Königsparas.
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Architectura ancilla musicae

Architektur in der Beziehung zur Musik am Prager Hof der Habsburger

Ivan P. Muchka (Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic)

Dieser kurze Aufsatz beschäftigt sich mit der Renaissanceorgel im St.-Veits-Dom und damit auch mit den Fragen nach der habsburgischen Selbstpräsentation. Bemerkenswert ist schon die Tatsache, daß sich König Ferdinand I. im Jahr 1547 entschied, nach dem Tod seiner Frau, Königin Anna, dem Prager Dom eine neue Orgel auf eigene Kosten zu stiften. Die Sorge um die Beschaffung des Instrumentes lag allerdings auf den Schultern seines Sohnes, des Erzherzogs Ferdinand II., Statthalter in Böhmen.1


In der Korrespondenz der beiden Habsburger von 1553, die sich in dieser Sache fleißig austauschten (Erzherzog Ferdinand II. war zu diesem Zeitpunkt vierundzwanzig Jahre alt), finden wir in diesem Zusammenhang zuerst den etwas pejorativen Ausdruck „Orgelfuß“.2 Während der Realisierung bekam dieser „Fuß“ imposante Ausmaße und eine Wirkung, die wir an Hand historischer Fotoaufnahmen aus der Zeit der Erweiterung des Domes um 1900 nachvollziehen können, wo man letztendlich entschied, dass die Musikempore vom westlichen Ende des alten Baues in das nördliche Querschiff des neuen Baues versetzt werden soll.

Der Stand unserer Kenntnisse über die Renaissanceorgel im St.-Veits-Dom war bisher vor allem hinsichtlich des eigentlichen Aussehens des Instruments lückenhaft. Die Renaissanceorgel wurde im Jahre 1757 Opfer der preußischen Bombardierung von Hradchin und musste durch ein neues Instrument vom Orgelbauer Antonin Gartner aus Tachau ersetzt werden (1762-1765).

Es gibt Dutzende Ansichten des Dominterieurs aus jener Zeit, auf denen meistens die Krönungsfeier der böhmischen Könige und Königinen zu sehen sind, oder auch, wie im Fall Kaiser Rudolfs II., sein Castrum doloris. Diese Ansichten zeigen das Dominterieur jedoch immer Richtung Osten, zum Hochaltar.

Abb. 2 Kaspar Bechteler, Der St.-Veits-Dom im Jahre 1619, während der protestantischen Plünderung (Detail).

Es gibt zwei Details, die von Bedeutung sind: Man kann deutlich erkennen, dass das Rückpositiv (also nicht das Orgelprospekt) konvex gewölbt war und dass es Flügel zum Schließen hatte. Zweitens sehen wir, dass sich im ersten Geschoß der Musikempore, wo einige Forscher das Rückpositiv und daher die Orgel zwischen zwei Stockwerken aufgeteilt vermuteten, kein Instrument befand. Da man auf Bechtelers Relief einen Einblick in das Hauptschiff des Domes durch die Arkaden des Seitenschiffes hat, sieht man vom zweiten Geschoß der Musikempore, die uns vorrangig interessieren würde, nur sehr wenig. Man könnte vermuten, dass gerade das Thema des Reliefs, nämlich die ikonoklastische Plünderung des Domes, die Orgel selbst betroffen hat und dass sie vielleicht auch damals beschädigt wurde – was aber eine sehr unsichere Hypothese darstellt. Man könnte aber andererseits vermuten, dass die Szene der Auferstehung Christi, die am Hauptflügel des Orgelprospekts dargestellt war, für den Prediger Scultetius Grund genug war, die Orgel bei dem von ihm initiierten ikonoklastischen Angriff auf den Dom zu verschonen.

Es gibt eine weitere, ungefähre und sehr schematische Zeichnung des Haupteils der Renaissanceorgel, aufbewahrt im Nationalarchiv in Prag, die den Stand der Arbeiten an der Orgel im Juni 1563 zeigt (Abb. 3).

Abb. 3 Zeichnung der Orgel aus dem Jahre 1563.

Abb. 4 Salomon Kleiner, Schema mausolei regum Bohemiae, quod Pragae est in divi Viti.


Abb. 5 Salomon Kleiner, Schema mausolei regum Bohemiae, quod Pragae est in divi Viti (Detail).

Im zweiten Geschoss mit voller Steinbrüstung mit einem Akanthusfries und Putten steht mittig das Rückpositiv, das wir auf Bechtelers Holzrelief identifizieren konnten, diesmal aber ohne Flügel zum Abschließen.


Abb. 6 Wandkapitell mit Ziegenbockköpfen, Sommerschloß der Königin Anna - Belvedere, Prager Burg.


Die Darstellung des Flügels ist in einem Punkt etwas problematisch: Die vortretende Säulen oder Halbsäulen würden es erschweren, die Orgel zu schließen und so vor Staub zu schützen.
Dennoch müssen wir dankbar sein, dass uns diese Vedute Kleiners eine seltene historische Darstellung der Renaissanceorgel überliefert.

Noch einige Angaben zur Größé des Instrumentes: Da wir die Disposition mit der Beschreibung der Register kennen („Pedal – Principal ganz durch – 32 Fuß“), kann man mit einer Pfeifengröße um 10 m rechnen. Die Gesamthöhe der Kirche beträgt etwa 32 m, das zweite Stockwerk der Orgelempore reichte etwa bis zur Höhe von 15 m. Die verbleibende Höhe für die Orgel darüber betrug also ca. 17 m (bei einer Breite von 13 m), wobei dieser Bereich auf dem Stich Kleiners weitestgehend vom obersten Orgelgeschoß ausgefüllt gewesen zu sein scheint.

Im Rahmen dieses Beitrags ist es nicht möglich, sich zur Autorschaft der einzelnen Teile der Orgel oder zu ihrem Typus und Form zu äußern. Trotzdem möchte ich auf eine Parallele aufmerksam machen, die die Frage der Vorlagen teilweise angeht: Es handelt sich um eine hervorragende Orgel, die kurz vor dem Prager Instrument entstand, in der Mailänder Mauritius Kirche. Wie bekannt, ist „Francesco Terzio Bergamese“ durch seine Abstammung und Schulung mit der Kunst Norditaliens verbunden und es ist ganz legitim, als Vergleich diese Orgel heranzuziehen, die Gian Giacomo Antegnati in den Jahren 1554 bis 1557 schuf (Abb. 7).

Abb. 7 Gian Giacomo Antegnati, Orgel in der Mauritiuskirche in Mailand.

Es handelt sich um ein Schrankinstrument, das im Inneren durch kannelierte Pfeiler in mehrere Felder gegliedert ist. Innerhalb dieser Gliederung sind die Pfeifen zur Mitte hin aufsteigend
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Palaces on the Edge of the Atlantic

The Architectural Reformation and the Space Ritualization of the Portuguese Royal Residences during the Reign of Philip I of Habsburg (1580–1598)

Milton Pedro Dias Pacheco1 (University of Coimbra/CHAM)

Portugal is mine because I inherited it, bought it and conquered it!

D. Philip I of Portugal

Four hundred years after the death of D. Philip I of Portugal (Philip II of Spain, 1527|1580–1598) we have still not clearly recognized all the major architectural and artistic campaigns promoted in the Portuguese royal palaces during his reign. Despite the full-scale biographies dedicated to the Habsburg king that portray him as deeply connected with imperial expansion and religious fanaticism, he must also be seen as a profoundly devoted patron of the arts, a dedicated Kunstfreund.2

D. Philip I, the Prudent, was son of the Holy Roman Emperor Charles V (1500–1558), from the Austrian House of Habsburg, and queen Elisabeth (1503–1539), princess of the Portuguese House of Avis. After several political movements he inherited part of the vast Habsburg Empire. As hereditary prince he received the Netherlands and all the Spanish possessions, which included the Italian states of Naples, Milan, Sardinia and Sicily, and the French region of Burgundy. By marriage, he was briefly king-consort of England and in 1580, through de iure sanguinis but chosen by the divine will,3 he inherited the throne of the Portuguese kingdom and vast overseas domains, including the territories of America, Africa and Asia, an empire on which the sun never set. Under his rule, the Habsburg Empire in the West reached the height of its influence and power.

In order to consolidate his political position, after the acclamation ceremony at Tomar Courts, on 16 April 1581, the monarch decided to observe and maintain all the vowed national sovereign privileges and traditional prerogatives. So, as had been predicted in Tomar’s charter signed at the Palace of Almeirim on 20 March 1580, the king would keep the same legislative rights, with the exclusive right of national nomination for administrative positions; economic rights, with a currency of his own; religious rights, with the appointment of innate bishops; and cultural rights, with the native language. Despite his deep suffering because of the queen’s death, during the acclamation
ceremony D. Philip I wore a white and gilded brocade suit to demonstrate to his new subjects the continuity of the Portuguese protocol royal rites.⁴

According to some Spanish and Portuguese Golden Age authors, Lisbon was the eyes of the Iberian Peninsula and one of the most eclectic, economic and crowded cities of Europe at the time. It was in any case the perfect capital for the Western Habsburg Empire. Curiously, in 1580 one of the worst fears of the dual monarchy opponents was the suspicion that the king wanted to establish the Empire’s capital at Europe’s tail and reinforce Lisbon as the utmost economic city of the world, combining all the Atlantic and Indic commercial routes.⁵ Obviously, the king was not going to neglect the geographic potential of the Lisbon ports for the military campaigns, since it was from them that he prepared numerous armed expeditions, in particular against England, as his successors did too, the most famous but also the most disastrous episode being La Armada Invencible in 1588.

Raised with a deep religious faith but with an education firmly in the spirit of the Renaissance, the monarch, as he had done in other domains, undertook an enormous architectural campaign in Portugal, erecting or renewing important public infrastructures such as bridges, aqueducts, fortresses, and many others. He also made large sums of silver available to proceed with the renovation of some emblematic convents and monasteries, especially those which were related with the foundation of the kingdom.⁶ In 1590 the marquis of Velada, Gómez Dávila (1541–1616), described the three main passions of the king, “his own personal trinity,” as architecture, gardens, and hunting.⁷ These were indeed passions that he could enjoy to the full in the Portuguese royal residences. Determined to restructure the Portuguese kingdom to his own image, the king would spend more than two years as the powerful ruler of the vast Western Habsburg Empire in Portugal in order to reorganize it in accordance with the requirements for the administration of his global domains and his concern for political centralization.

In Lisbon the monarchs had two principal residences: the 13th-century Alcazar Palace (Paço da Alcáçova), on the urban hill, and a second, early 16th-century one located along the banks of the Tagus river embankments, the River Palace (so called Paço da Ribeira) [Fig. 1].⁸ Probably dazzled with the epics of medieval knights that led him to his sad adventure in North Africa, D. Sebastian of Portugal (1554–1557–1578) had shown preference for the fortified residence (more for its suitability than its exquisiteness⁹), which he reformed. For that reason he relegated the River Palace to the background, and it entered into a certain material decay, already having been affected by two earthquakes in the 16th century. The medieval appearance of the River Palace, still in the Portuguese late Gothic, so-called Manuelino style, was visible from the exterior in its different building masses, a condition that determined the complexity and disorder of its interiors and exteriors (like the Alcazar of Madrid), especially if compared with the rigid frames of the monastery-palace of San Lorenzo de El Escorial.¹⁰

Although D. Philip I soon recognized the impossibility of living regularly in Portugal, after some personal observations about the material situation of the Portuguese Crown residences he promptly decided to promote an intensive program of architectural renovation and aesthetic enrichment, not only of the major royal palace, but also of the other countryside residences. Aiming at a pomp and visibility combined with the sober and austere mood proper to the Counter-Reformation, he also established new court ceremonial protocols, both civil and religious, for the
public and private palatine dependencies. Once more, art patronage would become vital to emphasizing the political project of *repraesentatio majestatis* and so to reinforcing adherence to the Spanish Habsburg monarchy on these regions on the edge of the Atlantic.

![Fig. 1 Lisbon in 1572 with the River Palace (below) and the Alcazar Palace (above)](image)

The truth, however, is that the monarch started his embellishment campaigns on the Portuguese residences before even being acclaimed as a sovereign. In November 1580, the duke of Alba, Fernando de Toledo y Pimentel (1507–1582), already in Lisbon after the invasion of the kingdom, sent to the king the plans of the royal residences to prepare for his arrival at Lisbon, which was probably carried out by the minister Miguel de Moura (1538–1600). After that he sent also the building plans for the Salvaterra de Magos countryside palace made by the Italian Filippo Terzi (1520–1597), who was also to be responsible for the late designs of the Palace of Almeirim. The plan for Lisbon alcazar was made by Giovanni Battista Antonelli (1527–1588), another Italian military engineer working on this major reform plan.

In his letters, the duke of Alba, who was the principal chamberlain of Royal Household and the first Portuguese viceroy nominee, describes both Lisbon residences. Concerning the palace erected near the river, he mentioned that it was a gloomy house, "sad as a prison" and that the second one, in the castle, was too cold to spend the winter periods. Therefore, both residences were definitely not suitable for occupation by the King’s Majesty!
Curiously, some years earlier, in 1571, the Portuguese humanist Francisco de Holanda (c.1518–1585) had already declared that Lisbon lacked one decent royal residence, stressing further the absence of a resilient fortress to keep the city safe.14 Could this be the reason for the regular absence of the king D. Sebastian from the capital ten years before D. Philip I acclamation?15 Besides, the cardinal-king D. Henry of Portugal (1512|1578–1580) refused to live in the main royal palace after his acclamation, thus creating a situation that certainly did not contribute to the cause of building maintenance during both reigns.

So it was that as early as 14 January 1581 the monarch instructed Duarte Castelo Branco (c.1540–?), count of Sabugal, to undertake a survey of all Portuguese royal residences projects, mainly the Lisbon River Palace and the seasonal palaces of Almeirim and Salvaterra de Magos, with the aim of lodging him.16 In order to give the building greater comfort and better internal arrangements, the monarch called upon Filippo Terzi to coordinate the project’s execution, aided by the Portuguese master builder Álvaro Pires, both under the administrative supervision of the count of Sabugal.17

Despite the opinion of several authors, we cannot today be sure who was the architect that drew the architectural plan of the palace, whether it was the Italian Filippo Terzi, or whether the Spanish Juan de Herrera (1530–1597) made a contribution of his own. Furthermore, the name of another Spanish architect, Francisco de Mora (1553–1610), appears to have been involved in a second phase at the beginnings of the 17th century.18 Actually, Herrera had come up to Portugal with the mission of overseeing the installation of the king’s embassy in Tomar’s Courts and preparing the official entrance in Lisbon,19 but he returned immediately to Spain to take over the numerous royal architectural projects.20 Our position is that Terzi, a Bolognese military engineer at the service of the Portuguese Crown since 1577 and later nominated major architect-engineer of the reign, projected and directed himself the several campaigns under the close proximity of the king and his royal architect.21

On the basis of the letters sent to his young daughters, Isabel Clara Eugenia (1566–1633) and Catalina Micaela (1567–1597), during the Royal Journey of Portugal Succession, it appears that between 1581 and 1583 the monarch made several appointments related to the palatine residences, such as Lisbon, Sintra, Almeirim and Xabregas.22 Concerning the Lisbon official residence, which had been erected as the new economic and financial centre by the spices king D. Emmanuel I (1469|1495–1521), grandfather of D. Philip I, near the shipbuilding harbor complex (the Ribeira das Naus) and the Indian and Mine Commerce Houses (Casas da Minha and India), D. Philip I described it as a huge building with large corridors, an exotic and delightful interior garden, and several balconies with magnificent views over the city. Nevertheless, despite the curiosity that was evident, he points out that it was carelessly organized internally.23

The available sources lead us to believe that Terzi met the monarch in Elvas in January 1581 to discuss the architectural plans personally. The king specified the refurbishment of the residential wings, including the royal chapel dedicated to the apostle of the Orient, Saint Thomas, and elevated to patriarchal status24 during the reign of D. John V (1689|1706–1750). In the subsequent April the Italian architect informed the king that the works had been interrupted due to lack of money.25
As the king later wrote to his daughters, the works were almost finished before the official entry of D. Philip I into the Lisbon Palace on 29 June, preceded by a magnificent joyeuse entrée with fifteen triumphal arches planned by Herrera. However, on the occasion of the king’s secret visit to the palace four days before, in the presence of his nephew and future viceroy, the monarch saw the progress of the works and stressed that the building still revealed some internal spatial disorder, perhaps on account of the large size of the residential structure, which was a reason for the excessive expenses that he had not anticipated. Up until 27 August 1581, the Crown had already spent 40,000 réis, the Portuguese currency of the time, within the maximum amount of 200,000.

After the elder resident members of the royal Avis court were evicted, the Habsburg king manifested his intention of giving a larger unit to the palatine monument, reorganizing its interior and facades according to the classical and austere principles of Mannerism. But the major architectural work was the turret construction at the extreme end of the palace complex alongside the river and over the old bulwark. The escorialesco palatine turret [Fig. 2], with direct access from the river, was covered by an octagonal lead dome and had on its first two floors an arms room and, as we know from a 16th-century drawing and a description written in 1619, the artillery warehouse.

Above these, between other rooms and stairs, was the royal library; on the last floor, occupying the entire area, was the throne chamber, also known as the ambassador’s room. The main connecting corridor between the palatine residential areas and the turret, a late medieval colonnade with several arches and balconies, was closed. These first works were completed before 1598.

---

Fig. 2 The River Palace after D. Philip I’s intervention. Detail from an engraving published in João BaptistaLavanha, Viagem da catholica real magestade del Rey D. Filippe II (Madrid, 1622).
Preceding the ambassador’s room was another space devoted to the public staging of royal power, the Tudescos’ room, which accommodated the German royal guard of halberdiers serving in close proximity to the monarch. It was a multifunctional great chamber where the most important ceremonies took place, and where the king, and viceroys and governors later on, gathered the court, acclaimed their sovereignty and made their oaths, as happened on 30 January 1583, when prince Philip, future D. Philip II of Portugal (Philip III of Spain, 1578–1598–1621) was sworn in as heir to the Portuguese throne. It is obvious that all these architectural changes would leave their mark on the adjacent urban environment, especially around Commerce Square (Praça do Comércio/Terreiro do Paço).

In a brilliant political move D. Philip I had the last two Portuguese kings reburied in the Monastery of Belem before abandoning the kingdom in February 1583, taking with him the Portuguese Council. As his viceroy the monarch appointed his nephew the archduke Albert of Austria (1559–1621), who was assisted in government by a group of statesmen. Having been in Portugal since the end of 1580, and after having assumed the reins of government two years later, the archduke would continue with the embellishment works desired by his uncle at the royal palaces until 1593, the year in which he was called to Madrid.

Even though out of the kingdom, the monarch followed closely the works on the Crown palaces that had been his project from the beginning, as he had during the period he was among us, with the construction of the great monastery-palace of El Escorial. From this moment onwards, the royal residence of Lisbon would be a public image of the king’s majestic power and the representation of his authority, but an empty palace without the presence of his legal representative... regis imago rex est. In fact, as the testimony of Inácio Ferreira (16th century) suggests, with the king’s departure Lisbon became almost a widow city.

The court established by the viceroy in Lisbon was a princely one but it was domestic in character because the most important noblemen went with the king to Madrid and the others went to their countryside domains, where they promoted minor villager courts, as the work of Francisco Rodrigues Lobo (1580–1622) entitled Courts in the Village suggests. In accordance with Portuguese royal ceremonial, it was also in this great chamber that the king’s receptions and private and public banquets were held, as happened later during the visit of D. Philip II in 1619. Although committed to respecting the Portuguese court rites, the monarch would change them, introducing a new set of ritualized but rigid gestures to symbolically reinforce the king’s image and person.

In 1593, after the absence of the viceroy, D. Philip I issued the Kingdom Governors Reglementation. In this royal ordinance the King established a new court protocol, which stipulated rigid rules of procedure and planned the demand for a hieratical distribution of the royal power spaces, reducing the use of the palatine areas, but emphasizing the representation of the governor in public. After all, the governors were the monarch’s agents, but were not the king himself.

Francisco Porras de la Cámara, who participated in the Journey of Lisbon, a Sevillian embassy prepared by Juan Núñez de Harresas at the beginning of the 1590s, gives us particular descriptions of Lisbon palace interiors, which he describes as being “great and worthy of the greatness and majesty.” It was probably in the main reception apartment that the chronicler watched a theatrical comedy, in
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the presence of an eccentric court. In accordance with the ceremonial, the archduke was at one end of the room seated on the throne under the canopy, surrounded by wealthy aristocrats, illustrious ambassadors and exotic jesters.\(^{40}\)

Regarding the organization of space, we are acquainted with the existence of two major intercommunicating courtyards. One of them led to the royal audience and chancellery chambers, and the other one to the governmental departments and also to the royal chapel.\(^{41}\) Near the most private areas were located the gardens – the _alegretes –\(^{42}\) which were described by the king himself in 1581 as a “very pleasant garden, embellished with colorful little tiles and perfumed by many different trees and flowers.”\(^{43}\) In the north and east extremes of the palatine complex, facing the great New Street (Rua Nova) and the major square (Terreiro do Paço), were the housing areas for the Royal Family and the courtiers. This was where the empress Mary of Austria (1528–1603), mother of the archduke Albert of Austria, stayed as her son’s guest when she visited Lisbon in 1582.\(^{44}\)

Unfortunately, iconographic sources illustrating only the external facade of the palace are rare, though when considering the interiors Porras de la Cámara noted the magnificent marble and jasper architectural structures.\(^{45}\) The global vastness of the Habsburg Empire facilitated the acquisition of the most refined materials, which were transformed by the most reputed artists: the marble being from the Portuguese mines of Estremoz, the jasper from the Spanish mines of Osma or Espeja, the exotic woods from the Indian or Brazilian forests, the works in gold or lapis lazuli from Milan, and the extravagant damask tissues from Granada.\(^{46}\)

Nevertheless, there still exists a rare documentary description of the iconographic program of the ornamentation in the throne chamber. Its composition illustrated several qualities and virtues of the Habsburg monarch: not only greatness and magnificence, but also devoutness and prudence, which were also considered necessary to a ruler of such a great empire.\(^{47}\)

The decoration program displayed an ingenious mythical and historical succession of themes, which were depicted in thirty-seven paintings as a testimony to the vastness and diversity of the king domains. On the top of the roof were the Royal Arms of the Habsburg monarch and above it a globe with the city of Lisbon integrated within a map of Hispania flanked by several allegorical signs of the zodiac and enriched with distinguished Latin mottos. Despite his profound piety, the monarch was represented as the Greek hero Hercules (or might it be Ulysses, the mythic founder of Lisbon city _Ulissipone?) in the presence of the major Olympic gods, especially those who were associated with the ocean, in a theme also explored on the triumphal arches erected in Lisbon in 1581.\(^{48}\)

The paintings attributed to the Italian Tiburcio Spannocchi (1541–c.1606), who is generally considered a better painter than he was an engineer,\(^{49}\) were directed by Gonçalo Pirez in Lisbon in the year 1590. Started during the government of the viceroy, these decorative works remained there until 1593. In fact, when Albert of Austria was already in Madrid, he received other architectural plans of the royal palace in Lisbon that prove that the artistic campaign was being continued.\(^{50}\)

Despite some improvement works during the next decades, we believe that the palatine structure, which acted as the symbolic presence of the House of Habsburg in Portugal, did not
change in its essence until the major renovation during the reign of the Portuguese sun king D. João V in the 18th-century.

Although we do not know in detail the progress of the residential works, we do know that the chapel was finished in the middle of October 1581. Located near the king’s private apartments – the house of the king being next to the house of God – the chapel was renovated during this period but with some ancient structures being preserved, such as the private galleries in which the monarch could attend Mass and which were enshrined in their full intimacy.  

Renewing the building and adorning it with devotional images and precious relics was one of the king’s major religious passions. Now it was necessary to update the royal church institution. In the absence of a proper, well-organized ceremonial and musicians of quality, the king decided to intensify the religious observances. Preserving initially the Bourgogne traditional rites, the king first hired a body of musicians including such figures as the Spanish court organist Hernando de Cabezón (1541–1602), son of the famous Antonio de Cabezón (1510–1566), and then ordered the preparation of the first ritual statutes for the chapel royal.

Printed in January 1592 under the supervision of the major chaplain, Bishop Jorge de Ataide (1535–1611), the new ceremonial was twenty chapters long and established a corps of ninety-two officials, both religious and non-religious. In addition to a battalion of chaplains and acolytes (thirty and twenty respectively), there were around thirty musicians: twenty-four singers, two organists, two bassoonists and one cornet-player. We should not forget that the Golden Age of Spanish music occurred during the reign of D. Philip I, when the court music reached its highest splendor in Europe, a Catholic Europe defended and represented by his royal person.

Described as a little cathedral, the royal chapel was a privileged institution inside of the royal institution; and as such it was a highly hierarchical space in the framework of the king’s public appearance and ritualization. Among those who preached here in 1582 was one of the most eloquent preachers of the time, the Spanish Dominican Luis of Granada (1504–1588), the same friar who had originally considered D. Philip I’s acclamation to the Portuguese throne illegitimate!

But all this begs one question in particular: What was the reason for the reorganization of the chapel ritual procedures? One clue may be found in a letter sent to the count of Olivares Enrique de Guzmán y Ribera (1540–1607), in which Juan de Silva (1528–1601), the Spanish ambassador who became the 4th count of Portalegre by marriage, criticizes, after the detachment from the king’s Court, the royal chapel for its peculiarly vain ceremonials. Could it be that the king had wanted to piously subvert the Divine Cult to his royal condition in Court at that time?

Before the threat from the English navy, especially from 1585, the military architects Giacomo Palearo (c.1520–1586) and Leonardo Torriani (c.1560–1628) were given the mission of renovating the entire Portuguese network of coastline fortresses. The ecclesiastical historian Baltasar Porreño (1569–1639), nephew of the architect Francisco de Mora, testifies that the king was also responsible for the renovation of the ancient Lisbon alcazar and all the Tagus river fortresses, providing them with new military architectural structures and artillery mechanisms.
As in Spain, the royal countryside residences were located near the capital in fertile plains with pleasant forests amply stocked with game and were plentifully fitted with gardens and fountains. These provided the king with the main reasons for his regular visits: he came in search of amusement and pleasure in hunting and equestrian sports. Curiously, these leisure activities were a little bit different from the city ones, such as the violent bullfighting or the frightening inquisitorial autos da Fé.

We have found no documentation of work being done on the palatine residences of Santarém during Philip’s reign, despite the bad material condition of both buildings. According to some documents, in January 1531 the marquis of Tarifa revealed in one of his letters that both palaces were ruined, scattered on the ground. Another source dating from February 1622 tells us that those buildings still remained in the same material condition, though Isidro Velazquez (16th century) reports having stayed at his palace! Yet why is that D. Philip II of Portugal/III of Spain was accommodated in the house of the count of Tarouca when he visited Santarém few years before in October 1619?63

When one considers the events of 1580, when the village of Santarém gave political and military support for D. Antonio’s acclamation as king of Portugal, one can understand the king not promoting any palace restoration. On 19 June 1580 D. Antonio (1531–1595), prior of Crato and the illegitimate son of the prince D. Louis (1506–1555), one of the most young descendants of D. Emmanuel I, was popularly acclaimed in Santarém, that is to say, in the same village where he established the resistance base until the defeat of his troops in the Battle of Alcântara, near the Portuguese capital.64 It is also notable that when the prior of Crato received the king’s ambassador Gutiérrez de Valencia in March 1580, he was lodged at the palace of D. Antonio de Castro, after a first stop at the local Dominican monastery. According to the diplomatic account, D. Antonio was in a residence surrounded by his noble supporters, in a palatine environment that was reminiscent of a king’s court.65 And then, when D. Philip I, during his expedition from Tomar to Lisbon, stopped for a few days in Santarém between 2 and 6 June 1581, he was poorly received by the people.66 The king could certainly not have had good memories of this village, as a result of which, instead of trying to eradicate the symbolic presence of D. Antonio, he preferred to despise it.67

Considered one of the most favorite winter residences of 16th-century Portuguese rulers, the countryside Palace of Almeirim, near Santarém, was the scene, on 12 May 1543, of the marriage by proxy between D. Philip I – represented by his ambassador in Lisbon, Luiz Sarmiento de Mendoza (1492–1556) – and the Portuguese princess D. Maria Manuela (1527–1545), daughter of the king D. John III (1502|1521–1557) and the Austrian D. Catarina of Habsburg (1507–1578), the prince’s aunt.68 And it was also where the cardinal-king D. Henrique gathered the Courts to choose D. Philip I as the legal successor to the throne on 11 January 1580, and also where he was buried.69 In fact, the palace should have been very special to the king, because it had been the scene of several important moments in his life.

The first time that he visited the residence was 6 June 1581, with the purpose of becoming acquainted with the good quality of the building and the nearby game reserves.70 One year later, the king returned there with his sister, the empress Mary of Austria and his son, the prince Albert.71
Once more, we know neither when the works, which were supervised by the architect Álvaro Pires and the gardener Rodrigo Álvares, started, nor the dimensions of the construction work. Commissioned by the prince D. Louis, father of the rebel Prior of Crato, the Palace of Salvaterra de Magos (Fig. 3) was also part of the countryside residences network where the royal family dedicated itself to the hunt and pleasures of the garden. Leaving from Almeirim, the king arrived at Salvaterra de Magos on Thursday 8 April 1581.

In 1589, D. Philip I disposed of an annual budget of 80,000 for architectural building and gardening maintenance, which was later confirmed in 1595. In 1581 the choice fell on the palace gardener Rodrigo Álvares, the Portuguese disciple of the royal gardener the Italian Jerónimo de Algara, who worked at the palatine gardens of Aranjuez. However, the character of the monarch’s intervention is not known because the building was later rebuilt after the earthquake of 1755. Now all that remains of the original building is the royal chapel, where we can be sure that the king prayed.

In 1581, D. Philip I ordered Giovanni Battista Antonelli to complete the Tagus river navigational course, already started in the Spanish river Manzanares by Juan Bautista de Toledo (c.1515–1567), with the purpose of connecting the two Iberian capitals: Lisbon and Madrid. However, the order proved impossible to fulfill and the project linked only population centers where
royal residences were located, such as Toledo and Aranjuez on Spanish territory, or Almeirim and Salvaterra de Magos on the Portuguese side. He also made some wonderful observations about the gardens and fountains of the countryside Palace of Sintra and visited the Palace of Xabregas when he arrived in Lisbon. But neither in the case of the country palace of Sintra nor in that of Xabregas are we at present aware that he made any material intervention.

With a privileged view over the Mondego river, the ancient Alcazar of Coimbra was the oldest seats and had been one of the main royal residences of the Portuguese kings for more than four centuries, from the 12th to the 15th century. Since then it had fulfilled the role of a secondary royal residence that was substantially restored to make it more comfortable; finally, it was made the home of the University of Coimbra after its final accommodation in the city, in 1537.

Going on with his policy of creating a vigorous network of royal residences for itinerancy use by the royal family throughout the Portuguese kingdom, on September 30, 1583, D. Philip I, already in Spain, sent Manuel de Quadros (?–1593), the future Bishop of Guarda, to demand the handing over of the palatine alcazar to the university institution and the construction of new buildings for academic purposes.

The official academic visitor called for the temporary handing over of the building, reclaimed it, and suggested the construction of a new one nearby. Beyond this measure, there is also the question of the king’s punishment of the scholars who gave ideological support to D. Catherine of Bragança (1540–1614) and then military support to D. António as legitimate heirs to Portuguese throne three years earlier.

Faced by the substantial costs and inconvenience of such an enterprise, the University wrote to the king pleading for the royal building to be put at its disposition. The monarch replied to this petition on 30 September 1583, stressing the necessity of restoring the palatine residence for the reason that he wished to have there a decent dwelling for himself, as he planned to visit it soon, as well as a place to stay for his successors. In reality, the king also had a special connection with this fortified palace, because it was where first wife D. Maria Manuela had been born.

That this process lasted almost the entire reign of D. Philip I is clear from the fact that on 17 May 1597, through a royal decree, he eventually sold the building to the University for 30,000 cruzados of silver. Known from 16 October of that year as the School’s Palace (Paço das Escolas), as it is still known today, the academic institution kept some of the royal building prerogatives, such as: the chapel’s honorable royal title with all ceremonial rites and immunity from episcopal jurisdiction; the alcazar prison, reserved only for scholars; and the royal guard of halberdiers with their traditional garments and weapons.

But even though D. Philip I and his successors did not bear a grudge against the University of Coimbra, the academic institution, by contrast, was after 1640 to exclude the three Habsburg sovereigns from the school gallery of royal portraits ...
Fig. 4 The Alcazar of Coimbra in the 16th century (detail of the north façade)

*  *  *

In this summarized essay we have made assertions about the investment made on the main palace in Lisbon, which was D. Philip I’s major patronage campaign in the capital if we exclude the majestic construction of the Monastery of Saint Vincent also in Lisbon, about the renovation of the other countryside residences in Almeirim and Salvaterra de Magos, and about the requisitioning of the Coimbra alcazar.

Unfortunately we don’t know the accurate dimension or the direct results of the artistic campaigns prepared in those monuments with the purpose of making them more comfortable and more acceptable to the taste and to the political image of a devout, determined and exquisite sovereign. In fact, not only were new works carried out at the River Palace at the end of the reign of his successor, in order for him to be received in Lisbon in 1619, but the works carried out in the following decades in the reign of D. John V were dramatically erased by the earthquake of 1755.

Under the supervision of Italian architects based in Portugal, the ambitious refurbishment program was all part of the king’s strategy of legitimizing his rights to the throne and enhancing his powerful image in accordance with the Portuguese palaces, which were places of identity and political unity of real ostentation and royal celebration. These majestic p(al)aces were in any case political instruments, intended to reflect the extension of the power of the king.
Curiously, the main events of the Restoration of Independence, which put an end to the Habsburg Dynasty in Portugal’s domains, took place in the Lisbon River Palace. This royal residence on the edge of the Atlantic was where the duchess of Mantua, Margarida of Savoy (1589–1655), Portuguese vicereine between 1634 and 1640, was detained; where her faithful secretary Miguel de Vasconcelos (1590–1640) was thrown from a palace window; and where finally the duke of Braganza was acclaimed king of Portugal as D. John IV (1604|1640–1656).

Finally, everything ended where it had begun … in the palace!
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Imperial, Royal or Princely Identity and Regional Patriotism
Habsburg Mythology and the Waldstein Palace in Prague

Jan Bažant (Academy of Sciences of the Czech Republic)

In the 1620s Albrecht of Waldstein wholly identified himself with the Holy Roman Empire. Nevertheless, allusions to his personage have allegedly been found and are still predominantly being sought in the decoration of his palace in Prague (1621–30), Czech Republic. The most famous example is the Mars of Baccio Bianco in the Great Hall, which is traditionally interpreted as a crypto-portrait of Albrecht von Waldstein in spite of the fact that archival documents do not corroborate this identification. In his autobiographical letter of 1654, Baccio Bianco wrote: 'The Great Hall was already finished [...]. His Excellence ordered me to paint something on the ceiling. The hall was already decorated with arms and trophies in stucco. Pieroni proposed that I paint the chariot of Mars. I have made a drawing and its form was well received.' The formulation of Baccio Bianco's report implies that a martial theme was allocated to the Great Hall from the beginning and that the iconography of the ceiling painting was proposed by architect Giovanni Battista Pieroni. Waldstein is not mentioned anywhere.

In all the scholarly books and guides the ceiling painting in the Great Hall of Waldstein’s Palace in Prague is interpreted as a crypto-portrait of Waldstein (fig. 1). Why? Baccio Bianco’s Mars has a full beard, while Waldstein was always portrayed with a carefully trimmed goatee. Mars’ face has the same physiognomic features as all the other men Baccio Bianco painted on the walls of Waldstein Palace and there is nothing in this representation which enables us to connect it with Albrecht von Waldstein. The attributes of Mars, the star above his head and the sign of the planet on the shield, point exclusively to the planetary divinity. Moreover, he is represented exactly like the Mars in the Sala Terrena of Waldstein Palace, who could not possibly be Waldstein. So, why Waldstein?

Fig. 1 Mars in the Great Hall
The answer must be sought in Albrecht von Waldstein’s status in Central European historical consciousness. After the duke had been assassinated on 25 February 1634, as early as March of that year a very influential book appeared in Prague which summed up the main arguments of imperial propaganda, which still influence our perception of this man. The Latin title of this unsigned pamphlet, written by a certain Albert von Kurtz, may be translated as follows: ‘Havoc of Disloyalty of Albrecht of Friedland or the Hell of an Ungrateful Soul.’ According to this pamphlet, the Duke of Friedland wanted to become king of Bohemia and organized an uprising with the aim of seizing the Czech lands, which were the hereditary property of the Habsburgs. In the subsequent centuries, a positive evaluation of Waldstein prevailed because of his ‘anti-imperial attitude’. Especially in Germany and Bohemia, this was taken for granted and he was sometimes even portrayed as a pioneer of the resistance to Rome and the Habsburgs.

Although the Czech language and nationhood were revived in the nineteenth century, the Czechs could not separate themselves politically from the Habsburg empire. At least, however, they could systematically cut the Habsburgs out of the cultural history of their land. Special care was taken to weaken the Habsburg presence in Prague’s historical monuments. While nobody at that time was interested in the imperial themes in the decoration of the Waldstein Palace, any link with its creator would, on the contrary, be most welcome. An 1848 edition of a guide to Prague contains the following passage about Waldstein’s palace:

After great and famous victories by which he conquered for the Emperor the whole of northern Germany he fell into imperial disgrace and built it as his residence. Here he set up a court so magnificent that it equalled even that of the Emperor […]. [In the Great Hall] he had himself portrayed on a ceiling as a victor on a two-wheel chariot drawn by four horses, with a star above his head, which is decorated with a laurel.

Needless to say, there is no laurel painted on Mars’ head.

In the twentieth century, when art historians started to analyse the depiction of Mars on the ceiling of the Great Hall, its identification with Waldstein was so firmly established that it occurred to no one to search for its roots. The most striking feature of Waldstein’s Prague palace is not what it reveals, but what it hides. What we miss on the façade and in the palace interior is any direct reference to its builder. Neither on the palace façade nor in its interior is there anything which could be connected directly with Albrecht Wenzel Eusebius of Waldstein, Duke of Friedland and Mecklenburg, Generalissimo of the Imperial Army, Admiral of the North and Baltic Seas, and Supreme Commander of Prague. The Waldstein Palace in Prague is one of the biggest aristocratic residences, but its builder is absent from its decoration. Whom and what does it then celebrate?

Ferdinand II

In the seventeenth century the first room that visitors reached was the Great Hall, where they waited before they were received. The hall was colossal, not so much to accommodate waiting visitors, but above all to show off Waldstein’s large bodyguard lined up along the walls. We begin the inspection
of the Great Hall at the original entrance, which is opposite the present one. On the northern side of the hall there are two doors, but the one near the windows facing the street is a sham (fig. 2).

![Image of the northern wall of the Great Hall, with the original entrance on the right](image)

**Fig. 2** The northern wall of the Great Hall, with the original entrance on the right

Waldstein’s guests entered through the eastern door. They were welcomed in the Great Hall not only by the duke’s guard lining the walls and Mars on the ceiling but also by stucco genii with outstretched wings looking down on them from under the ceiling, executed by Santino Galli in 1623. These snow-white guards were the opposite in every respect to the duke’s guardsmen in full armour. The genii are naked and hold the gilded symbols of a peaceful reign in their hands—palm branches, laurel wreaths and crowns (fig. 3).

![Images of genii with a wreath, a palm leaf, a crown, and a crown with inserted palm leaves](image)

**Fig. 3** Genii with a wreath, a palm leaf, a crown, and a crown with inserted palm leaves
To the left of the original entrance a genius stands to introduce this heavenly guard to Waldstein’s visitors (fig. 3, far right). Over the heads of all who enter the Great Hall he raises a symbol consisting of a crown in which two palm leaves are inserted. In Waldstein’s time everybody knew this symbol because it was the personal emblem of the Holy Roman Emperor, Ferdinand II, who used this emblem together with the motto LEGITIME CERTANTIBUS (‘To those who who fight with honour’), which reveals the meaning of the combination of crown and palm leaves, symbols of victory (fig. 4).\(^6\) Amongst the items on which Ferdinand II represented himself with this emblem is a medal minted to commemorate the Battle of the White Mountain of 20 November 1620, in which the army of the Czech Estates was defeated.

![Fig. 4 Emblem of Ferdinand II in Jacob Typotius, Symbola divina et humana (Prague, 1601), fig. 106](image)

In the Great Hall the heavenly guard has its leader is represented in the important place in the middle of the south wall. In his right hand he holds the laurel wreath and with his left hand he ceremoniously raises the marshal’s baton to stress that peace is victorious. On either side he has adjutants with palm branches: the genius on his left points to his heart, while the genius on his right points upwards to the ceiling fresco of Baccio Bianco, which is the culmination of the hall’s rich decoration (fig. 5). In a reading that is both unsubstantiated and improbable, the Czech patriotic myth sees Waldstein in the figure of Mars on this ceiling fresco. A far more serious candidate is the genius holding a marshal’s baton, who might really be Albrecht von Waldstein’s alter ego. This genius leads the heavenly mission, which is explicitly defined as the mission of Emperor Ferdinand II. The horror of war, which the ceiling with Mars has evoked, is thus averted and the walls of the Great Hall of Waldstein’s palace acquire a symbolic dimension. It has become an impenetrable barrier to war, a guarantee of eternal peace.
War Defeated

The ceiling fresco of the Great Hall represents Mars in armour on a war chariot, heading into battle together with his companions (fig. 1). This subject was inspired by the function of this hall, in which Waldstein paraded his guard. In Germany this type of hall was known as a ‘Trabantensaal’ (‘hall of companions’). The most famous analogy for Waldstein’s Great Hall is the Hall of Mars in the Palace of Versailles, named after the ceiling painting of 1672 by Claude II Audran. The Hall of Mars was originally reserved for the guard, which was announced by the ceiling painting representing Mars riding in the sky in a chariot drawn by wolves.

In the Waldstein Palace, Mars is clearly identified by the star over his head and the sign of the planet on his shield. Raised in his hand is a lethal weapon, the spiked mace. It is Mars, but he is not represented here as the Olympian deity. While in ancient mythology Mars always fights alone or with other Olympians, Baccio Bianco represented Mars at the head of an army dressed and armed like soldiers of Waldstein’s time. This Mars is clearly a personification of War. The true nature of Mars’ army on the ceiling of the Great Hall of the Waldstein Palace is revealed in a similar representation painted by Antonio Bellucci for the Liechtenstein Palace in Vienna between 1697 and 1704. In this ceiling painting we also see Mars in his chariot as he rides through the clouds into battle. The god is as dignified as his Prague counterpart, perhaps even more so, because he is represented all’antica. But Mars’ companions in Vienna are ugly, naked savages who aggressively urge their lord to demonstrate his full destructive powers. This painting also features the spiked mace but we do not see it in Mars’ hand: instead, a naked Turk-like barbarian raises it in his right hand, while pushing Mars forward with his left hand.
Mars in the Great Hall of Waldstein’s palace personifies War, which dominates the ceiling decoration. The central panel with the chariot of the god of War is flanked by panels with painted trophies, which reappear in the stucco reliefs on the perimeter of the ceiling. The Great Hall is not, however, a temple of Mars: its walls are not in the Doric order, as it would befit the god of War, but are Ionic in style. Genii with symbols of peace and just rule are standing on fragments of Ionic entablature supported by Ionic pilasters. If we completed the entablature in our imagination, we could be standing inside an Ionic temple, a temple of peace and prosperity, in which the demon of war is forever imprisoned.

The Imperial Dynasty

According to the inventory of the palace furnishings drawn up straight after Waldstein’s death (1634) there were no portraits of him or of members of his family.8 Instead, the palace was full of portraits of members of the Habsburg imperial dynasty. The most important portraits were in the south wing, which contained an enfilade of three rooms. Through the Great Hall the visitors entered the Knights’ Hall, where Waldstein received collective audiences. This was separated by the Antechamber from the Audience Hall, where the duke received only the most important visitors.9 In the Knights’ Hall there were portraits of Emperor Ferdinand II and his wife, and in the Antechamber portraits of Ferdinand III and his wife. These were full-length, life-size representations, which was the most official type of portraiture. The Habsburg portraits were complemented by a series of twelve portraits of ancient Roman emperors.10 The gallery of portraits which originally decorated the Knights’ Hall and Antechamber was meant to emphasize the continuity between the ancient Roman Empire and its successor, the Holy Roman Empire, which was at that time firmly in Habsburg hands.
Consequently this double portrait gallery clearly highlighted the dynastic idea. Just as in ancient Rome rule passed from one Emperor to the next, in the Habsburg family it passed from father to son.

The decorative schemes of the individual rooms in Waldstein’s palace were interlinked. While in the Great Hall Waldstein’s visitors were confronted with the personification of War, in the following two rooms they were assured that the imperial dynasty would not allow the fury of war to reign forever. The opposite number of the Triumph of War on the ceiling of the Great Hall is the Golden Age, a key element in the Habsburg imperial propaganda, which was explicitly celebrated in the Audience Hall.

**The Golden Age**

The Audience Hall was richly decorated with a wall painting which Baccio Bianco created between 1623 and 1624. Depicted on the ceiling is the visit of Venus to the workshop of her husband Vulcan, who is preparing new armour for her son Aeneas (fig. 7). The Audience Hall was the heart of Waldstein’s palace and its ceiling fresco was the key representation and emblem of the whole residence. Thanks to Vulcan’s armour, Aeneas became lord of Italy and founded the Iulian dynasty, from which not only the ancient Roman emperors but also their Habsburg successors derived their origins. Vergil’s *Aeneid* contains two prophecies on which Habsburg imperial mythology was founded. When Venus confides in Jupiter about her fears for Aeneas, the supreme god calms her by predicting not only her son’s victory but the glorious future of his kin as well: ‘Then shall Caesar be born, the Trojan from the noble family, whose empire shall reach to the sea and reputation to the stars.’ In the prophecy predicting the coming of the Golden Age under imperial rule, Anchises speaks as follows to his son visiting him in the underworld: ‘There he is, there the promised man, as you often heard, Augustus Caesar himself, the Divine son who shall usher in the Golden Age for us in Latium once again.’

![Vulcan in his workshop with Venus and Amor](image.png)
In the Audience Hall the coming of the Golden Age is celebrated by two sets of four paintings. Depicted on the vault is the succession of the ages, culminating in the Golden Age, while the paintings on the wall celebrated the ruler’s virtues that are its precondition. The ‘historical’ series decorates the vault, counter-clockwise. Beginning on the right of the entrance door, we see the Gigantomachy (the battle of the Olympian gods with the Giants), the Iron Age, the Silver Age, and the Golden Age (fig. 7). This reversal of the ages was prophesied in Vergil’s famous Fourth Elocution: ‘The great line of the centuries begins anew […] a new generation descends from heaven on high […] The iron brood shall at last cease and a golden race spring up throughout the world!’ The succession of the ages was known above all from Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*. The illustrations of 1610 for this work by Antonio Tempesta provided the models for the paintings. The starting point of the Audience Hall decoration is the Gigantomachy, which is depicted to the left of the entrance door on the north wall. It is placed directly above the fireplace, the flames of which thus completed the depiction of the Giants attacking Olympus.

![Fig. 8 Gigantomachy, Iron Age, Silver Age, and Golden Age](image)

In the painting the Giants are characterized by their huge size, nakedness and long hair. While in the foreground they are lifting rocks, in the background they are attacking heaven with branches. The Olympian gods are defending themselves from behind the clouds; Jupiter, in the middle, has a bolt of lightning, as Ovid describes him in *Metamorphoses*: ‘Rendering the heights of heaven no safer than the earth, they say the giants attempted to take the Celestial kingdom, piling mountains up to the distant stars. Then the all-powerful father of the gods hurled his bolt of lightning.’ The basic difference between Gigantomachy and Titanomachy was that in the latter case Jupiter opened up his route to power by overcoming the Titans, while in the former case it was the Giants who rose up against Jupiter. Consequently, the defeat of the Giants could be presented as a preview of later victories over other insurgents.

In Habsburg iconography the Gigantomachy was a standard allusion to the dynasty’s opponents. The greatest internal enemies of Ferdinand II were the rebellious Bohemian Estates. After the Austrian and Hungarian Estates had joined their revolt, the Czech uprising practically brought the Habsburg empire to the point of dissolution. The defeat of the Czech Estates was therefore the greatest victory of Ferdinand II, and was appropriately immortalized in art. In 1622 Ferdinand II celebrated the victory over the Bohemian Estates and their Winter King Frederick with a...
medal containing his portrait and the Gigantomachy on the reverse. On top there is Justice and Jupiter, the alter ego of Ferdinand II, who is casting down the Giants with his bolt of lightning. In the prominent position of bottom centre we see a crushed Giant with Frederick’s attributes. He is lying on his back, with his hands helplessly outstretched. Holding a sceptre in his left hand, with his right hand he tries in vain to prevent the crown from falling off his head. The depiction is accompanied by Ferdinand’s motto: ‘LEGITIME CERTANTIBUS’.

Since the Bohemian rebellion took place only a few years before the Waldstein Palace was erected, it would be surprising not to find an echo of the rebellion’s suppression in its decoration. When we enter the Audience Hall we have the representation of the Gigantomachy on our left and our right that of the Iron Age, about which Ovid writes in the Metamorphoses: ‘And now harmful iron appeared, and gold more harmful than iron. War came, whose struggles employ both, waving clashing arms with bloodstained hands. They lived on plunder.’ In the foreground of the painting an armoured rider attacks a soldier who is lying down and trying in vain to defend himself with a shield. In the background, soldiers capture a walled city to plunder it.

The prophecy of the coming of the Golden Age was the theme of the two paintings on the opposite side of the vault. When we proceed in a counter-clockwise direction, universal peace does not come until the Silver Age. While it is the age of universal peace, alluded to by a woman who sits with a child on her lap, it is also the age of hard work, symbolized by men with shovels and bags over their shoulders, a man ploughing the field with a pair of oxen, and men digging a patch of ground. Finally, the Silver Age will be followed by the coveted Golden Age, when human beings will have no enemies, as is suggested by a wild animal peacefully walking past the men. It will be a blessed age in which everybody will have everything without working; all they will have to do is to pick the fruit from the trees. This terrestrial paradise is illustrated by naked people relaxing and happy children immersed in play. The painting is located right next to the garden window. In the same way as the flames of the fireplace enhanced the horror of the Gigantomachy, the rustle of leaves, the gurgling of fountains and bird song enliven the representation of the eternal peace and universal bliss of the Golden Age.

In the lunettes of the Audience Hall we find four personifications. In the west, placed in an important position above the entrance doors, is Glory (fig. 9, left), represented by a bare-breasted woman with a cornucopia, the symbol of fertility and plenty, in her left hand. She looks upwards and has a burst of rays around her head; in her raised right hand she holds a golden figure, a symbol of victory. On the north wall, next to the Golden Age, Victory is bringing peace (fig. 9, right). This is a young woman flying through the air; in her right hand she holds a laurel wreath and in her left hand a palm leaf. With her right foot she treads on a heap of arms and armour. Below her there is another symbol of war, a burned-out city. The painter represented Victory in a yellow blouse and white dress, a symbol of victory untainted by any guilt.
To the right of the entrance doors on the south-west wall, Fame, with huge coloured wings, is holding a trumpet in her raised right hand. She is dressed in a light robe hitched up to mid-calf so that she is able to run quickly (fig. 10, left). When we proceed in a counter-clockwise direction, we find Eternity, a woman sitting on a dark cloud, with her left hand resting on a crescent moon and her right hand pointing to the sun (fig. 10, right).

Two panels with putti connect the wall paintings with the ceiling fresco representing Vulcan making armour for Aeneas at Venus’ request. Between the allegory of Eternity and Fame, there is a putto with a bolt of lightning and Amor’s bow, symbols of Jupiter’s and Venus’ patronage of Aeneas (fig. 11, left). The putto on the opposite wall, with a quiver on his back and holding the helmet of Aeneas, has a similar meaning (fig. 11, right). These personifications did not have a general meaning: they specifically celebrated the fame of victory and the eternal glory of the Holy Roman Emperors as the descendants of Aeneas.
Ancestors of the Habsburg Dynasty

The Audience Hall is connected with Waldstein’s private apartment by means of a gallery featuring a ceiling decorated with a cycle of sixteen wall paintings illustrating Ovid’s *Metamorphoses*. Baccio Bianco painted them between 1623 and 1624, using as models Antonio Tempesta’s illustrations of the *Metamorphoses* published in 1610. As his models for some scenes he also used older illustrations of *Virgil Solis* of 1563. The succession of scenes closely follows the literary work. The beginning of the world, with which Ovid started his poem, is represented at the door to the Audience Hall. Through scenes arranged in analogous or contrasting pairs, the wall paintings in the Lower Gallery sum up the history of the universe. In the seventh field there are two tragic descents, Pluto carrying Proserpina to Hades and, on the opposite side, Icarus falling from heaven. This pair makes a dramatic contrast with the pair in the last field, which flank the doors to Waldstein’s study. In the last field, we find the apotheoses of Aeneas and Romulus (fig. 12).
Although the Lower Gallery is known in the modern literature as the Mythological Gallery, the main function of the strange tales from the mythical past which decorate its ceiling was to prepare the ground for the key scenes flanking the doors of the Duke’s study. The apotheosis of Aeneas, who is assisted by his mother Venus (fig. 12, left), and the apotheosis of Romulus, whom his father Mars drives to heaven (fig. 12, right), represented not only a mythical past but above all the promise of a splendid future. Aeneas and Romulus were not only mythical heroes, but also ancestors of the ruling dynasty, which was what was being celebrated.

The decoration of the Upper Gallery corroborates our reading of the Lower Gallery. The east wing of the palace of Albrecht von Waldstein contains two galleries, the one above the other. The Upper Gallery connected the bedrooms of Waldstein’s wife and the room which was probably destined at the outset to be the children’s bedroom. The ceiling paintings by Baccio Bianco from 1623–24 that decorate the gallery do not have the intimate character we might expect. On the contrary, they are dominated by the celebration of the imperial house, as if it was a public space.

The Habsburg world rule is alluded to with a series of representations of the four continents on the east wall, variations on models in the Iconology of Cesare Ripa, the illustrated edition of which was first published in 1603. The painting on the ceiling glorifies the cosmic dimension of the Holy Roman Empire with personifications of the seven planets, which are accompanied on both sides by the relevant signs of the Zodiac. On the northern side, the series begins with the Moon, followed by Mercury, Venus, the Sun, Mars, Jupiter and Saturn. The planets are arranged in the traditional manner, in the order in which they supposedly orbited the earth.

The modern name for the Upper Gallery, ‘Astrological Gallery’, is misleading. There is no depiction of a specific constellation of planets in it, nor is there even the slightest hint at astrology, only the traditional Christian reading of the stars, that is, as a link between Earth and the upper Heaven, the abode of God. After Saturn, the eighth and highest sphere, follows the wall behind which the bedroom of Waldstein’s daughter was situated. The wall is decorated with two superimposed personifications flanked by symbols, exactly as on the northern side. But whereas on the northern side plenty and public well-being are celebrated in general terms, the southern wall bears an allusion to the ruling dynasty (fig. 13).
On the southern wall we find a crowned woman with a peacock, the attribute of the goddess Juno, while on the left there is a sceptre and on the right a peacock. The Junoesque figure is a personification of Virtue: as a peacock shines with its own feathers, so Virtue shines with its own light. Below the woman with a peacock there is a young man with a wreath and spear in his hand, symbols of victory and of rule. On the left are two sceptres inserted into an imperial crown, on the right two palm leaves inserted into a crown with spikes. This was the personal emblem of Emperor Ferdinand II, which we have already encountered in the Great Hall. The young man with a wreath thus celebrates victorious rule, which is explicitly specified as the rule of Ferdinand II.

**Aeneas’ Victory**

The construction of the Waldstein Palace is a chronicle of its builder’s career in the Holy Roman Empire. The Duke started to create it in 1621 when he was appointed as the Supreme Commander of Prague, and the main building of the palace was constructed and decorated before 1625, when he was appointed Generalissimo of the Imperial Army. After having become a Prince of the Holy Roman Empire in 1624, Waldstein was made Duke of Friedland in 1627 and a year later Duke of Mecklenburg, which were all very prestigious titles indeed. This triumphant entry into the elite of European aristocracy brought with it considerably higher requirements, which Waldstein rose to meet with his Prague residence. This upgrade is evident above all in the conception of the garden, in the truly imperial Sala Terrena, and in the monumental fountain decorated with bronze sculptures. With these features Waldstein surpassed everything he had so far created in his Prague residence.
The most ambitious part of the architecture of the Waldstein Palace is no doubt the impressive Sala Terrena, which is the rightly famous masterpiece of Giovanni Battista Pieroni. It is no ordinary garden building but, rather, an architectonic and conceptual dominant of the whole palace complex, as is emphasized by its gigantic size, sumptuous decoration, and the way it detaches itself from the garden. The imperial nature of the Sala Terrena is reflected in its rich decoration. Although the niches in the walls are now empty, the painted decoration has survived. The Sala is decorated with twenty four paintings and ten small panels from 1628–29 in which a painter from the workshop of Baccio Bianco celebrated the Trojan hero Aeneas. The sequence of paintings begins with the Sacrifice of Polyxena on the northern wall, behind which was situated the Audience Hall. As a model, the painter used the Antonio Tempesta illustration for Ovid’s *Metamorphoses.*

On the southern side of the Sala Terrena there is a scene with Neptune raising his trident to calm a sea storm. This composition is known as ‘Quos ego’, after the verse from the *Aeneid* in which Neptune rebukes the disobedient elements. This oft-imitated type of Neptune was created by Raphael and owes its enormous popularity to Marcantonio Raimondi’s engraving of 1515–16. In the Sala Terrena the painting celebrated the end of Aeneas’ wanderings, while the painting on the opposite side evoked its beginning. With the death of Polyxena the Trojan War was definitively ended and Aeneas began the distressful wanderings that only ended thanks to Neptune’s intervention, making possible the successful landing of Aeneas’ army in Italy.

In the interpretation of the paintings in the Sala Terrena, visitors are guided by the plaster genii incorporated into the architectural decoration of the walls. While the genii at the sides of Polyxena are turning away from the tragic scene, on the opposite wall the genii are rejoicing in Neptune’s timely intervention. The genius on the right is triumphantly pointing to the stormy heavens which the god of the oceans has tamed. The genius sitting beneath the image of *pius Aeneas* on the western wall is the only one in the Sala Terrena who is also looking at a painting as well as pointing to it. By doing this he is advising visitors to start their inspection of the paintings at that very point. In three lunettes on the western wall of the Sala Terrena there are paintings featuring Aeneas as the main hero. On the left, in the southern lunette, we find the well-known pictorial type of *pius Aeneas*, in which the hero, accompanied by Iulus, is seen carrying his father Anchises from burning Troy. The painter followed Antonio Tempesta’s illustration for Ovid’s *Metamorphoses.*
The series continues on the opposite, northern side of the western wall with the Trojan attack on Laurentum, the capital city of the Latins defended by Camilla, whom we see on horseback in the left corner, the rider in front of her being Aeneas (fig. 16). When the capital of the Latins was besieged, Aeneas set off on a dangerous journey through a mountain pass in order to attack Laurentum from its undefended side. Turnus discovered his plan and lay in ambush there to kill him. However, when Turnus learned that Camilla had fallen, he had to return to the defence of Laurentum and Aeneas was able to reach the Laurentum battlefield safely and win the war. The painter’s inspiration was an illustration of Aeneas’ epic published for the first time in 1559, in which the main events of the eleventh book were summed up. In the accompanying text we read: ‘Aeneas arrives at the enemy city. Everybody starts to fight, the Trojans start to prevail, and Camilla was also killed.’

The illustration of the Aeneid culminates in the middle lunette depicting the closing scene of the whole epic, Aeneas’ hesitation before his deadly blow (fig. 17). When Turnus was defeated, he
begged Aeneas to spare his life, and the hero hesitated. Fierce in his arms, Aeneas stood with rolling eyes, and stayed his hand; and now more and more, as he paused, these words began to sway him. The duel of Aeneas and Turnus, together with the depiction of pius Aeneas, was the most oft-illustrated scene of the whole Aeneid.

On the vault of the Sala Terrena, between the lunettes and arches of the arcades, are eight figures from ancient myths accompanied by inscriptions. The choice and placement of these heroes and heroines is coherent. They are divided into three groups: the Greeks besieging Troy, the Trojans defending their city, and the Trojans and their enemies in Italy. The duel between Aeneas and Turnus in the central lunette is flanked by the related figures of Aeneas and Pallas, an obvious choice because Pallas was killed by Turnus and his death was avenged by Aeneas. Depicted on the opposite side of the Sala Terrena are Turnus and Camilla, the main opponents of the Trojans in Italy. As is to be expected, Turnus is facing his adversary Aeneas. The quartet of protagonists from Vergil’s Aeneid represented in the middle of the Sala Terrena is flanked by the heroes of the Trojan War represented in all four corners. On the northern side are depicted two defenders of Troy, Hector and Penthesilea, Hector thus being placed next to his sister Polyxena, whose sacrifice is represented on the northern wall. On the southern side are two protagonists of the Greek invasion army, Achilles and Odysseus with the statuette of Minerva that he stole from Troy.

The Sala Terrena decoration culminates in its ceiling, where there are three panels with Olympian gods the arrangement of which is closely linked to the depictions on the vault and in the lunettes. The middle panel shows Jupiter, who is flanked by Juno, Aeneas’ main divine opponent, and Venus, his main protector (fig. 18). On the southern ceiling panel, above two Greek protagonists of the Trojan War, Odysseus and Achilles, we see an assembly of gods who sided with the Greeks: Minerva, Juno, Neptune, Vulcan and Mercury. On the left there is a small panel with the emblem of the main supporters of the Greeks, Juno’s peacock; on the right is Jupiter’s eagle. On the northern side of the ceiling, above the main defenders of Troy, Hector and Penthesilea, who are shown in the northern corners, we see an assembly of gods who sided with the Trojans: Venus, Apollo, Mars, Diana, and the river god Xanthos/Skamandros. At its sides there are two small panels with the birds associated with Venus, the swan and the dove.
The painter who decorated the Sala Terrena also painted a cycle of paintings with Argonauts on the ceiling of the Banquet Room, which is behind the doors on the Sala’s southern wall. The depiction of the quest for the Golden Fleece was a response to a very important event in Waldstein’s life that considerably heightened his identification with the Holy Roman Empire. In 1628 he received the highest Habsburg honour, the Order of the Golden Fleece, which was an updating of the myths of Jason and the Argonauts. Ancient myth was interpreted along Christian lines and the Golden Fleece was identified with the mystical Divine Lamb, which thus found its greatest protector in the Grand Master of the Order, the ruling Habsburg Emperor. Although the decoration of the Dining Hall and Sala Terrena was inspired by ancient myths, its message was the celebration of the Habsburg dynasty and the Holy Roman Empire together with its historical mission. Jason’s eastern expedition in search of the Golden Fleece was a prefiguration of Alexander the Great’s conquests and his empire in the East. However, much more important for the future of mankind was the duel between Aeneas and Turnus, which was represented in the most important place in the Sala Terrena, in the central lunette of its back wall. This victory enabled the descendants of the great Trojan to become lords not only of Italy but also of the whole world.

Rebels’ Debacle

The story told by the wall paintings in the Sala Terrena is continued seamlessly in the garden. The counterpart of Aeneas’ victory in the Sala Terrena is the celebration of the Czech rebels’ debacle in the garden statuary. Although the present-day placement of the garden statues unfortunately does not correspond to their original arrangement, this can be corrected in our imagination. While today the fountain with a bronze statue of Venus with Amor is situated in front of the Sala Terrena, in Waldstein’s time this site was occupied by an elaborate fountain with bronze sculptures which summed up the whole message of the duke’s Prague residence. The fountain was crowned by Neptune and supplementarily decorated with four dogs, four horse heads, two lion heads and two gryphon heads. It was complemented by four bronze sculptural groups on marble bases standing between the fountain and the Sala Terrena: Laocoon and his son, the Wrestlers, Venus with Adonis,
and Bacchus with the little Satyr. These statues were created between 1623 and 1627 in the Prague studio of the celebrated Adrien de Vries, former court sculptor to Emperor Rudolf II.

In 1625, Adrien de Vries created a statue of Laocoon (fig. 19), which was intended to crown the fountain in front of the Sala Terrena but, at Waldstein’s request, was replaced by Neptune. This change was evidently very important for Waldstein, because this order of his seriously endangered the completion of the garden sculptures. Adrien de Vries was in his seventies at the time and died soon afterwards. The Neptune statue, the last work of the master, was completed in his studio after his death, in 1627. Before we ask why Waldstein preferred Neptune, we must ask ourselves what made Adrien de Vries choose the Laocoon myth.

Fig. 19 Laocoon

All the sculptures which de Vries created for Waldstein represented classical themes and could have had the same function as those created by this sculptor for the imperial residence of Rudolf II at Prague Castle, namely, to turn Prague into a second Rome. This seems logical because an ancient Roman group statue depicting the death of Laocoon and his sons was a famous icon of Rome, as it was a highlight of the Papal collection at the Vatican. But the Prague Laocoon is not a copy of an ancient original: in fact, it is the very first variation on this ancient theme in European monumental sculpture. Although the Vatican statue was often copied, in spite of (or precisely because of) its enormous popularity no sculptor before de Vries had depicted the story of Laocoon in a way which differed from the Vatican original. Nor was the second variation on the Laocoon theme created until a full two centuries later, which makes Adrien de Vries’s Laocoon absolutely exceptional. For de Vries the subject itself was evidently more important than a reference to the ancient marble statue in Rome, with which his Laocoon has only the underlying mythical story in common.
What could make Laocoon topical in Central Europe at the beginning of the seventeenth century? Laocoon was the Trojan priest who revolted against the gods’ decision that his city must be captured by the Greeks, for which he was immediately cruelly punished. When he was preparing to sacrifice to Neptune, two snakes emerged from the sea and strangled him together with both his sons. Laocoon had to die because Troy had to be burned to allow Aeneas to arrive in Italy in a sequence of events that would lead to the birth of Rome and its world empire. As a token of God’s plan, Laocoon thus legitimized imperial rule on earth. Adrien de Vries’s Laocoon can also be taken as alluding to the defeat of the Bohemian Estates in the Battle of White Mountain in 1620. When the theme of Laocoon appeared in art of that time, it was always in a negative context, as an example of justly punished transgression. In the Waldstein garden an impious Laocoon would become a negative counterpart to pious Aeneas, who was the ancestor and alter ego of the Emperor.

Given that Waldstein decided that Neptune would fit better into the programme of the decoration of his palace, we must ask what his motivation could have been. Adrien de Vries’s Neptune calming the sea alludes to the relevant passage in the Aeneid, which is also illustrated in the Sala Terrena. Raphael’s ‘Quos ego’ type represents the angry god, who holds reins in his left hand and in his right a clearly menacing trident. But Adrien de Vries’s Neptune does not raise his weapon to strike: he holds it as an attribute in his left hand, and is even hiding it behind his back. Furthermore, he is holding the terrible trident upside down, with the spikes pointing downwards—in a detail that must have been de Vries’s invention because we do not find it on any other Neptune statue of this type. The contrast to Raphael’s aggressive Neptune could not be greater. The Neptune of Adrien de Vries has his right hand raised in a way which compares the ancient god to a mortal orator calming a disorderly crowd. It was clearly an allusion to the subsequent verses in the Aeneid in which Vergil compares Neptune calming the sea to a man who resolutely stands up in the middle of a civil riot and calms the mutineers with his wise words. Vergil’s verses were a transparent allusion to the role of Emperor Augustus’ in the civil war. It was thanks to this that the iconographic type entered the propagandistic art of Waldstein’s time.

Fig. 20 Neptune calming the sea
While the Prague Neptune corresponds to the way the god was represented in the art of that time, Adrien de Vries intensified the image of the peacemaker with a number of small details. Nevertheless, his Neptune is as powerful and authoritative as that of Raphael. In Prague Neptune’s enemies are represented by a dog, another addition of Adrien de Vries that is absolutely unique in the iconography of this god. Neptune was often represented with horses or dolphins, but never with a dog. The dog would suit Pluto, but there is no doubt that the statue represents Neptune, which de Vries stressed by adding small dolphins to the trident. The dog represents the rebels to which Vergil’s description of Neptune calming the sea alludes. It could also allude to the defeated Bohemian Estates. It is a conspicuously small dog when compared with Neptune. This dog is no monster, merely a dog that has got into a fury and has been quickly pacified by his master. He stands with head threateningly lowered, trying to be frightening, but only at a distance, because Neptune’s authority does not allow him to leave the place between his feet.

Neptune’s fountain in the Waldstein garden was originally complemented by four statues, which are all mentioned in the correspondence between Waldstein and Adrien de Vries. The Wrestlers, which according to the inscription on its base was created in 1625, might be a distant echo of an ancient Roman statue, but was most probably also an allusion to the defeat of the Bohemian rebels (fig. 21, left). Adrien de Vries characterized his statue as a ‘group of those who wrestle with each other’, but their actions do not correspond to this description, because the outcome of the fight has already been decided. The left-hand wrestler is represented in a deep forward bend, evidently trying to pull the right wrestler down to the ground with both his hands. With his left hand he has grasped his opponent’s shoulder and with the other hand his thigh. He is the aggressor: he started the fight, while the right wrestler is only resolutely reacting to his action and successfully defending himself. The victor is represented standing firmly upright with legs apart, but he is not attacking: he holds the aggressor’s hands with both his hands so that he can force them away from his body. The
right-hand wrestler is evidently the winner, because in the following moment the aggressor will be lying on the ground. The allegorical content of the wrestlers is made clear by the laurel wreath which is depicted on the ground, a prize awaiting the victor, who fought with honour.

The wreath also appears in the 1624 group with Venus and Adonis, although it is never included in depictions of this mythical couple! During the hundred years spanning 1600 Venus and Adonis was a very fashionable theme in painting and we often find it in the art of the Prague court of Rudolf II. The two scenes most often depicted were Venus trying to stop Adonis from departing on the fateful boar hunt and Venus lamenting his death. The representation of Adonis’ departure was noticeably stereotyped: we repeatedly see a seated Venus trying to embrace Adonis, who is walking away. The Prague statue seemingly conforms to this type, because Venus is also represented on the ground and she is raising her hands towards the walking Adonis (fig. 21, right). But the hunter is not departing: he is returning from a successful hunt with the game over his shoulder! Adonis’ triumphant return is highlighted by the wreath in Venus’ raised hand, which occupies a central position in the group.

In Waldstein’s time the standard allegorical reading of the Adonis myth was centred on the hero’s refusal of divine counsel, his departure from Venus, and its tragic consequence. This would make Adonis a perfect counterpart to Laocoon, who likewise disobeyed and had to pay for it. But Prague’s Adonis is safely returning from a hunt with a deer on his shoulders and Venus is greeting him with a wreath because he has done exactly what she had advised him: ‘Be bold when they run, but bravery is unsafe when faced with the brave. Do not be foolish, beware of endangering me, and do not provoke the creatures nature has armed, lest your glory be to my great cost. Neither youth nor beauty, nor the charms that affect Venus, affect lions or bristling boars or the eyes and minds of other wild creatures.’ In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries we do not find any other examples of Venus with a wreath or the motif of Adonis’ return from the hunt with a small animal on his shoulders. Adrien de Vries reversed the traditional iconographical type, but retained its political message. The tamed Adonis obeys his divine master and is justly rewarded; or, when we translate the motif into contemporary political terminology, Adonis may be seen as an obstinate rebel who is transformed into a dutiful subject.

Next to the fountain in the Waldstein garden it is possible to imagine the statues of Laocoon and the Wrestlers standing side by side, the former symbolizing punished impiety and the latter defeated revolt. Next to the group with Laocoon, in which resistance was condemned, the group with Venus and Adonis could have stood, celebrating the advantages of foresightful submission. The group with Bacchus and the little Satyr (fig. 22), which celebrated the blessings of peace, could have stood on the other end of the row, next to the Wrestlers. In this arrangement, the peace-bringing Venus would be a counterpart to the peaceful Bacchus, who would be the opposite of the Wrestlers. While in the fight between the Wrestlers life is at stake, Bacchus with a wine beaker behind his back is only teasing the little Satyr.
All the mythological statues Adrien de Vries created for Waldstein were site-specific comments on political developments in Prague and the kingdom of Bohemia. The snarling dog tamed by a god stressed that the fountain of Neptune was not only an illustration of an ancient myth. This impressive detail, which has no substantiation in ancient mythology, indicates that this Neptune actually is Ferdinand II, and that Waldstein most probably wished his garden to be dominated by this very god. The Emperor was being celebrated because he had calmed the political storm which had threatened the very existence of the Holy Roman Empire.

**Waldstein’s Absence**

Although Waldstein spent considerable time on the battlefields and had a thousand predilections, he never displayed his personal experiences, feelings or attitudes unless he could turn them to his personal advantage. In the last years of his life, his physical condition quickly deteriorated, which may have influenced his psychological state and his political attitudes. But in the 1620s, at the peak of his career, Albrecht von Waldstein wholly identified himself with the Holy Roman Empire. This was also expressed in the decoration of his palace in Prague, which he constructed at that time. In this sense, we may say that in the palace of the most energetic man of his time, impersonality reigned. Nor do we anywhere in the palace find the crowned eagle, the princely and later ducal emblem that he started to use in 1622 (fig. 23).
In the Waldstein Palace we find depictions of lions, which are interpreted as an allusion to Waldstein’s ancestral family. But why do we not find the main motif of the Waldstein family emblem—a standing lion with a double tail depicted from the side? Why do we find here exclusively the lion’s head depicted en face, which is not part of the Waldstein emblem? These lions’ heads evidently do not allude to Waldstein but to the vanquished enemies of the Holy Roman Empire. The lion’s head often has a ring in its mouth, symbolizing a dangerous beast which has been overpowered and tamed.
In 1626, when Waldstein started to mint coins, he hesitated between two mottos: ‘God is my protector’ and ‘In defiance of envy’. As the former evidently seemed to him too general and the latter too personal, he finally adopted the motto: ‘SACRI ROMANI IMPERII PRINCEPS’ (fig. 25).

Although we know Albrecht of Waldstein was interested in astrology, nowhere in his palace have we found constellations of stars at the moment of Waldstein’s birth or anything else which would allude to him. In the paintings, stucco decorations and sculptures which decorated the palace, there were no portraits of its builder, not even his coat of arms or personal emblem. When we look for celebrations of Waldstein’s person or his family, we find nothing. But as soon as we forget his personage and start to look for allusions to his office, the Prince of the Holy Roman Empire is suddenly vividly present. The hero of the Waldstein palace in Prague was not its builder, but the Holy Roman Empire and its Emperor.
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It is the work in 1599 of Benedikt Wurzelbauer and the Rudolphine sculptor, Nikolaus Pfaff (the original is in the Gallery of Prague Castle). Waldstein bought the statue from the Lobkovic family in 1630, but he did not place it in front of the Sala Terrena.

In 1648 the statues were stolen by the Swedish army and moved to Drottningholm, where they became the pride of the residence of the Swedish kings. In 1910, copies of all the sculptures which had decorated the Neptune fountain were made. Today they are installed in the Waldstein garden, but not in their original site. They are arranged along the axis of the Sala Terrena, together with the statue of Apollo. This statue is not dated and probably it was never exhibited in the garden because, after Waldstein’s death, a white box was found in his palace which contained ‘a metal statue of Apollo.’
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In the Waldstein Palace we find the coat of arms of Waldstein family with lions in the garden. It decorates the stone socle which is today part of the fountain with Venus and the copies of bronze vases.
Official Portraits and Regional Identities

The case of Emperor Maximilian I (1459–1519)

Dagmar Eichberger (University of Trier)

In his monograph *Marketing Maximilian. The visual ideology of a Holy Roman Emperor*, Larry Silver investigates the multi-faceted artistic projects that Maximilian I undertook in order to further his fame and to shape his public image. The recent exhibition *Kaiser Maximilian I. und die Kunst der Dürerzeit* analysed the emperor’s life and his patronage of the arts with particular emphasis on the triumphal procession both on parchment and paper. In contrast to his father, Emperor Frederick III, Maximilian can be described as a most ambitious and modern patron. This applies not only to the employment of new media such as printed material, but equally to Maximilian’s imaginative use of multiple likenesses. The present paper investigates the role of portrait paintings by focusing both on the geographic conditions that determined the production of images and on Maximilian’s political agenda. Within the large body of portraits that have survived until today, one can identify at least five different types of images.

Many of the court artists involved in creating the public persona of Maximilian are known by name: Ambrogio de Predis from Milan, Bernhard Strigel from Memmingen and Albrecht Dürer from Nuremberg. Each can be associated with one or two specific portrait types that were used and reused in different contexts. The Netherlandish painter Joos van Cleve was not formally attached to the imperial court, but nevertheless produced a distinctive portrait type that was important at the time. This essay will investigate the specific features of these portrait types and pursue the question as to whether there was a regional preference in particular for the image created by Joos van Cleve.

**Ambrogio de Predis. The classical portrait**

There exists only one copy of the portrait created by Giovanni Ambrogio de Predis, a painting signed and dated by the artist in the bottom left-hand corner. The Milan portraitist joined the Habsburg court in 1493, shortly after Maximilian had married Bianca Maria Sforza, his second wife. This particular portrait has occasionally been described as old-fashioned, as it adheres to the strict portrait in profile. It is, however, a classical format that was reintroduced at the beginning of the fifteenth century via coins and medals and remained popular well into the sixteenth century. The likeness emphasizes Maximilian’s aquiline nose, a distinctive trait that appears in most of his
portraits. If the anonymous drawing in Berlin is an authentic likeness of the emperor, De Predis idealized his facial features.8 In this medium-sized portrait Maximilian wears a gold brocade dress with a black fur collar and a black hat probably made from the same material. While his position as King of the Romans is highlighted by a Latin inscription, he is wearing neither a suit of armour nor any of the attributes typical of this office. The pattern of his gold brocade dress has been interpreted by Karl Schütz as a symbol of his new alliance with the house of Sforza.9 The ceremonial chain of the Order of the Golden Fleece is the most prominent attribute in the painting. Maximilian was made a member of this Burgundian order on 31 April 1477, which was a significant moment in his life and in the history of the Order. The ceremonial inauguration is documented by a miniature in the Bruges chronicle of 148110 and is also described in the Vienna statute book of the Order of the Golden Fleece.11 Maximilian immediately took on the office of sovereign and head of the Order and greatly cherished his newly gained status. He held the office twice during his lifetime, first during the minority of his son Philip the Handsome (1478–1506), and a second time during the minority of his grandson the future Emperor Charles V (1500–1558). This portrait type was repeated in a modified version by an anonymous German artist showing Maximilian in a shoulder-length portrait, with the emperor facing to the right.12

**Albrecht Dürer. A late portrait**

A very different image of the emperor is represented by a portrait type that was created by Albrecht Dürer in 1518. At the request of the emperor, the Nuremberg artist drew Maximilian from life while he was staying in the city of Augsburg to attend the Diet of Augsburg. Dürer’s charcoal drawing served as the blueprint for the two painted portraits now in Vienna and Nuremberg,13 and for the woodcut that was published in several editions soon after Maximilian’s death in January 1519.14 Dürer’s woodcut became the most widely distributed image of the emperor and exists in several editions; some prints were embellished with colour and shell gold.15 While the Vienna painting on wood and the Nuremberg painting on canvas were unique and probably not meant to travel, the woodcut inspired many contemporary printmakers: Hans Weiditz, Lucas van Leyden, Pieter de Jode and others.16

**Joos van Cleve. Maximilian’s Netherlandish likeness**

The third portrait type can be associated with the Antwerp-based painter Joos van Cleve and his workshop (fig. 1). So far, this portrait has largely attracted the interest of a small number of van Cleve specialists such as John Hand and Cécile Scailliérez.17 The portrait exists in several replicas and copies that vary in size and shows numerous variations regarding the choice of attributes.18

Maximilian’s body is always shown in a frontal position, with his head turned slightly to the left, so that his face appears in three-quarter view. In similar fashion to the portrait by Ambrogio de Predis, Maximilian wears a luxurious overcoat made from gold brocade and fitted with a broad fur collar. Maximilian’s undershirt is black in colour and his head is covered with a soft black hat. He wears very fine leather gloves that are almost white in colour. Maximilian’s only ornament is the
Order of the Golden Fleece; there are no references to his position as King of the Romans or as Holy Roman Emperor. While his left hand is portrayed as if resting on the ledge of the frame, his right hand is lifted up slightly higher and holds a posy of carnations.  

![Fig. 1 Joos van Cleve and workshop, Maximilian I as sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece, wood, 30.8 x 21.1 cm, Berlin, KMPK, GG 1321.](image)

**Bernhard Strigel. The first official portrait**

A large group of portraits represents Maximilian wearing a polished suit of armour and carrying numerous regalia such as a half-arch crown, a sceptre, a sword, and a coronation cloak. While the paintings from this group show a wide range of styles and diverging facial features, they are all attributed to Bernhard Strigel and his workshop. The Swabian artist Strigel was closely attached to Maximilian’s court. He produced two different portrait types, one showing Maximilian clad in armour and another in which he is dressed in more ‘civilian’ or courtly dress. For many years, Strigel seems to have been Maximilian’s preferred portraitist until he finally turned to Albrecht Dürer only a few month before his premature death.

Within the Strigel group very few panels can be dated accurately. The individual portraits are generally dated by means of circumstantial evidence, on the basis of the style of the armour or the particular crown Maximilian is wearing. Karl Schütz proposed that the earliest portraits date from circa 1500. The Strigel portrait, now in Berlin, carries the date ‘1496’ in the central axis of the painting (fig. 2), though the authenticity of the date ‘1496’ has been questioned by Erich Egg because Maximilian was appointed King of the Romans in 1486 and crowned Holy Roman Emperor in 1508. The inscription ‘DIVI MAXIMILIANI IMPERATORIS FIGURA ANNOS CUM ESSET NATUS QUADRAGINTA’ to the right of the cloth of honour points to the year 1499, as Maximilian is described as being 40
years of age. Dieter Vorsteher has recently argued in favour of 1496 being the year in which the panel was painted by Strigel. He proposed that the second inscription was added three years later, when the portrait was given away as a gift.

In portraits of this kind, Maximilian is always shown as a half-length figure in three-quarter view, turning body and face to the right. He is placed in front of a textile background that represents a cloth of honour. In addition to his military attire, he carries sceptre, sword and a crown. His bent right arm rests either on a window sill or on a pillow, demarcating the space of the sitter from that of the viewer. It has been suggested that Strigel’s official portrait of Maximilian in armour was modelled on an earlier portrait of his father, Emperor Frederick III (1415–1493), which Maximilian probably commissioned himself in the second decade of the sixteenth century. There are indeed a number of similarities, such as the choice of attributes and the positioning of the figure within the pictorial space. Both men hold emblems of power, the golden sceptre runs diagonally from lower right to the upper left, and the right arm rests comfortably on a horizontal parapet. All these factors point to an intrinsic interrelationship between these two portraits.

It can be assumed that they were both conceived as one left wing of a portrait diptych. Father and son are both turning to the right, facing their spouses Eleanor of Portugal and Bianca Maria Sforza on a complementary panel. While only one version of the portrait of Emperor
Frederick III is known, multiple copies of Emperor Maximilian’s portrait have survived. It can be assumed that many copies of Maximilian’s official portraits were given away as gifts, as this was a common practice at the time. The inscription on a lost version from Strasbourg indicated that Maximilian donated the likeness to the Johannite monastery after his visit to the imperial city of Strasbourg in 1507.39

Maximilian in Margaret of Austria’s portrait collection

In the Netherlands, Archduchess Margaret of Austria (1480–1530) represented the interests of her family as Regent and Governess of the Burgundian territories.30 In all, she kept four portraits of her father in different parts of her principal residence, the so-called Palais de Savoy in Mechelen or Malines. The spatial contexts in which these portraits were once displayed can be reconstructed and thus provide significant clues to reconstructing the function of each of the likenesses.31 The portraits in question were located in Margaret’s library, her dining hall and the small cabinet or Studiolo next to her bedroom. Margaret of Austria’s stock list of movable items (1516) mentions a large portrait panel of Maximilian, which is described as follows:

autre tableau, plus grant, de l’empereur, habillé en son accoutrement impérial
[another panel, larger, of the emperor, dressed in his imperial accoutrement].32

This painting is described as larger than the previous one depicting John the Fearless (Jehan de Bourgogne). As the most prominent feature in this painting was Maximilian’s imperial attire, it can be assumed that in her library Margaret displayed a copy of the Strigel’s stately portrait as Emperor in order to represent her father as the ruling head of the Habsburg dynasty (fig. 3).33 The richly furnished library was one of the more public spaces within the residence and was open to members of her court as well as to outside visitors.34 This was the location where the military triumphs of the Habsburg family were commemorated: the victory over the Duke of Guelders, the Battle of Pavia, the conquest of the New Americas, and others. In her library Margaret also kept her personal copy of Dürer’s Arch of Honour, the eternal monument to Maximilian’s entire achievement.

The 1516 stock list of paintings in the library refers to a second, albeit somewhat smaller portrait of Emperor Maximilian. It is described as follows:

ung petit tableau du chief de l’Empereur, pourtant robe et bonnet de cromoiys, et une lettre en sa main
[a small panel of the head of the Emperor, wearing a crimson red robe and bonnet, and a letter in his hand].35

This entry calls to mind a particular Strigel portrait in which Maximilian is dressed in a red overcoat with a fur collar. In this portrait Maximilian wears no armour and no regalia. He is proudly presenting the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece and holds a letter in his left hand. The two paintings that correspond to this description, however, are not particularly small in size. A fine portrait by Strigel in the National Trust collection measures 39.5 x 30 cm;36 another version in Berlin measures 37 x 25.37 The inscription in the Berlin portrait names Maximilian’s position as Holy Roman Emperor: ‘Maximiliani primi Romanoru(m) Imperatoris Archducis Austrie Effigies’. His raised hand and his index
finger point forward as if giving instructions to a person outside of the picture frame. In the past, this portrait type has been labelled 'Maximilian as a private man', because he is depicted without his paraphernalia.\textsuperscript{38} Maximilian’s attire corresponds to the image of the White King in Maximilian’s autobiography \textit{Weisskunig}.\textsuperscript{39} While this portrait type from the Strigel workshop served as an alternative likeness for Maximilian it is not clear when it appeared for the first time.

In addition to the portraits of Maximilian in the Mechelen library already mentioned, a portrait by Joos van Cleve was kept in Margaret’s official portrait gallery, the so-called \textit{première chambre à chemynée} on the second floor of the western wing. In the household inventory of 1523–24 the portrait of the deceased emperor is described as follows:

\begin{quote}
\textit{Item, ung autre tableau de la portraiture de l’empereur Maximilien, père de Madame, que Dieu pardonne, habillé d’une robbie de drapt d’or, fourée de martre, a un bonnet noir sur son chef, pourtant le colier de la Thoison d’or, tenant un rolet en sa main dextre.}
\end{quote}

[Item, another panel with the portrait of Emperor Maximilian, the father of Madame, whom God forgive, dressed in a robe made from gold cloth, lined with marten, a black cap on his head, wearing the collar of the Order of the Golden Fleece, holding a scroll in his right hand].\textsuperscript{40}

There are two paintings that match this description very closely, one in Brussels (fig. 4) and one in Berlin (fig. 1).\textsuperscript{41} These two panels are almost identical in size and colour. In the Brussels painting, three letters ‘M • R • I’ discreetly point to the identity of the sitter: M(aximilianus) R(omanorum) I(mperator). In both examples, Maximilian’s left hand rests on the edge of the frame, a popular motive in Netherlandish portraiture that can be traced back to Rogier van der Weyden. It can be assumed that Joos van Cleve’s workshop used a template to produce multiple copies of this new portrait type.\textsuperscript{42}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{fig4}
\caption{Joos van Cleve and workshop, Maximilian I as sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece, wood, 33 x 23 cm, Brussels, Musées Royaux des Beaux-Arts de Belgique, inv. no. 2581.}
\end{figure}

\begin{figure}[h]
\centering
\includegraphics[width=0.4\textwidth]{fig5}
\caption{Anonymous, Maximilian as sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece, in the statute book of the Order of the Golden Fleece, parchment, 28.4 x 21 cm, Bruges, after 1518, Vienna, ÖNB, Cod. 2606, fol. 77.}
\end{figure}
A large, full-page miniature in the Vienna statute book of the Order of the Golden Fleece reproduces the same portrait type in which Maximilian is represented first and foremost as the sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece (fig. 5). The sitter’s posture and the patterning of his gold brocade dress are very close to the portrait panel in Berlin. If we assume that this copy was once kept in Margaret’s portrait gallery, it is most likely that the miniaturist would have had access to this copy. This panel was just one of several paintings from Margaret’s portrait gallery that were used as models by the illuminator of the Vienna statute book.

In this manuscript Maximilian is described as: ‘Most distinguished and very powerful prince, Monseigneur Maximilian, Archduke of Austria, Duke of Lorraine, of Brabant, of Luxemburg, etc’. Given that this manuscript was made after 1518, it is remarkable that the caption accompanying Maximilian’s portrait refrains from mentioning his rank as emperor. This wording confirms that Maximilian’s public profile changed according to the different regional and political contexts in which he operated. In the Burgundian Netherlands he gained respect and exerted political influence by stressing his position as sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece, his role as Holy Roman Emperor not being an asset in this political region. In Margaret of Austria’s official portrait gallery, many members of this prestigious order were represented with an emblem of their membership, mostly a gold pendant of the Golden Fleece hanging from a simple black string. Maximilian always wears the collar of the sovereign which consists of a gold chain with broad links and a gold pendant. Joos van Cleve’s portrait of Maximilian I with a scroll (fig. 1) was thus considered most appropriate for Margaret of Austria’s official portrait gallery.

Maximilian as bridegroom

A second version of Joos van Cleve’s portrait type was kept in Margaret of Austria’s petit cabinet, an intimate space adjoining her stately bedroom. Instead of a scroll, Maximilian holds two carnations in his right hand. In 1523–24, the portrait was described as follows:

*Item, ung autrue tableau de la portraicture de l’emperere Maximilien, tenant deux fleurs d’ulletz en sa main, habillé de drap d’or, pourtant la Thoison.*

[Item, another panel with the portrait of Emperor Maximilian, holding two carnations in his hand, dressed in gold fabric, wearing the Fleece.]

John Hand lists three versions of this alternative portrait type from the Joos van Cleve workshop. The Paris painting is the smallest, measuring 19 x 13 cm; the Amsterdam painting is the largest, measuring 34.6 x 24.4 (fig. 6). In the Amsterdam portrait, Maximilian’s body is depicted down to the waist. This detail is comparable to the Berlin painting with scroll (fig. 1). The copies in Vienna (fig. 7) and Paris have rounded tops and opt for a narrower close-up concentrating more on Maximilian’s head and hands. In all three paintings, Maximilian turns his head to the right and raises his left hand, which touches the ledge of the frame.

Marissa Bass has argued that the Amsterdam painting should be identified as the one from Margaret’s collection because Maximilian holds two instead of three carnations. The fact that the inventory does not explicitly talk about a small painting supports her assumption. The van Cleve portrait with two carnations was kept in the most secluded section of Margaret’s residence, the *studio lo* next to her bedroom. It is significant to note, however, that Margaret gave away this portrait
to her bastard sister, in October 1527.\textsuperscript{49} What was the reason for this decision? Did she herself lose interest in this portrait after her father died?

The Paris version is the only painting with a date. The year ‘1510’ on the lower ledge of the frame provides us with a \textit{terminus ante quern}.\textsuperscript{50} It is unlikely that the blueprint for this portrait was conceived as late as 1510, because Maximilian did not visit the Netherlands in that particular year.\textsuperscript{51} Both the written correspondence between Maximilian and his daughter and the emperor’s detailed itinerary demonstrate that Maximilian sojourned in the Netherlands in 1508/09 because of the ongoing war with the Duke of Guelders; in fact, he stayed continuously in this region from 1 November 1508 to 31 March 1509, Antwerp, Brussels, Gent, Kalkar, Mechelen, Lier, Dordrecht being some of the places he passed through at the time. During these five months Maximilian will have had many opportunities to meet Joos van Cleve in person.\textsuperscript{52} Given Maximilian’s strong personal interest in commissioning official portraits, it seems more than likely that he himself selected the artist and decided on the choice of attributes, a scroll and several carnations. The specific nature of these images and the precision of the facial features suggest that the artist was given a chance to make a preparatory drawing from life. The large number of copies confirms that Joos van Cleve’s portrait was considered an important likeness, a portrait that was copied over and over again.\textsuperscript{53}

Fig. 6 Joos van Cleve and workshop, Maximilian I with Two carnations, oak, 34.6 x 24.4 cm (without frame), Amsterdam, Rijksmuseum, inv. No. SK-A-3293.

Fig. 7 Joos van Cleve, \textit{Maximilian I with three carnations}, oil on oak, 27 x 18 cm, Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, inv. no. GG 972.

In the light of these considerations the image of Maximilian with carnations raises several questions. Depicting a sitter with one or several flowers in his hand is usually understood as a symbol of love and courtship; it was a motive frequently employed in connection with betrothal or marriage
Maximilian wedded his first wife Duchess Mary of Burgundy on 18 August 1477, a historically important event dating back more than thirty years. When Joos van Cleve started working on this new portrait, Maximilian had been married to his second wife for more than fifteen years. If this image refers back to the emperor’s first marriage, we are dealing with a retrospective portrait and a considerable lapse in time. John Hand convincingly argued that this composition may have been modelled on a similar painting in Margaret of Austria’s collection, the portrait of the Tudor King Henry VII as a potential bridegroom (1505). At the time, Henry had the intention of marrying Maximilian’s widowed daughter. For the King of the Romans, Henry VII was an important politically, which was why he had been made a member of the Order of the Golden Fleece. After the marriage negotiations failed, the panel painting was kept in Margaret’s illustrious portrait gallery. The treatment of the frame as pictorial border is reminiscent of the official portraits of Philip the Good and Charles the Bold by Rogier van der Weyden and his workshop.

The retrospective nature of Emperor Maximilian’s portrait by Joos van Cleve is less surprising than it seems at first sight. To Maximilian and his offspring, the union of the two dynasties—Habsburg and Burgundy—remained one of the most important events for this upward-moving dynasty. This is documented in his Arch of Honour, the Triumphant Procession and in the chivalric romance called Theuerdank. Between 1505 and 1516 Maximilian dictated the story of Weisskunig to his secretary Marx Treitsauerwein. Maximilian’s journey to the Netherlands, his arrival at the Bruges court, his meetings and negotiations with Margaret of York and Mary of Burgundy, and the final marriage ceremony are dealt with in great detail. The luxurious coat that Maximilian is wearing in most of these woodcuts by Hans Burgkmair is reminiscent of the fur-lined overcoat in the portrait panels by Joos van Cleve and his workshop (fig. 1). Weisskunig, Maximilian’s alter ego, wears a rich collar and a royal crown—symbols of power that the young prince was still striving for in 1477.

In 1511, not long after the death of his second wife, Maximilian reissued a commemorative silver coin in the city of Hall, Tyrol, based on the design of an early medal by Giovanni Candia. The so-called ‘Hochzeitsguldiner’ by Ulrich Ursentaler reproduces Maximilian’s portrait as a young prince on one side and that of his young bride on the reverse. The inscription ‘ETATIS 19’ points to Maximilian’s young age, and the date 1479 equally refers back to the time of his youth. This minted likeness of Maximilian commemorates an event of the past that had ongoing political significance for the Habsburg family. It can be assumed that Maximilian distributed these coins among his allies.

In the light of Maximilian’s ambition to glorify his union with the house of Burgundy, the commission of a portrait as an ageless courtier with flowers appears to be more of a strategic decision than an expression of romantic love. The modesty with which Maximilian is represented in this portrait can be interpreted as a well-considered manoeuvre. In the Burgundian Netherlands, Maximilian was seen more as an involuntary guest than as a potent ruler: in this region of his empire he was merely tolerated as Mary of Burgundy’s husband and as the father of their children, Philip the Handsome and Margaret of Austria. Joos van Cleve portrayed Maximilian twice as sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece, always showing off the collar of the Order.

In this political context, the creation of a new likeness by Joos van Cleve in 1508/09 is as significant as the conception of an official portrait by Bernhard Strigel in 1496 (fig. 2). The Strigel portrait was developed at a time when Maximilian was climbing up the political ladder and had to assert himself as King of the Romans and as the most promising candidate for the position of Holy
Roman Emperor (fig. 3). Strigel’s portrait of Maximilian in armour reflects this ambition and was employed across the Empire, as the copies in Strasbourg and Mechelen show.

The portrait that was conceived by van Cleve a decade later was probably employed within a much more limited geographical area, the Burgundian Netherlands. This portrait established Maximilian’s role as leader of the Burgundian network (fig. 1) equal in importance to Philip the Good, Charles the Bold and Philip the Handsome. It reminded visitors to Margaret’s residence that Maximilian was the acting sovereign of the Order of the Golden Fleece (fig. 5), while his grandson, the nine-year-old Charles, was still a minor. Maximilian’s marriage to Mary of Burgundy was the key to his rise to power, a turning point in the history of the Habsburg dynasty. The portrait with a posy of carnations (fig. 6), on the other hand, was employed by Maximilian as a posthumous monument to his happy and prosperous union with Mary of Burgundy, the last heir to the Burgundian empire.
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Dynastische Identität und europäische Politik der spanischen Habsburger in den 1650er Jahren

Diego Velázquez’ Bildnisse als Teil einer höfisch-politischen Porträtkultur

Eva-Bettina Krems (Universität Münster)


Die Ausführung des originalen Porträts und seiner beiden Kopien fällt in das letzte Schaffensjahrzehnt des spanischen Hofmalers Diego Velázquez, der 1660 starb. In diesem Jahrzehnt sind auch zwei seiner heute berühmtesten Werke entstanden: Las Meninas (1656) und Las Hilanderas (vermutlich um 1658) führen den intellektuellen Rang des Malers deutlich vor.³ Diese Jahre waren aber vor allem dadurch geprägt, dass Velázquez das höchste für ihn erreichbare Amt bei Hofe erlangen konnte, nämlich das des Schlossmarschalls.⁴ Dieses Amt verpflichtete ihn zu ständiger Anwesenheit am Hof, denn er leitete nicht nur einige Bauprojekte, sondern entwickelte Einsatzpläne für die Kammerdiener, überwachte die Etikette bei den Mahlzeiten des Königs, sorgte für die Quartiere bei königlichen Reisen, für die Möblierung und Ausstattung der Residenzen und organisierte Dekorationen für Feste.⁵ Eine seiner letzten Amtstätigkeiten, bevor er im August 1660
starb, galt der organisatorischen und gestalterischen Besorgung der zeremoniellen Zusammenkunft zwischen dem spanischen und französischen Hof mit den beiden Königen Philipp IV. und Ludwig XIV. im Oktober 1659 auf der Pfaueninsel.\(^6\)

Schon die Zeitgenossen bemerkten, die höfischen Ämter hätten den Maler von seiner künstlerischen Tätigkeit abgehalten. Diese Einschätzung reicht bis in die jüngste Forschung hinein. Laut Martin Warnke habe Philipp IV. auf Velázquez’ Indienstnahme als Hofmaler verzichtet, was dieser wiederum dazu genutzt habe, seinen Malerberuf aufzugeben, um „aus freien Stücken zu malen“.\(^7\) Mit den beiden Gemälden *Las Hilanderas* und *Las Meninas* habe Velázquez vor allem seine künstlerische Nobilitierung im Auge gehabt.

Jedoch malte Velázquez im selben Jahrzehnt, also ab 1651, eine ganze Reihe von Portrait — und dasjenige der eingangs genannten Maria Teresa war eines davon —, die eben nicht in den mutmaßlichen Bereich eines vom Hofamt losgelösten und somit womöglich entfesselten Künstlerums fallen, sondern genau dem Pflichtenspektrum des Hofkünstlers entsprachen. Es waren die Porträts der Familienmitglieder der spanischen Habsburger. Das klingt zunächst nach bruchloser Fortsetzung, war Velázquez doch als Porträtist bereits überaus erfahren. Indessen leistete er hier in seinen letzten Lebensjahren etwas Neues in seinem ohnehin reichen Porträtschaffen. Um dies zu verstehen, ist ein kurzer Blick auf die politische Situation der spanischen Habsburger notwendig, befand sich doch die spanische Linie der Casa Austria in diesen Jahren in einer ernsthaften Krise. Ausgelöst wurde diese 1646 durch den unvermittelten Tod von Philips einzigem Sohn Baltasar Carlos und damit des rechtmäßigen Thronfolgers, nur wenige Wochen nachdem mit Kaiser Ferdinand III. in Wien vereinbart worden war, dass dessen Tochter Maria Anna, damals zwölf Jahre alt, Baltasar Carlos zur Frau gegeben werden sollte.\(^8\) Zwei Jahre zuvor, 1644, war bereits Philips Gemahlin Isabella von Bourbon verstorben. Der König war nunmehr ohne einen männlichen Erben; der einzig verbliebene Nachkomme dieser Verbindung war die Infantin Maria Teresa.

Die durch den Tod des Prinzen hervorgerufene Situation war jedoch nicht nur für die spanischen Habsburger, sondern insgesamt für das Gleichgewicht der europäischen Mächte zum Ausgang des Dreißigjährigen Krieges ausgesprochen heikel. Gerade die dynastischen Schwächen der Habsburger und ihre Erbfolgekrisen brachten das europäische Staatensystem im siebzehnten und frühen achtzehnten Jahrhundert immer wieder ins Wanken, weil die Monarchien am veralteten Charakter der Patrimonialstaaten festhalten wollten und damit an einer Erbfolge, von der die Frauen ausgeschlossen waren.\(^9\) So blieb das dynastische Europa eine Quelle unzähliger Konflikte infolge des Aussterbens herrschender Häuser und der durch die Nebenlinien aufgrund von Erbrechten erhobenen Ansprüche. Das Problem der biologischen Schwäche der spanischen Linie des Hauses Habsburg wurde schon während der Friedensverhandlungen in Münster 1648 von den spanischen und französischen Delegationen diskutiert.\(^10\)
Um die Hegemonie der Habsburger in Europa dennoch zu sichern, beschloss der damals 42-jährige Philipp IV. kurzerhand selbst die Braut seines verstorbenen Sohnes zu heiraten, obwohl diese, Maria Anna, seine leibliche Nichte war und zum Zeitpunkt des Heiratskontrakts 1647 gerade erst dreizehn Jahre zählte. Maria Anna, im folgenden Mariana genannt, traf im Herbst 1649 in Madrid ein. Velázquez befand sich zu diesem Zeitpunkt in Italien und kehrte erst im Sommer 1651 an den Hof in Madrid zurück, wo er die neue politische Situation vorfand, die sowohl ihn — den frisch ernannten Schlossmarschall —, als auch die spanische Linie der Casa Austria vor neue Aufgaben stellte. Der Blick auf die seit 1651 geschaffenen Porträts zeigt unverkennbar eine deutliche Dominanz der weiblichen Familienmitglieder.11 Diese waren bisher, mit Ausnahme von einem Porträt der ersten Gemahlin Philips IV. (Abb. 1),12 nicht im Fokus des ersten Hofmalers Velázquez gewesen, der — freilich in Anlehnung an einen antiken Topos — als einziger berechtigt war, den König zu malen. Zudem oblag ihm bisher die Aufgabe, Baltasar Carlos, den Sohn des Königs im Portrait festzuhalten (Abb. 2),13 gleichsam als Beleg der als gesichert geglaubten Fortsetzung der Dynastie.

Von dessen neun Jahre jüngeren Schwester, Maria Teresa, gibt es keine von Velázquez, dem ersten Hofmaler, ausgeführten Kinderbildnisse. Dafür waren offenbar andere zuständig, wie etwa Velázquez’ Schwiegersohn Juan Bautista Martínez del Mazo, der die Prinzessin als etwa Vierjährige malte (Abb. 3).14 Martínez del Mazo erweist sich als eng vertraut mit der künstlerischen Handschrift seines Schwiegervaters Velázquez: in der leicht gedrehten Haltung des Kindes, das sich an einem

Dem Rang des jeweiligen Hofmalers entsprach somit die Rangstellung der zu porträtierenden Familienmitglieder, etwa des Thronerben gegenüber den anderen, vor allem weiblichen Nachkommen. Die Töchter spielten zwar in der Erbfolge keine Rolle, waren aber ein wichtiges Symbol für die florierenden Familienverbindungen, gerade nachdem die Casa Austria in eine österreichische und eine spanische Linie gespalten war.


Noch ein weiterer Aspekt ist wichtig: Der Großteil dieser Porträts gelangte in einen interhöfischen Bilderkreislauf zwischen dem spanischen Königshof in Madrid, Paris als Sitz des
französischen Königs, Wien als Sitz des Kaisers und Brüssel als Sitz des Statthalters der spanischen Niederlande. Es war ein den Akteuren vertrautes und ritualisiertes Spiel mit Kopien, Repliken und Originalen, mit Großformaten und Kleinformaten, mit Brustbildern und ganzfigurigen Porträts.16 Eine effiziente und gut organisierte Werkstatt war dabei Voraussetzung für das Gelingen des diplomatischen Austauschs von Porträts, was manchen Hofmaler sicher auch überfordern konnte.

Jeder beteiligte Maler konnte seine Porträts und die seiner in der Ferne arbeitenden Kollegen als Medien eines kalkulierbaren Kulturtransfers betrachten, wenngleich die künstlerische Aufgabe keine leichte war. Denn nicht selten kollidierte das Informationsbedürfnis der Empfänger mit den Idealisierungsbestrebungen der Absender, was den Künstler dazu zwang, den Zielkonflikt zwischen dem Verismus in der Darstellung und ihrer symbolischen Übersteigerung weitgehend aufzulösen. Immerhin mussten die Künstler nicht selbst reisen — wie noch Velázquez nach Italien—, um Spuren ihrer Porträtkunst an den ferngelegenen Höfen zu hinterlassen.


Velázquez' späte Bildnisse der vor allem weiblichen Mitglieder der Königsfamilie können somit als Teil einer höfischen Porträtkultur betrachtet werden, die einerseits aus der Bildverwendung innerhalb des dynastisch-diplomatischen Austauschs und andererseits der Rezeption durch Kommentare der Zeitgenossen definiert wird. Jedoch ist zu bedenken, dass sehr viel weniger Quellen über Fragen der Rezeption Auskunft geben als zu der Tauschpraxis selbst, die ihrerseits in der künstlerischen Disposition des jeweiligen Gemäldes ihren eigenen, eben bildhaften Quellenbefund findet. Denn im Rahmen der höfischen Porträtkultur erfüllen die Bildnisse unterschiedliche Zwecke, die man — so die These — an ihren stilistischen, compositionellen und ikonographischen Besonderheiten ablesen kann. Über ihre pragmatische Funktion steuern Porträts die Wahrnehmungen der politischen Akteure, erinnern an getroffene interhöfische Verabredungen oder nähern politische Hoffnungen. Bisweilen sind es die kleinen Unterschiede im Arrangement eines Porträts, die darüber entscheiden, ob es der Brautwerbung, einem Erbschaftsversprechen, der Betonung eines Machtanspruchs oder dem Erweck dy nastischer Prosperität dienen soll.

An einer kleinen Auswahl seien im Folgenden solche Unterschiede in Velázquez' Porträts, die im interhöfischen Bilderverkehr kursierten, beispielhaft dargelegt, um Rolle und Bedeutung des höfischen Bildnisses als Teil einer regelrechten Porträtkultur sichtbar zu machen. Ich möchte beginnen mit dem großformatigen Porträt der neuen Königin Mariana (Abb. 5).17 Im Jahre 1649, als die neue Königin in Madrid eingetroffen war, befand sich Velázquez noch in Italien und konnte erst nach seiner Rückkehr aus Rom 1651 mit dem Porträt der jungen Regentin beginnen. Obwohl der Kaiser bereits im Juli 1650 um ein Porträt seiner Tochter nach ihrer Hochzeit gebeten hatte, wartete man offenbar auf die Rückkehr des ersten königlichen Hofmalers, was die Bedeutung dieser Aufgabe unterstrich.18 Das Bild war spätestens im Dezember 1652 beendet, denn mit der diplomatischen
Mission des Marquis von Caracena\textsuperscript{19} wurde zu diesem Zeitpunkt ein Porträt der Königin an den Kaiserhof nach Wien gesendet — es war jedoch nur eine Werkstattreplik, die Wien erreichte (Abb. 6).\textsuperscript{20} Das Original verblieb in Madrid (Abb. 5).\textsuperscript{21}

Der Vergleich mit dem Porträt der früheren Königin (Abb. 1) liegt nahe: Velázquez schuf des Bildnis der Isabella von Bourbon etwa zwanzig Jahre vorher.\textsuperscript{22} Die Ähnlichkeit in der Disposition der beiden Bildnisse ist deutlich: Der die Szene hinterfangende rote Vorhang, das Aufstütcen auf den mit Samt bezogenen Stuhl, die steife Körperhaltung, die die förmliche Etikette im offiziellen Hofporträt demonstriert und den Eindruck königlicher Majestät hervorruft. Alle diese gemeinsamen Elemente belegen die Vertrautheit Velázquez’ mit der schon durch Rubens am spanischen Hof etablierten Porträtform. Dennoch gibt es im Bildnis der Mariana neuartige Aspekte, die nicht allein auf stilistische Variationen zurückzuführen sind, sondern mit der bildgewordenen Funktion der Königin als Repräsentantin der Dynastie zu tun haben. So etwa trägt Mariana, deren Hals im Gegensatz zu Isabella nicht bedeckt ist, eine aufwändig und kunstvoll frisierte Perücke, die das Gesicht wie ein Fächer hinterfängt; seitlich wird das Haupt von einer buschigen Straußenfeder gekrönt.\textsuperscript{23}

Die auffälligste Änderung in der Mode ist jedoch der sogenannte „Guardainfante“, der weitausladende Reifrock. Durch das enge Korsett wird die Taille und damit der ausgestellte Rock
noch betont. Die Entscheidung, den Guardainfante für die Königin zu wählen, war gewiss nicht allein dem reinen Diktat der Mode geschuldet, denn diese Gewandform hatte eine durchaus heikle Bedeutung. Die weit verbreitete Befürchtung war, dass sich unter dem Guardainfante, also „Kinderwächter“ genannten Rock, so manche Schwangerschaft verbergen ließ, die, so eine zeitgenössische Quelle, nicht die Frucht einer legitimen Liebesbeziehung sei.\(^{24}\) 1639 war der Rock daher per königlichem Dekret als „hurenmäßig“ verboten worden (Abb. 7).\(^ {25}\) Der Rock erfreute sich dennoch ungeahnter Beliebtheit, und viele Frauen setzten sich über das Verbot hinweg. Das Gesetz wurde verschiedentlich erneuert, doch ohne die Verbreitung dieser modischen Attraktion wirklich eindämmen zu können. Velázquez porträtierte die Königin in diesem strittigen Auftritt sogar zur selben Zeit, als der spanische Hofdramatiker Calderón den Guardainfante satirisch in seinen am Hof aufgeführten Theaterstücken verarbeitete.\(^ {26}\)

![Abb. 7 Königliches Dekret zum Verbot des Guardainfante, 1639.](image)

Die Frage stellt sich, warum Velázquez diese so auffällige Gewandung in einem höfischen Staatsportrait einsetzte, das als solches ausgewiesen ist etwa durch den Stuhl und die Tischuhr als Symbole königlichen Ranges. Ist es ein Zeichen für Fruchtbarkeit — und damit das zentrale Symbol für die Kontinuität der Habsburger Herrschaft?\(^ {27}\) Oder könnte dieses modisch-prächtige, mit silbernen Litzen bestickte und mit roten Bändern verzierte Kleid, kombiniert mit wertvollem Schmuck, darunter Goldketten, Armbänder und eine große goldene Brosche am Mieder, genau das repräsentieren, was es ostentativ zeigt: nämlich Mode und Pracht, eine betont spanische Aktualität und Reichtum,\(^ {28}\) somit einen prosperierenden spanischen Hof, biologisch wie finanziell. Beides entsprach zu dieser Zeit freilich kaum der Realität. Die finanziellen Ressourcen waren überaus kritisch und ein Thronfolger noch lange nicht geboren. Die weibliche Repräsentantin der Dynastie liefert in diesem
Bildnis das nach dem frühen Tod des Thronfolgers lange überfällige Versprechen, dass man in Europa weiterhin mit den spanischen Habsburgern zu rechnen hat.

Schließlich sei auf eine dritte Neuerung in diesem Königinportrait gegenüber dem früheren der Isabella von Bourbon (Abb. 1) hingewiesen, die ebenfalls der aktualisierten symbolischen Übersteigerung dient: der Kontrast zwischen der körperlichen Starre der Figur und der technischen Virtuosität des Pinselstrichs, eine Spontaneität und Leichtigkeit, die der Maler vor allem im Bereich der Gewandung vorführt. Hier verwandelt sich die arretierte Gewandhülle in ein bewegtes Glitzern und Flirren, das die ganze Person zum Erstrahlen bringt. Mit Marianas Porträt wurde in diesen Aspekten ein neuer Typus des Bildnisses am Hof der spanischen Habsburger etabliert und zwar — zum Zeitpunkt einer ernsthaften Erbfolgekrise — der des selbstständigen weiblichen Hofporträts.


Abb. 8 Diego Velázquez (Werkstatt), Maria Teresa, um 1653, Boston, Museum of Fine Arts.

Maria Teresas Rolle erlangte somit nach dem Tode von Balthasar Carlos eine neue politische Bedeutung, die über die gängige Heiratspraxis am spanischen Hof weit hinausging. Dies lässt sich allein an der Versendungsbreite ihres Porträts ablesen, denn es wurde an noch mehr Höfe und in
noch dichterer Frequenz verteilt als dasjenige der Königin. Davon zeugen die Berichte der Gesandten und Diplomaten zu dieser Zeit, die für die Transfers der Porträts der Infantin zuständig waren. Die Versendung eines Bildnisses der spanischen Infantin kam am Zielort dem Versprechen gleich, dass hier wie dort einer Heirat zugestimmt werden könnte. Ein solches Versprechen konnte bereits zur Zeit der Anfertigung des jeweiligen Bildnisses und der Planung seiner Versendungsziele wahrgenommen werden, was den beteiligten Akteuren mitunter einen diplomatisch nutzbaren Zeitvorteil verschaffen konnte.

Feinnervig registrierten auswärtige Gesandte am betreffenden Hof, ob Porträts auf die Reise an bestimmte Ziele gehen sollten, was als ein Zeichen für Verhandlungen entlang einer wichtigen politischen Achse gedeutet wurde: So berichtet der in Madrid ansässige Gesandte vom Hof zu Modena, Francesco Ottonelli, am 22. Februar 1653, der Marchese Mattei, der vor einigen Monaten nach Madrid geschickt worden sei, reise morgen wieder nach Flandern ab; man habe ihm mitgegeben „il ritratto della serenissima infanta e con esso quello del re e della regina“. Es seien also Porträts der Infantin — die an erster Stelle genannt wird —, des Königs und der Königin für den Statthalter Erzherzog Leopold Wilhelm, den Bruder des Kaisers, nach Brüssel gesandt worden, natürlich um dessen Hoffnung auf seine Vermählung mit der Infantin zu nähren, „la speranza del matrimonio con la detta serenissima infanta“.  

Abb. 9 Diego Velázquez, Maria Teresa, um 1653, Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum.

Porträts konnten somit zu politisch aktivierbaren Medien werden, ja zum diplomatischen Surrogat von neuen Bündnissformierungen; sie dienten sogar als Vertrauensspende zur Vorbereitung von Friedensverhandlungen. Der gemalten spanischen Prinzessin kam dabei eine multiple Funktion

Abb. 10 Diego Velázquez (Werkstatt), Maria Teresa, um 1653, Paris, Louvre.

Das Porträt der Infantin wurde also innerhalb kurzer Zeit an drei verschiedene Höfe geschickt: Das Original ging nach Wien, eine Kopie nach Brüssel an den Hof des Statthalters der spanischen Niederlande und eine weitere Kopie schließlich nach Paris, die erheblich beschnitten worden ist und nur noch als Brustbild existiert (Abb. 10).38 Auch die beiden großformatigen Versionen (sie waren ursprünglich über 2 Meter hoch) sind beschnitten worden — in der Höhe um ca. 70 cm, in der Breite knapp 30 cm.39 Man muss sich Maria Teresa also ursprünglich als Ganzfigur, wie auf dem Porträt Marianas (Abb. 5), vorstellen. Auch im Typus ist das Porträt der Infantin, wie angedeutet, dem der Königin verblüffend ähnlich, was die Haltung der diszipliniert stehenden Figur mit der auffällig modischen Frisur, dem Schmuck und dem Guardainfante verdeutlicht. Selbst die physiognomische Ähnlichkeit ist über das verwandtschaftlich enge Verhältnis hinaus gesucht, um die
Habsburger Familiengröße über die Trennung der Casa Austria in eine spanische und eine österreichische Linie hinaus zu propagieren.


Der Hofmaler Velázquez wird gewusst haben, dass das Porträt an mehrere Höfe geschickt werden sollte, darunter sogar der französische Hof der Bourbonen. Er bemüht sich also um eine ikonographisch multiple Passform für eine bildpragmatische Bewährung des Porträts an drei verschiedenen Orten zugleich.

Es gibt einen weiteren wichtigen Aspekt, der die Attributlosigkeit erklärt: es durfte kein Hinweis auf einen Erbanspruch erkennbar sein. Das Porträt der Maria Theresa durfte nicht — wie die Bildnisse ihres Bruders, des Prinzen Baltasar Carlos — ein Symbol für die Kontinuität spanischer Herrschaft sein. Denn die Verheiratung Maria Teresas bot für die europäischen Mächte eine Gefahr, so lange kein männlicher Thronfolger geboren war. Das jahrelange Bühnen der Franzosen um die spanische Infantin als Braut für Ludwig XIV. wurde in Europa mit größter Sorge registriert, da man zu Recht den französischen Anspruch auf das spanische Erbe befürchtete. Das Einlenken Philipps IV. in den Hochzeitsverhandlungen erfolgte erst in den späten 1650er Jahren, denn erst 1657 war mit Felipe Próspero der langersehnte männliche Thronfolger geboren.


Abb. 12 Diego Velázquez, Felipe Próspero, 1659, Wien, Kunsthistorisches Museum.
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Presentation, Representation and Invisibility

Emperor Ferdinand I and his Son Archduke Ferdinand II of Austria in Prague (1547–1567)

Madelon Simons (University of Amsterdam)

The theme of this volume is, among others, how a (Habsburg) sovereign had himself represented within the framework of his court culture. Doesn’t every royal or princely commission contribute to the image and the stamp the sovereign wants to put on his residence? This certainly applied to the King of Bohemia at Prague Castle in the mid-sixteenth century. It will nevertheless become apparent that the sovereign did not or could not give his commission for the building of the Prague Court a high priority and while the work developed slowly the King above all seemed to want to be invisible while in residence in Prague. At the same time the Habsburg residence in Prague was also in use as residence of the representative of the King. It can therefore be argued that *Repraesentatio Maiestatis*, picturing the sovereign in his high and mighty tasks, was not always the primary aim of every commission at the Royal Court. Especially not when the vice-regent, the official representative of the King, was a willful man who would leave his own mark, a mark with imaginative qualities of its own, on the Prague Court. However, I wonder if our reconstructive descriptions of these manifestations do not presuppose too complicated and too highly intellectual a substance. While the sovereign King Ferdinand I (1503–1564) was of course represented in all his dignity and virtue and this was emphasized in a scholarly manner in contemporary publications, there were of course different levels of representation. The spectators at Royal events were fascinated or bewildered, but things were not always as serious and on as high an intellectual level as they have subsequently been interpreted. While virtue was being portrayed, there must have been a lot of laughter. People must also have laughed loud and frequently at so much (more or less) hidden depravity.

Prague 1526

King Ferdinand I was the sovereign in Prague for thirty-eight years. In 1526 he became King of Bohemia and in 1556 was elected Roman Emperor. At a young age a marriage agreement had been made for this very successful descendant of the Habsburg dynasty with Princess Anna Jagiello (1503–1547), the daughter of the Bohemian/Hungarian King. Anna and her husband contributed fifteen children to the dynasty. Ferdinand I claimed and was granted the Bohemian crown after the death of his brother-in-law Ludwig Jagiello (1505–1526). This claim, however, was not an obvious one for the Bohemian parties and was not awarded without discussion. After difficult negotiations Ferdinand I and Anna were crowned King and Queen of Bohemia in the church of Saint Vitus in 1526. This would seem to have been the obvious moment for the Habsburg dynasty to start building their own specific court culture and design a special image for King and Queen (also) in Prague. The King started this by
ordering the extension of the Castle with a garden complex and a summer palace in 1534. And in 1556 his son took care of the Ceremonial Entry of Ferdinand I as Roman Emperor. The Castle thus became a centre of *Repraesentatio Majestatis*, in the sense of its representing the self-evident glory and virtue of the sovereign. But this is a rather superficial and artificial image. On closer inspection both members of the Habsburg house named Ferdinand left on Prague a fairly modest, but at the same time ambiguous stamp.

**Prague Castle**

The history of the Castle shows that the garden complex was the only large project King Ferdinand had commissioned. For this extension outside the fortress walls Italian migrant workers were brought to Prague, who stayed for just a few months and in summer returned to their villages in the Italian Alps. This is one of the explanations why progress was slow. The records show that the King was definitely interested in the project. He insisted for example that the bridge to the gardens should be finished as a matter of urgency, and wished to check the progress of the work himself. This bridge over the so-called ‘Stag’ ditch between the northern wall of the Castle and the garden area was not only meant for the transport of goods but also contained a remarkable construction on the eastern side, a covered corridor called the ‘Gallerie’. The King himself described its function: the corridor enabled him to enter the gardens unseen. It belonged to a whole complex of passages from the King’s palace in the western part of the Castle via the so-called Western Palace, the fortress walls, the stables and the bridge into the gardens, just at the point where the Summer Palace was built. The wooden structures that were given so much priority played a dramatic role during the destructive fire which burned large parts of Prague Castle in 1541. The fire spread via the wooden galleries up to the building site of the Summer Palace and destroyed all the plants. Prague Castle would show the scars of this disaster for years. Not until 1555, for example, were the apartments of the King and Queen in the so-called Old Palace renovated, with the ceilings being raised and decorated, although they were not fundamentally altered. In the same year Archduke Ferdinand II ordered, as a precaution, the wooden galleries within the Castle walls to be rebuilt in stone. Those in the garden complex were left in wood. As Emperor Maximilian II had these hard-to-maintain wooden structures restored and partly altered, it seems that a concealed walk into the garden was important for him too.

There are no detailed images of Prague Castle, either drawings or prints, to give us information about the situation around 1555, apart from some townscapes. This lack of visual records could be related to the low priority the King gave these commissions for his residence in Bohemia. But it is more likely that many records, such as floor plans, models and prints, are lost. It is very difficult to imagine what the interior of Prague Castle looked like. It seems that King Ferdinand I made the old constructions within the fortress walls accessible through wooden (later stone) galleries, staircases and gallery bridges.
One of those structures can, in my opinion, be seen in a Royal notebook (fig. 1), which becomes an interesting source if we regard it as an opportunity to look within the castle walls. It is a luxuriously decorated, but everyday object which was owned by King Ferdinand I himself.\textsuperscript{12} This notebook, in a textile cover, has two slates with both sides written on and little boxes for slate-pencils and a sponge. The covers of these boxes are decorated with the picture of an impressive square tower with a staircase to the left and a view of a gate, a tower(?) and to the right the side facade of a building.\textsuperscript{13} High between the walls, silhouetted against the blue sky, there is a wooden bridge covered with red roof tiles. The building to the right must, in my opinion, be the so-called Western Palace. In 1555, Archduke Ferdinand II commissioned the decoration of three clock faces for the white tower to the left, which were described in a document as follows: ‘drei wollgezierti khompasurn auf die drei ort mit lustiger zier volendt werden’.\textsuperscript{14} If this is a look within the walls of Prague Castle, it shows that the Habsburg sovereigns until Emperor Rudolf II did not alter the construction of the existing buildings, which were connected through external facilities and, as will be demonstrated later on, only decorated with painted clock faces, niches and pilasters. Ferdinand I never achieved a larger project within the walls of Prague Castle, nor did he ever intend any such project during his long reign as King of Bohemian between 1526 and 1564.
The King’s representative

Archduke Ferdinand II supervised the restorations and building activities in the gardens by order of the King, but he also had the opportunity to establish his own profile. In 1555 the Archduke had a hunting lodge built, the so-called ‘Lustschloss’ of Stern [Star, Hvězda]. This remarkable building, which is preserved practically undamaged, is introduced here to show that the Archduke did have the opportunity to add a representative building to the court culture of his father and thus to leave his mark on Prague. And the architecture of Stern reveals something of the archduke’s personality.

Ferdinand is numbered II because he was the second Ferdinand in his line. He was also the second son of the royal couple. Born in 1529, he spent his youth mostly in Innsbruck and moved to Prague in 1543. In 1547 he became his father’s representative, or ‘Statthalter’. In 1555, when Stern was built, the Archduke was already in a relationship with Philippine Welser, the daughter of a merchant from Augsburg. Contrary to one of the romanticized stories made up in the nineteenth century, he did not built Stern for her. Ferdinand II married Philippine in secret in 1557, the year of the birth of their first son. His loyalty to this morganatic marriage made a future European royal career impossible. But this does not mean that the Prague court had a lesser status among the nobility. Nor was Prague a regional or provincial court in either a political or in a cultural sense.

Stern

By building ‘Stern’ in a game reserve on the White Mountain some six kilometres from Prague Castle, the Archduke started, and with great diligence also finished, an undertaking representative for the Habsburgs. The game reserve was (and still is) enclosed by high walls and gates. Stern could in the middle of the sixteenth century be reached by way of a road fringed with trees. The building itself lies at the end of an avenue, just at the slope of the mountain. Therefore and because of the enclosing walls around it, Stern does not seem to be exactly monumental. But a visit will have impressed the visitor in the sixteenth century, as it still does today (fig. 2).
A guest of the Archduke’s might have been a member of the hunting party or might have been invited to visit the gardens on the terraces and the fishponds behind Stern. He might even have participated in a game of tennis in the small gallery on the first terrace just below Stern. But this visitor would certainly not have been a member of a large group. The rooms at ‘Stern’ are simply too small for a large number of guests.

As mentioned before, Stern in the ‘Neue Tiergarten’ was the Archduke’s most important commission in Prague. He followed the building process carefully, even when he was in an army camp in the south of Hungar waiting for battle with the Turks. Ferdinand II might even have been involved in designing the building. In sources connected to ceremonies around the laying of the first stone, the Archduke is mentioned as the architect of Stern. This was of course done to honour him, but since the Archduke was very anxious to build and to complete the project, I presume that he could well have been involved in the design, probably in close collaboration with a builder of fortifications. The characteristic six-pointed star, the basic plan of Stern, is derived from the geometrical forms of fortresses.

The building had four floors. The cellars must have been designated for storage. On the entrance floor there are a remarkable number of niches, possibly used for a (temporary) exhibition. The Archduke began collecting in Prague and, as will be described later, he exhibited weaponry in Prague Castle at the time of the Ceremonial Entry of Emperor Ferdinand I in 1558. It is therefore possible that he already started to make the presentation of his weaponry in Prague, on which he would later elaborate at the castle of Ambras near Innsbruck.

More important than the possible objects in the niches is my argument about how a visit to Stern could have been arranged. As mentioned before, Stern can be compared to a tower in which one can lose one’s way. If the Archduke wanted to use Stern as an environment in which he could show and spell out the virtues of his dynasty, he had many choices. Not only by presenting specific objects in niches, but also by referring to the scenes on the stucco ceilings of the main hall on the entrance floor. For the informed visitor the historical scenes in stucco were easy to recognize and to associate with the virtues of the Habsburgs themselves. In the sixteenth century as well, the central image of Aeneas escaping from burning Troy with his father Anchises on his back was a reference to the foundation of Rome, an event the Habsburgs would have been pleased to be associated with. Manlius Curtius Rufus’ heroism, as in Livy, or that of Marcus Attilius Regulus as in Valerius Maximus, can easily be linked to the heroic deeds of the Habsburg hero whose suite of armor is placed in a niche in one of the rooms. But the recognition of an object or an iconographical association with the virtues of the House of Habsburg was not the only means by which the Archduke would have impressed his (imaginary) visitor in 1560. Anyone doing the rounds with the Archduke will very quickly have lost his or her way, especially if the two upper floors were visited as well. If this guest climbed the staircase in the sixth point of the star of Stern, the Archduke could even disappear and reach one of the other floors before his guest, via the small spiral staircase in the middle. And he could wait for his guest in the cellar amongst his wine, by the fireplace on the first floor, or with the musicians in the great (dancing) hall underneath the roof.

Just as in the projects in the Castle and in the gardens, the representation of the sovereign therefore was at the same time his unseen passing. But was the system of corridors just intended for
the privacy of the Royal family and, for practical purposes, to keep one’s feet dry in times of rain. In Stern the secret connection also might have enabled the Archduke to amaze and confuse his public.

**In search of a director of manifestations**

In the records, all manifestations of Royal Representation are assigned to the sovereign himself, although it is clear that in practice this was not altogether the case. The role of designer or advisor could have been in the hands of a scientist, a humanist or an architect at court. King Ferdinand I too had many advisors for the design of his courts at Innsbruck, Vienna and Prague and for the development of the numerous projects in his empire.

Benedict Ried, the architect for the Royal Castle in Prague, was until his death in 1534 His Majesty’s advisor in Bohemia. Ried did not have a successor as such. After 1534, Italian- and German-speaking craftsmen worked in competition. Although at the time the King suggested giving Bonifatius Wolmut the position of Royal master builder, this never happened. The court of the Archduke did not have just the one master builder either. The Italian Paolo della Stella and the German-speaking Wolmut and Hans von Tirol were responsible for separate building activities. Not until 1557 do the records indicate that Wolmut had acquired a leading position and was in a position to evaluate the work of the other master builders. But none of them is truly in charge, as the producer of all forms of representation in Prague during the time Archduke Ferdinand II stayed there.

No leading architect is mentioned for the court in Vienna either. The painter and master builder Pietro Ferrabosco worked with his employees in and around the Hofburg at the time. He was sent to Prague regularly to assess progress, but again not much is known about the status of Ferrabosco at King Ferdinand’s court. He certainly had the ability to design Stern in detail, with the Archduke looking over his shoulder and getting the credit. Ferrabosco was born in 1512 or 1513 in Laino near Como and served the Habsburgs from 1544 onwards. He began his career as a so-called ‘war painter’ and acted as a fortress-builder later on. This is why he could have been the architect of Stern, since he was able to apply the geometrical forms used in fortresses. This interesting but little-known court artist worked in all sorts of important places in the empire of Ferdinand I. He was certainly versatile, since he worked not only for military operations, but also at the Hofburg in Vienna and at the Neugebäude. For his services Ferrabosco was knighted by Ferdinand I, an honour which most fortress-builders in Royal service were awarded. Despite his knighthood, however, Ferrabosco was not the archducal advisor I am looking for, the man responsible for the representation of the sovereign and the Habsburg dynasty in Prague. Ferrabosco was involved in the Habsburg court, but he was never long enough in Prague and little is known about his theoretical knowledge.

Was this role in the hands of one of the humanists at the archducal court? Was it the Italian court physician and botanist Pier Andrea Mattioli (1501–1579)? Mattioli did live at the Prague court for a long time and did have the theoretical knowledge. In Prague Mattioli continued the botanical studies he had started in Italy, publishing the Latin edition of a large botanical survey based on the work of the classical Greek Dioskurides and having the edition translated into other languages. Earlier Mattioli had been the court physician of the Cardinal of Trento, where he published a eulogy for his employer. So could he have had a similar role in Prague too?
Although Mattioli was involved in some representational tasks, there are still few indications that he played a dominant role in the creation of the Habsburg image in Prague in the 1550s. The commission to write a report on the festivities during the Entry of Ferdinand I in 1558 was given to him only afterwards. The text describes the movements of the sovereign and his retinue on 8 and 9 November 1558. It also reveals something of the archducal court. Ferdinand II himself, who, as much of the text indicates, must have made a fair contribution to the contents of the scenario, directed all the movements and rode in front of the parade.

The Entry

Mattioli refers to the salutations outside the city gates when under the command of the Archduke the Bohemian nobles joined the Imperial retinue. First they met a group of about a thousand men all dressed in black, their heads covered by caps, dancing and shouting; with their so-called ‘anticamente’, an old-fashioned sort of flail with metal pins, they were beating straw. This detail is often mentioned in the Czech historical literature as significant. But is this intermezzo at the start of the Ceremonial Entry merely a superficial reference to the Hussite revolt and defeat of many years before or, rather, an emphatic reminder? Whatever the case, the Emperor and his entourage, notes Mattioli, simply had to laugh at those primitive farmers.

The ride through the three cities of Prague is characterized by Mattioli as a long series of meetings with members of the city councils, the clergy of different denominations, and speakers from the Charles University and the Jesuit Grammar School. The honour the Prague population accorded to their Emperor was carefully directed. Tribute was paid by boys, girls, women and men, all divided into age groups. Widows, for example, had gathered in the square of the ‘Small Side’, the third Prague city, below Prague Castle. Grey-haired men were allowed to greet the Emperor at the end of his tour at the Strahov gate on the way to the Castle. They had to wait for a very long time, but fortunately they were standing next to a fountain spouting red and white wine. Mattioli’s report is partly based on a written scenario and partly on his own observations. He stresses that all participants were dressed for the occasion and that thousands of horses must have squeezed through the small streets of the Old City. In the middle of the crowd Mattioli recognized a remarkable number of his compatriots: over two thousand Italians were standing along the route to the Castle, which was the quarter where they lived. Mattioli describes the triumphal arches alongside the route, mainly in relation to those who had commissioned them. The Jesuits, for example, of whom a fairly complicated iconography might have been expected, had raised an arch at the Klementinum, but Mattioli mentions only rather simple themes, such as Justice and Peace with the god Mars above. He gives the quite obvious interpretation of the image: the arch refers to ‘His Majesty’s peaceful reign’.

From Mattioli’s descriptions of the decorations in and around the Castle it can be deduced that he had taken the time to consider them carefully or that he might even have played some role in the choices of the iconography or classical quotations. Mattioli is more precise about the decorations made for the Castle than he is about those along the tour. He even refers to the makers, who were artists from the circles around the Archduke, although he mentions no names.
The designer and painter of the largest triumphal arch before the Castle wall is ‘a talented Italian painter’. This must have been (Giovanni) Francesco Terzio from Bergamo (ca. 1523–1591), who in 1558 had already been working for Ferdinand II for some years (fig. 3). However, it is not clear who Mattioli refers to as: ‘unico maestro di stucchi et di basi relievi’. In 1558 a whole group of stucco workers were working for the Archduke Ferdinand II, constructing the stucco ceilings at Stern, but none is known by name. Mattioli describes the well-proportioned parts of Terzio’s big arch, such as the eight Corinthian columns on a marble base with reliefs. In two colossal statues he recognizes biblical heroes: to the left Samson, with a lion’s skin in one hand and in the other an ass’s jaw, and to the right Gideon with a big Persian sword in his left hand and in his right hand an enormous shield. On the edges of the arch Mattioli mentions bronze-like reliefs. The images of the virtues Justice and Temperance were bronze-coloured too. To explain the significance of these images the phrase ‘Justitia arma regat, sanità haec moderatio servet’ was put on the arch, as was noted by Mattioli, who may possibly have been responsible for this choice of motto. On top of the
arch the author identified Imperial regalia such as the crowned eagle, the chain with the Golden Fleece, and four historical personalities of the Habsburg dynasty: Charles V, Maximilian I, Rudolf I, and Frederick III. According to Mattioli this triumphal arch did not contain any complicated messages either. He had studied the arch carefully, but his description is not precise enough to suggest that he was the inventor of its iconographical programme. It seems that the arch at Prague Castle fits Jacquot’s inventory of the iconography of arches raised for sovereigns in the sixteenth century.  

The court physician’s description of the decorations within the walls of Prague Castle shows that restoration projects had been carried out and that the decorations were partly the work of the Archduke himself. The house of the Archduke’s Lord Chamberlain, for instance, was freshly painted and decorated with columns, mouldings and marbled niches. The entrance of the house of the Archduke was furnished with a representation of the allegory ‘Peace in lively colours’, surrounded by attributes and a quotation from Vergil. Very interesting is Mattioli’s description of a construction round a large door. This must have been some sort of exhibition of ‘bella & rara Armaria’, according to Mattioli a selection from the archducal collection of weapons including pieces of armour and other ‘valuable objects’ such as a horse’s cuirass, Turkish bows and Persian swords. Sadly, the author is not more precise, probably not having an eye for this type of object. But he was impressed by the colourful silk hangings around this exhibition, especially by the flapping banners that created the theatrical setting.

The next evening

Theatricals and spectacles were also at the heart of the festivities on the evening of 11 November, the day after the Entry of the Emperor. Mattioli attended this part of the programme together with the most important guests. He describes the entourage in the gardens, where the Summer Palace formed the backdrop for the spectacles. The site in front of the Palace had been levelled and fenced off, Mattioli writes, and was illuminated and equipped with two low tower-like constructions for the musicians of the Archduke. On one side there were pieces of scenery: a beautiful wild and barren mountain and next to it the throne of Jupiter. According to Mattioli the play was about a battle between the Gods and the Giants, with a lot of fireworks and extravaganza; however, the physician’s text does not contain a proper explanation of the play’s meaning. Together with a select part of the international and the Bohemian guests, he was witness to the spectacular end of the festivities when the scenery burned down completely. But again, Mattioli does not appear to have been involved in the contents of the play, nor does he seem have had any responsibility for the intellectual creation of the Entry as a whole. His reports are clearly the contribution of a spectator. He was not the director of the manifestations that I am looking for.

The archducal court

The active role Ferdinand II played in the creation of his court can be demonstrated in several ways. In comparison with the Summer Palace, Stern was built and finished remarkably quickly. The building process had his close attention, certainly because of his personal involvement in the design of the
star-shaped hunting lodge. The Archduke himself directed the Entry of his father Ferdinand I described briefly above. As the festivities during the tour around the Prague cities took much longer than expected, the Archduke postponed the official finale to the next day. Not only in the decorations of the Castle but also through a small but significant detail of the play it is possible to show the archducal concern with studio props, with collections, and with the play itself. The monkeys that popped out of ‘Evil’ (the heads of the Giants) probably came from the Archduke’s own menagerie.\textsuperscript{36}

There are no images of these literally explosive expressions of imperial representation held on 9 November 1558. But there are, thanks to the Archduke himself, images of meetings of lesser status. Reports on tournaments are illustrated in a ‘Turnierbuch’.\textsuperscript{37} And there are images in a wonderful record by one of the spectators of the festivities at the so-called ‘Kolowrat Hochzeit’.\textsuperscript{38} Although Ferdinand II himself was never the central figure – the bridegroom – in an official Habsburg wedding in Prague, he certainly was the director of several others.\textsuperscript{39} The Archduke seems to have been actively involved in and present at all parts of the programme. His role at a wedding party in 1555 can be reconstructed on the basis of a fairly detailed report.

During the ‘masquerade’, for example, four goddesses entered the hall wearing white taffeta dresses with golden sleeves of leather, masks, and long blonde wigs with crowns of box leaves (fig. 4). They brought the bride a so-called ‘Munsanc’ (wedding gift) and danced with four ‘watermen’ who were dressed in close-fitting suits (fig. 5). The highlight of the evening was the moment the ‘watermen’ left the room and the final scene was the most surprising: the goddesses proved to be men in drag, led by ‘Sn. Gn. der Erzfuers’, i.e. the Archduke himself, as Johann von Schwamberg wrote in 1555.\textsuperscript{40} Ferdinand II not only played the leading part that evening but was also the owner of the costumes and probably also of many of the other party props.

In his collections, still to be seen at Schloss Ambras near Innsbruck and in the Kunsthistorisches Museum in Vienna, are masks, exotic weaponry and (replicas of) textiles, helmet decorations and horse-blankets that were used as requisites at parades and parties. Ferdinand II not only collected this material but also had at least part of it depicted. The requisites were used over and over again. The dresses of the goddesses were, it seems, used again at another wedding in the
Kolowrat family twenty-five years later and the watermen were back on the scene at the Archduke’s wedding party in 1582.\textsuperscript{41}

**Serious representation with much laughter**

These few examples of courtly representation during the time Ferdinand I was King of Bohemia and his son Archduke Ferdinand II vice-regent show that the Habsburgs certainly did put their stamp upon Prague, although during their long period of governance a lot more might have been achieved. It seems that their main focus was not on Princely, Royal or Imperial representation but on the private sphere, at least at the beginning. King Ferdinand I added gardens to the castle complex where he could wander around in peace. His son was personally responsible for the building of Stern, a very special star-shaped building that must have astonished all his visitors and probably also the Bohemian nobility. In addition to these remains in stone, meetings with the sovereign and his deputy illuminate our knowledge of his appearance and his representations in Prague. The Ceremonial Entry of the Emperor under the command of the Archduke transformed the streets of Prague into a red-and-white-coloured sea of spectators. All the decorations were a demonstration of devotion to the sovereign. Here and there within the iconography of decorations and play there was room for a warning finger, but there was also probably much more room for laughter. The celebrations and tournaments for the Bohemian nobles in and around the court of the Archduke were also characterized by amusement and amazement, although not in the first place in an intellectual sense. The dance of the wigged goddesses was not meant to identify them and to remind the audience of their virtue but, on the contrary, to make the people laugh out loud at the revelation of their travesty (fig. 6).

Fig. 6 ‘Goddess’ with mask and blonde wig (detail from fig. 4).
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4 Lietzmann 2007, pp. 67-108, reconstructed the garden complex. The commission was issued in 1534, eight years after Anna and Ferdinand I were crowned. The construction of the Summer Palace did not start before 1538.
5 Köpl, X 1889, p. LXII, regest 5971, 1 April 1535.
6 Köpl, X 1889, p. LXI, regest 5962, 30 November 1534. In a text concerning the building activities within the Castle walls, the between the buildings are typified as: ‘die Gallerie unter den Zimmern der Koningins die Stallungen entlang bis zur Brücke [...]’.
7 Lietzmann 2007, p. 68. He refers to correspondence between Florian Griesbeck and King Ferdinand I, 1 July 1535, AKD. DK 20.
8 Bretholz 1920, pp. 135-37. Václav na Hradčanech, a contemporary report on the fire for the King.
9 Kreyzci 1887, pp. LXVIII-IX. Reg. 4240, 20 July 1555 in Augsburg. ‘Memorial’ for Hans von Tirol with the list of alterations to be done at Royal buildings: ‘[…] Zum anderen seiner kgl. Maj leibzimer soll oben mit gethrem und mit gesparten resten erhebt werden’.
10 Schönherr, XI 1890, reg. 7463, p. CXCV.
11 Lietzmann 2007, pp. 86-88. The most recent and extensive study on these sources is provided by Dobalová 2009.
12 Lhotsky 1972, pp. 170-72. The handwriting on the two two-sided pieces of slate has been identified as that of King Ferdinand I.
13 According to Lhotsky 1972, p. 172. It is this round bastion tower that makes these images difficult to identify. For me it is not obvious that here a part of the fortress walls has been pictured. To the right between the so-called White Tower and the Western Palace a part of the so-called Old Palace of King Vladislas is displayed.
14 Kreyzci, V 1887, reg. 4240, p. LXIX.
15 No functional name can be given to Stern. In some sources it has been called Lustschloss and is the location called Neue Tiergarten, a hunting park. Stern could therefore best be called a hunting lodge. Noble hunters could rest here, since it has five large fireplaces and a cellar to keep wine. Nearby there was a building containing a kitchen, so all facilities for a good hunting party and dinner were available.
16 Simons 2009, p. 186. The role of Philippine Welser in Prague gets little attention in the literature. She is said to have lived far from Prague Castle in a hunting castle named Křivoklát [Bürglitz]. The general opinion still is that Philippine would not have played an official role. I doubt this is correct. Philippine Welser appears to be the most important woman at at least one tournament of the Bohemian nobility.

17 Kreyzi 1887, reg. 4283, p. LXXXIII.

18 Veronica Sandichler (Schloss Ambras) proposed, in her amendment at the conference in December 2011, that Stern and its numerous niches were meant to be empty. These contradictory ideas call for further examination, for instance in comparison with the use of space in Italian villas.


20 Jan Bažant published in 2012 a detailed description of this decoration. Dorothea Diemer attributes the stucchi in Hvězda since 2000 to Antonio Brocco, who was responsible for the so-called singing fountain in the gardens of Prague Castle. Similar stucco works are found at various other courts in Bohemia, Germany and Poland and in Ingolstadt. It appears that a group of stucco-workers travelled around, possibly in the company of other builders. For some of the stucchi they used the same model books, even the same moulds. It will be interesting to get a better understanding of where they worked and their specific commissions.

21 Lietzmann 2007, p. 86, note 80. Emperor Maximilian II even mentions the function as secret corridor: ‘heimliche Eingang’.

22 During the visit to the Neugebäude (during the conference in December 2011), Dr. Andreas Kusternig pointed out the hidden corridors and steps in the double walls of this fascinating building. This also indicates that facilitating secretly moving around by courtiers and (probably) by the sovereign was an intentional part of the Habsburg building programme.


26 Pier Andrea Mattioli di Siena 1554. A translation into German by Georg Hantsch, another physician at the Prague court also a humanist, scientist and writer, was published in 1563 in Prague.

27 Pietro Andrea Mattioli 1559.

28 Pietro Andrea Mattioli 1559. The year before, a report on the festivities was published by the humanist and professor at Charles University Matheus Collinus. In a translation by Ignaz Cornova of 1802, his introduction states (without source) that Mattioli got the instruction to write his report from Archduke Ferdinand II himself since Collinus’ description was not good enough.

29 I mention this detail because in the historical literature it has received a rather heavy political interpretation. Bažant 2006 (pp. 224-25) sees not only a reference to the Hussite past, but also to contra-reformist tensions caused by the Habsburgs in Prague. The Bohemian nobility would surely have recognized the costumes, but Mattioli didn’t take the incident very seriously. His characterization of the farmers who ‘non sapendo come farle reverenza’ is a beautiful example of sixteenth-century court culture as ‘sprezzatura’ and of how all who did not or could not behave like the court were laughable.

30 Mattioli 1559, fol. 25 (own paging): ‘Per opere & inventione’.

31 Ilg 1889, p. 238.

32 The stucco-decorated ceilings in Stern have (until now) been attributed to the stone workers Johann Campion and Andrea Aostalis de Pambio, (a.o.) Suchomel 1973. Their names are mentioned in a document in relation to the decoration of the so-called ‘Landrechtstube’, a conference room for Affairs of State in the Castle. In the design it was meant to be made of stone. It is not clear if the Italian sculptures working at the Summer Palace were capable of working in stone and in stucco at the same time, although Mattioli’s words can be interpreted as confirmation. There are also some stylistic and compositional similarities in the stucco and the reliefs. The Italians could have been working in stone and stucco.

33 Jacquot 1960, II, p. 478, concludes that the iconography of the arches raised within the iconography of Royal (or Imperial) Entries were not complicated.

34 This presentation resembles the way Laurin Luchner in 1957 made his reconstruction of the ‘Rüstkammern’, the rooms where the armoury collection of Archduke Ferdinand II was kept at Schloss Ambras.

35 Cornova 1802, Introduction. It is remarkable that Collinus, who was assigned to write a report on the festivities in 1558, was not allowed to see the programme in the gardens himself. Collinus was therefore rather short on the show.

36 Simons 2009, pp. 145–54. Archduke Ferdinand had guenons, one of which answered to the name Schelm (Rascal), according to the notes of physician Georg Hantsch in his so-called Tierbücher.
The Archduke organized at least thirty-three tournaments between 1547 and 1560. The dates, the locations and the participants are recorded in text and sometimes in images in the so-called Turnierbüch.  

37 Sandbichler 2005, pp. 67–70. The Archduke organized at least thirty-three tournaments between 1547 and 1560. The dates, the locations and the participants are recorded in text and sometimes in images in the so-called Turnierbüch.

38 Sandbichler 2005, p. 57. Sigismund Elsässer, Kolowrat Hochzeit, KHM, Vienna, Kk. Inv. nr. 5269 (unpaged). The same kind of costumes were pictured in the pageantry on floats with goddesses representing the four seasons.

39 In February 1555 a ‘Maskenfest’ (masked ball) was held at the wedding of Jaroslaw von Kolowrat and Lusanka Ungnad in Pilsen. Unpublished typescript Charlotte Gambler.

40 Johann der Ältere von Schwamberg to Wilhelm von Rosenberg, who didn’t attend the wedding. The letter also gives accounts of the different tournaments held. Johann was not a participant and appears to be a critical observer who is rather astonished by the physical confrontations. Several of the participants were injured. See note 38.

The Courts of the Habsburgs as Related by Jakub Sobieski

Cezary Taracha (John Paul II Catholic University of Lublin, Poland)

Introduction

Descriptions of European courts hold a key position in the accounts of early modern travellers. After all, in countries ruled by monarchs, particularly absolute monarchs, the court was the political centre of the state. Here all the most important decisions were made, not only regarding internal and foreign policy but also concerning the ruler’s subjects and the fate of the old continent and the New World. Vienna, Paris, Rome, Madrid, Warsaw and London set the course of events in seventeenth-century Europe. Courts were also the focal point of the worlds of culture, art and science. Emperors, popes, kings, dukes, their families, court officials, ministers, advisers and diplomats were objects of interest to most travellers of those times. They appear on the pages of their accounts, memoirs, and diaries, just as they do on the canvases of the great baroque masters, not least the celebrated Velázquez.

The organisation and manner of functioning of European courts in the light of various historical sources is a subject which continues to interest scholars of various disciplines, especially in the humanities. As a result, the bibliography of this subject is extensive and rich. However, there remain certain issues that still require further historical study, analysis, and presentation to those who are interested.

In the present paper we would like to consider the image of Habsburg courts in the first half of the seventeenth century as recounted in the writings of Jakub Sobieski. We will look at how a subject of elected kings, a citizen of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, and a magnate enjoying the extensive privileges and freedoms to which all Polish nobles were entitled perceived the absolutist courts of the Spanish and Austrian Habsburgs. And finally we will try to assess whether Jakub Sobieski’s observations tell us anything new about this subject. But let us begin by taking a closer look at Jakub Sobieski, a historical figure who is not very well known among European scholars.
I. Jakub Sobieski (1590-1646) and his European travel accounts

Traveller, politician, writer and father of the victor of the battle of Vienna

For a long time the Sobieski family belonged to the moderately affluent class of nobility. Its ascension to greatness began at the turn of the seventeenth century, in the lifetime of the father of our traveller, Marek Sobieski. It was Marek Sobieski who put his family among the social, economic and political elite of the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth. He was the first in his family to hold a seat in the Senate. According to Władysław Syrokomla,¹ he was greatly valued by the kings Stefan Batory and Sigismund III Vasa, first as castellan and next as voivode of Lublin. Other reasons for the Sobieskis’ status were their family connections (e. g. with the mighty Zamoyski family)² and their social contacts. His first wife was Jadwiga of Snopkowski family and the last child she bore him, in May 1590, was Jakub. Jakub died in Żółkiew in 1646.

Intellectual development and studies abroad

Placing great emphasis on education, Jakub’s parents sent him, their youngest son, to study first at the Zamoyski Academy and then in Krakow. Next he spent almost six years, from April 1607 to March 1613, abroad. The young magnate not only studied but also learned the realities of contemporary Europe through travel. In that time he covered a distance of over 8,500 kilometres. He acquired his most essential education in Paris, learning the classical languages (Greek and Latin) as well as French and Spanish. He also took lessons in horse riding, fencing, music and dance. Józef Długosz, the publisher of Jakub’s travel accounts, writes that unlike other magnate heirs, the young Sobieski was more interested in study and learning as much as he could from the places he visited. When he was not studying, he toured countries in western and southern Europe. He visited England, the Netherlands, Germany, Spain, Portugal, Italy and the Habsburg crown lands. Belonging to a magnate family and having excellent references provided him the opportunity to get to know the major political and cultural centres of Europe as well as the most eminent members of royal families and the aristocracy, and also prominent state and church officials. His interlocutors included Pope Paul V, Holy Roman Emperor Matthias, Henry IV of France, James I of England, Philip III of Spain, Maurice of Nassau, politicians, ministers, military commanders as well as important figures in science and culture (e. g. Julius Scaligier, Daniel Heinius, Juan de Mariana and Francisco Suárez).

Jakub Sobieski’s career and distinctions

Sobieski’s public service began soon after he returned from abroad. In 1613 he became a royal courtier and was for the first time elected deputy to the Sejm for the Lublin voivodeship, thus beginning a parliamentary career that was to span a quarter of a century. In that time he distinguished himself as a mover and shaker in politics, a speaker in the chamber of deputies, a member of parliamentary commissions, and an astute observer and brilliant orator, called in his day
'the Polish Demosthenes'. Despite his considerable contributions and talent, his critical appraisal of court politics meant that he was never a royal favourite. For this reason too he did not acquire senatorial status until 1638, after being appointed voivode of Bélz. And only a few months before his death his career reached its pinnacle when he was made castellan of Krakow.

Another area of Jakub Sobieski’s public activity was his military service. He was in prince Władysław’s expedition to Moscow (1617-1618), holding the post of war commissioner, commanding a volunteer detachment, and participating in the unsuccessful storming of the Kremlin. Then in 1621 he fought the Turks at Chocim.

Furthermore, Jakub Sobieski distinguished himself as a diplomat. As royal commissioner, in 1619 he signed the Truce of Deulino. After the first battle of Chocim, he conducted peace talks with the Turks, meeting Sultan Othman II (1621). He represented Poland in the difficult peace negotiations with the Swedes at Altmark (1629) and later again at the Treaty of Stuhmsdorf (1635). In 1636 he was delegated to the international peace conference in Münster, which was supposed to end the war in Europe (later called the Thirty Years War). A year later, together with Władysław IV of Poland he greeted Archduchess Cecilia Renata of Habsburg in Warsaw, while in 1641 he spoke on behalf of the Polish Sejm to the papal nuncio Filonardi. Furthermore, he participated in negotiations with the Russian delegate Alexei Mikhailovich Lvov (1644).

Jakub Sobieski started a family when he was already an established and mature thirty-year-old. His first wife (married in 1620) was Marianna Wiśniowiecka, the daughter of the wealthy and influential voivode of Ruthenia Konstanty Wiśniowiecki. Sadly, his wife died after four years of marriage and their two daughters perished in early childhood. In 1627 Sobieski married his second wife, Zofia Theophila Danilewicz, daughter of the Ruthenian voivode Jan Danilewicz and heiress to vast landed estates. She bore Jakub seven children, three of whom survived to adulthood. The most important among them was Jan, born on 17 August 1629, the future King Jan III Sobieski, the vanquisher of the Turks at Vienna in 1683.

Jakub Sobieski willingly put pen to paper and thus let himself be known as a chronicler of a time when the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth was at her greatest, and also as an educator of the younger generation. Being associated with the main areas of his activities, his writings varied considerably in terms of content and form. They included letters, memoirs, parliamentary speeches, and accounts of war (against the Turks and Russia)³ and peace negotiations (with the Swedes in 1629), and also extended to parliamentary diaries and accounts of his travels across Europe. The most important of his writings were published in Gdansk in 1646, including: his account of the Chocim War entitled Commentariorum chotinensis belli libri tres,⁴ the Diary of the Coronation Sejm in Krakow in 1633,⁵ as well as accounts of his travels, which I shall describe later.

Like many other young magnates in the early modern era, Jakub Sobieski liked travelling. Journeys provided him with the opportunity to meet new people and to experience new places and other cultural, religious and national realities. They enriched his knowledge, broadened his imagination and developed his aesthetic appreciation. As stated earlier, the years of his travels in western and southern Europe, 1607-1613, were the most important period in the development of his mentality and character. Thirty years later (in 1638), now an established politician and head of the Sobieski family, he accompanied King Władysław IV Vasa to a health spa in Baden (near Vienna),
during which time he visited imperial estates in Silesia, Bohemia and Austria. Let us also not forget that, albeit for a very different purpose, he also visited the Muscovite State.

Jakub Sobieski left behind accounts of his European travels. For many years they remained in manuscript form. They were first published by Edward Raczyński in 1833. Next, fragments of his account concerning Germany and France were published in French in 1846 by Leonard Chodzko. In 1879 part of Sobieski’s accounts were published in Spanish by Fr. Feliks Różański, the head of the San Lorenzo del Escorial Library near Madrid. However, the best full publication of his accounts, edited by Józef Długosz, was published in 1991 by the Wydawnictwo Ossolineum.

Sobieski’s accounts have not only been referred to by many Polish historians, but also by foreign ones such as Georges Criot and Marcelin Défourneaux, the latter in his now classic *Daily Life in Spain in the Golden Age*. It is moreover worth noting that his travel accounts became the basis of a historical tale by Mieczysław Lepecki, entitled *Pan Jakobus Sobieski*. The present investigation is based on the 1991 publication of this historical source.

II. The Habsburg courts

The term ‘court’ as understood by Jakub Sobieski

The key word in Jakub Sobieski’s accounts is ‘court’. The word appears in his texts very often, at various occasions and in various contexts. The most frequent cases are as follows:

1) *Court as the centre and capital of the state*. Setting out for Madrid in 1611, Sobieski writes: ‘There is the capital and the place of residence of the Spanish kings.’ He has a similar reflection at the gates of Vienna: ‘This is the finest city, a real *metropolis Austriæ*. Residing there at the time was Matthias with his wife Anna.’ For Sobieski, therefore, the state capital was the permanent place of residence of the monarch and his court. However, in his opinion the concepts ‘royal court’ and ‘royal palace’ were not synonymous. The royal court was Madrid, whereas El Pardo and Escorial were palaces. At El Pardo, Sobieski writes, ‘there is a small royal palace of pleasure,’ in other words a place of recreation; and the Escorial Palace is ‘a secluded place for the royal court’. Sobieski similarly makes a distinction between the ‘royal court’ and the ‘royal family’. Members of the monarch’s (emperor’s or king’s) family were clearly distinguished from the larger community of the royal court: ‘[...] the emperor left Vienna together with his court and his wife, the empress’.

2) *Court as a place*. Sobieski also uses the word ‘court’ in a different sense, as somewhere to be, a place for people to gather and meet, and as a journey’s destination. One was in the court, at the court or with the court: ‘Living in the court at the time was Prince Filiberto of Savoy [...]’; ‘The Spanish gentlemen were then residing with the court [...]’; ‘In that time he also lived at the imperial court [...]’. Ordinary deputies also lived at the imperial court ‘in that time he arrived at the Spanish court [...]’.

3) *Court as the ruler’s circle and collective*. The court is made up of people forming a collective of very distinctive characteristics. It comprises the ruler’s closest circle as well as his family.
With regard to the Spanish and imperial courts, Sobieski emphasised their size: ‘When I was in Madrid, the court was very large [...]’;21 ‘the imperial court [...] fairly populous’;22 ‘... Spaniards were added to his court [...]’;23 ‘the emperor left Vienna together with his court.’24

4) Court as an institution. Sobieski also perceived the court in the institutional sense, as a place where the ruler and officials formed the central administration of the state: ‘... at his court and throughout the kingdom he had his loyal clerks’;25 ‘I encountered deputies at the Spanish court [...]’;26 ‘they have their agents at the royal court [...]’;27 ‘There are four seniors above the court as sort of marshals’.28

For our Polish traveller the word ‘court’ was therefore a universal concept that he applied with respect to all the European monarchies. Naturally, depending on which state he was in he qualified it as the ‘French court’, ‘Spanish court’, ‘English Court’, ‘imperial court’ or ‘papal court’. Occasionally, as a synonym, he speaks of ‘the place of residence of kings’29 or ‘the royal household’.30

**Distinctive features of the Habsburg court**

What were the distinctive features of the Habsburg courts? What distinguished them from other European courts?

Firstly, these courts were characterised by their exceptionally close dynastic ties. In his accounts Jakub Sobieski frequently stresses the family ties between the Spanish rulers and the emperors. Already in the second sentence of his description of Madrid he states that at the royal court he saw Philip III and his wife Margaret, the daughter of Archduke Charles.31 Sobieski returned to the same theme in his description of how in 1638 King Władysław IV was greeted by the Empress Maria: ‘His Royal Highness spoke in Italian, and she received him quite pleasantly, speaking briefly in Spanish.’32

On this occasion the Polish magnate allowed himself to make a few biting remarks about the proud and conceited Spanish royal, who during the ceremony of kissing her hand coolly received her Polish guests with *Hispanico fastu*, i.e. Spanish haughtiness.33 These close ties between the two dynastic lines were apparent, as Sobieski notes, in the presence of Germans at the Madrid court and Spaniards at the Vienna court. As an example, the Polish traveller mentions Empress Maria’s housemistress, Madame ‘Girona’ [Girón].34 This court official must have annoyed Sobieski, as in his accounts he writes she was ‘fiercely proud’ and never willing to allow Polish ladies to sit on the right-hand side of the Empress.35 In his accounts Sobieski never uses the name ‘Habsburg’, referring instead to the ‘Rakuski House’ (from the Czech word rakouski, meaning Austrian).

Another characteristic element of Habsburg courts was their expanded ceremonial procedures and etiquette, which dictated relations between rulers, including their families, their subjects, and foreign guests.

A third important distinguishing feature of these courts was their close association with the Roman Catholic faith and religious practice. Sobieski emphasises the piety of Philip III and his wife Margaret.36 In contrast to Henry IV of France,37 the Polish traveller notes that the Spanish king ‘spent
his time on religious devotion’ and willingly took part in religious processions. For example, he records that in the liturgical period from the feast of Corpus Christi to the Assumption ‘every day the king publicly participated in church processions [...]’.\textsuperscript{38} For this reason Sobieski was not surprised that Dominican and Franciscan confessors played such an important role at the courts of the Catholic monarchs.

The role of the ruler

What kind of rulers were the monarchs of Spain and the Holy Roman Empire? What roles did they perform at court?

It should be noted from the outset that Sobieski’s comments on this subject reflected views he had acquired from the quite different political system of what was then the Polish-Lithuanian Commonwealth, where the king was elected by the nobles. Moreover, in Poland the monarchy was not hereditary; even if a son happened to succeed his father,\textsuperscript{39} it still required the approval of the noble estate or its parliamentary representation. The power of Polish kings was limited by a system of noble privileges (e.g., the so-called Henrician Articles and the \textit{pacta conventa}) and freedoms guaranteed, since the Middle Ages, by the constitution of the Polish Sejm. Affiliated as he was with the powerful magnate dynasty of the Zamoyskis, Sobieski frequently disagreed with and openly criticised the policies of the Polish royal court, and even criticised the king. On account of these constitutional constraints, Polish monarchs were keenly interested in personally exercising what authority they had and, wherever possible, extending their range of responsibilities.

Meanwhile Sobieski notes the fact that neither Philip III nor Matthias I showed much interest in personal rule. Of the emperor he writes: ‘A kindly man, but not very adept \textit{ad res agendas} [in governing]’.\textsuperscript{40} Whereas about the king of Spain he comments: ‘More expert \textit{ad vitam privatam} than \textit{ad res gerendas} [in running affairs].’\textsuperscript{41}

Sobieski does not analyse the political systems of Spain or the Holy Roman Empire. However, perhaps having in mind the limited authority of Polish monarchs, he does report that absolute monarchs also share their \textit{potestas} with officials and ministers. Nevertheless, he also notes that while in the Commonwealth the participation of the nobility was laid down in the constitution, in the Habsburg monarchies it resulted from the personal decisions or the character traits of the ruler. Those ruling on their behalf thus included not only nominated officials, but also favourites and grey eminences. Imperial and royal favourites do feature in Sobieski’s travel accounts. At the Spanish court he describes the Duke of Lerma as follows:

The king took him to heart and into his confidence so much so that during my stay in Spain he \textit{rerum patiebatur} [held sway], after him the entire government, the \textit{consilia} [or Consejos] and then the pretenders. Whomsoever he favoured, so did the king, whomsoever he disliked, the king disliked too. The whole of Spain adored him; the king showered him and his family and friends with gifts.\textsuperscript{42}

Matthias I Habsburg also had his favourites, whom Sobieski unequivocally calls his ‘lovers’. In
this group he includes the bishop of Vienna and later cardinal Melchior Klesl, the Italian adviser Ottavio Cavriani as well as two military commanders, Siegfried Kollonich and Henri Duval Dampierre.\(^{43}\)

All these observations regarding the Habsburg courts and the roles played by the Habsburg monarchs inclined the Polish traveller to make some rather astonishing conclusions reflecting his surprise at encountering a situation quite different to what he had expected. He writes: ‘It is strange that although there they have *absolutum dominium*, these monarchs do nothing without a council, they will not sign any public letter, or *sine consilio* they won’t even touch upon *publicis negotiis*.’\(^{44}\)

Was Sobieski here expressing a conviction that Habsburg absolutism in Spain and the Holy Roman Empire, so much reviled by the anti-royal opposition in Poland, was a stereotype form of propaganda and manipulation? This would be going too far, but there can be no doubt that what he saw of the courts of absolute monarchs, particularly those of the Habsburgs, allowed Sobieski to conclude that even white had its shades.

**Everyday life in seventeenth-century Habsburg courts**

Spending some time in Madrid and subsequently in Vienna provided Sobieski with an excellent opportunity to observe everyday life in Habsburg courts. Naturally, these observations were rather general, as they were made from the outside. The young magnate paid particular attention to the official aspect of the life of the king and his entourage, that is to say, the court ceremonies (e.g. awarding the Order of the Golden Fleece) and audiences with ministers, foreign diplomats and high-born guests. For example, Sobieski witnessed Ambrosio Spinola being awarded the title of Grandee of Spain. Spinola would later become famous for his capture of Breda (1625), a scene which was immortalised by the brilliant Velázquez in his painting *Las lanzas*.

The Polish traveller devotes a lot of time to describing the way the monarch and his entourage spent their free time, and their forms of recreation. He noticed that this primarily depended on the monarch, whose preferences and tastes constituted guidelines for those responsible for organising royal or imperial entertainment. Sobieski recalls that the favourite pastimes of Philip III were hunting and riding. There was also much merriment at the Vienna court. To celebrate the arrival of Archduke Ferdinand and his family,\(^{45}\) Emperor Matthias ‘had various feasts and games organised for their delight’.\(^{46}\) Later we learn that these included races, masks, ballet, theatre plays and hunting. Sobieski, however, records a negative aspect of recreation at the imperial court of Matthias I, namely, excessive drinking. Decades later, by contrast, on another visit to the imperial capital he was to comment: ‘[...] for they did not drink like the Germans did when I was in Vienna in Emperor Matthias’ time.’\(^{47}\)

In describing the Habsburg courts, Sobieski concentrates more on their structure than on how they functioned. He is interested in their hierarchy of values, in relations between the ruler, his family, and the court, in the roles of particular individuals, in the network of family ties and in political, social, formal and informal relationships. Although he concentrates on the main players, he does also make an effort to understand the mechanisms behind the exercise of power. For example,
Sobieski notes that the most powerful aristocrats are given the highest offices of state and remain in the court. He explains this policy as follows: ‘He deliberately wants to have them together [...], so that they will not think of rebellion or factions, as they might if they were separated.’

The form and language of describing the court

There can be no doubt that in describing European courts Sobieski realised that they were the centres of political power in particular states: places where monarchs, their families, officials, ministers and diplomats convened, as well as others who were distinguished and important. In his descriptions he therefore takes care to write with appropriate precision, seriousness and respect.

On the other hand, he does occasionally cite opinions and rumours concerning particular court circles. During his stay in Madrid, he mentions the complicated situation of Philibert being the son of the duke of Savoy and at the same time the nephew of Philip III. Sobieski cites two explanations for Philibert’s presence in Madrid. Some reckoned this was due to his uncle’s concern for him and the intention to make Philibert viceroy of Portugal, while others believed he was being held as a sort of hostage, to keep his brother-in-law the Duke of Savoy in check. Sobieski adds that the young duke was discreetly watched over by Spanish guards as a kind of prisoner. Let us also not forget that he did not refrain from writing about drunkenness at the court of Matthias I or from laughing at the gratuitous etiquette.

The language in his descriptions of the court is fundamentally different from that in the rest of his travel accounts. It includes far more examples of elevated and sophisticated phrases, court terminology, concepts associated with etiquette and ceremony, and Latin expressions.
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Religious Practices and the Court
The Pietas Austriaca. A political myth?

On the Instrumentalisation of Piety towards the Cross at the Viennese Court in the Seventeenth Century

Werner Telesko (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

It is well known that the Habsburg practice of piety was based on the fundamental pillars of the veneration of the Virgin Mary, the cult of the saints, Eucharistic piety, and the veneration of the Holy Cross. In her fundamental work Pietas Austriaca (1959) Anna Coreth provides an exemplary introduction to the effectiveness of this practice of piety over the centuries and showed how the Habsburgs regarded religiously defined pietas (meaning both piety and the fear of God) as the most important virtue of rulers.¹ It was on the basis of this particular practice of piety that the Habsburg rulers from Ferdinand II onwards set themselves apart from other royal dynasties who were more concerned with earthly glory, and from the French Bourbons in particular. Unlike other monarchs who tended to emphasise their personal accomplishments, the Habsburgs² were convinced that their royal line was divinely ordained; that they had been especially chosen and entrusted with a mission; and that they had a special relationship to God in the sense that they enjoyed the divine right of kings.

The present paper intends to investigate the way in which the ritual practice of devotion to the cross has to be distinguished from the politically instrumentalised propaganda of the veneration of the cross. In this context the question arises whether Pietas Austriaca was not perhaps instrumentalised over the course of centuries as a welcome myth of Habsburg ‘choseness’, one which was intensively propagated through appropriate media so as to conduct political propaganda more effectively, i.e., in the sense of a vehement and dynastically political profanation of different forms of piety. In his Dissertatio polemica de prima origine Augustissimae Domus Habspurgo-Austriacae (1680), Johann Ludwig Schönleben had good reason to refer to Pietas Austriaca as ‘Haereditaria Pietas’,³ or a hereditarily bound form of piety.

The specific intention here is therefore not so much to address the theological content of Pietas Austriaca—which has already been the subject of extensive treatment by other researchers—as to investigate the many ways in which it could be exploited for political purposes. In this regard Stefan Samerski, for example, has already demonstrated that Leopold and Joseph, the main patrons, stood completely in the service of a dynastic-political raison d’État under the reign of Leopold I. These two patrons were closely linked to the person of the Emperor and his need for representation.
with respect to genealogy, function and ritual. Just as it was popular to equate Habsburg rulers with mythological persons, Pietas Austriaca formed an essential part of the Habsburgs’ dynastic propaganda. In this sense it was particularly subject, in my view, to subtly differentiated mechanisms of representation which correspondingly transformed the particular manifestations of piety in the process of their mediation.

The veneration of the Holy Cross was propagated in different ways and in different media following the Council of Trent. Efforts in this regard were directed, as it were, at an archaeologically precise and comprehensive study of the circumstances surrounding the crucifixion, the Holy Cross and the form or symbol of the cross. This is amply demonstrated by such works as the multiple editions of Justus Lipsius’ De cruce libri tres ad sacram profanamque historiam utiles (1593); Jacobus Bosio’s Crux triumphans et gloriosa (1617), with its many sources and the special emphasis it placed on Late Antiquity and the early period of Christianity; and the three volumes by the Jesuit Jacobus Gretser entitled De cruce Christi (1605–1608).

They were also accompanied by specialised studies such as Honoratus Nicquetus SJ’s history of the title of the Holy Cross, Titulus Sanctae Crucis seu Historia et mysterium tituli Sanctae Crucis Domini nostri Jesu Christi (1670), or Thomas Bartholinus’ investigations of the Arma Christi, which appeared under the title De cruce Christi Hypomnemata IV (1670). Both adopted a critical-historical approach to their subject and fall into the category of demystifications of the circumstances surrounding Christ’s crucifixion. On the other hand, compendia also appeared which demonstrated the possibilities each specific religious order had to approach the history of the veneration of the cross. One such example is Magnoaldus Ziegelbaur OSB’s treatise Historia didactica de Sanctae Crucis cultu et veneratione in ordine divi Benedicti (1746), which deals in particular with the veneration of the cross in the Benedictine Order.

Such studies, which adopted a critical-historical approach, should be distinguished from publications that dealt specifically with historical or legendary events that related to the Habsburg practice of piety and in so doing reflected a framework of discourse in which the veneration of the cross was contextualised under primarily dynastic auspices. In order to underpin the dynastic claim to the cult of the cross, Nicolaus Vernulaeus, for example, stated in his work Virtutes Augustae Gentis Austriacae libri tres (1640) that God had pointed the Habsburg dynasty—like Constantine the Great years before—to the cross as a sign and pledge of victory. In this reference to the time when the veneration of the cross started to be used for political purposes, the cult of the Holy Cross under King Rudolf I of Habsburg in particular is of central importance—such as on the occasion when (according to legend) the founding father of the dynasty held a wooden cross in the absence of a sceptre while tribute was paid to him as the newly elected king and used it to have the princes pledge their oath of allegiance to him; in his treatise Auctriaci Caesares (1649), the Jesuit Horstensio Pallavicini commented that Rudolf (‘the Great’) was simply following on from the example set by Constantine the Great on a parallel occasion: ‘vinctum cum magno Constantino Rudolphus Magnus’. On this basis the cross was also assigned the legitimising function of pointing to the expansion of Habsburg territory as a symbol of the Holy Cross—such as when Pallavicini, in one of his remarks, interpreted the expansion of the Habsburg Empire towards all four points of the compass as logical: after all, it was consistent with the shape of the cross (!).
These diverse ways of taking Habsburg traditions of piety and turning them into myths need to be taken into consideration when we come to discuss a pivotal event in the history of the Habsburgs’ imperial residence in Vienna. When the Kammerkapelle (the imperial family’s private chapel) in the ‘Leopoldine Wing’ of the Vienna Hofburg was destroyed by a catastrophic fire in February 1668, it provided a new thrust to the dynasty’s veneration of the cross.\(^{12}\) Although the available sources give a precise account of the fire, which appears to have occurred on 6 February 1668,\(^{12}\) there is no sign of a report concerning the relic of the cross which was kept there, but which somehow escaped destruction:

‘ein feyerbrunst in den neu erpauten stockh gegen der pasteyen, gleich vnder den Züemern Ihrer Mt: der Verwittibten Kayserin [scil. Eleonore Gonzaga] außkhomen, dessen Vrsprung man nähe wissen khânen, vnd derselbe ganze stokh vngeacht aller beschechen rettung, abgebrunnen, vnd dadurch grosser schaden an mobilien beschechen [...]’.\(^{13}\)

A relatively close description of the place where this catastrophe took place is given in the diary of Johann Sigray, an intimate of the Pâlffy family, in 1668: ‘Mani viennae circa horam tertiam Matutinam actum fuit incendium in Aula viduae Imperatricis et Combusta est tota residentia ipsius Seu nomen [...]’.\(^{14}\) According to a report by the papal nuncio Pignatelli,\(^{15}\) chests full of precious objects as well as a solid gold crucifix and two silver candelabras were consumed by the fire in the cabinet of the Emperor’s widow, Eleonore Gonzaga. After the disastrous fire, the melted case of the reliquary was later found in the ashes but the particles of the cross which had been revered by the Habsburgs centuries—in particular by Emperor Maximilian I—are supposed to have remained unharmed.\(^{16}\) Emperor Leopold I (1640–1705) had given this holy relic to his stepmother, Empress Eleonore Magdalene Gonzaga of Mantua-Nevers (1630–1686), the third consort of Emperor Ferdinand III (1608–1657),\(^{17}\) for safekeeping during her lifetime. This precious relic is kept today in the ‘monstrance of the Order of the Starry Cross’ in Vienna’s Kunsthistorisches Museum (with the foot and shaft made by Hans Jakob Mair in Augsburg around 1668) (fig. 1).\(^{18}\)

The miraculous rescue of the holy relic, which was found intact five days after the fire in the ruins of Eleonore Gonzaga’s chambers, was celebrated by the foundation of the ‘Order of the Starry Cross’ for the high nobility on 18 September 1668.\(^{19}\) In particular, its members were to devote themselves to the worship of the Holy Cross, as the texts of the relevant officium make abundantly clear. The order was re-constituted by Empress Eleonora Magdalena Theresia von der Pfalz (1655–1720), the third wife of Emperor Leopold I, and elevated to become the dynasty’s highest aristocratic all-female order in 1688.\(^{20}\) The Empress invested members\(^{21}\) with the Order of the Starry Cross, which featured golden crosses with four diamonds (hence the name ‘Order of the Starry Cross’)—heraldically designed as a combination of the Mantuan Cross with the sloping single-headed black Mantuan eagle\(^{22}\)—as well as the motto Salus et Gloria, on two occasions: on 3 May (The Finding of the Holy Cross) and on 14 September (The Feast of the Exaltation of the Cross), ‘bei den obern Jesuiten’ (meaning the Jesuits at the Kirche Am Hof in Vienna).\(^{23}\)

The circumstances surrounding the foundation of the Order of the Starry Cross were propagated above all in a booklet entitled Hoch-Adelige und Gottseelige Versammlung von Stern-Creutz genandt. So von Ihr Kayserlichen Mayestät Eleonora, Verwittibten Römischen Kayserin auffgerichtet [...] (1671),\(^{24}\) which was written by the Jesuit Johannes Baptista Manni (fig. 2).
This interesting publication provides the essential basics for gaining a better understanding of how the Habsburg dynasty actually performed the veneration of the cross as well as the specific circumstances surrounding the foundation of the Order of the Starry Cross. In Manni’s publication on the circumstances surrounding the foundation of the Order of the Starry Cross, references to Habsburg piety are subsequently linked to the situation at the time with a report about the fire in the Hofburg in 1668, with Emperor Leopold I’s veneration of the cross, with his confirmation of the Order of the Starry Cross, and with the manuscript of the order’s deed of foundation by Eleonore. This historical account is followed by an extensive section dealing with the ways in which piety was specifically practised by the members of the Order of the Starry Cross (Enchiridion oder Hand-Buechlein unterschiedlicher Gebet […] zu Ehr deß H. Creutzes […] von Hoch-Adelichen Frawen Zimmer unter den Titul deß Stern-Creutzes zu gebrauchen); requisite text formulas are presented for the passion prayers and for the rosary of devotion to the Five Wounds—here the character of a specifically Jesuit spirituality is particularly evident in the emphasis placed on the ‘earthly’ trinity of Jesus, Mary and Joseph. This is also expressed in a curious entanglement of Christological and Marian formulas for piety which are clearly discernible in the texts. In this particular case the fixed text for the Ave Maria is transposed to the Veneration of the Holy Cross: ‘Gegrüsset seyst du heiliges Creutz / voll Bluts / der Herr ist mit dir / du bist gebenedeyet under den Bäumen / und gebenedeyet
A central point for gaining an understanding of the aristocratic practice of piety in the seventeenth century is the fact that self-reflection and propaganda of Habsburg pietas were not only closely linked to the veneration of the saints and the early cult of the Holy Cross, but were also conceived as growing genealogically, as it were, from these two threads. This interesting idea of utilising members of one’s own dynasty for a calendar of the saints (I) is expressed with the greatest clarity in Johann Ludwig Schönleben’s publication Annus Sanctus Habspurgo-Austriacus; sive Quingenti Sancti, Beati, & Venerabiles, utriusque sexus, Augustissimae Domui Habspurgo-Austriacae Sanguinis et cognitionis nexu illigati (Salzburg 1696)\(^3\) and in church decors which are essentially based on a programme of saints that propagated Habsburg piety, such as Carpoforo Tencalla’s painting for the Chapel of St. Petrus Canisius in the Kirche Am Hof in Vienna (around or after 1668).\(^3\)

In addition to its triumphal aspects, the Habsburg veneration of the cross under Emperor Ferdinand II (1578–1637) had increasingly been assigned a further dimension of meaning which was above all expressed in the willingness to accept any suffering that came from God.\(^4\) When on 5 June 1619 protestant nobles from Lower Austria were pressuring Emperor Ferdinand II in the Vienna Hofburg to grant them the freedom to practise their religion (an event which became known as the ‘Sturm petition’), Christ apparently whispered to the regent praying before the cross: ‘Ferdinand, I won’t abandon you!’ Shortly afterwards a regiment appeared in the Burghof courtyard and saved the hard-pressed ruler.\(^5\) The presence of a deputation of the Austrian protestant nobles led by Paul Jakob Graf Starhemberg and Andreas Freiherr von Thonrädel before an Emperor Ferdinand II gazing at the cross in the Vienna Hofburg in June 1619 became a defining theme in the printed graphic art of the eighteenth century.\(^6\) Usually Ferdinand II stands in the centre of such depictions, looking with great pathos up to the cross with a banner proclaiming the words of Christ (‘Ferdinande, non te deseram!’) (fig. 3).\(^7\)

In early modern visual propaganda the reproduction of this moment was regarded as the most important event in the rule of Ferdinand II, as becomes clear in the frescos of his burial chapel in the Graz Mausoleum (1691–93), which were based on a design by Fischer von Erlach (1688),\(^8\) and in the corresponding fresco in the Kaisersaal, which was painted by Melchior Steidl in 1709, and which forms part of the Bamberg Residenz.\(^9\)

In the twelfth and final part of his Annales Ferdinandi [...] (1726), Franz Christoph Khevenhüller published a German version of Ferdinand II’s virtues and showed the dialogue between Christ crucified and Emperor Ferdinand in a large copper engraving depicting the extraordinarily Jesuit-friendly emperor as a pilgrim (I) and hence as a direct successor to St. Ignatius—a unique example in iconography (fig. 4).\(^10\) Even in the mortuary roll written by the Prague Jesuit Petrus Wadding for Emperor Ferdinand II, which associated the late ruler with the various virtues of Constantine, Theodosius and Charlemagne, Ferdinand’s pietas is emphasised in the invocation of his successor (?) with the aid of a direct reference to the cross, evidently in an interpolation of the Te iigitur from the officium of the mass: ‘Tu iigitur Cruce insignis, Provinciarum quas Ferdinandus caelo fideles reddidit, agmina post te trahes [...]’.\(^11\)
Fig. 3 Ferdinand II looking up to the cross, engraving, Prague, after 1730.

Fig. 4 Franz Christoph Khevenhüller, *Annales Ferdinandi...* (Leipzig, 1726), 12th part, engraving, dialogue between Christ and Emperor Ferdinand II.

Not without reason, Maria Theresa also invoked this now famous legend of her predecessor when she took the cross with her to the Reichstag in Preßburg (Bratislava) in September 1741. Today the cross is kept in the Ecclesiastical Treasury. After returning to the Vienna Hofburg, she had it displayed for public veneration in the Kammerkapelle for two weeks starting on 22 December of that year and on 5 January 1742 decreed that the cross should in general be displayed in the Hofkapelle every Friday because of the throngs of people who had come to see it. Later on, in 1748, Maria Theresa ordered Ferdinand’s cross to be placed in the tabernacle of the renovated imperial court chapel, which led to the custom of presenting it to be kissed on Sundays and feast days. Right up to the end of the Monarchy, this event under the rule of Emperor Ferdinand II formed an essential point of reference for the Habsburg ideology of piety.

The peculiar thing about this episode in 1619 is the fact that we note an extraordinary confluence between the efforts of the Jesuit Order and the piety of the Habsburgs—as we have already clearly seen with the foundation of the Order of the Starry Cross. The pivotal words, *Ferdinande, non te deseram!*, with which Christ is supposed to have assured Emperor Ferdinand of his support, also supply the corresponding explanation. Not only are they a quotation from the Bible (Letter to the Hebrews 13:5, ‘I will not abandon you, and I will not neglect you.’), but the passage also constitutes an explicit reference to the Society of Jesus since the verse from Hebrews also provides a direct reference to the following event in the life of St. Ignatius of Loyola. On his
journey from Rome to Venice the saint was repeatedly turned away from lodgings because of a virulent plague and ended up having to sleep in the open, but received comfort and support when Christ appeared and promised not to abandon him, using the words quoted in the above passage from the Bible. Consequently, in terms of their subject matter, the verse from Hebrews, the episode in the life of Ignatius, and the legend of Ferdinand II and the cross in 1619 all refer—with one and the same text quotation—to the assurance of Christ’s support. In the twelfth part of Franz Christoph Khevenhüller’s Annales Ferdinandei the confluence he asserts between the saint and the pious emperor is even made explicitly clear in the cited pilgrim-like description of the regent.

![Fig. 5 Unsigned broadsheet (1636) which displays a maypole (a ‘fresh and green maypole’ according to the legend below).](image)

The multiplicity of meanings which the symbolism of the cross had in Emperor Ferdinand II’s propaganda is particularly evident in an unsigned broadsheet (1636) (fig. 5) which displays a maypole or tree of life (a ‘fresh and green maypole’ according to the legend) the leaves of which are turning green and present certain virtues that supposedly embody Ferdinand II. The thread of salvation that runs through this document becomes clear in the case of the tree, which alludes to the tree of the Cross, and in the Eucharist above it—which is explained by the banner located above the insignia. It references the passage ‘God himself will provide the lamb for the burnt offering’ (Genesis 22:8),
which was Abraham’s reply to Isaac’s fearful question about the animal which was to be sacrificed to God. Here, the dynastic veneration of the cross is generalised and closely linked to the Providentia motif which was fundamental for the Habsburg dynasty in general and Ferdinand II in particular, since the passage taken from the book of Genesis ‘Gott Wirdt fürsehen’ (‘God will provide’) is quoted in the representational copper engraving. Hence the motto Deus providet, which was also the motto of Emperor Maximilian II (1527–1576), appears to have applied directly to the emperor and to the Domus Austriaca he represented. According to this perspective, Emperor Ferdinand II—or the virtues he embodied—found himself in the broad tradition of Habsburg piety towards the Cross and the Eucharist. A detail in the upper part of this engraving shows the wood of the tree now transformed into a small crucifix, which Rudolf von Habsburg, the father of the dynasty, is handing over to Ferdinand II in an ahistorical montage. This event is based on the famous legend cited at the beginning of this paper, according to which Rudolf von Habsburg is supposed to have held and kissed a wooden crucifix in the absence of a sceptre while tribute was paid to him as the newly elected king and used it to have the princes pledge their oath of allegiance to him when he was elected king in 1273. According to the legend, the words we see on the banner here, ‘mit diesem scepter wollen wir regieren’, are a literal quotation of what Rudolf actually said on this occasion.

This little and somewhat unprepossessing scene assumes greater significance to the extent that Rudolf I’s handing of a cross to Emperor Ferdinand III also plays an important role in an emblem with the lemma ‘AB HOC SIGNO’, meaning the cross, in the unpaginated book of emblems entitled Annum primus imperii Austriaci, duodecim caesareo-mensium (Graz 1638), which was dedicated to Emperor Ferdinand III. Hence the wood of the cross at the very top of the maypole has been transformed in a qualitative sense through the addition of the central legend of Habsburg history. It now assumes the character of a religious object which transfers the vegetable symbolism of the tree into an obvious reminder of the presence of the Habsburg Pietas Austriaca. Furthermore, the hagiographic aspect of the dynasty’s practice of piety is also underlined by the addition of the apostles Philip and James the Less, both of whose feast days fall on 1 May (!)—the very day to which the erection of the maypole refers. James the Younger hands over his own (!) attribute, as it were, in the sword which he gives to Ferdinand III (crowned King of Hungary in 1626 and Holy Roman Emperor in 1636), who is kneeling next to Ferdinand II. Just as the cross is the actual ‘fruit’ of the maypole, the crowns in the branches of the tree should be understood not only as individual achievements of the ruler (or virtues) but also as ‘fruits’ of the House of Habsburg—in the form of insignia.

The different forms of the Habsburg veneration of the cross which have been presented here lead to the fundamental problem area of the auspices under which the vital lines of tradition since the glorification of King Rudolf I were received in the seventeenth and eighteenth century, and how they were propagated in texts and images. Here it is apparent that the Habsburg Fiducia in Crucem Christi was primarily linked to the other important elements of Pietas Austriaca and to the political leitmotif of Providentia, the importance of which was to protect the Habsburg dynasty through the centuries. Right up to the nineteenth century this ‘providence’ was actually the central motif in the self-projection of the House of Habsburg, in bitter opposition to a tendency, manifest since the beginnings of early modern philosophy, to view God’s work on earth, and hence the relevance of Providentia in the history of salvation, from an increasingly critical perspective.
In addition to its vital religious implications, the *Pietas Austriaca* which was practised under the protection of *Providentia* was a particular guarantee of the assurance of continuity. This was further underpinned by the approach taken in a compendium of Habsburg values and princes, *Princeps in Compendio*,\(^57\) which was written under the influence of the Jesuits in the closest circles of the court of Emperor Ferdinand II. It might be described as a manual for the Habsburg conception of imperial office. The compendium of princes first appeared during the rule of Ferdinand II (1632). Moreover, even in the very first chapter ('*Quomodo cum Deo se Princeps gerere debeat.*'), it formulates—in the form of a catechism, as it were—the relevance of unequivocal trust and confidence that was to be placed in God and the saints, and which supposedly distinguished the steadfast behaviour of Emperor Ferdinand II when he came under pressure from the protestant nobles in 1619, as described above.\(^58\)

Thus, the emphasis placed on the finality of events in the history of salvation characterises each of the two examples of the Habsburg veneration of the cross at the Viennese Court in the early Modern Age\(^59\) which we have briefly presented here. The first case deals with the foundation of the ‘Order of the Starry Cross’ (1668) and how Emperor Leopold I had entrusted the relic of the cross to the safekeeping of his stepmother, Empress Eleonore Gonzaga, Emperor Ferdinand III’s widow, for the duration of her lifetime—a wise and farsighted measure which could not even be undone by major historic disasters such as the fire in the ‘Leopoldine Wing’ of the Vienna Hofburg in 1668. On this occasion the veneration of the cross stood under the same supremely ‘providential’ auspices as the demonstration of unshakable *pietas* by Emperor Ferdinand II when he prayed to the cross in June 1619. Once again in this case it is God’s guiding care and ‘providence’ which represents the pivotal moment in the sequence of events. In this sense these two examples of the Habsburg’s veneration of the cross provided highly welcome foundations for transforming events which were taken from the history of the Habsburg dynasty into a history with a dimension of destiny and truly divine providence, and for legitimising the dynasty’s political mandates by claiming that they were founded on God’s far-sighted rule—which therefore proved their righteousness. The treatment of these events in the sense of the functionalisation of piety under a central guiding motif (*Providentia*) ultimately led to a situation in which the righteousness and the piety of the House of Habsburg had to be regarded as practically invincible. But not only that: The significance of catholicism in the sense of it being a dynastic constant resided less in the acts of demonstrating such piety and far more in a cleverly presented amalgamation of political and religious pretentions. When we look more closely at the inserted inscriptions, even Elias Nessenthaler’s famous copper engraving on the cover of Johannes Ludovicus Schönleben’s *Annum Sanctus Habsburgo-Austriacus* (1696)\(^60\) not only tries to embed the depiction of Emperor Leopold at prayer into an ambitious programme of virtues, but also attempts to identify the ‘House of Austria’ with the biblical *Domus* and to confer God’s promise to Abraham in the book of Genesis (15:5) on the rich descendants of the Habsburgs, on saints and secular nobles, and on church dignitaries\(^61\)—all of whom are seen crowding around the Holy Trinity in the upper third of the engraving (fig. 6).
Hence the wider world of historical meaning was primarily defined by *Providentia Dei*; and the history of the Habsburg dynasty, marked by the symbol of the cross, became a history of salvation to a certain extent, with the Habsburgs cast in the role of God’s chosen few. Ultimately, all this was justified by the leading role which God had supposedly assigned to the Habsburgs in the *Sacrum Imperium* ever since Rudolf I. Not without reason does a Viennese document of theses published in 1649 with the title *Campus Liliorum* invoke the function of Rudolf I as ‘*Caesar (sic!) Eucharistico-Marianus, Austriacus*.’

Seen from this point of view, the lettering (‘AUSTRIA ELECTA’) on the edge of a medal struck in 1690 by Philipp Heinrich Müller to mark Joseph’s coronation as Emperor of the Holy Roman Empire certainly does not refer solely to the specific (historical) act of the election itself: it also stakes out a claim to the political primacy of the Habsburgs. A publication entitled *Typus Gloriae Austriacae*,...
which appeared in 1658, shortly after Leopold I took office in the Holy Roman Empire, investigated the continuity of the founding father Rudolf, ‘PRIMVS EX AVGSTA AVSTRIACORVM STIRPE ROMANORVM IMPERATOR’\(^6\), up to that particular time in the symbolic form of *Pietas Augusta* (!) and, in the introductory emblem\(^6\) with the Habsburg eagle sitting on a globe and gazing up at the sun, related the globe to the round form of the Eucharist gleaming in the sun. The enclosed motto ‘HIC ORBIS IN ILLVM EXTVLIT’ illustrates how the globe lifts up the eagle to the all-redeeming sun and how world domination and world redemption, as it were, are brought together in the symbol of circularity. It was not unusual for dynastic and Christian types to occur side by side as in this case so that they were viewed as one and the same thing. The copper engraving of Johann Baptist Jezl the Older on the frontispiece of the first volume of the famous publication *Pietas Austriaca*, written by Diego Tafuri (Innsbruck, 1655),\(^6\) offers a good example of this: Hercules’ hydra is killed by the ‘Three Faces of Austria’, which are described as an image of piety in the legend. Hence *Austria* is not only assigned an apocalyptic motif (Revelation 1:16: ‘And in his right hand, he held the seven stars; and from his mouth went out a sharp two-edged sword; and his face was like the sun, shining with all its might’): the shield of the dynasty with the Habsburg lion also functions as a protective shield for a personification, triumphant along the lines of St. Michael, whose striking *Tricephalus* obviously mirrors the type of the Holy Trinity, but which had actually been forbidden in this form by the Holy See since 1628 (fig. 7).

Fig. 7 Engraving of Johann Baptist Jezl the Older on the frontispiece of the first volume of the publication *Pietas Austriaca*, written by Diego Tafuri (Innsbruck, 1655).
If in conclusion we now ask how *Pietas Austriaca* was actually defined in the early Modern Age, we find ourselves back once more in the same broad complex of themes surrounding finality and chosenness in the history of salvation which is regarded as a causal relationship in *pietas*. Here, too, it is not so much a problem of defining or categorising certain forms of religiousness that might justify the criterion of Habsburg chosenness. More importantly, we need to investigate the history of salvation for its political functionality: ‘AUSTRIACAM GENTEM Primo Ecclesiae Catholicae Apostolicae Romanae suae perdilectae sponsae, ac deinde Imperio Occidentis magna jugique PIETATE profuturam, vidit Deus, & gavisus est.’, is Tafuri’s definition in the above-mentioned publication.65 God saw that the House of Austria would first benefit the catholic, apostolic Roman Church, its beloved bride, and then the western empire, i.e. the Holy Roman Empire founded by Charlemagne, through great and constant piety; God saw this and was glad. The author underlines this aspect in his brief side comment: ‘Before the world was created (!), God saw Austria and was glad.’ The quotation that has been woven into this remark is taken from the Gospel according to St. John (8:56), which demonstrates God’s joy at his decision. It not only points to the account of the Creation in the first chapter of Genesis (1:31) and the repeatedly expressed satisfaction of the Creator in this regard (‘And God saw it was good’), but also to the Gospel of St. John (8:58) with Christ’s self-definition in relation to the Old Testament: ‘[...] before Abraham was made, I am.’ The use of this classic passage about the Christian perception of time and the quotation from Genesis66 illustrate Tafuri’s lively interest in an instrumentalisation of *Pietas Austriaca* through a sophisticated and politically oriented theology of history which functionalises the notion of *pietas* in relation to the role of Austria in the sense that *regnum* and *sacerdotium* were able to evolve in the Western world solely through the circumstance of Austria being singled out as the empire or realm of preference. Hence the elements of Habsburg piety and recourse to the tradition of the Graeco-Roman *Providentia Augusti* were not so much regarded in terms of the specifically theological or religious aspects of their subject matter but rather as a multifunctional set and instrument of concrete political strategies.67 From the Habsburg point of view, *pietas*—an essential part of ‘an ideological identity [...] for sacralizing and sanctifying the legitimacy of the dynasty’68—became an irrefutable historical and theological argument in the struggle for world supremacy.
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Engendering *Pietas Austriaca*

The Villa Poggio Imperiale in Florence under Maria Maddalena of Austria*

Ilaria Hoppe (Humboldt-Universität zu Berlin)

The magnificent decoration of the Villa Poggio Imperiale in Florence long made it one of the city’s most important attractions. When it ceased to serve as an aristocratic residence in the nineteenth century, the villa and its history gradually began to sink into oblivion. This is equally true of Archduchess Maria Maddalena of Austria, Grand Duchess of Tuscany, the originator of the commission to redesign the villa at the beginning of the seventeenth century. Researchers have long neglected this historical figure because her pious religiosity did not appear to fit in with the image of the Medici as seemingly enlightened Renaissance rulers. Gaetano Pieraccini, one of the most influential biographers of the family, described her as a religious zealot, egoistical, and lacking in intellect and culture, and this led her to be ignored both as a patron and politician.¹ The shift in the historical assessment of the Catholic Reform and research into women’s participation in it, have led to an entirely new perspective upon the biography of Maria Maddalena.² It was precisely her religiousness that proved to be the key to understanding the function and decoration of Poggio Imperiale as an impressive setting for court activity, where, in keeping with a modern understanding, secular and sacred as well as private and public spheres constantly informed one another.³

Between 1621 and 1624 Archduchess Maria Maddalena of Austria commissioned the edifice formerly known as Villa Baroncelli to be largely rebuilt for the first time.⁴ Work began following the death of her husband Grand Duke Cosimo II de’ Medici in 1621, when she became regent in the name of her under-age son, Ferdinando II de’ Medici—together with her mother-in-law, Grand Duchess Christine of Lorraine, and a four-member Florentine council. Although the young grand duke was immediately formally enthroned, these two women actively managed the affairs of State until he turned eighteen in 1628.⁵ Within this constellation, Grand Duchess Christine remained very influential, even after the death of her son;⁶ however, her daughter-in-law managed to commandingly stage the regency in the interest of herself and Ferdinando II by means of the arts and an ingenious ceremonia.

**Location and architecture of Poggio Imperiale**

The location of Poggio Imperiale already suggests that the villa was not only a place for relaxation, but also a setting for the regent’s political activities. Through the purchase of further estates, the
property came to reach all the way to the Boboli Gardens and thus to the primary residence of the Medici, the Palazzo Pitti (fig. 1). The acquired properties also permitted the court architect, Giulio Parigi, to install a monumental, steeply inclined avenue, which is still preserved today, and is situated at right angles to the grand viale of the Boboli Gardens. A symbolic relationship between the residences was thus established by means of these axes, which both open onto the Piazza di Porta Romana. There must also have been other routes connecting the two estates, because the court chronicle of Cesare Tinghi relates that a guest of the regent made his way incognito from Poggio Imperiale via the Boboli Gardens and the Corridoio Vasariano to his guest quarters in the Palazzo Vecchio, the former seat of the Medicis on the other side of the Arno. This reveals that the seat of the Medici and the regent’s power stretched across the city. Although Poggio Imperiale suggests a reclusive villa suburbana on the hill of Arcetri, it was nonetheless linked to the official government buildings of the Medici in various ways.

The building itself has undergone several campaigns of remodelling that have altered its appearance completely. With the aid of historical vedute and previously neglected source material, the reconstruction of the villa under the patronage of the regent has become possible. The imperial double-headed eagle and the combined coat of arms of the Medici-Habsburg alliance, found in a sculptural ensemble at the foot of the hill, already set the stage for entrance into the realm of Maria Maddalena (fig. 2). The sometimes more and sometimes less subtle play with references to both dynasties is set forth in the design of the facade and in the name of the villa. Alfonso Parigi, the son of the court architect Giulio, created an illustration for the libretto of the 1625 performance of La liberazione di Ruggiero dall’isola di Alcina in honour of Władysław of Poland, son of King Sigismund III and nephew of the regent: this image provides the essential source for reconstructing the state of the façade at that point in time (fig. 3). The more or less nondescript fifteenth-century villa had...
been transformed into a modern, early Baroque estate with *cour d’honneur* and belvedere. The understated articulation of the façade, with bands along the boundaries and openings of the walls, is consistent with the architectural tradition of Medicean villas and signalizes their ownership even at a considerable distance. Nonetheless, the monumental coat of arms and inscription over the portal clearly identify the owner of the residence. This is made apparent through the use of the double coat of arms and the inscription, which is still known today and which links the villa topos with a dedication: ‘Let the imperial villa, which was given its name by the exalted Austrians, eternally serve the otium and pleasure of the future Grand Duchesses of Etruria.’ After construction was completed in 1624, the regent rechristened the former Villa Baroncelli as Poggio Imperiale (imperial seat) by means of an irreversible edict—and thus provided a further reference to her lineage. While it is true that Maria Maddalena came from a cadet branch of the Habsburgs which was resident in Graz, it was this line that provided the emperor after 1619, when her brother Ferdinand II was elected. The result was a direct link to the royal house of the emperor: alongside religious motifs, imperial iconography was one of the key elements in the archduchess’s self-presentation at Poggio Imperiale.

![Fig. 2 Marco Credo and Francesco de’ Cocchi, Former entrance to Villa Poggio Imperiale, Florence, Biblioteca Marucelliana, 1652.](image1.jpg)

![Fig. 3 Alfonso Parigi, Villa Poggio Imperiale, Florence, Gabinetto Disegni e stampe, Uffizi, 1625 (Soprintendenza per i beni ambientali e architettonici, Gabinetto fotografico, Palazzo Pitti).](image2.jpg)
The rooms and their decoration

My analysis of Cesare Tinghi’s court chronicle and the 1625 inventory of the villa made it possible to reconstruct the rooms and their decoration and to re-establish the nature of their original functions. The inventory lists a large number of paintings on the walls of the interior courtyard surrounded by loggias (fig. 4, no. 1): these consist primarily of still lifes and animal paintings, in keeping with the ideal of the *vita rustica*. There were also sculptures and ancient busts of Roman emperors and empresses, which were set on pedestals bearing the Habsburg coat of arms. Several of these busts have been preserved *in situ*; however, their bases are from a later phase in the palace’s decoration (fig. 5). The series originally continued on both into the hall of the ground floor (fig. 4, no. 3) and into the gallery that surrounded the courtyard at the level of the upper storey.

---

![Diagram of Villa Poggio Imperiale](image)

**Fig. 4** Villa Poggio Imperiale, Florence, Ground-floor plan, reconstruction of 1625.
The rooms of Ferdinando II de’ Medici

The apartments of Maria Maddalena and her son Ferdinando extended to the right of the courtyard, with the apartment of the latter consisting only of an antechamber and bedchamber (fig. 4, nos. 14 and 15). His rooms were provided with an official character primarily through the frescoes of the lunettes and the ceiling, which were executed by various Florentine painters. They depict the heroic deeds of Habsburg emperors—the male ancestors of his mother. As in all of the other rooms, every scene is linked to a personified virtue and to an inscription, which historically and allegorically convey the significance of the depicted narrative. Chronologically, the genealogical sequence begins in the former bedchamber (fig. 4, no. 14) with the fresco by Matteo Rosselli representing the founding myth of the Habsburg dynasty: the Legend of Rudolph I and the Priest (fig. 15). The other images depict the Barons’ Oath of Allegiance to Rudolph I, who is addressed here as emperor, and the deeds of Emperor Maximilian I (The Sentencing of Hans Pienzenauer in 1504 and Maximilian I at Battle). In the former antechamber of the young grand duke (fig. 4, no. 15), two lunettes are devoted to the victories of Charles V over the Turks (Siege of Vienna in 1529 and Conquest of Tunis) and two further images depict the famous deeds of Emperor Ferdinand II, brother of the regent and namesake of her son Ferdinando II. Each of these frescoes takes a current political event as its theme: the Battle of the White Mountain, fought near Prague in 1620, and the expulsion of the Protestants from Inner Austria during the forcible re-Catholicizing of this territory through Archduke Ferdinand, beginning in 1596 (fig. 6). Featuring themes that are unique in the history of Italian art, the sequence of Habsburg emperors presents the young grand duke and heir to the throne with a
dynastic-genealogical mirror for princes; however, it is unconventionally based not on his agnatic lineage, but on the house of his mother, which was far superior to that of the Medici in terms of dynastic rank. The scenes illustrate essential virtues of male rulers—such as military success—in combination with Pietas Austriaca, the typically Habsburg piety that is explicitly thematized here through the Pietas Eucharistica of Rudolph I and through the Fiducem in crucem Christi of Emperor Ferdinand II.17

The chambers of Maria Maddalena of Austria

All of the other rooms in this wing were for the use of the regent Maria Maddalena. With their fresco programme of ‘famous women’, the hall, antechamber, and bedchamber (fig. 4, nos. 3, 4 and 13) form a pendant to the decoration of her son’s rooms.18 The long and exemplary tradition of female Christian rulers of the empire is displayed in the hall (fig. 4, no. 3): alongside Matilda of Tuscany, conceptual predecessor of Maria Maddalena as regent of Tuscany, we find the first two female regents of the Eastern and Western Roman empires, Galla Placidia and Pulcheria (fig. 7). With the exception of St Catherine of Alexandria, who serves as a female exemplum for the teachings of the Church (dottrina) and apostolic activity, every other heroine depicted in the hall can be traced back to either the real or the fictive genealogy of the Habsburgs. This may easily be recognized in the case of Isabella the Catholic, who presents Christopher Columbus with his commander’s baton, or Isabella of Portugal, whose canonization had received the personal support of the regent and her sister Margaret of Austria, Queen of Spain.19 Constance of Aragon and the Holy Roman Empress St Kunigunde were two equally renowned female ancestors; they are each flanked by putti with armour, which make reference to the legend of the origins of the Habsburg coat of arms during the third crusade and emphasize the dynastic context (fig. 8).20 My research has also revealed that the
collective vita De Claris mulieribus domus Habsburgicae, written by Jakob Mennel during the reign of Emperor Maximilian I, begins with Clotilde ‘as a grandmother of the Habsburg rulers’—thus providing an explanation for the presence of the first Christian queen of France in the Poggio Imperiale gallery of heroines. This is also true of St Ursula, another aristocratic saint appropriated by the Habsburgs. The genealogical construct was surely the main reason why a theatrical presentation of the life of the saint was performed in the Uffizi during the 1624 visit of Archduke Karl, Maria Maddalena’s brother, and the 1625 visit of Wladyslaw, her Polish nephew. On the stage, as in the fresco, the regent’s female forebear was presented as a model of piety and self-sacrifice, who triumphed over the enemies of Christianity through the power of her faith.

Fig. 7 Matteo Rosselli, Matilda of Tuscany and Galla Placidia, Florence, Hall of Villa Poggio Imperiale, 1624.

Fig. 8 Filippo Tarchiani, Constance of Aragon, Florence, Hall of Villa Poggio Imperiale, 1624.

On the whole, the exemplary figures of the hall indicate both the legitimate succession of female sovereigns in the Holy Roman Empire and the positive effects of their rule upon the well-being of their subjects—through both their legacies and their piety. They are a part of the Habsburg construct of a stirps regia et beata: presented as predestined to rule on the basis of divine right. Furthermore, the selection of heroines succeeds in adeptly shifting between a dynastic genealogy and one based on salvation history, between militant and pious heroines that illustrate a great
number of rulers’ virtues in combination with desirable feminine attributes, such as modesty and beauty.

Fig. 9 Matteo Rosselli, Semiramis, Florence, Villa della Petraia, 1623 (Soprintendenza polo museale fiorentino).

This balance between behaviour conforming to and transgressing gender discourse equally applies to the four large-format paintings featuring antique heroines, which were also included in the decoration of the hall. *Semiramis* (fig. 9), *Lucretia, Artemisia* and *Sophonisba* form an independent group within the programme of ‘famous women’, which is otherwise organized according to epochs of salvation history.⁵ On the one hand, they represent the virtues of marital fidelity and of self-sacrifice for the sake of the interests of the state; on the other, they are exemplary regents who—as in the case of Semiramis—could also exhibit militant qualities. Through the alternation in composition and narrative, the images deal with gender discourse and the question of power. The paintings display positive examples of female rulers; however, it is always only in situations of crisis that they intervene for the well-being of their subjects, and they do not fundamentally call the gender order into question.

A depiction of the emperor’s and grand duke’s crowns are also included in the decoration of the hall, as well as an allegory of government on the central ceiling panel, which, according to my interpretation, represents the virtue of *fortitudo*, accompanied by the attributes of imperial and papal power (fig. 10).⁶ These images depict an association of secular and sacred power united in the ideals of rule by divine right and universal monarchy, and this proves defining for the entire programme: at Poggio Imperiale, the subject of ‘famous women and men’ is linked both to the *translatio imperii*, claimed by the Habsburgs, and to the *Pietas Austriaca*, the topical sacralization of the dynasty.
The programme is continued in the former antechamber of the regent’s apartments (fig. 4, no. 13) with Old Testament heroines who intervened as champions of God on behalf of their people, such as Judith, Jael and Esther, or who ensured a legitimate succession with the help of divine providence, such as Rebecca or the daughter of Pharaoh.²⁷ Advancing to the next level of typological status, the former bedchamber of Maria Maddalena (fig. 4, no. 4) depicts early Christian virgin martyrs.²⁸ The only exception is provided by the image of the finding of the True Cross by St Helena, another canonized female ruler to be appropriated for the House of Habsburg (fig. 11).²⁹ The virgin martyrs provided the widow regent with a desexualized life model for her bedchamber—one that permitted her to compensate for the absence of masculine reproduction and control. The narratives could also provide a stimulus to religious meditation, as suggested by the martyrology that Niccolò Lorini dedicated to Maria Maddalena, which includes detailed discussions of all the saints in the frescoes.³⁰ They also function as typological figurations of Christ: the depicted martyrdoms make them a part of salvation history and thus point to the salvation through the passion of Christ. The St Helena fresco thus establishes a dynastic and theological link that communicates the special significance of the True Cross for the Habsburgs.³¹ Maria Maddalena also linked this significance very concretely to her own person: in 1616, she discovered an ostensible relic of the True Cross in Impruneta and donated a precious reliquary to house it.³² Beyond the elevation of her own status, her identification with this historical figure also involved the rule of St Helena’s son: Constantine, the first Christian emperor, also provided an allusion related to the young Ferdinando II de’ Medici.

Fig. 10 Filippo Tarchiani, Ceiling fresco with Fortitudo, Florence, Hall of Villa Poggio Imperiale, 1623-24.
Finally, as a Christian empress and saint, Helena provided the thematic link to the female rulers of the hall, permitting the entire programme to function as a timeless cycle of salvation history.

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 11 Domenico Pugliani, The Finding of the True Cross by St Helena, Florence, Villa Poggio Imperiale, former bedchamber of Maria Maddalena of Austria, 1623-24.

Until now, the decoration of the rooms of mother and son have always been considered separately, without taking into account the rooms’ functional roles or the relevance of Poggio Imperiale as the residence of the head of state during the regency. It is only by viewing them in combination and by tracing the female figures’ association with the genealogy of the female head of the household that we can recognize the link to the male genealogy—which, for its part, also emphatically presents the high birth of Maria Maddalena and claims it for her son. Although the technique of fresco painting and the illustration of heroic deeds in narrative scenes are deeply rooted in Florentine artistic tradition, the cycle’s content differs profoundly from the dynastic cycles of the Medici, for example, in the Palazzo Vecchio or the Casino Mediceo, where only the male members of the relatively young dynasty are represented. The programme in Poggio Imperiale emphasizes the ancientness of the lineage, its sacralization through the saints it includes, and its constant dedication to the support of the Catholic faith and a united empire. The Medici’s efforts focused more on compensating for their lowly dynastic rank by means of motifs related to their achievement of nobility through virtue and to arma et litterae: a programme of this type was also realized in the villa.

**The ‘Volticina’ and other rooms**

In memory of her deceased husband, Maria Maddalena commissioned the decoration of a gallery with access to the garden: its vaulted ceiling, the source of the name ‘Volticina’, depicts the diplomatic and military successes of Grand Duke Cosimo II (fig. 4, no. 7). As in an ancient pantheon of great men, the room’s decoration included eight statues placed in niches and an abundance of art objects. This classicizing character continues in the adjacent, small interior court, which includes a grotto (fig. 4, no. 8) where additional antique pieces were displayed. A chapel with a secret exit (fig. 4, no. 9) also belonged to the ground-floor apartments of the regent and her son. The presence of
Jacopo Ligozzi’s panel painting of the *St Francis receiving the divine enfant from the Madonna* (Florence, Palazzo Pitti, Galleria Palatina) in the chapel is documented. The smaller rooms located behind the chapel were reserved for more intimate purposes. The stairs led to the mezzanine and to a so called ‘secret room’ of the regent, mentioned as such in the inventory and which featured a collection of miniature sculpture, objects of precious materials, sea shells and corals etc.\(^{35}\) The presence of a Bible in an elaborate shelf within this tiny art chamber and cabinet of wonder is again a clear sign of the great piety of the regent.

Fig. 12 Ottavio Vannini and others, Volticina, Ceiling fresco with the deeds of Cosimo II de’ Medici, Florence, Villa Poggio Imperiale, 1623/24.

The opposite wing (fig. 4, nos. 19–28) was reserved for guests; its hall was decorated with portraits of the family of Maria Maddalena and with history paintings.\(^{36}\) The disposition of the rooms of the first storey corresponded to that of the level below. An additional gallery, with busts of emperors and portraits of rulers from the houses of Medici and Habsburg, surrounded the interior courtyard. As on the ground floor, this led to a suite for mother and son and an additional chapel; the opposite side housed an apartment for the co-regent, the Grand Duchess Christine of Lorraine.\(^{37}\) Here again, the inventory documents an abundance of paintings. It remains unclear whether or not there were frescoes here, because the first storey was heavily altered at a later point in time. The second storey contained the rooms of the heir to the throne’s siblings and of other members of the entourage.\(^{38}\)
The collection

Particularly on the ground floor, but elsewhere as well, the rooms of Poggio Imperiale were decorated with a luxurious and diverse array of artworks. To this purpose, the regent had whole series of paintings from the collections of the Medici transferred to Poggio Imperiale, purchased a great number of works through agents, and also commissioned new works herself. Images of her name saint, Mary Magdalene, were clearly emphasized in the collection and were spread throughout the entire house, marking the sovereign territory of the archduchess like a system of signs. She even had herself painted by Justus Sustermans in the garments of the penitent hermit (fig. 13). The paraphernalia of asceticism and meditation are depicted plainly. The archduchess publicly presented her inner piety in this religious ideal portrait which identified her with her name saint, merging the images of ruler and saint. The description in the inventory makes it possible to situate this painting in the midst of the dynastic portrait gallery of the first storey. Placement and theme make Maria
Maddalena’s self-concept as *holy ruler* clear: this is bluntly displayed and thus becomes capable of fulfilling a political purpose as well.⁴³ Through the sacralization of her body, here given direct visual expression, the regent legitimates her rule—which was far from uncontroversial—by pointing to her piety and divine calling.⁴⁴ The cycle of frescoes has already proved to be a gendered formulation of the *Pietas Austriaca* and its most important characteristics: the *Pietas Eucharistica*, the *Fiducem in crucem Christi*, and the veneration of the saints—particularly those of the fictive genealogy of the Habsburgs. Only the *Pietas Mariana* is absent. Instead, the regent instigated a ‘*Pietas Maria Magdalenae*’ and embodied saint and ruler in personal union. This personalized cult was, furthermore, easily associated with the local veneration of Maria Maddalena de’ Pazzi, a Florentine mystic whose canonization was strongly supported by the Medici and the archduchess herself.⁴⁵

**Poggio Imperiale as residence of the regent**

The regent thus spared neither expense nor effort in decorating her *villa suburbana* until it could stand comparison with contemporary Medici building complexes. It was certainly true that Poggio Imperiale also served her, her entourage, and her guests for the enjoyment of rustic pleasures, just as promised by the dedication: local peasant girls were invited to dance, and hunts and outings on horseback were organized.⁴⁶ In addition, smaller parties were entertained by means of chamber music or performances by Maria Maddalena’s children. Several accounts of guests being given tours through the house have also been preserved. The opera performance mentioned above was among the larger events, during which the entire luxuriously decorated villa was opened to a courtly public. Religious festivals, for example, the Feast of Corpus Christi in 1625, were also to be counted among such events.⁴⁷ For this occasion, the palace façade was adorned with tapestries, paintings, and festoons. At the entrance to the space before the palace there were two fountains with ice-chilled red wine flowing out of them. An altar with a baldachin—and adorned with golden vessels, candelabrum, and flowers—had been set up in the interior courtyard. To conclude the festivities, a solemn procession carried the baldachin to a nearby church, where a mass was attended.

These examples demonstrate that numerous important social events took place at Poggio Imperiale during the years of the regency. While it is true that the Palazzo Pitti officially remained the main residence of Grand Duke Ferdinando II, who had already been formally enthroned, the regent adeptly used diverse activities to attract the attention of the court and its guests to her *villa suburbana*, which thus took on the role of a residence. All persons of rank who visited Florence at that time were received by Maria Maddalena there. Repeated descriptions in the court chronicle make it clear that the reception ceremonies conducted by their highnesses always began in the hall of the ground floor, in the apartment of the regent (fig. 4, no. 3); hosts and guests then withdrew to the adjacent antechamber in order to speak privately (fig. 4, no. 13). In the case of particularly high-ranking guests, the young Grand Duke Ferdinando II de’ Medici first waited upon them in the hall, while the women waited in the antechamber. It is also documented that the regent repeatedly received guests in her bedchamber when she was unwell (fig. 4, no. 4).⁴⁸ This means that the ceremonial unfolded primarily in the three impressive, official rooms of the regent on the ground floor, with their frescoes of ‘famous women’. The circular route which was followed correlated with the rooms’ cycle on salvation history, thus investing it with particular relevance.
**Pietas Austriaca and the golden age of female rule**

Programmes with groups of figures related to salvation history always culminate in a view of a golden age: at Poggio Imperiale, this role is realized both through the men and women of the House of Habsburg and through a recourse to the fourth eclogue of Vergil, which prophesied the foundation of a *gens aurea* through a boy: in this case, Ferdinando II de’ Medici.\(^5^9\) Thus, the space of physical activity and the pictorial space complemented, instead of contradicting, one another. The actions of some of the female exemplary figures selected—like those of the militant Semiramis—transgress their gender role; however, the interpretation according to Vergil opens a prospect onto a positive resolution to a situation of crisis, one in which female rule does not call the social order into question.

Nonetheless, the rooms of the heir to the throne were integrated into a woman’s apartment, in contradiction to the conventional gendered topography of the courts; they were also thematically linked to the rooms of his mother through the gallery of Habsburg emperors.\(^5^0\) Ferdinando’s suite clearly seems to have had a more symbolic function: it played no major role in the ceremomial. In spite of this, previous scholars have focused their attention primarily on the male genealogy and its link to *Pietas Austriaca*. It is in fact possible to point out fundamental motifs, such as the *Pietas Eucharistica* in the image of *Rudolph and the Priest* (fig. 15), which underwent a performative intensification through the celebration of the Feast of Corpus Christi at Poggio Imperiale—something that also occurred at the courts of Prague and Madrid.\(^5^1\) The deeds of Emperor Charles V celebrate his victories against the Ottomans and those of Ferdinand II his victories against the Protestants. The two rulers are presented as *Defensor Ecclesiae* and *Defensor fidei*, and Ferdinando’s personal veneration of the True Cross is depicted (fig. 6).\(^5^2\) In my opinion, however, this approach is also valid for the programme of ‘famous women’, which was realized (among other places) in the hall, that is, in a space typically reserved for male heroes.\(^5^3\) By tracing most of the empresses and queens pictured there back to the Habsburg genealogy, they come to correspond to the—only later codified—concept of *Pietas Austriaca* through their exemplary and often also miraculous rule.

The ambiguity of previous contextualizations of the Poggio Imperiale fresco programme derives, on the one hand, from the lack of attention paid to Maria Maddalena as a patron and, on the other hand, from the programme’s unique interweaving of local art and Habsburg iconography. The depiction of *uomini famosi* and *donna famose* had a long local tradition in Florence, shaped by its republican tradition: here, it is filled out with figures from the House of Habsburg.\(^5^4\) The Habsburgs already had their own tradition of ancestral portrait galleries consisting of saints and emperors of both sexes drawn from their own lineage. The combination of imperial genealogy with *Pietas* motifs gradually replaced the Habsburg’s purely dynastic-genealogical veneration of their ancestors.\(^5^5\) The spread of this new constellation is typically dated to the reign of Emperor Ferdinand II, who was heavily influenced by the Jesuits. However, the earliest known visual manifestations of such programmes date from the reign of his son Emperor Ferdinand III.\(^5^6\) The cycle at Poggio Imperiale is therefore of special significance: while the iconography of ‘famous women and men’ continues to point back to an older tradition that was increasingly being supplanted by mythological cycles, the combination with *Pietas Austriaca* motifs is the first of its kind.
This suggests to me that a similarly intensive reception of the Catholic Reform’s spirituality and concept of government took place in the case of Maria Maddalena as is documented for her siblings Emperor Ferdinand II and Margaret of Austria, Queen of Spain. It was their mother, Maria of Bavaria, Archduchess of Inner Austria, who was primarily responsible for their upbringing and for their strongly Catholic formation, because their father, Karl II, died at a relatively young age. Bavarian influence was of the utmost importance, because Maria’s father, Duke Albert V of Bavaria, and her brother, the future Wilhelm V, both exercised a decisive influence over politics in Graz. Bavaria served as a model of success for the Catholic Reform: here, religious unity was initially successfully implemented.\(^{59}\) The House of Wittelsbach developed a *Pietas Bavariae* of their own, including a marked veneration of the True Cross and the saints.\(^{60}\) To date, however, there is little research into the role of the duchesses at the Bavarian court. Both the mother of Maria Maddalena of Austria—Maria of Bavaria, who was a daughter of Anna, a daughter of Emperor Ferdinand I and thus a Habsburg herself—and Maria Maddalena’s grandmother Maria Jakobaea of Baden-Sponheim were known as prominent patrons and stout defenders of the Catholic faith. It is, for example, commonly accepted that the latter embodies St Helena in the depiction of the *Finding of the True Cross* by Barthel Beham of circa 1530 (fig. 14).\(^{61}\) This painting is always thought of as being a part of the cycle with ancient histories commissioned by Duke Wilhelm IV. As it is the only Christian theme known for the programme, it seems to me that it illustrates one of the earliest examples of Catholic Reform art and may have served as paradigm for the generations that followed. More research into the field of this matrilineal tradition would certainly deepen our understanding of the spread of devotional practices and of iconographical *Pietas* motifs throughout Europe.

---

Fig. 14 Barthel Beham, *The Finding of the True Cross by St Helena*, Munich, Alte Pinakothek, ca. 1530, Maria Jakobaea of Baden-Sponheim is depicted kneeling on the left side of the cross

It is also remarkable that Rubens and Wildens’ painting of *Rudolph and the Priest* was created at roughly the same time as the image at Poggio Imperiale (figs. 15 and 16). Similarities to Roselli’s fresco become apparent, particularly in the twisted figure of Rudolph. According to Elizabeth
McGrath’s research, the painting was to be found in the bedchamber (as was the case at Poggio Imperiale) of King Philip IV in the Alcazar of Madrid. It was very probably hung together with a dynastic portrait gallery, Titian’s Religion saved by Spain, and Rubens’ Garden of Love. Earlier versions of the motif have been preserved in books and as a background scene in paintings, but not as primary subject matter. The decoration of the bedchamber probably coincided with Philip’s accession to power in 1621, and both images fulfilled a programmatic function at a location that was central to dynastic progeny. There was a very intensive exchange between the Madrid and Florence courts during the life of Margaret of Austria, Queen of Spain, who was Philip’s mother and Maria Maddalena’s sister. The almost simultaneous placement of this subject matter in the chambers of the two rulers could point to a communication between the courts. At any rate, it demonstrates the clear iconographic choice for the Pietas Austriaca through the Habsburg monarchy at that moment in time.

The unusual situation of the regency in Tuscany led to the realization of a monumental and gendered articulation of the concept of Pietas Austriaca. In her profound study of Maria Maddalena’s musical patronage, Kelley Harness was able to demonstrate how intensively the regent participated in the production of the performances that she financed. It is therefore plausible to consider the regent herself to be the primary creator of the programme: only she and her closest advisors could have had such an intimate knowledge of the Habsburg genealogy and the practices associated with it. It is even possible that the decoration of Poggio Imperiale provided a model for the plans surrounding the apartment of Maria Maddalena’s niece Anna of Austria, Queen of France, for her residence in the Parisian abbey Val-de-Grâce, which she had founded and which was meant to feature an equally extensive programme involving sainted female rulers.

While the concept of Pietas Austriaca has begun to be criticized for being too static to describe the highly diverse phenomena of the Habsburg courts, it was extremely productive in the present context, because it helped to clarify the distinction with respect to Medici cycles and their concept of government. However, Maria Maddalena formulated her own engendered version of the Pietas. She made use of the prized artistic resources of Florence in order to provide her vulnerable position as regent of Tuscany with an impressive outer form. This unusual situation found expression both in the atypical disposition of the rooms and in the extremely rare pictorial inventions. Still, the full significance of the programme of Poggio Imperiale unfolds only when it is seen within the context of the House of Habsburg as a transnationally organized network of rulers. Further research could clarify how this model of Pietas Austriaca was communicated between the different courts—and also in which ways the performative and visual realizations of the theme affected the subsequent theoretical considerations and written formulation of the concept.
Fig. 15 Matteo Rosselli, Rudolph I of Habsburg and the priest, Florence, Villa Poggio Imperiale, former bedchamber of Ferdinando II de’ Medici, 1623-24.

Fig. 16 Peter Paul Rubens and Jan Wildens, Rudolph I of Habsburg and the priest, Madrid, Museo del Prado, ca. 1625.
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Pietas Austriaca at the Lisbon Court

The Monumental Chapel and Funerary Tombs built by Catherine of Austria in the San Jerónimos Monastic Complex in Belém

Annemarie Jordan Gschwend (Centro de História de Além-Mar, Lisbon)

Prologue

In 1570, at a crucial stage in her life and reign, Catherine of Austria (1507-1578), Queen of Portugal, decided to retire from politics and government.¹ She sought official permission from court and church officials to leave Portugal and return to her native country of Spain, where she hoped to reside in a convent, living out the remaining years of her life in prayer and meditation. Although Catherine was inspired by earlier precedence discussed below, she was also troubled by intrigues at the Lisbon court. By 1570, after having been predeceased by her beloved husband John III and her nine children, the queen was ready to live out the rest of her life in solitude.

In 1498 the Dowager Queen Leonor of Portugal (1458-1525) had founded a new confraternity in Portugal dedicated to the Virgin of Mercy (Virgem da Misericordia), the primary purpose of which was to assist the indigent, ill and vagabond, ransom captives of the Moors, shelter orphans, run hospitals and hospices, promote works of charity, and build convents and churches.² Leonor, who earned a reputation in Portugal, as the ‘Perfect Queen’ (Rainha Perfeita), was celebrated by her subjects for her Christian virtues, charity and cultural patronage. The Madre de Deus convent of Franciscan nuns with its church in Xabregas on the city outskirts of Lisbon was founded and built by Leonor in 1519 to house the relics of Saint Auta and the 11,000 Virgin Martyrs that she had received from her cousin Emperor Maximilian I in 1517.³ Leonor became an exemplary model for subsequent Portuguese queens and princesses, and was a great source of inspiration for Catherine of Austria. Following the Dowager Queen’s example, Catherine retired to the summer palace of Xabregas several years after she gave up the regency in 1562, having ruled for her grandson for five years. Catherine’s residence at Xabregas was situated near a princely retreat that her husband John III had built there between 1556 and 1557, based on designs by Francisco de Holanda.⁴ Catherine’s ‘palace’ was situated in quarters near the premises of Leonor’s convent,⁵ to which she had direct access via an interior door that linked her apartments with the Madre de Deus church and the chapel of the Passion of Christ, also known as the Capela do Espírito Santo.⁶ In the latter, Catherine built a tribune to accommodate her and her female retinue when attending attend mass. A contemporary account describes Catherine leaving her apartments daily by means of a corridor to reach the small church where she heard mass with her ladies and the resident Spanish Ambassador, Juan de Borja (1533-1606), when he was present.⁷ Catherine’s determination to lead a vita contemplativa completely removed from court politics and intrigues is reminiscent of other close
Habsburg family members who sought seclusion and refuge within the precincts of a religious foundation.

The dramatic decision of Catherine to choose to abandon the country she had ruled over as queen for close to fifty years was certainly inspired by the example of her elder brother Emperor Charles V (1500-1558), who abdicated and moved to a monastery at Yuste in the Extremadura (in Spain) in 1556. Catherine turned to her Habsburg nephew Philip II of Spain for guidance, support and advice regarding her retirement, and this dramatic moment in Catherine’s life is documented by a number of unpublished letters in the Archivo General de Simancas (Valladolid) exchanged between them, as well as with the above-mentioned Spanish Ambassador in Portugal, Juan de Borja. This was the first time in her reign that Catherine had felt incapable of confronting the challenges which faced her, in particular, her intractable grandson King Sebastian of Portugal (1554-1578). Sebastian had since early childhood adamantly refused to follow her sound advice and heeded her counsel even less after he assumed the Portuguese crown in 1568. Catherine’s insistence that he marry and produce an heir for the throne brought their already fragile relationship to a grinding halt. Catherine had tried in vain to secure a marriage worthy of Sebastian’s rank, seeking alliances with the Valois court in France, the Habsburg courts in Spain and Austria, and the ducal court in Bavaria. Catherine had banked on bringing a marriageable princess to Lisbon whom she could educate to be the future queen of Portugal and its vast overseas empire. However, her various matrimonial plans to marry Sebastian to Margaret of Valois, Isabella Clara Eugenia (daughter of Philip II), Isabel of Austria (daughter of Emperor Maximilian II), and Maximiliana (daughter of Duke Albrecht V of Bavaria) all met with failure.

By 1570 the elderly queen felt emotionally and physically overwhelmed, unable to further confront Sebastian’s non-compliance and insubordination and the multiple court factions allied with him and his uncle the Infante Cardinal Henry (Henrique) (1512-1580), who, like Catherine, had served as regent for the young prince from 1562 to 1568. The queen decided it would be best for court and country for her to leave, and she initiated complex negotiations with the Spanish Habsburg court to verify her rents, properties and wealth both in Portugal and in Spain, so that she could finance her existence in her future convent. However, her plans to depart to Spain were thwarted by her subjects, who refused to allow their beloved queen to go. Her departure officially impeded, the reluctant queen was compelled by duty and by her personal devotion to stay in Portugal and supervise an architectural project which would highlight the end of her life and reign: the rebuilding of the main chapel (the capela mor) of the Jerónimos monastery located in Bélem (Lisbon). The transformation of the former ornate Manueline chapel into a severe classicistic structure underscores Catherine’s desire to build a chapel in an architectural vernacular and style never before deployed in Portugal, a desire coupled with an aspiration to leave a remarkable personal imprint upon the fabric of this monumental monastery (figs. 1-2). Catherine’s piety, religiosity and devotion motivated her to rebuild the capela mor first built by her late father-in-law, King Manuel I (r. 1498-1521), shortly after Vasco da Gama discovered the sea-route to India in 1498. Her sense of duty and dedication to the Avis and Habsburg royal houses also prompted her to build a pantheon worthy of her illustrious families.
Catherine of Austria’s Royal Pantheon for the Avis Dynasty

Models and Precedences: The Ideal Habsburg Widow

In 1530, shortly before her death, Catherine of Austria’s aunt Margaret of Austria (1480-1530), regent of the Netherlands, made a pivotal decision to build a funerary monument in the Flamboyant Gothic style at Brou near Bourg-en-Bresse (France), in memory of her third husband, Philibert II the Fair, Duke of Savoy, who had died prematurely at the age of twenty-four. Margaret undertook this architectural project in fulfilment of a vow she had made just before her beloved husband died. The monumental chapel and tombs, which the regent intended as architectural
expressions of her piety, were attached to a sumptuous monastery with three cloisters erected there between 1506 and 1532. This funerary complex was to commemorate, in accordance with the teachings of the Spanish humanist and philosopher Juan Luis Vives (1492-1540), the glory of Margaret’s dead husband and his family. During her regency Margaret took to fashioning herself as the ideal widow, as Vives advised in his writings. His influential book, De institutione feminae Christianae, published in Antwerp in 1524, defined marriage as the legitimate union of one man and one woman bound together for life. He strongly counseled widows to devote themselves to the memory of their dead husbands rather than to marry again. Vives advocated absolute faithfulness and chaste abstinence for widows: advice that Margaret took to heart. The Brou church was conceived of as a votive chapel, a temple of remembrance and a sumptuous setting for three princely tombs: one for her husband Philibert the Fair, one for herself, and one for her mother-in-law, Margaret of Bourbon.

During the lifetime of her beloved father Emperor Maximilian I and during her marriages, Margaret had been proud of her roles as exemplary daughter and wife. She was educated to be a paragon of virtuous womanhood: a good wife, loyal, true and submissive to father and husband. She assumed her wifely attributes with dedication, going so far as to mend and sew clothes for the men of her immediate family. In one letter dated 17 May 1511, Maximilian expressed his delight upon receiving shirts made by his daughter, ‘grateful for the special care and attention she gives his body, especially since this year he must wear heavy, hard armor in the face of war and battle.’ Margaret was not, however, the only woman in Catherine of Austria’s family to promote herself as the ideal spouse. Queen Isabel of Castile (1451-1504), Catherine’s grandmother, the woman she was later often compared with, and who had also been Margaret of Austria’s mother-in-law, set an even earlier precedence. Margaret’s second marriage to the heir of the Catholic Kings of Spain, Prince Juan, in 1497, exposed her to the exotic splendor of Isabel’s court, where the artistic and cultural influence of Islam coloured daily life. Isabel was a highly educated, scholarly woman who loved music and Latin; skilled in the domestic arts of sewing and needlework, she was praised by contemporaries for mending her husband’s shirts with her own delicate hands. She was well read in religious and secular works and especially fond of chivalric romances, and her library numbered nearly four hundred volumes. She guided intellectual life in Spain and solidified economic, cultural, artistic and dynastic ties with Burgundy and the Habsburg territories, which culminated in the marriage of her son Juan with Margaret. Isabel would have considerable repercussions upon Margaret and later generations of women in her family.

Margaret of Austria’s third marriage in 1501 to Philibert II, Duke of Savoy, united her to a ducal house with close ties to the French court. This alliance consolidated Habsburg power south of the Alps and furthered her father’s prestige as well as his dynastic and political aims abroad. Their short marriage was marked by a magnificent itinerant court life marked by royal entries, jousts, dances, masques, theatrical productions and fêtes. They held court throughout the duchy, which extended from Lake Geneva to the Piedmont, at their palaces in Bourg-en-Bresse, Chambéry and Turin. Philibert’s untimely death in 1504 forced widowhood upon Margaret, who definitively returned to Flanders and refused all the marital alliances that Maximilian hoped she would contract again for the Habsburg dynasty. Not long after, Margaret took to fashioning herself in the visual arts, in particular, in her official court portraits, as a widow in perpetual state of mourning, adopting the
motto: *Fortune, Infortune, Fort, Une* (Luck, Misfortune Makes One Strong), to promote her image as the ideal Christian widow devoted to her family and the Habsburg dynasty.¹⁴

Patronage provided Habsburg women, especially prominent widows like Margaret who were liberated from marital duties and childbearing responsibilities, with creative and social outlets. Margaret and such of her female relations who were in control of their own financial resources undertook projects and artistic commissions which not only promoted the interests of their natal and conjugal dynasties but also gave expression to their own personal piety within the context of the Church, in the form of family tombs, and the commissions of chapels with their decoration. This channel offered Habsburg female patrons the opportunity to exercise patronage outside of the private domain in the form of public piety.¹⁵ But these Habsburg women were not the only prominent patrons and collectors of their day to follow such a path: Isabella d’Este (1474-1539), Marquise of Mantua, similarly acknowledged the necessity for widows to succumb to political exigencies and carefully stage acts of public piety by way of religious commissions. The Habsburg women who designed their own tombs cultivated and nurtured a personal agenda preoccupied with and focused upon self-promotion, self-imaging, and the legitimacy of status.

In addition, Margaret was motivated by her princely mausoleum to consciously celebrate her own family at Brou, with the intent of glorifying the Burgundian and Habsburg dynasties in this most public of settings by prominently positioning in the chancel’s five stained-glass windows the coats of arms of these two royal houses. The church serves as a monumental platform which equally memorializes Margaret herself, with her princely background and rank being displayed throughout the church with personal heraldic emblems and devices. Her physical *memoria* is likewise remembered here by her sculptural portrayal, with the regent being realistically depicted recumbent on her tomb. Brou and its construction essentially offered Margaret of Austria the opportunity to identify herself as a contemporary Artemisia of Caria, who had built the Mausoleum at Halicarnassus in the fourth century BC. In the words of Margaret’s French contemporary Pierre de Bourdeilles, *Seigneur* of Brantôme, Brou was a ‘beautiful and sumptuous memorial’ that far surpassed the one erected by her ancient female counterpart Artemisia.¹⁶ The Brou complex constituted an astute act of political self-fashioning on the part of Margaret, where her identity as a pious widow was firmly consolidated.

As sovereign and regent, Margaret wielded more power than her dead husband, Philibert II of Savoy, and her ultimate objective with Brou may have been to rival the imperial, monumental tomb her father, Maximilian I, projected at Innsbruck. Besides Vives, Margaret was much encouraged by Cornelius Agrippa von Nettesheim’s book *On the Nobility and Excellence of Women*, which he dedicated to the regent in 1529, a year before her death, and in which he unconventionally promotes the full equality of the sexes: ‘Women and men were equally endowed with the gifts of spirit, reason and the use of words; they were created for the same end and the sexual difference between them will not confer a different destiny.’¹⁷

A dynastic message was therefore projected by Margaret for Brou, and one that was no less potent than the political messages which underscored the numerous artistic commissions her father undertook. As a self-fashioned, modern Artemisia, Margaret asserted herself both at the Flemish court and in the masculine, public realm of politics and war, without sacrificing her equality, power or influence within the Habsburg family network. Nor did Margaret compromise her role as a ruler,
learned scholar and collector, becoming a model and example for other female relatives, especially her niece, Catherine of Austria. As a funerary complex, Brou established a prototype for a succession of Habsburg women and widows who followed Margaret’s example with their own conceptions of personal and family tombs, and in particular dynastic pantheons, such as the *capela mor* of the Jerónimos monastery in Belém dedicated to the memory of the Aviz royal house.

Margaret certainly influenced Catherine of Austria’s rebuilding of the Manueiline chapel in this monastery, erected by Manuel I in 1498 to honor the maritime explorations of the Portuguese. This royal pantheon was one of the few building projects Catherine would assume as a personal initiative. In doing she also broke new ground architecturally, replacing a late-Gothic nave with a classical structure never before seen in Renaissance Portugal. Until this juncture in her life and reign, Catherine’s architectural patronage had been moderate and constrained. She had often shouldered the costs of unfinished building projects initiated by other royals which she felt compelled by duty to complete, as she did with the Convent of Nossa Senhora da Assunção in Faro (Algarve) founded by her aunt, the Dowager Queen Leonor of Portugal (1458-1525). Immediately after her entry in 1525, Catherine ordered the court architect, Afonso Pires, to supervise and complete its construction in Faro, and by 1541 the first nuns of the First Order of Saint Clare entered this convent.¹⁸ Until the Jerónimos project, Catherine’s religious patronage can be best defined as gifting convents and religious institutions with endowments and donations, even with offerings of female black slaves,¹⁹ preferring to leave architectural concerns in the hands of her husband, John III. As king, he used architecture to advance personal ideologies, and his building commissions reflect visions of global rule in which he promoted himself, as did his father Manuel I, as *dominus mundi* of a new Roman empire.²⁰ Catherine’s interests in secular or profane building projects were not as ambitious, until she began remodeling and transforming the Jerónimos chapel into a family pantheon.

In the *capela mor* at Belém, on both sides of the main altar, set within individual arches, are four royal tombs in the form of sarcophagi, ornamented with gilt-bronze crowns resting upon caryatids in the form of an elephant, an exotic animal closely associated with the Lisbon court as a symbol of the Portuguese conquests (figs. 3-4).²¹ Catherine’s intent was to superimpose a severe, monumental program on the ornate, flamboyant decor of the Jerónimos complex, while the tombs reflect a hybrid intermingling of East and West. This was a conception where the exotic and the antique were perfectly amalgamated. The altarpiece commissioned by the queen depicting *Scenes of the Life of Christ* mirrors notions of imperialism and a universal Christian monarchy cultivated at the Lisbon court.²² This pantheon reflects Catherine’s concern with her own self-imaging for posterity. Not unlike what was the case with Margaret’s funerary complex at Brou, she sought to promote two dynasties, first and foremost focusing on the Aviz dynasty while at the same time legitimizing her own association and status within the House of Habsburg. In essence, Catherine dedicated the Jerónimos chapel to the memory of the Aviz dynasty, who divided the world with Habsburg Spain in the Renaissance.
The capela mor underwent a complicated construction history before reaching its present form, starting with several building phases initiated by Manuel I before those undertaken by John III and finally Catherine of Austria. In 1563, shortly after Catherine’s abdication as regent, Sebastian of Portugal, under the influence of his grandmother, began remodeling the main chapel first constructed by Manuel I, which had been designated in his 1521 testament as his mausoleum. By the end of Catherine’s regency in 1562, the Manueline chapel was considered by the court ‘too small and too low in height,’ despite transformations made by John III around 1551. Descriptions from this period, which could shed more light on the chapel’s older appearance, have not survived. By 1569, all works in Belém were suspended upon Sebastian’s orders: fortifications on the African coast necessitated financing from the crown and funds were re-directed for these military renovations. It
was at this juncture that Catherine assumed responsibility as she had done for previous building projects, undertaking responsibility for the completion of the chapel’s remodeling and defraying all costs from her personal income.

Sousa Viterbo was the first to publish, in his monumental dictionary of Portuguese architects and engineers, the series of documents in the Torre do Tombo archive which outline this later construction phase supervised by the queen.\textsuperscript{24} The architect appointed master of the royal works in 1571, Jerónimo de Ruão (Jérôme de Rouen, ca. 1531-1601), son of the sculptor João de Ruão (Jean de Rouen), was contracted by Catherine.\textsuperscript{25} The plan conceived was a tunnel-like barrel vault attached to the nave of the monastery (see fig. 3), replacing the older structure which was formerly square in plan. This chapel was the first of its kind seen in Renaissance Portugal and was to exert great influence upon later religious buildings.\textsuperscript{26} In particular, as the architectural historian George Kubler found, the distinctive contrast between the Manelune nave and the chapel sanctuary created a forbidding antithesis between sacred and everyday space. Measuring thirteen meters in length and slightly over eight meters in width, the chapel interior is severe and restrained, in a formal classicism that contrasts greatly with the surrounding ornate style (fig. 5).

Sixteen white marble Ionic columns superimposed by a slender Corinthian order (disproportionate in scale)—intersected by six windows above and two below—surround the walls until the arch, supporting cornices that circumvent the vault. The opulent, luxurious play of colored marble revetment (blue, white and red), brought from Vila Viçosa (Estremoz), is finely carved. The checkered floor laid out in geometric patterns reflects this same coloration. A total of 224,960 reais was spent on the cutting, polishing and transportation of the marble, all elements and details being highly carved and finely executed.\textsuperscript{27} The vault imitates in stone a wooden coffered ceiling, in a simulation of wood paneling that is carried further in the window frames below, which are carved like wooden screens, projecting an illusionistic perspective meant to make the chapel appear larger than in reality. In each of the niches where the tombs are housed, carved in the upper registers of the
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\caption{The capela mor built by Jerónimo de Ruão. Photo: public domain.}
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\caption{Panel with grotesque in the arch next to Catherine of Austria’s tomb after a Flemish model. Photo: A. Jordan Gschwend.}
\end{figure}
arches, are very plastic, illusionistic grotesques copied after Flemish engravings designed by Cornelis Bos and Hans Vredeman de Vries (fig. 6).

The documents published by Sousa Viterbo indicate that the window grates were embellished with brass plates costing 20,000 reais, which were later gilded, the gilding being commissioned from the metal-founder Simão da Rosa. Aleixo Pires, locksmith and metal worker, was paid 40,000 reais for iron grates made for these same windows, while the tin-smiths, Diogo Fernandez and Simão Feio, were paid 50,000 reais for balusters described in Frei (or Fray in Spanish) Manuel Baptista de Castro’s seventeenth-century chronicle of the Hieronymite order, *Chronica do maximo Doutor e Príncipe dos Patriarchas S. Jeronimo, Particular do Reyno de Portugal.* These were made of bronze and placed above the steps leading up to the chapel, which clearly segregated this space from the nave. Now removed, they measured six palmos in height (132 cm). Baptista de Castro relates that another set of gilt bronze grates (in the form of spears) once divided the chapel from the presbytery. According to a contemporary 1572 account written by an anonymous courtier, the fenestration commissioned by Catherine of Austria came from Venice. The project was finally completed by October of 1572.

Throughout, Jerónimo de Ruão displays a preference for contrasting surface pattern and sober linearity. On both sides of the chapel, set into individual arcades, are four pyramidal tombs in the form of classical sarcophagi made of colored marble (pink and gray), resting on dark grayish-green marble elephant caryatids with real ivory tusks (figs. 7-8). Each elephant wears a different trapping or caparison; all eight were carved between 1571 and 1572 (fig. 9). Set on top of the sepulchers are gilt bronze royal crowns resting on realistically carved marble pillows with four tassels (fig. 10). Catherine’s decision to display Portuguese regalia resting on richly appointed pillows adorned with trompe-l’œil textiles was borrowed from Habsburg ephemeral catafalques displayed at
royal exequies and funerals, prefiguring the adornment of theatrical Baroque funerary monuments with regal attributes.

Each tomb bears cenotaphs with panegyrical inscriptions in Latin composed by the court humanist André de Resende (1498-1573) (fig. 11). Facing the altar to the left (the Gospel side) are the remains of Manuel I and his second spouse, Maria of Castile (1482-1517), while to the right (the Epistle side) are those of his son John III and Catherine of Austria (see fig. 4). The queen had first planned to be buried with her husband on the Gospel side, which is considered more noble. However, her intentions were challenged by Cardinal Infante Henry, who claimed this privilege belonged exclusively to his father Manuel I as founder of the Jerónimos monastery. A marble altar below the painted retable is encased with the same geometric patterns of circles, squares and lozenges, and the muted color schemes of pinks, grays and white used throughout the chapel. Its table was described, in this same 1572 anonymous account, as a large block of porphyry, a particularly hard, expensive stone used since Antiquity for sepulchers and mausolea. However, this stone is not native to Portugal and the author must have confused it with dark red marble, purple being a color long associated with royalty.
The lateral chapels in the transept flanking the capela mor emulate the severe style used by Ruão for the main chapel. They post-date the commission issued by Catherine, who may not have even envisaged their conception, and became a repository for princes of the Aviz royal family after 1580. Ten tombs are set within niches, made with the same contrasting play of colored marble. Among those buried here are: Sebastian, Catherine’s grandson, John III’s brothers, Cardinal Infante Henry, former Regent and King of Portugal, Infantes Luis, Ferdinand and Afonso, and two of Catherine’s children who died in early infancy. There is some confusion as to the dates of execution of these lateral chapels and whether Ruão himself undertook this later project. They were built sometime between 1587 and 1591. These later sarcophagi with Latin inscriptions also rest upon identical marble elephants, as in the capela mor.

The exterior of the capela mor is encased with a turreted square box with small round towers punctuated by small windows and a heavy bracketed cornice (figs. 12-13). Whether Ruão executed his own design or completed one drawn up earlier by Diogo de Torralva (active 1545-1566) has remained a point of contention. The outside echoes the interior sobriety and is architectonically reminiscent of military structures, in particular towers. George Kubler dubbed this style the estilo chão, or plain style. Ruão’s intention, and to a degree Catherine of Austria’s as patron, was to impose dignity and majesty on the Jerónimos complex. By the mid-sixteenth century the Lisbon court evidently found the ornate Manel and style too outdated to convey the royal decorum and stateliness the queen required. Both the interior and exterior of Catherine’s capela mor demonstrate a complete break with older traditions, and the integration of novel architectural ideals borrowed from Italy was deemed appropriate by Catherine.31

---

**Fig. 12** Exterior view of the capela mor. Photo: A. Jordan Gschwend.

**Fig. 13** The rear of the capela mor with its fortified, tower-like exterior in a style George Kubler dubbed the estilo chão. Photo: A. Jordan Gschwend.
Catherine renounced her regency in 1562. In 1563 Pius IV bestowed upon her the Papal rose, the highest recognition granted by the Church to a Renaissance queen. The rose, made of gold branches often embellished with jewels, symbolized Christ’s love and passion, and was given on rare occasions to royal monarchs and queens for services to the Church, as a token of reverence and affection. Despite her capacity for government, especially during her regency (1557–1562), and the recognition granted her by the Papacy, in the late 1560s Catherine was determined to retire to a convent in Spain. In later letters to Pope Pius V of 1572 seeking his advice and support, Catherine confided in him, mentioning her discontent about residing in Portugal and her persistent wish to leave: ‘também das razões que eu tenho para viver descontento e intentar, e ainda efectuar qualquer mudança.’ Her earnest intent to relocate two years earlier had been fully supported by her nephew in Spain, Philip II, with whom she cultivated close personal ties. The Spanish king had even proposed various locations for his aunt, first among them Carmona and Baeza. Then Talavera and Ocaña were considered optimal cities for the queen’s new residence, and when Catherine finally settled for the latter location, much to Philip’s satisfaction, she decided to travel there via the pilgrimage church of Guadalupe (Extremadura). These plans soon disintegrated when news of her imminent departure reached government, court and church officials in Portugal. At their insistence, Catherine resigned herself to remaining in Portugal, removing herself to the Madre de Deus convent in Xabregas, determined to complete the Jerónimos chapel according to her grandiose vision and intending this structure to be her last official undertaking as patron and queen. Despite her satisfaction with the building, the queen’s desire to leave the kingdom of Portugal persisted long after she had completed her pantheon.

A combination of motives lay behind Catherine’s rebuilding of the capela mor. Taking her aunt Margaret of Austria and Brou as one exemplum, Catherine sought to create her own monument honoring her late husband John III, his father Manuel I, and the Avis dynasty. With her tomb located in this sumptuous funerary chapel, Catherine also wished to glorify her Habsburg family. A third motive was to demonstrate her piety and her devotion to the religious order of the Hieronymites. The queen’s attachment to religious orders in Portugal throughout her reign, and in the closing years of her life to the Jerónimos monastery, did not differ from the devotion displayed by her Habsburg relatives at the Flemish and Spanish courts. Her brother Charles V retired to a Hieronymite monastery at Yuste, which was reconstructed to fit his specific need for a dignified retreat and a final resting place. Her nephew Philip II built a superlative Habsburg pantheon at the Escorial monastery, while her niece, Juana of Austria, conceived the idea of a personal tomb and memorial encapsulated within the Convent of the Descalzas Reales in Madrid, which she founded in 1555 and whose institutional purpose was to be the leading spiritual center in Spain. In these monastic complexes Catherine and her immediate family made public their common concern for salvation, memoria, and remembrance.

Above all, Catherine’s commission reaffirmed the original intentions of Manuel I, who transferred control of the monastery in 1496 from the Order of Christ to the Hieronymites, building the church in 1498. From the outset he visualized the complex as a royal pantheon in combination with a symbolic, iconographical program that was implemented throughout. In the medieval interpretation of kingship Manuel imaged himself as an Old Testament king, and more specifically as David Lusitanus. This ideology was applied in the decoration and sculptural program of the Jerónimos cloister where the Portuguese were depicted as the newly elected people of God, who because of
their maritime achievements and conquests in Africa and Portuguese Asia were able to spread Christianity to the ends of the globe. The cloister sculptures show Manuel as the triumphant messiah surrounded by Virtues and being promoted as the victorious leader of the quasi-mythological and historical exploits of the Portuguese discoverers. His early pantheon was intended as a dignified final resting place for himself and his illustrious royal dynasty. André de Resende’s Latin epitaph on Manuel I’s tomb reconfirms this ideology: ‘To whom—from the western sands to where the sun rises—extended the cult and knowledge of God. To whom so many subjugated kings relinquished their crowns. Here, in this tomb, rests Manuel the Great.’

In order to ensure eternal salvation, Manuel stipulated that a hundred monks be dedicated to the eternal service of the deceased royal souls. In her 1577 testament Catherine provided for merceeiros who would pray for her after her death.²⁸ Twenty people were appointed to the Jerónimos monastery for this purpose: courtiers with limited financial means were paid an annual rent of 20,000 reais to pray for the souls of the royal family, with precise instructions stipulated by the queen for the number of liturgical services and prayers to be said. The queen purchased land near the Jerónimos monastery for her merceeiros, in order to house them in the vicinity and facilitate the carrying out of the functions of their offices: ‘também se lhes daram pera sua habitação e morada casas convenientes no sitio que pera ellas tenho mandado comprar perto do mosteiro de Nossa Senhora de Beleem onde estão as sepulturas del rey meu senhor que Deus tem e minha.’ A plaque was hung in the sacristy listing all the perpetual masses and devotions to be said for the queen and John III. Thus, the relationship of the main altar to the royal tombs was intended to fulfill two functions: the service of God and the service of the dead. According to Counter-Reformation ideology Catherine of Austria was complying with objectives laid down by the Council of Trent: the intercession on behalf of the dead and the perpetual adoration of Christ in the Blessed Sacrament. The cult of the host gained momentum in Portugal precisely in this period. It was probably at this time that Jerónimo Osório (1506-1580), Bishop of Algarve and the queen’s confessor, dedicated to Catherine a treatise on the sacrifice of the mass, which the court humanist considered one of the most profound mysteries of the Christian religion, entitled Breve sumario do que a Religião christiana insina a cerca do sacrifício da missa.³⁹ Catherine’s devotion to the Eucharist was well known amongst convents and churches in Lisbon,⁴⁰ especially the Madre de Deus, for which church the queen made gray curtains embroidered with gold for the tabernacle where the Blessed Sacrament was reserved.⁴¹

The memorialization of deceased royals, with statues in perpetual prayer, within the context of a high altar sanctuary was certainly not novel, especially in funerary art in France, Italy, Austria and Spain. Contemporary examples can be found on tombs with gisants of the Burgundian court (Dijon), on the tomb of the recumbent Mary of Burgundy in Bruges, on the monument to Maximilian I at Innsbruck with its life-size bronze portrayals of his Habsburg ancestors, on the royal French tombs at St. Denis, at the Cartuxa de Miraflores in Burgos, and in the Capilla Real in Granada. Ruão’s pyramidal tombs show a conscious break with older traditions, rejecting representational jacent or orant effigies (with portraits) for severe, classical sarcophagi in keeping with the new, innovative type of sepulchers introduced by Catherine. The elephant caryatids in Belém recall those of the Sigismondo chapel in the Tempio Malatestiano in Rimini, which were designed by Alberti and executed by Agostino di Duccio between 1446 and 1447 (see fig. 9). The Malatesta family adopted the elephant as an emblem and devisea that appeared everywhere on family escutcheons, medals, and sarcophagi. Although this Italian precedence may have influenced the Lisbon tombs, whether Francisco de
Holanda (1517-1584), who was familiar with Italian monuments, had any influence as an artistic advisor to the queen is difficult to confirm. Holanda has often been proposed as designer of the *capela mor*, because of his first-hand experience with contemporary Italian architecture and his position as courtier-artist to Catherine of Austria. There is, however, no documentary evidence for his participation in this building project. During the period of the chapel’s construction, Holanda’s career at the Lisbon court was waning, and in 1572 he sought a post from Philip II of Spain, offering his services to the Spanish monarch through a letter of petition. Alberti’s *De Re Aedificatoria*, translated in 1551 by André de Resende upon the orders of John III, could equally well have transmitted ideas about the iconography and symbolism of the Malatestiano temple to the Lisbon court.

In the Renaissance the representation of the elephant as a beast of burden (with a castle on its back) was assimilated by the Western imagination as the beast of regal triumphs, a symbol of vanquished might. In Antiquity, Roman imperial triumphs invariably included elephants, and in the sixteenth century ancient entries coupled with imperial imagery were enthusiastically revived. Manuel I paraded daily around Lisbon—in triumph—with his five Asian elephants and their Indian mahouts. Renaissance artists incorporated the time-honored motif of the elephant as a worthy visual element for pageants and festivities. A series of Tournai tapestries depicting the Portuguese conquests in India commissioned by Manuel I in 1510, which included depictions of elephants, were used as portable forms of visual propaganda for the nation’s achievements in his royal residences. The *Conquest of India* tapestry cycle was the single most important commission of his reign, which celebrated the Portuguese discovery of India in the manner of ancient Roman *trionfi*.

Elephants had played a fundamental role at the Portuguese court since the early sixteenth century, both for the image and the prestige of Lusitanian monarchs. Damião de Góis, the court humanist and chronicler of Manuel I’s life and reign, was truly impressed with the elephants that Indian kings and Ceylonese emperors sent to Manuel as tokens of respect and as tribute. In his writings he referred to these Lisbon elephants and especially to the spectacle they caused when paraded through the city streets. It is clear that Manuel’s pachyderms were a source of pride for Góis, who viewed them as physical manifestations of the foreign lands discovered by the Portuguese. Catherine cultivated a special affinity for elephant imagery, often purchasing costly objects in the form of elephants for her *Kunstkammer* collection. Her fascination with elephants is further evidenced by the quantity of ivory objects from Ceylon and India once in her collection; furthermore, as a token of her affection she presented live Asian elephants as gifts to her Habsburg relatives for their menageries in Spain and Austria. For the Portuguese court, the elephant represented the triumphant conquest of overseas territories. Not surprisingly, in Hindu culture the elephant was considered strictly the property of the king, a practice later adopted by the Portuguese monarchs, who regarded themselves as rulers of empire.

Elephant iconography permeated Portugal’s artistic circles. In 1571, in an effort to boost his career at court, Francisco de Holanda sent Sebastian a manuscript entitled *Da fabrica que falece a cidade de Lisbon*. In this treatise, the artist pleads with the young king to undertake certain architectural projects abandoned after John III’s death in 1557, which would transform Lisbon into the jewel of all cities. Holanda’s conception for a fountain placed near the royal palace, the *Paço da Ribeira*, built by Manuel I, was of an elephant with a castle on its back (fig. 14).
During the Middle Ages the elephant also became the *topos* for the symbolic battle between good and evil; the death of the elephant was considered a prefiguration of Christ’s death on the cross. Combats between wild beasts were staged in Lisbon. The natural antipathy of wild animals provoked debate at Manuel I’s court. Curiosity and an interest in the writings of ancient authors such as Pliny combined with the desire to imitate animal combats of ancient Rome inspired the staging of a battle in June of 1515 between an elephant and a rhinoceros from Cambay (the first seen in Europe since Antiquity), which had been sent to Lisbon by the sultan of Gujarat. In a courtyard between the Lisbon royal palace and the *Casa da India*, the India customs house, this confrontation ended unexpectedly with the elephant fleeing in fright to his stables at Rossio square. The rhinoceros was declared victorious by default. The Lisbon court fully appreciated the medieval moralization of the elephant’s virtues: power, might, diligence, sagacity, humility, and industry. This melding of pagan and Christian symbolism in the use of elephant caryatids for the *capela mor* was intentional on Catherine’s part and in keeping with Manuel I’s ideology and her own love for the Asian pachyderms she collected.

**The Retablo Mor (1571-1572): Lourenço de Salzedo**

Catherine of Austria’s close supervision of the painting of the altarpiece she commissioned for the *capela mor* is demonstrated by a letter written by Catherine to her ambassador in Rome, João Telles de Meneses. In this missive dated 7 July 1571 the queen thanked the diplomat for assiduously expediting the delivery of the colors she had requested. This was not the first time in the course of this commission that the queen would go to such lengths to obtain quality pigments from Italy. In reality the altarpiece took months to realize and Catherine’s concept underwent several stages and transformations before reaching its final and present state.

For her original altarpiece, the queen chose to emulate her elder brother Charles V and the commission he gave Titian (ca. 1488-1576) for the monumental *La Gloria* altarpiece destined for the Yuste monastery church, today in the Museo del Prado (Madrid). In 1568 Catherine commissioned from the same Venetian master a painting of the *Flagellation of Christ*, which is now lost but which was recorded in an engraving entitled, *Il Semolei* (fig. 15) by the Venetian draughtsman, painter and...
etcher Battista Franco (ca. 1510-1568?). Giorgio Vasari was the first to relate, in the second edition of his *Vite*, that Catherine ordered from Titian a large-scale painting of *The Flagellation of Christ* for the Jerónimos chapel, which Vasari described as exquisite: ‘alla reina di Portogallo in un quadro fece un Christo poco minore del vivo, battuto da’ giudei alla colonna, che è bellissimo.’ This was the first Italian Renaissance painting Catherine ever commissioned for a specific location and with a specific purpose in mind, and it is telling that she chose Titian, Charles V’s favorite court painter, to execute for her an altarpiece intended for the most significant project of her reign. It equally emphasizes that the queen’s original conception for the *capela mor* altarpiece was radically different from its present form. Her intention was to hang one single magnificent painting as the focal point of her austere chapel. Titian’s *Flagellation* reflected Catherine’s devotion to the Hours of the Cross and the Passion of Christ.
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*Catherine was greatly influenced by a contemporary manuscript from the hand of the Hieronymite priest and mystic Frei Miguel de Valença, *Meditaciones sobre las horas de la Cruz*. Valença became Prior of the Jerónimos monastery in 1550, where he dedicated himself to study and meditation. Under his priorship, and in line with the dictates of the Council of Trent, the imaging and iconography of Christ in the monastery was given new direction and significance. Valença must have encouraged the queen to present in the visual program of the altarpiece a more direct, accessible and straightforward image of Christ. Through information provided by agents or resident ambassadors in Italy, the Portuguese queen may well have been aware of a contemporary commission for a *Transfiguration of Christ* executed by Titian for the Church of San Salvador in Venice and dated around 1560 (fig. 16), the Transfiguration being a Christological theme which deals with the dual nature of Christ as God and man. The dedication of this church to the divine nature of Christ as Savior provided the justification for Titian’s extraordinarily large painting (245 x 295 cm) at the main altar forming the central focus of the church (fig. 17). This monumental canvas is set into an elaborate marble tabernacle, recalling a small-scale monstrance containing the Holy Eucharist. Evidently, Catherine had envisaged, if not the identical theme, a similar concept and manner of presentation for her commission of the *Flagellation* for the *capela mor*, probably at the advice of Titian himself.*
For inexplicable reasons, however, Titian’s Flagellation never reached Lisbon, and it is not known if the queen ever expressed regrets about Titian being unable to complete her altarpiece. Why the Flagellation remained in Titian’s workshop, and why Catherine never received it, is enigmatic.56 The answer may lie in the fact that Titian and his studio assistants were extremely busy in 1568 completing a number of other paintings for the Spanish court, which took priority, including the colossal Martyrdom of St. Lawrence for Philip II and the Escorial monastery, which is still in situ. These commissions for Spain made it impossible for Titian to fulfil Catherine’s wishes at this juncture, let alone to have the time needed to complete a gigantic altarpiece for the Jerónimos chapel. But who had guided and advised Catherine to order a tour-de-force painting by Titian? One possibility is that her sister, Mary of Hungary (1505-1558), one of Titian’s foremost patrons, may have introduced the Portuguese queen to the Venetian master before her death in 1558.

Mary’s own court portrait by Titian, of which Catherine owned a replica in her portrait gallery in the Lisbon royal palace, visually emphasized her political role as regent of the Low Countries. No
longer extant but known through copies, it was executed in Augsburg in 1548 and depicts Mary dressed in widow’s weeds standing in front of a column, a pictorial allusion to Charles V and his emblem of the twin columns of Hercules (Non Plus Ultra). Mary specifically chose to mold herself in the likeness of her widowed aunt Margaret of Austria, self-imaging herself as a loyal servant dedicated to the rule of the Habsburg dynasty. This Titian portrait was a conscious commission, a political move by Mary, who chose to have herself portrayed both as a pious widow and as a stateswoman engaged in Habsburg court politics and diplomacy.

Catherine was not a connoisseur of Italian painting, nor did she collect the kind of Italian art works, sculpture or antiquities so avidly sought by contemporary princes, collectors and her sister Mary. An introduction to Titian through Mary of Hungary is quite plausible. An important link between the Habsburg court in Flanders and Portugal was cultivated through the relationship of Mary and Catherine. Documents in the Lisbon archive have disclosed that these sisters, who never met, maintained close contact, exchanging ideas on artistic and political matters. Gifts, court portraits, Flemish tapestries, slaves, and exotica from Portuguese Asia were reciprocated between the two siblings. Catherine’s patronage reflects patterns of collecting and modes of patronage established by Mary in Flanders. Catherine’s preference for Flemish art works and craftsmen reflects the guiding influence of this sister, but in the case of the Jerónimos altarpiece, a Venetian—Titian—was considered by Catherine, under Mary’s influence, to be a more suitable choice.

While few art works with an Italian provenance were recorded in Catherine’s collection and Kunstkammer, Flemish tapestries, paintings and objects were present. Through her close ties with the Papal court, Catherine did receive gifts from the Vatican, as in January 1577, when a casket full of Agnus Dei was sent by the Pope to the queen. Only one painting from Rome is documented in Catherine’s private chapel in the Lisbon royal palace: the miraculous image of the Virgin from Santa Maria Maggiore, commissioned by Francisco de Borja in 1569 for the queen. Or was it Charles V who inspired his younger sister to think of Titian as the painter for her altarpiece? Catherine idealized her brother and knew many details of his living arrangements and daily life at Yuste. From courtiers whom she sent almost on a daily basis to visit her brother she was well-informed about the emperor hearing mass from his quarters, with a direct view of the high altar in the Yuste monastery church where Titian’s La Gloria hung. Despite the emperor’s predilection for Flemish tapestries, portraits and paintings, his respect and admiration for the Venetian painter was celebrated at his court and among his family.

Circumstances in Titian’s career and workshop forced Catherine to begin a new search for a new concept for her altarpiece and for a suitable painter of quality. At this juncture she hoped to secure the services of the Spaniard Gaspar Becerra (†1568), who was engaged in the service of her niece, Juana of Austria in Madrid, or of the Fleming Frans Floris (1519-1570), through the intervention of her nephew Philip II and her ambassador in Spain, Francisco Pereira. However, Becerra had recently passed away and the queen was unaware that Floris resided in Flanders. Consequently, Catherine next solicited her nephew and her court diplomat Pereira to obtain the services of the Italian painter Francesco da Urbino (†1592), who was then working at the Escorial monastery, but this too ended in an impasse. Catherine’s extended search finally led her to settle for a painter who was active at her own court—her last choice for reasons of necessity and time—and of Spanish origin (from Seville), Lourenço de Salzedo (ca. 1530-1577). He subsequently designed an
altarpiece radically different from her original masterpiece, the grandiose but minimalist conception to have been executed by Titian. Salcedo’s retable, more complex in design, is made up of five panels superimposed on two levels with Scenes of the Life of Christ, mirroring the notion of a universal Christian monarchy cultivated at the Lisbon court.  

Once the queen had committed herself to Salcedo, she went, as discussed above, to great lengths to obtain for him the best artist’s materials and pigments from Italy and from Spain, as recently discovered archival documents reveal. Catherine had no intention of leaving any detail to chance, as she expected her memorial to last forever. From two surviving letters, we know she closely supervised Salcedo’s altarpiece, having written her ambassador in Rome as early as February of 1571 to secure quality pigments, ordering him to send these as quickly as possible to Lisbon. Time was of the essence for Catherine, and when those expected from Italy had in June 1571 not yet arrived in Portugal, she then requested Juan de Borja, the Castilian ambassador in Portugal, to intervene with her nephew Philip II. The diplomat in turn asked the Spanish king’s secretary, Gabriel Zayas, to organize the pigments Catherine needed for her altarpiece and to advise him of their cost and expense:

"La Reyna me mando que de su parte escriviése a V. M. y le enbiase la memoria que con esta va de ciertas colores que a menester para el Retablo que manda pintar en belen para que si ay las huviere V. M. las mande comprar y las enbie avisando de lo que cuestan para que ay se den luego los dineros y no allándose a comprar se pidan a su Magestat [Philip II] de las que sus pintores tienen / su Alteza a muchos días que tiene escrito por ellas a Italia y no se las [hon] enbiado y aqui tienen ya necesidad de ellas."

When Zayas did not immediately react and respond, Borja reminded him again in a second letter of the importance of these colors for the queen’s Jerónimos altarpiece: ‘las colores me mando La Reyna [Catherine] que tornase a acordar a V. M. es cosa de que su Alteza lleva mucho gusto por ser para el monasterio de belen.’ Shortly after, Philip II sent word to Lisbon agreeing to help his aunt obtain pigments through his squadron of Italian and foreign painters working at the Escorial. Much to the queen’s dismay and outrage, however, the courier organized by her Portuguese ambassador in Castile encountered problems en route to Lisbon and her package with colors was mistakenly confiscated by custom officials near Badajoz, in Alburquerque (in the Extremadura). This mishap of course caused more unexpected delays, as Juan de Borja duly reported back to Zayas:

"El correo que truxo las [cartas] de 26 [de Junio] que es uno que despacho el embaxador de portugal que se llama Pinto me dixo como me traya un emboltorio que V. M. le dio el qual le tomaron en Alburquerque como V. M. lo vera por la carta de Gaspar Ramirez que con esta va estoy con muy gran cuydado de saber lo que era aunque tengo por cierto que seran las colores que su Magestad [Philip II] enbi a la Reyna lo qual me pareze que es ya tanta desverguenza que yo no se como llevarlo y confieso a V. M. que he tenido que hazer comigo el holvidar la tierra a donde naçi porque no se cosa que se lleve peor que sin justicia armada la Reyna qued a muy escandalizada y tanto que queria enbiar un criado suyo a quexarse de todos estos."

Philip II again had to intervene and promised to remedy the matter and punish the official responsible for this blunder. Once matters were resolved, the pigments finally arrived at the Lisbon
court and the monies for payment were forwarded to Spain.\textsuperscript{71} Catherine’s artistic exchange with her nephew at this date was a fruitful one and demonstrates that identical pigments were used for frescoes at the Escorial and for the altarpiece of the Jerónimos \textit{capela mor}, thus creating a symbolic link, through color and paint, between these two representative churches and their pictorial decoration.

In a second series of letters from Lisbon, Borja informed Gabriel Zayas of a wooden writing desk, perfumes and gloves that Catherine had sent to the king’s secretary for his invaluable assistance with the purchase of the pigments.\textsuperscript{72} In equal gratitude, the queen sent her nephew a number of gifts, among them church vestments and \textit{palios} for the Escorial monastery that she had personally embroidered in 1575, for which Philip was most grateful because they were made by his aunt, ‘kissing her hands many times’ for them.\textsuperscript{73}

The need for no time to be lost in the completion of the altarpiece was due to Catherine’s advanced age and fragile health at this date. This was compounded by the fact that her relations with her grandson Sebastian had disintegrated, both personally and politically. In a letter Catherine addressed to Sebastian in 1571 she justified her reasons for moving to Spain, complaining that he never resided in Lisbon when she did, and stating that because of their estrangement she preferred to bury herself alive (‘enterrarse viva’) in a convent.\textsuperscript{74} In another letter to Jerónimo Osório, Bishop of Algarve, she confessed that her departure would be a wake-up call for the country: ‘\textit{desejo de ser com minha ida hun despertador.}’\textsuperscript{75} Just before the Jerónimos chapel and altarpiece were even completed, the queen again made serious moves to retire to a convent in Spain, making it imperative for her that the Jerónimos project be terminated before her intended departure. Both the Jerónimos project and the continuous strife with her grandson had left the queen tired and exhausted. In a personal note to Philip II, Catherine confirmed she would retire to the Madre de Deus convent founded by her aunt, Manuel I’s sister, the Dowager Queen Leonor, and that she would reside in her aunt’s former quarters.\textsuperscript{76} The \textit{capela mor} altarpiece had taken its toll: it had been a long journey from Titian to Salzedo. The queen, worn down by the tense political situation at the Lisbon court, was most pleased to see the completion of her chapel, as Juan de Borja reported to Philip II in October of 1572: ‘\textit{A la capilla nueva que la Reyna les ha hecho en Belen, hizose con mucha solemnidad, y esta ya la capilla acabada y puesta en su perfeccion, es un edificio muy para ver, quedo la Reyna muy contenta de haverle dado fin.}’\textsuperscript{77}

The Jerónimos altarpiece was first attributed to Lourenço de Salzedo by Baptista de Castro in his seventeenth-century account of the monastery. A total of five panels depict scenes from the life of Christ with two themes that which underscore the human and divine nature. On either side of the altar are paintings of the Adoration of the Magi, while above the altar are three scenes from the Passion of Christ (fig. 18a-b). The sequence of the two last scenes was deliberately inverted, so that one sees from left to right, \textit{Christ carrying the Cross}, then the \textit{Descent from the Cross} and then the \textit{Flagellation}. The representation of Christ’s dead body, which normally follows the \textit{Flagellation}, visually dominates the central area, directly above the altar, and serves as an antithesis to the painting below, now lost, of the infant Christ, the new Messiah, in the manger being worshipped by one of the kneeling Magi: Caspar, the eldest of the three. To the right of the lost central panel, each with his retinue, are Balthasar, the black African, and to the left Melchior (or Belchior, the youngest of the three), to whom Salzedo gave the idealized appearance of the late king John III. The black king
is realistically portrayed and may have been a real-life portrait of one the numerous slaves (some
manumitted) employed in Catherine’s household. Balthasar wears the turban and cloak of an
eastern potentate as he offers the child a luxurious gold vessel. The seated male and female figures
to left of Melchior are very sculptural in appearance, particularly in their poses and drapery,
reflecting the impact of the Roman school of painting represented by Michelangelo and Giulio
Romano, and Salcedo’s exposure to these artists during his influential period of residence in Rome.
Melchior is preceded by a page carrying a casket, dressed as an Old Testament king and wearing a
crown. The elements of exoticism usually depicted with the three Magi—camels, tigers, leopards—
were eliminated in this panel, being replaced by the realistic portrayal of two Asian elephants in the
right background, sharing a water fountain with mules.

The decision to juxtapose the Adoration of the Magi with the Life of Christ was deliberate
and Salcedo’s Flagellation was evidently commissioned by Catherine to replace the painting she had
expected from Titian. In the Late Middle Ages the three Magi came to represent the three parts of
the known world: Europe, Africa and Asia. The luxurious symbolic gifts brought to the Christ child—
frankincense (homage to Christ’s divinity), myrrh (used for embalming), gold (symbol of Christ’s
kingship)—foreshadow his death on the cross. The theme of the Adoration of the Magi essentially
represented the subjugation of temporal powers to the authority of God and the Church. In keeping
with Catherine of Austria’s beliefs and Counter-Reformation philosophy, the ultimate purpose of her
chapels was the worship of Christ in the Eucharist, visually reinforced by the body of the dead Christ
dominating the painted space above the altar.

The presbytery was considered the symbolic center of the Blessed Sacrament. The principal
theme stressed here is the veneration of the Cross and the Eucharist in the form of Christ’s body and
blood. Devotion to the Eucharist became a form of family piety institutionalized by the Burgundian
and Habsburg courts. Piety, as Catherine fully appreciated, was a virtue claimed by the Habsburgs
as an inalienable birthright of the family, and the Eucharist was adopted as an amulet and talisman of
the Habsburg dynasty. The image of the Holy Cross and Eucharist became potent politico-religious
symbols representing the sacrosanct nature of Habsburg power, which Catherine transposed to her
chapels.
The Christological themes of passion and death in the altarpiece, highlighting Christ’s dual nature as human and divine, were carefully selected and intentionally juxtaposed with the Magi as a prefiguration of the salvation of mankind. The entire conception and iconographical program of the capela mor and the retable with its pictorial program revolved around the mass, which was offered both for Christ and for the deceased members of the royal family. The symbols of majesty represented by the actual dead bodies of the monarchs and their queens, placed discreetly on either side of the chapel and reposing in severe classical sarcophagi set upon elephant caryatids, were subject to the glorification of Christ. Both terrestrial and celestial powers are honored here, as are the immortality and divine character of kingship. This notion was reinforced by the now lost iron balusters and grates that once separated the Aviz monarchs, the chosen representatives of God on earth, from the rest of the Church and humanity. Manuel I’s ideology reflected in the decoration of the cloisters culminates here in Catherine’s agenda for the capela mor: the Jerónimos complex had not only been dedicated by Manuel to the Virgin Mary, but also to the Three Magi.

There is no doubt that this altarpiece was conceived of with its architectural context in mind. Catherine’s letters to Rome reconfirm that Salzedo had begun painting the retable in February of 1571, precisely when construction of the chapel was nearing completion. Details in the formal composition of the altarpiece show that Salzedo allowed himself to be dictated to by its structural and architectonic frame. Certain elements visually and illusionistically unite the two painted cycles: the background pilaster in the panel of Melchior is placed directly underneath the column in the Flagellation above. The small landscape with Christ carrying the Cross is precisely repeated below in the Melchior panel. The numerous figures are unusually large, placed close to the foreground plane,
filling the entire scene. There is little room for any progression into background space and for extraneous details. The objective was to render the figures as large as possible, in order that they might be seen from a greater distance, particularly since the chapel was once divided from the church. Salzedo intentionally painted the Magi as bulky giants (colossi), while Christ appears more delicate and slender.

Salzedo adhered to the strict, cohesive symmetry of the chapel. There is uniformity in its simplicity, both in the architecture and in the altarpiece. It appears that Catherine of Austria informed herself of current aesthetic trends imported from Italy and consciously applied these to the capela mor. Decorum and gravitas are emphasized throughout, in conformity with Counter-Reformation thought, but who advised and guided her? Could it have been the intellectual Spanish Ambassador, Juan de Borja, who was very close to the queen and who observed the building of the capela mor at every stage? Or was it Salzedo, who had lived for a considerable period in Rome? The models for the figures were adapted from contemporary Italian art, and the strong and even lighting projects a sense of realism and monumentality. The red, blue, and yellow palette is strident, emulating in certain areas the compositions and color schemes favored by such contemporaries as Parmigianino and Sebastiano del Piombo, whose altarpieces and paintings were avidly collected by Spanish nationals residing in Rome. Despite his erstwhile ‘rival’ Titian, Salzedo fulfilled Catherine’s patronage requirements, and was equally able under pressure to complete the altarpiece within the queen’s restrictive time frame. Despite Catherine’s need for no time to be lost, his retabe broke with tradition, innovatively keeping in line with Italianizing influences which appeared in Portuguese painting in the third quarter of the sixteenth century. Salzedo, though obviously not of the caliber of Titian or del Piombo, nevertheless satisfied the queen’s requirements, finding pictorial solutions which satisfied his demanding patron. The capela mor with the Salzedo altarpiece prefigured the stylistic and aesthetic tendencies that occurred slightly later (after 1576) at the court of Philip II, and which manifested itself at the Escorial monastery in the paintings and frescoes emulating the Roman school of painting by Pellegrino Tibaldi, Luca Cambiaso, Federigo Zuccaro and Romulo Cincinnato.81

The Queen’s Funeral and Exequies: February 1578

A rare account of Catherine’s death and funeral ceremony, the only one to have survived, can be found in the Archivio Segreto in the Vatican. The Papal Nuncio in Portugal, Roberto Fontana, summarized these events in two letters he wrote to Cardinal Como in Rome on 7 February 1578. Catherine’s health had deteriorated to such a degree that two days before she had been given the last rites. Then, in the early morning hours of February 6, according to Fontana, the queen died with great pain, passing into a better world: ‘e questa notte è passata a meglio vita, con gran dolore.’82 King Sebastian was present and retired afterwards to the Convent of S. Francisco in Xabregas, as was the Cardinal Infante Henry, who went to the Madre de Deus convent adjacent to the queen’s residence. Fontana further explained to Cardinal Como how the queen’s sepulcher was located many leagues from Xabregas, in the capela mor of the Jerónimos monastery, which she had built for herself, her husband and her children: ‘molti legati […] la sua sepultura ella stessa già si le haveva preparata nelle Capella Maggiore della Chiesa di Belem monasterio di monache de S. Geronimo dove tuvo parimente quelle de suo Marito e figliuoli.’ On the morning and evening of February 6, processions and orations were held throughout the city of Lisbon. In his second letter, Fontana
relates how that same evening Catherine’s body was carried to her sepulcher at Belém on a litter covered with black velvet, decorated with a white cross, in front of which marched many noblemen, courtiers and members of the Confraternity of the Misericordia. This group was followed by one hundred friars, each carrying a torch, and the royal family on horseback surrounding the funeral bier. Catherine’s chief lady-in-waiting walked behind the bier, with the Archbishop Teotónio of Braganza and a great multitude of gentlemen and courtiers on horseback. Other participants, priests and clergymen went ahead to Belém, to wait at the door of the Jerónimos church for the arrival of the Count of Vimioso and three other principal officials of the realm. When Catherine’s funeral procession arrived, the ceremony and offices began, lasting well past midnight. Fray Luis de Granada (1504-1588), Catherine’s spiritual advisor and confessor, delivered the principal sermon, which was well received by those present. In it Granada eulogized the virtues of the deceased queen, comparing her religiosity to that of a canonized saint: ‘predicó [...] con gran encarecimiento de las virtudes de la Reina, que haya Gloria.’

In her own testament, Catherine of Austria requested that she be buried in her sepulcher with the ‘accompaniment and funereal pomp normally observed for the burial of the kings and queens of this kingdom.’ Her sole concern was that her funeral exequies should not be excessive in display and spectacle; accordingly, as noted by the Castilian courtier in Lisbon Juan de Silva, although ‘celebrated with pomp, they were less sumptuous than those observed at the Madrid court’. Catherine of Austria was thus laid to rest in her splendid tomb with the same majesty, restraint and decorum with which she had lived her life. Her ‘incomparable queenly virtues, pious soul and singular prudence’ were praised and memorialized in her epitaph composed by André de Resende (see fig. 11).
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1 The queen’s malaise and melancholy were compounded by the fact that Lisbon was besieged by the plague in 1569, in the worst epidemic to have struck Portugal in the sixteenth century. Catherine and the Portuguese court fled to cities along and across the Tagus River, moving between Vila Franca de Xira, Santarém and Alvito, residing outside of Lisbon for months.


3 For a copy of a letter written by Maximilian in 1517 to Leonor concerning these relics see Lisbon, Biblioteca da Ajuda (hereafter BA), Ms. 51-VI-25, no. 7: *Carta do Emperador pera a Rainha dona Llanor sobre as reliquias que lhe inviou*. See Bouza 1998, p. 52: ‘[…] en la Madre de Dios de Enxobregas hay cuerpos de santos.’

See Bouza 1998, p. 52, note 73 for a letter which describes Catherine’s residence at Xabregas: ‘[...] en un monasterio que hay fuera de aquí, de la misma orden, que se llama Madre de Dios de Enxobregas [...]. Y en medio está la casa donde la mia tía [Catherine of Austria] vivió y no la podrá ver porque están allí sus criados.’

Ferreira de Andrade 1990, pp. 21–23. On 18 August 1558 Catherine was granted a special Papal dispensation which allowed her to later build this door, giving her direct access to the Passion chapel. She was allowed to build such doors at other monasteries she frequented in Lisbon, such as the Esperança convent. Cf. Corpo Diplomático Português, vol. 8 (Lisbon, 1884), pp. 56–57: ‘Bulla de penitenciaria à Rainha. Bulla Exigit Celsitaclinem: absolvendo a Rainha D. Catherina por ter aberto uma porta de seu hospicio para o convento da Esperança, e dando lhe permissão que o possa fazer para outros conventos.’ Also Bouza 1998, p. 52, note 73: ‘De ali diio en Xabregas, donde la serenissima Reyna de Portugal tiene su alcázar y sale por un corredor a oyr misa a una yglesia no grande, con sus damas, y el embajador de España [...]’

Juan de Borja, son of Francisco de Borja (a Spanish courtier who grew up with Catherine at Tordesillas), was ambassador to the Portuguese court from 1569 to 1575. He was a trusted confidant of the queen and in her 1578 codicil she left him the sum of 4,000 cruzados for his daughter’s dowry. Borja was also active artistically during his Portuguese residency, enjoying the friendship of Francisco de Holanda. Borja, an amateur of emblems and devisas, published in Prague in 1581 a book entitled Empresas Morales which was partially conceived of during his residency at the Lisbon court.

Catherine set into motion serious plans to consolidate her finances in Portugal in order to undertake her move to Spain. For letters which document her intentions see Archivo General de Simancas (hereafter AGS). See especially the minute of a letter from Philip II to his ambassador Juan de Borja dated 12 May 1571, AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 388, f. 108 for the problems Catherine faced in taking her estate and monies to Spain, because her grandson Sebastian was her legal heir. At the same time, Catherine ordered research undertaken at the Habsburg family archives in Simancas to see which rents and properties were legally hers while a review of her 1524 marriage contract and capitulations was made. She wanted a copy of this contract sent to her to Lisbon. Cf. AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 388, f. 115 for the notarized court papers regarding Catherine’s dowry and jewels dated 1525. As well as AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 390, f. 99. Also a letter from Juan de Borja to Philip II’s secretary, Gabriel de Zayas, written from Lisbon (22 May 1571), AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 389, ff. 162 and 160, concerns Catherine’s estate in 1570 which the ambassador found to be very modest in income: ‘[...] no he podido entender lo cierto en lo que toca a dineros y a joyas y los demas muebles son pocos [...]’ and f. 172, Borja to Zayas (12 June 1571): ‘ya escrivi a v.m. como lo que sabia de la a cienda de la Reyna era que la Renta seran como sesenta mil ducados, las joyas no se si llegaran a ciento y cincuenta mil, lo que se sabe la demas Recamara es poca cosa [...]’

The exchange of letters between Philip II, Juan de Borja and Catherine of Austria, regarding where she should retire to in Spain are in AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 387, f. 21 (21 August 1570); AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 388, f. 216 (29 August 1570). Also Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (hereafter BNP), Cod. 8570, ff. 143–144v, De como a Rainha Dona Catherina se queria ir agravada destes Reynos pera Castella.

See AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 389, f. 91 (1571) for a letter Catherine addressed to Sebastian justifying her reasons for moving to Spain. She complained to Sebastian that he never resided in Lisbon when she did, and that she preferred to bury herself (enterrarse viva) in a convent rather than continue the tense relationship they cultivated.
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Eichberger 2005.
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DGARQ, NA 792, f. 193v (1543).


21 Jordan Gschwend 2009, pp. 32–42.
26 KUBLER 1972, pp. 63–64.
28 DGARQ, CC I, maço 29, doc. 47; DGARQ, CC I, maço 109, docs. 42 and 55; DGARQ, CC II, maço 248, doc. 38; DGARQ, Torre do Tombo, Ms. da Livraria, Ms. 729, ch. 26, f. 597v.
30 One pachyderm had broken during production or transportation and was immediately replaced.
32 BA, Ms. 46-X-22, f. 77v.
33 AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 387, f. 21 (12 August 1570).
34 AGS, Estado (Portugal), leg. 388, f. 216 (29 August 1570) and f. 225 (20 December 1570).
35 Lisbon, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal (hereafter BNP), Reservados, Cod. 8920 (1571); London, British Library (hereafter BL), Additional Ms., ff. 61-65, for letters the city municipality (camara) of Lisbon wrote the queen about her wish to move to Castile.
36 Among them, the Hieronymite monastery at Vale Bomfeito near Obidos, the Dominican convent of Pedrogao Grande, the convent of Sao Francisco in Faro, and the churches of Santa Catarina and S. Domingos in Lisbon. In a letter to Pope Pius IV, Catherine told him of the special devotion she and John III had for the Convent of Santa Cruz in Coimbra. See Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana (hereafter BAV), Barb. Lat. 9920, f. 213 (Lisbon, 8 October 1564): ‘fo rei a que tinha singular devoção [to the Santa Cruz convent] como eu tenho.’
37 MOREIRA 1987, pp. 16–18.
38 BNP, Coleccao Pombalina 686, ff. 803-822: ‘Treslado do Compromisso das Capellas da Rainha D. Catharina tirado do original que está no Torre do Tombo donde está seu testamento. Trata da doaçao feita ao Convento de Belém para sustençao de 20 Merceiros.’
39 Madrid, Biblioteca Nacional de España (hereafter BNE), Ms. 474. This religious tract personally written by Osorio has never been studied and remains unpublished. Also Jordan 1994, pp. 136-150; Jordan Gschwend 2001, pp. 60–68.
40 Over the years a number of gifts had been given by Catherine of Austria to the Jeronimos monastery in Belém. She donated reliquaries (in a silver-gilt coffer), costly ornaments and religious objects (a miraculous cult statue of Our Lady of Ajuda and a St. Sebastian) which were later listed in the monastery’s inventories in the seventeenth century. Other objects perhaps associated with the queen (a silver-gilt cross, chalice and various church vestments possibly embroidered by Catherine) are in the Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga (Lisbon). For a summarized discussion of all these objects see Moreira 1987, p. 21.
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Habsburgs and Muslims
Europe’s Turkish Nemesis

Larry Silver (University of Pennsylvania)

Americans who lived through the Cold War with the Soviet Union from World War II until the late twentieth century probably can well imagine from the Iron Curtain what life was like across the Christian-Muslim frontier during the sixteenth century. Ever since the fall of Constantinople to the Ottoman Turks in 1453, threats from both military attack as well as ideological war against the alien religion of Islam preoccupied the consciousness and created a climate of fear in European Christian states. Nowhere was this anxiety concerning the rival superpower greater than within the loose German-speaking confederation known as the Holy Roman Empire, led by Habsburg emperor Maximilian I (r. 1493–1519).¹ Indeed the eventual frontier between Catholics and Muslims, established after the battle of Mohács in Hungary (1526), still coincides almost exactly with the modern, hostile frontier between Catholic Croatia and Orthodox Serbia (Catholics who remained behind the Ottoman lines were forced to convert to Islam and became the Muslims of Bosnia-Herzegovina).

Fig. 1 Map of the Danube, by Willem and Johann Blaeu, Novus Atlas (Amsterdam, 1636).

In an atlas map of the Danube watershed, produced by Johann Blaeu in Amsterdam during the 1630s we see this confrontation institutionalized around the image caption (fig. 1). Here this heightened awareness of both a political and religious frontier, manned against a mysterious and foreign enemy at the border, is personified by the confrontation of two pairs of figures. On one side, the east, a sultan with an elaborate turban brandishes his scimitar above a round shield with the crescent moon of Islam. His female companion, surely an allegory of the Muslim faith, stands contemptuously upon a crucifix and dispenses the exotic scent of incense; but she is scantily clad in a revealingly low-cut dress, certainly is not a figure to admire. In case the viewer missed these obvious visual cues, a noxious toad rests on the ground between these Ottoman personifications. By contrast,
on the western side of the standoff, a handsome bearded ruler figure in armor steadfastly confronts this enemy with a broadsword. His shield displays the double-headed eagle of the Holy Roman Empire, and his crown resembles the official Bügelkrone; complementing his orb of office, he wears the exclusive pendant of the noble Order of the Golden Fleece, headed by the Habsburgs. His female companion, who personifies the Christian religion, holds her crucifix upright and wears a distinctly modest gown.

Throughout the sixteenth century Turks were regarded in apocalyptic terms by leading Christian thinkers as a scourge of God. This attitude began early: we can already find it prominently advanced in Sebastian Brant’s *Ship of Fools* (1494). In Chapter 99, ‘Of the Decline of the Faith,’ Brant intones about Christendom,

At first the cruel heretic  
did tear and wound it to the quick  
and then Mohammed shamefully  
abused its noble sanctity  
with heresy and base intent. [...]  
So strong the Turks have grown to be  
they hold the ocean not alone,  
the Danube too is now their own,  
they make their inroads when they will,  
bishoprics, churches, suffer ill [...]  

But the poet places his trust in the young Emperor-elected to be the antidote,

The noble Maximilian,  
he merits well the Roman crown.  
They’ll surely come into his hand,  
the Holy Earth, the Promised Land.

Many of the woodcut illustrations in Brant’s popular volume were designed by the young Albrecht Dürer, the same artist who produced some of the earliest German images of Ottoman Turks. Beginning with his first visit to Venice in 1494, Dürer turned his omnivorous gaze to the substantial community of Turkish visitors, documenting their exotic dress. He seriously engaged with this unfamiliar nationality, which had such a strong trade presence in Venice, and his curiosity resulted in a series of drawings that emphasize distinctive costumes. Some of these colored drawings of ‘orientals’ by Dürer survive in copies, indicating their importance as models, used for later reference by his many followers and credited with an on-site accuracy. However, several of these drawings actually derive, not from studies of costumed models, but rather from earlier artworks by local Venetian painters, particularly Gentile Bellini, who had even visited Istanbul earlier on a diplomatic mission (figs. 2-3).
Other Dürer drawings expressly focus on the military trappings and skills of Turkish soldiers, specifically their archery (fig. 4). This other preoccupation—a focus on Turks as formidable military enemies—would strongly inflect not only Dürer’s own presentations but also those of many of his later German followers.

In the wake of his 1494 visit to Venice, Dürer also produced a drawing study (fig. 5) for an uncompleted engraving: an *Oriental Ruler Seated on his Throne* (ca. 1496/97). In this fantasy image any first-hand experience of Turks in Venice is overwhelmed by an intimidating suggestion of both power and majesty as well as stern menace. Details of this exotic foreign costume still preoccupy the artist. A distinctive crowned turban (probably imaginary) marks the royal rank and status of this
frontal, enthroned figure; its encrusted round jewels are echoed on his princely robes, highlighted by an enormous necklace with pendant. Exotic details of the costume speak to its ‘Asiatic’ character: fringes added to the robe as well as the footwear of sandals beneath it. Both power and authority of this ruler are conveyed, respectively, by a huge, two-handed battle sword in his right hand and by an orb in his left. While akin to the ceremonial orb of the Holy Roman Empire, which Dürer’s home town of Nuremberg proudly guarded, the orb in the drawing significantly lacks the surmounting cross of imperial Christian regalia. The threatening authority of this bearded potentate is further enhanced by his stern and menacing facial expression; despite his formal frontality, his glowing eyes turn away to scowl obliquely out of the frame, as a kind of negative inversion of holy icons of the face of Jesus. This image clearly does not record a portrait of any particular Ottoman sultan; instead, it uses a figure of authority to personify the perceived threat of Turkish Islam to Christendom. Indeed, Dürer would soon adapt this enthroned orientalist ruler as the persecuting emperor Domitian in the woodcut scene of the Martyrdom of St. John, the first illustration of his 1498 publication of the Apocalypse (fig. 6).

At the end of his career Dürer produced a very different image of a Turkish ruler, the profile ‘portrait’ of ruling Sultan Süleyman (monogrammed and dated 1526, see fig. 7), in the artist’s favored medium for portrait drawings, silverpoint. Its profile presentation suggests that the German artist had access to an existing portrait prototype, almost surely derived from a Venetian painter, in the form of a medal. In fact, a specific source survives: a silver medal in which the profile faces the opposite way but with the bust truncated at the same point of the chest and shoulders. There the sultan wears the same turban as in Dürer’s silverpoint, and he is identified by an inscription in the block Latin letters, ‘SULEYMAN.CAESAR TURCARUM / MELECK. ET. ARAB. TURC.’ Both the medal of Süleyman and the Dürer profile drawing present the same distinctive long neck and prominent nose.
and lips. Around a decade later a Venetian painter close to Titian painted a bust-length portrait of a young, mustachioed Sultan Süleyman in the same orientation as Dürer (ca. 1530/40; see fig. 8), presumably using the same visual source.\textsuperscript{12}

In 1508, in response to a commission by one of his principal courtly patrons, Frederick the Wise of Saxony, Dürer painted an image to commemorate martyrs’ relics in the prince’s extensive religious collection at Wittenberg. For this image, Dürer again cast the Turks as sadistic persecutors for the narrative, \textit{The Martyrdom of the Ten Thousand} (1508, fig. 9).\textsuperscript{13} In this early Christian subject from the Middle East, the Persian king Sapor, acting on command of Emperor Diocletian of Rome, slaughtered the Christians of Bithynia (343 C.E.). Dürer had depicted this same subject already appeared a decade earlier in a woodcut (ca. 1497/98; fig. 10). In both compositions, Christians are cruelly tortured to death, tossed from cliffs by turbaned conquerors. In the painting, however, the martyrs’ imitation of Christ is emphasized by two figures on crosses and a third standing awaiting execution; two wear crowns of thorns like Christ in the Passion, a clear medieval allusion to martyrdom and sainthood as an \textit{imitatio Christi}, but now with the oppressors represented as Turks. Opposite, in the lower right corner, both standing and mounted figures with distinctive beards, complex turbans and colorful robes clearly conflate the ancient king, through dress, to the modern Turks. His sinister commands thus become fused with those of the implacable religious enemies of Dürer’s own day.

In addition, the painting also took on more personal significance for the artist, who included his own self-portrait as a darkly clad witness in the center, inscribing himself expressly as ‘Albrecht Dürer, German’ (\textit{Alberto Dürer aleman}), to link his identity still closer to his patron, an Elector of the Empire and the leading lieutenant to Emperor Maximilian. He also included a friend, plausibly
identified with the recently deceased poet laureate of the Empire, Conrad Celtis. Thus, Dürer fuses past with present and assimilates modern Ottomans onto historic persecutions of Christians in the Levant.\textsuperscript{14}

The year 1529 marked the climax of the ongoing conflict between the forces of Holy Roman Empire and their enemies, the Ottoman Turks, then poised in siege at the gates of Vienna after an unbroken string of victories in the Balkans and along the Danube (a series highlighted by Belgrade 1521, Mohács and Buda, 1526). Not only did the advance of the armies of Sultan Süleyman pose an immediate threat to the Habsburg rulers in their traditional capital, but ultimately the siege undermined their own Christian claims to universal monarchy, claims implicit to the title of ‘Holy Roman Emperor.’ This peril was actually redoubled by the contemporary ‘odd couple’ alliance, especially after 1530, between the Ottomans and the Habsburgs’ mortal enemy in Europe, King Francis I of France, an alliance that encompassed commercial privileges, non-aggression pacts, and culminated in coordinated military campaigns (1536-37).\textsuperscript{15} Taken together, this period of political tension heightened national self-consciousness in Germany of the Empire as the ultimate bulwark against further Turkish incursion.

![Circular View of the City of Vienna at the Time of the First Turkish Siege in 1529, eight sheet woodcut, 1530.](image)

The Siege of Vienna in 1529, a momentous event at the Habsburg capital that turned back the tide of Turkish advances into continental Europe, received careful documentation in the form of a large (81.2 x 85.6 cm.) multi-sheet commemorative woodcut, designed by Dürer’s follower Sebald Beham and printed in Nuremberg by Nicolaus Meldemann from six blocks (1530) (fig. 11).\textsuperscript{16} The work had an official imprimitur, a privilege granted by the Nuremberg city council. The printmaker prized reportorial accuracy of battle details; topographical accuracy was emphasized as well, with all the views based on careful studies taken from the great tower of St. Stephen’s cathedral in the heart of the city. To document fully the defense against the troops of the Turks, the print shows the city at the pictorial center; the siege itself outside the city walls is seen in the round from an elevated, bird’s-eye viewpoint above the central cathedral tower.\textsuperscript{17} This composite image visualizes actual troop movements, tents, and artillery explosions characteristic of contemporary practices of warfare.
In the process, Beham’s woodcut celebrates victory over Turkish invaders—even as it participates in the vogue for printed images of military documentaries.

Meldemann’s local rival as publisher of woodcut broadsheets in Nuremberg, Hans Guldenmundt, made his own commemoration of the great event as a pamphlet with text by local poet Hans Sachs and prints by Sebald Beham, as The Three Besiegers of Vienna. His procession series of Turkish officers and soldiers included archers, armed spahis (roughly akin to European knights), and earnest profile equestrian portraits of Turks on horses. These Turkish besiegers were led by Sultan Süleyman himself, plus his principal counselor Ibrahim Pasha and General Sansaco.¹⁸ The source for these images stemmed from an earlier suite of five woodcuts, produced in the Netherlands by Jan Swart of Groningen and dated 1526, the high water mark of Ottoman conquests along the Danube.¹⁹ These images thus held contemporary pertinence as newsworthy while also catering to the ongoing fascination with Turkish costume, particularly headwear, as well as their exotic weapons and battlefield instruments (trumpet, bagpipe, and high-pitched shawm). The sultan himself (fig. 12) appears in profile at the center, riding on horseback, accompanied by a lone foot-soldier and labeled ‘Solimanus imperator Turcharum’ with the date. Other mounted triads, variously dressed, are also labeled as ‘Mamelukes,’ ‘Arabs,’ and ‘heathens,’ respectively.

Fig. 12 Sebald Beham, The Turkish Sultan Süleyman, woodcut published with the pamphlet The Three Besiegers of Vienna.

A darker side of Turks at war was produced in 1530 by Hans Guldenmundt at Nuremberg as a woodcut series for opinion formation and rallying of imperial troops in revenge for alleged atrocities in and around Vienna. Images, attributed to Erhard Schoen but freely adapted from Swart, now show mounted Turkish warriors leading pairs of captive Christians on foot with a rope around their necks; verses by Hans Sachs describe their cruel conditions.²⁰ Even worse is the baby carried by one of them on his spear. The text laments how ‘the evil, gruesome Turk’ has killed children, stolen sheep and cattle, burned down homes, and condemned Christian captives to slavery, pulling plows like animals. Worse still is the 1530 Guldenmundt/Schoen broadsheet woodcut collaboration recounting the
threat to civilians by Turks on the outskirts of the Vienna Woods, showing them killing babies by impaling them on stakes or slicing them with scimitars (fig. 13). Here the Sachs poem reads:

Oh Lord God on the highest throne,
look at this great misery,
the Turkish raging tyrant
has carried out in the Vienna Woods,
murdering virgins and wives,
cutting children in half,
and impaling them on pikes [...] 
Oh, our shepherd Jesus Christ [...] save us from the hand of the Turk.

Fig. 13 Erhard Schoen, Turkish Atrocities, woodcut, published by Hans Guldenmundt in Nuremberg, 1530.

No friend to either papacy or Empire, Martin Luther declared in his preface to the Book of Revelation (1530; published in 1546) that the Turks were a scourge sent by God to chasten Christians on the eve of the apocalypse:

Here, now the devil’s final wrath gets to work: there in the East is the second woe. Mohammed and the Saracens, here in the West are papacy and empire with the third woe. To these is added for good measure the Turk, Gog and Magog [...] Thus Christendom is plagued most terribly and miserably, everywhere and on all sides, with false doctrines and with wars, with scroll and with sword.22

But for the current emperor, defender of Christendom, the ongoing contest against the Turk was conceived as a crusade, so after Vienna in 1529, Emperor Charles V looked for an opportunity to go on the offensive and reverse Turkish conquests in mainland Europe. In doing so, he could reassert his imperial status as well as his leadership of the Christian faith. He got his opportunity in 1535, when he led a campaign from his base in Spain against the fortified city of Goleta near Tunis. The 1535 campaign in the Maghreb combated Berber corsair Kheir-ed-Din (known in the Christian west as ‘Barbarossa’), admiral of the Turks in the Mediterranean. Equipped with four hundred ships and some thirty thousand soldiers, Charles V had set out to stop Muslim raids on Christian shipping and to secure maritime dominance over the Sultan’s fleets. Francis I of France, Charles V’s nemesis, was supplying Barbarossa with arms while treating with Sultan Süleyman (thus forging an alliance between the two principal enemies of the Empire). The proximate cause of war was Barbarossa’s deposing of King Mulay Hasan of Tunis, a nominal vassal of the emperor. Andrea Doria of Genoa commanded the imperial fleet; land forces served under Alfonso d’Avalos, marquis of Vasto.

Commemorating and celebrating that (short-lived) victory, the emperor was later presented with a suite of tapestries, the most costly and luxurious of all media. Using the same panoramic
design as an earlier tapestry cycle, celebrating the military spectacle of the 1525 Battle of Pavia (a glorious 1525 victory over the French in Italy), designed for Charles V at the behest of Margaret of Austria by her court artist, Bernart van Orley. This twelve-part set on the Conquest of Tunis was woven in Brussels by Willem de Pannemaker (1549–54) after designs by Dutch artist Jan Vermeyen (who had been embedded with the invading troops, like recent American journalists in Iraq), probably with the help of experienced tapestry designer Pieter Coecke van Aelst (1546–50).23

In terms of documentary validity, this tapestry suite offered a mixture of careful observations, especially of costumes and settings, even as it conveyed a fully realized propaganda message. The climax of the conflict was the month-long siege of the fort of Goleta (which protected Tunis) and the subsequent sack of the capital. Particularly careful topographical renderings of the city of Tunis include mosques and city walls. Further details include ancient ruins of Carthage, especially the prominent aqueducts, seen from different angles in successive tapestries, as well as the distinctive Mediterranean oared galleys, marked by their triangular, lateen-rigged sails. Moreover, the entire series begins with an aerial map of the entire Mediterranean basin, seen from the vantage point of Barcelona, with Africa at the top. The documentary character of these tapestries is further emphasized by the inclusion of text histories in two languages; longer passages in Castilian at the top, shorter Latin verses at the bottom.24 As if to assure the images’ documentary claims, Vermeyen even included a self-portrait while drawing in the field into the design of The Sack of Tunis. He also appears in the initial map panel, where a full-length self-portrait figure stands beside a tablet with the proud declaration: ‘The course of events is represented in this work as exactly as possible the action is treated in this tapestry according to nature, all that concerns cosmography leaving nothing to be desired.’25

Fig. 14 Willem de Pannemaker after Jan C. Vermeyen, The Quest for Fodder, Sixth tapestry of the Conquest of Tunis series (including ancient ruins of Carthage), Madrid, Patrimonio Nacional.

According to Hendrick Horn, Vermeyen distinguishes between the Maghrebi ‘Moors’, and their Turkish allies, and he even subdivides the former group into the more urban Arabs and the nomadic Berbers. Both groups of turbaned Moors are shown more sympathetically than the Turkish
warriors, Janissaries, in their pointed caps, who fought for Barbarossa and are shown in several tapestries as head-hunters. These varied groups are especially evident across the foreground of several works, notably the sixth tapestry, The Quest for Fodder (fig. 14). Mulay Hassan and his retinue of Moorish allies of Charles V also appear, across the foreground of the Fall of Tunis.

Like Vermeyen, carefully producing costume studies and landscape topographies in Tunisia, the artistically trained nobleman Melchior Lorichs of Flensberg was another Northerner who exploited his privileged role in an imperial entourage to gain access to the Islamic world. Lorichs went to the Ottoman capital of Istanbul as a member of the Holy Roman Empire’s entourage to the court of Süleyman under ambassador Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq (1554–62), the same individual credited with importing the tulip into Europe from Turkey.26 He served as the ambassador’s eyes for the military capacities and resources of the Ottomans, and published several treatises (1568, 1574) concerning the dangers that the Turkish army posed to Christian Europe. Yet Lorichs also produced the most meticulous on-site studies of the people and buildings of Constantinople by any European visitor during the sixteenth century.

![Image](image-url)

**Fig. 15** Melchior Lorichs, *Byzantium sive Constantineopolis* (View of Istanbul), 1559, two sections, Leiden, University Library.

From the high ground of Galata (the part of the city opposite the Golden Horn from what is now called the Old City), Lorichs made a vast yet careful sepia and black ink panorama of Istanbul (Leiden, University Library, 45 x 1.127,5 cm; now divided into twenty-one sections; see fig. 15).27 This panorama, obviously composed out of separate studies from various positions, records the city skyline, including not only the dominating domes and minarets of mosques but also ancient Roman memorial columns, palaces, caravanserais, gates, and city walls. Ships of all sizes and shapes, including European carracks as well as Levantine vessels with lateen-rigged sails, fill the crowded waterways. Inscriptions label the points of interest in two different colors of sepia ink, though written in a single hand. Near the center of the ensemble appears an idealized self-portrait; a well-dressed, youthful European in dark costume seen from the back, prepares to write or draw on an extended scroll similar to the one today at Leiden. He dips his quill into an elaborate goblet-like inkwell that is held for him by a turbaned Turk (fig. 16).
Lorichs also produced a woodcut, monogrammed and dated 1570 (fig. 17), of the great mosque complex, the Süleymaniye, that the architect Sinan had recently built (1550–57) for Sultan Süleyman. Scholars have suggested that this print lacks both the clarity and the accuracy of the skyline drawings made on site, but such distortions may have been intentional efforts on the part of the artist to convey the grandeur of the complex to an audience that had never actually seen it. Lorichs’ print furthermore suggests a momentous historical event by placing in the sky above the mosque both gathering storm clouds as well as a glowing star with a tail, like the ‘comets’ and other ominous celestial apparitions associated with earthly catastrophes or conflicts in contemporary German cosmology. To many Europeans, the architectural splendor of this complex would have been compromised by the source of its funding, tribute amassed through conquest and colonization of Christian-ruled territories, so this may be Lorichs’ way of accommodating his western audiences.

Lorichs’ careful drawings of both male and female costumes served as studies for his later woodcut illustrations and were composed with clear graphic syntax of parallel and cross hatchings that indicates that he was thinking from the outset about reproduction in printed form. In fact, Lorichs planned a large edition of woodcut illustrations based upon his on-site drawings in Turkey. Blocks were cut from these designs in 1565, 1570, 1575 and 1576, but even though a title page was produced (1575) the planned publication was never completed. A small, reduced version of this volume appeared in Antwerp in 1574 (published by Gillis Coppens van Diest, who also published the first atlas, Abraham Ortelius’s, *Theatrum orbis terrarum*, 1570) under the title, *Soldan Soleyman Turkischen Khayers... Whare und eignedtliche contrafectung und bildtnuss* (Sultan Süleyman, A True and Real Facsimile and Portrait of the Turkish Emperor). One drawing (monogrammed and dated 1557, Paris, Louvre) shows a richly caparisoned dromedary camel, striding through a landscape with a royal drummer on his back pounding his instrument, presumably to announce the advent of the sultan behind him. This image was produced as a reversed woodcut in 1576. The artist also produced other drawings of distinctive, sometimes historical, German costumes, that were probably intended for a companion volume of European costumes, akin to contemporary costume books like Cesare Vecellio’s (Venice, 1590) or Abraham de Bruyn’s (Antwerp 1577).
Lorichs also produced portrait engravings of the Sultan Süleyman when the latter was advanced in years (1574). One of these, based on a drawing of 1559 and monogrammed with the artist’s initials (fig. 18), presents the sultan at bust-length, wearing his own, distinctively high turban. Following the formula established in the late portrait engravings by Dürer, such as Frederick the Wise (1524), the sitter appears before a neutral, toned background with a ledge bearing an inscription. The print is elaborately captioned in both Arabic and Latin. The Arabic inscription declares the sitter to be ‘Sultan of sultans, Süleyman shah, son of Sultan Selim Khan,’ and concludes with the formula, ‘may God protect his helper.’ The Latin inscription is even more elaborate: ‘Imago Suleymanni Turcorum Imp. in Oriente, Unici Selimiy Fili, Qui An. Do MDXX. Patri in Imperio Successit: Quo Etiam Anno Carolus. V. Maxaemyliani Caesaris Nepos Aquiigrani in Occidente Coronatus est Christian: Imp: A Melchiore Lorics, Flensburgensi, Holsatio, Antiquitatis Studiosiss°, Constantinopoli, An. MDLIX, Men. Feb., Die XV, Verissime Expressa.’

The full-bearded ruler’s face is somewhat haggard and drawn, showing his age and the cumulative strain of his reign.

Lorichs’ second engraved portrait of Süleyman shows the sultan standing at full-length before a gate of the city, through which passes a caparisoned elephant bearing two banner-carriers, one of them displaying the crescent moon of Islam (fig. 19). Visible through the gate behind him is Süleymaniye mosque complex, which Lorichs had studied on site in preparation for the abovementioned woodcut. The features of the sultan derive from the bust-length study made by Lorichs in 1559, but the engraving was only produced in 1574. In that year, inscribed as the ‘true and real likeness [counterfeit]’ of the sultan, it accompanied Gillis Coppens van Diest’s publication.
Lorichs’ woodcut images return us to the tradition of observant, on-site documentary treatment of the Ottoman Turks and their empire, first conveyed by the woodcut illustrations by Erhard Reuwich for the pilgrimage guide of Bernhard von Breydenbach in 1486 and maintained in Dürer’s early accurate drawings of Turkish costume and custom in Venice. However, after the decisive military advances in the Balkans, especially during the 1520s, the heightened threat of Turkish armies to both the German Holy Roman Empire as well as to wider European Christendom made it difficult for Dürer and his followers to remain neutral observers of contemporary Islam. Around the time of the 1529 siege of Vienna, European fascination intensified about military aspects of the Turks. Both in Germany and in The Netherlands, sixteenth-century artists’ designs—for printmakers and for tapestry producers alike—kept images of Turkish armies richly available to Northern audiences, whether princes or general public.

After the Emperor Charles V’s siege of Tunis in 1535, the next signal victory over Turkish forces in the Mediterranean occurred at sea, the Battle of Lepanto (1571). Main credit for the victory was shared between the naval forces of Venice and the armies of Charles’s son, Spanish King Philip II. So appropriately two principal commemorations of Lepanto were produced for the Spanish monarch and sent to the Escorial palace by the aged Venetian painter Titian.

The first of these is an allegorical portrait, Philip II Offering the Infante Don Ferdinand to Heaven (1573–75) (fig. 20), which shows a fierce naval battle behind the principals, where dark smoke silhouettes the flaming vessels. Documents describe the picture as ‘The Naval Battle’ (Batalla Naval). Ironically, Don Fernando, presumptive heir and first son of the king’s final marriage, who was born in the very same year as the Battle of Lepanto, 1571, would die a scant three years after the image was painted. In the picture a descending angel—and/or a winged Victory—extends both a laurel crown and palm of military conquest, together with a banderole with a message intended for the youth: Maiora tibi (greater things for you). This same combination of classical reference with religious symbolism suffuses the main action. Philip, bareheaded, wears parade armor.
as he offers his son at what looks like an altar table in a Christo-mimetic act, like the Presentation of Jesus in the Temple (Panofsky has compared this gesture to imagery in late medieval manuscripts, where a priest is shown lifting up a nude child, a symbol of the soul; this scene adorns the opening of Psalm 24: ‘Unto thee O Lord, do I lift up my soul’). A row of columns like a temple entry recedes along the right side; the sturdy column, symbol of the virtue of Fortitude, frequently accompanies the full-length standing subjects of court portraits, such as Titian’s formative 1551 image of Philip II, then a prince. This row converges perspectivally like a series of ancestors on the bright central figure of the infante. Meanwhile, in the lower left corner crouches a shackled Turkish prisoner, identified not only by his features but also by his crescent banner and his discarded turban; the spoils of his weapons behind him were added on a strip by painter Vicente Carducho in 1625, when the painting was enlarged to match the grand dimensions of Titian’s earlier great military celebration for a Spanish king in armor: his equestrian portrait, *Emperor Charles V at the Battle of Mühlberg* (1548), a conquest not of Turks but over a Protestant alliance.

Fig. 21 Titian, *Religion Succored by Spain*, 1573, Madrid, Prado Museum.

The other painting sent by Titian to Spain in celebration of King Philip’s contribution to the Battle of Lepanto was an allegory, *Religion Succored by Spain* (1573, fig. 21). It shows the encounter of two female personifications before a sea battle in the background. Crouching on the right side, a nude who attempts modestly to cover herself can be identified as Catholicism from the chalice behind her and a cross leaning against a solid rock (of faith and the papacy). Above that cross, snakes on the trunk of a dead tree signify devilish threats to Christendom, presumably by the Islamic Turks as well as by heretic Protestants in Europe. Striding boldly in from the left and facing Religion, a female warrior enters carrying a spear and a shield like the goddess Minerva in earlier mythologies by the artist. Panofsky rightly associates her with the pictorial tradition of the goddess of war, Bellona, and calls her *Ecclesia militans*. Behind her a second woman advances with upraised sword, like a figure of Fortitude; she in turn heads a troop of Amazons. Their armed force is identified with Spain through the heraldic arms of Philip II on the corner shield. Once more the spoils of war appear as weapons in the center foreground, between Spain and Religion. At the head of the background naval battle, in place of a Neptune on his marine chariot, drawn by sea horses, we see instead the personification of a turbaned Turk, heading for shore to threaten the vulnerable figure of the Church, who turns to accept welcome reinforcement from her deliverer. Thus the allegory, deftly unpacked
by Panofsky, can be described in his words as ‘The Christian Religion, Threatened by Internal Subversion (the snakes of Heresy) and External Enemies (the Turk), Seeking the Protection of the Church Militant and Fortitude.’

![Image of Adoration of the Holy Name of Jesus by El Greco](image)

**Fig. 22** Domenikos Theotokopoulos, El Greco, *Adoration of the Holy Name of Jesus*, ca. 1577–79, Royal Monastery of S. Lawrence of the Escorial, Patrimonio Nacional.

One final image commemorates the Catholic unity that provided victory at Lepanto. It survives only as an ambitious vision by an artist who hoped in vain to serve the court of Philip II: El Greco, arriving in Spain in 1576, fresh from his own period of finishing school at Venice and Rome. His *Adoration of the Holy Name of Jesus* (ca. 1577–79) survives in two versions, one in the Escorial (fig. 22), the other now in London (National Gallery). Its subject was correctly identified in the seventeenth century by Fray Francisco de los Santos (1657), who identified it as a representation of the mouth of Hell and the bridge of Purgatory, called it the *Gloria* by El Greco for Philip II, thus comparing it directly with Titian’s *Gloria*, made earlier for the meditation of Charles V. Kneeling in adoration of the holy name, itself a Jesuit object of devotion, the three great leaders of the Holy League who marshaled the forces for Lepanto: Philip II, dressed as always in black, Doge Mocenigo of Venice in a robe trimmed with ermine, and the current pope, Pius V, in clerical robes. On 9 March 1566, Pius V had issued a bull, *Cum gravissima*, exhorting all Christian powers to unite against the Turk. A fourth kneeling figure at the pope’s right is dressed in classical armor and holds a sword; he has been identified by Anthony Blunt as an idealized portrait of the general of the Lepanto fleet, Don Juan of Austria, half-brother of Philip II, who died in 1578 and was buried in the Escorial Royal Pantheon. Indeed, according to Francisco de los Santos, this image hung near that tomb in the mid-seventeenth century. This picture reaffirms Christian doctrine and Catholic unity while also presenting these important contemporary figures alongside resurrected souls who await redemption and admission to heaven and the company of the angels above. Even more than an allegory, this vision situates contemporary religion within a cosmos of the Last Judgment and the triumph of good over evil.
On the eastern front, the Holy Roman Empire resumed its own active Turkish Wars (1593–1606), fought during the reign of Emperor Rudolf II (r. 1576–1612). The renewed conflict began in August 1593, when Sultan Murad III broke a truce that had been in effect since 1584. Although the two sides fought to a deadlock before the peace of Zsitva-Torok (11 November 1606) was ratified, this protracted activity along a Central European front held worldwide significance as another boundary contest between Christendom and Islam. It also provided the opportunity (or, indeed, the necessity) for considerable propaganda—including visual art—on the part of the Habsburg ruler. Although Rudolf II never actually led his troops in battle, he had himself portrayed by his numerous court artists as a great military victor and preserver of the faith.

Fig. 23  Hans von Aachen, Allegory of the Turkish War (Battle of Kronstadt/Brasov), 1603, Vienna. Kunsthistorisches Museum.

Principal propagandistic commissions went to Rudolf’s court painter in Prague, Hans von Aachen, the author of a belated cycle of oil sketches on parchment, bound together in a volume under the title *Allegory of the Turkish War* (completed before 1607). The latest of the military events depicted in the cycle, the Battle of Kronstadt/Brasov, dates from mid-1603 (fig. 23). This motivation to celebrate ‘victories’ through visual imagery echoes the heritage of the grandiose cartoons and tapestries of Charles V’s earlier Tunis campaign. Like Vermeyen preparing to paint his cartoons, von Aachen made meticulous topographic studies. Yet he altered the rhetoric of the presentation by utilizing allegorical figures, chiefly female personifications, such as winged victories or places (e.g. Hungary), along with more historically credible groupings of infantry and cavalry. In the final two images he also included banners as trophies to signify victory.
Frequently the compositions display the heavens open to show divine figures overseeing the battle: classical gods appear in person or through the surrogates of their symbolic animals, and the artist does not miss the opportunity to suggest parallels between the eagle of Jupiter and the heraldic eagle of the Holy Roman Empire. The eagle clawing the crescent moon, symbol of Islam, was also a favorite *impresa* of Rudolf II.

Some of von Aachen’s designs were translated into sculpted relief by Rudolf’s court sculptor, Adriaen de Vries, notably the image (ca. 1604–05) of the regaining (1598) of the fortress of Raab/Győr (fig. 24).41 Both the oil sketches and the bronze relief were more personal, private items than tapestries or prints, and were reserved for the notoriously withdrawn emperor himself rather than conceived for large-scale public display or broad circulation. Yet their genesis and presentation received more direct input from the ruler himself than had the tapestries, commissioned through the agency of the emperor’s sister and regent, Mary of Hungary.

A characteristic von Aachen image, *The Battle of Sissek* (1593; one of the sources for de Vries’s relief) (fig. 25), inaugurates the scenes of war. It shows the emperor’s eagle attacking the sultan’s crescent in the sky above, and places classical river gods in the corners to suggest the site. Additionally, a winged Victory extends palm and laurel garlands to the seated female allegory of Croatia, who bears a crown and scepter and heraldic blue and white squares on her skirt. Alongside these fantastic allegorical elements, the background of the image clearly depicts the actual riverside setting of the city and its fortified walls. The battle is in progress: imperial forces move inexorably from left to right, sporting their banners, and vanquished Turks are cast into the river. Cavalry with lances are complemented by infantry with pikes; the modern firearm, a harquebus or musket, is visible in the left middle ground. Some Turks wear identifiable costume, especially turbans, but these are less ethnographically accurate records of dress than they are symbolic attributes to help communicate and celebrate the partisan victory over a dreaded enemy. Along with their allegorical...
main figures, these representations of battles by von Aachen attend more to the specific topography of the sites than they document the actual movements of armies.

Von Aachen’s works survive for the most part both in the form of oil sketches (Vienna) and presentation drawings (Dresden), the latter of which were finished in 1604 and presented in 1607 to Christian II, Elector of Saxony. Once more both patron and audience are courtly, imperial adversaries of the Turks, and again the chosen subjects are battles—a different category from the tradition of dispassionate ethnographic study of costumes or customs, intended to satisfy curiosity and display the exotic.

By contrast, Rudolf II assembled in his castle at Prague the actual battlefield booty seized from the Turks, making it a feature within his vast collections. Consisting chiefly of bows and their leather cases, as well metal-edged weapons (daggers, swords, battle-axes), these trophies were displayed to impress visiting ambassadors. Such delegations included Safavid Persians, envoys from the empire that abutted the Ottomans on the opposite flank. This display of trophies must have helped kindle a proposed alliance between the Holy Roman Empire and the Persian Shah Abbas (1587–1629).

The artist of printed portraits of Rudolf II was his court engraver, Aegidius Sadeler. Sadeler, like the imperial sculptor, Adriaen de Vries, devoted his main portrait energies to depicting the majesty of Rudolf II. And his allegorical vocabulary in framing the imperial majesty partakes of a new learned artistic vocabulary, which asserts conquest over the Turkish nemesis. After an extended century of visualizing Turks, this imperial program fits firmly into an ongoing Habsburg tradition, albeit with a more propagandistic purpose. Indeed the allegories, like Rubens’s cycle for Queen Mother Marie de’ Medici in France during the 1620s, not only offer a more learned and elite pictorial vocabulary but also serve to airbrush embarrassing setbacks and harsh realities, in this case the ultimate military stalemate with the Turkish forces by the Empire. Like the modern example of the Cold War adduced above, no European Christian could ever forget the clear and present danger posed to both his faith and his political autonomy by the Islamic Ottoman Empire across the border. That threatening superpower, however, also held ongoing fascination and exotic allure, realized in pictorial terms all the more by those artists, particularly Vermeyen and Lorichs, who had experienced Tunis and Istanbul in person instead of picturing stereotypes of Turks.

Ultimately, almost all images of Turks from the Holy Roman Empire necessarily blended (to varying degrees) these opposing qualities: fear and loathing towards a formidable enemy that defined Christian Europe through contrast; alongside fascinated, careful observation, produced, usually in multiple print images, for the delectation in Europe of commoners as well as rulers.
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'The Good and Honest Turk'
A European Legend in the Context of Sixteenth-Century Oriental Studies

Pál Ács (Research Center for the Humanities, Hungarian Academy of Sciences)

‘But deliver us from evil’

‘Believe me, it is a greater pleasure to repay with good deeds and injustice suffered, rather than punish evil with evil. Take your freedom, take Constanze and be more humane than your father [...]’ —this is how Selim pasha addresses Belmonte, the son of his ardent enemy in the closing scene of Mozart’s opera The Abduction from the Seraglio. ‘Nothing is as ugly as revenge [...]’, sing the freed prisoners, to the utmost anger of the fat, mean and bloodthirsty Osmin.1 We know that the figure of the good and noble Turk, Selim pasha, who generously overcomes his prejudices and voluntarily forgives his enemies was formed by the composer himself in accordance with his Enlightenment ideals, and that it was Mozart himself who turned Osmin into a comic yet blood-curdlingly cruel figure to balance the pasha’s generosity.2 We may say that Selim and Osmin demonstrate the light and the dark side of the European image of the Turk in a perfectly clear form.3

Light and shadow are inseparable—a fact that those studying the centuries-long struggle of Christianity and the Ottoman Empire often tend to forget. In the old and new literature exploring the image of the Turk, dark and light tones seem to alternate and never to find harmony: in the foreground is the fictitious or real figure of either the mean and cruel or good and noble Turk.4 The literary figure of the ‘pagan Turk’ conceived as the ‘natural enemy’ of Christianity and the ‘scourge of God’5 is lost in the distant past before the European appearance of the Ottomans and is woven into concepts of the Huns, the Tartars and the Hungarians. Jean Delumeau is right in saying that the West represented its own fears in the demonized Muslim enemy.6 This is how the enemy turned into the apocalyptic dragon identified with Satan: draco rufus.7

The other side of the coin, the legend of the ‘honest Turk’ (Voltaire’s ‘bon musulman’)8—in the form depicted by Paolo Giovio, Guillaume Postel and Jean Bodin,9 and then in the age of the Enlightenment10 by Voltaire, Lessing, Hume and Mozart—may also be traced back to the depths of the past.11 It is related to the idea stemming from Origen that neither all the evil things in the world nor even Satan and hell can be considered everlasting, as God will destroy them on the last day, ‘when he restores all things’.12 ‘Sed libera nos a malo’, thus prayed Christians, not knowing whether to look for evil in the outside world or in themselves. They could not decide whether final liberation was to be the destruction or the transformation and improvement of evil. ‘The whole creation carries the hope of liberty’, said Origen,13 and his faith was shared by many great men of the Renaissance.
such as Pico della Mirandola, Erasmus and others.\textsuperscript{14} Renaissance itself—among many other things—was the rebirth of the desire for liberty. This ray of hope sometimes projected itself on the image Christians formed of the Turk.\textsuperscript{15}

**The second Rome**

Travellers, ambassadors, writers, scientists, artists and polymaths interested in the world of the Orient—sixteenth-century intellectuals in the service of the Habsburgs promising to describe the Ottoman Empire in their works—were all aware of the sharp contrast between the European image of the Turk and theirs.\textsuperscript{16} They had different views of ‘Turkishness’,\textsuperscript{17} yet they basically treated their subject as an intellectual problem and tried to grasp it within Renaissance concepts.

![Image of Serpentine Column and Obelisk of Theodosius in Constantinople](image)

It is worthwhile examining the significance of the Habsburg peace delegation sent to Istanbul in 1553 from the point of view of the development of Oriental studies.\textsuperscript{18} The relationship between the Habsburgs and the Porte was extremely tense at the time; sultan Süleyman I could not forgive Ferdinand for the 1551 attack against Transylvania and the murdering of governor Frater Georgius (George Martinuzzi),\textsuperscript{19} with the result that in 1552 he launched a general attack against the kingdom of Hungary.\textsuperscript{20} Peace negotiations came to a halt and the Habsburg ambassador Giovanni Maria Malvezzi was imprisoned by the Ottomans.\textsuperscript{21} The new delegates of Ferdinand I had been charged with a very difficult and multi-layered task: they were supposed to sign a peace agreement that
would leave Transylvania under Habsburg rule, and at the same time to seek political relations with the external enemies of the Sultan, primarily the Persians.22

Researchers of the history of Ottoman and Habsburg diplomacy are usually amazed that Ferdinand’s envoys carried out their delicate mission in such a way as to leave them plenty of time for scholarly and scientific research: they discovered and studied ancient architectural remains, explored the peoples of the Sultan’s empire, and observed the flora and fauna of the landscape in front of them.23 In reality, the profound interest of the ambassadors in the Ottoman Empire was not at all a side activity. On the contrary, the feverish search for antiquities expressed the essence of the mission, tellingly representing the aims for power—however far exceeding their current possibilities—of the Viennese court.

We know that the embassy was led by the best Humanist intellectuals of the time. Antal Verancsics (cr. Antun Vrančić, it. Antonio Veranzio; 1504–1573), the bishop of Pécs (Fünfkirchen), was a scholar with an original mind and a wide intellectual horizon.24 A mere list of his discoveries and works would fill pages. We still treasure his uniquely rich collection of Hungarian historical sources—diaries, memoirs, memorandums, biographies, etc.: the so-called Verancsics Collection25—, his abundant correspondence,26 and high-quality historical essays.27 As part of the embassy, he used Ptolemaios’s map to find ancient ruins, copied Roman inscriptions, and collected Greek and Roman coins.28 This is when he came into possession of a valuable Turkish manuscript, the so-called ‘enlarged’ version of the narrative of the Ottoman chronicler Mehmed Muhji al-Din. The author of this important source compiled anonymous Ottoman chronicles from the beginnings of the Ottoman Empire to his own era (until 1549). The manuscript later named after Verancsics (Codex Verantianus) became one of the main sources for European historians researching Ottoman history.29
Another important role in the Istanbul embassy was played by Ferenc Zay, a brilliant Hungarian soldier who was captain of the Danube fleet. He was an educated man; his Hungarian military chronicle of the 1521 fall of Nándorfehérvár (Belgrade) is preserved in the Verancsics Collection. Despite his many battles against the Turks, Zay was known to have excellent relations with them, which is precisely why he was selected for the Porte delegation. Another member of the mission was the Hungarian commissioner of the Fugger bank, Hans Dernschwam, who profoundly despised the Turks but studied the country’s glorious past with holy devotion. Dernschwam possessed one of the richest libraries of the era, and it was primarily due to him that the embassy got hold of such valuable manuscripts as the rare copies of Dioskorides’s *Herbarium* and Zónaras’s *Annales*, which are now great treasures of the Hofbibliothek in Vienna. The brilliant Hungarian humanist Joannes Belsius completed Dernschwam’s famous travel diary with sketches of ancient monuments and inscriptions.

In 1555, Verancsics and his embassy were joined by one of the best diplomats of the time, Ogier Ghiselin de Busbecq from Flanders, whose delicate, readable and elegant *Turkish Letters*—the literary adaptation of the mission in question—introduced the Ottoman Empire and the Turks to Europe. The other ornament of the delegation was Melchior Lorck, a Danish-German painter in Ferdinand’s service. His engravings and drawings of Ottoman subjects represent the same quality in the fine arts as Busbecq’s book does—in line with the works of Montaigne and Justus Lipsius—in literature. Ferenc Zay, Verancsics and Busbecq were depicted by Lorck in a Renaissance series of portraits, which is perfectly harmonious in elaboration and composition—expressing the intellectual togetherness of the members of the Ottoman mission with artistic means (see figs. 3–5). We may learn a lot by highlighting typical motives in the works of Lorck, Busbecq and Verancsics, motives that help explore the inner links of this shared world of thoughts.

Figs. 3–5 Melchior Lorck: The portraits of Antonius Verantius, Franciscus Zay and Augerius Busbecqius.

In 1559, Melchior Lorck painted his self-portrait on the extremely precise and light panorama of Constantinople (fig. 6). The extract shows the painter standing on the banks of the Galata, painting the huge metropolis on the other side. We see an elegantly dressed, blond-haired, Western European young man, lethargically dipping his pen in an inkpot handed to him by a clearly symbolic
figure, a big ‘Turk’ wearing a turban. The meaning of the allegoric gesture is quite clear. Lorck interprets the panorama before him and himself getting lost in the landscape simultaneously. The artist—antiquitatis studiosissimus⁴²—spectacularly turns away from the Turk but at the same time accepts his help. He is drawing the mosques of the Ottoman capital (see figs. 7 and 9), Istanbul, but sees the aqueducts and columns of Constantinople, the ‘second Rome’. The archaicizing panorama of Istanbul was the intellectual recapturing of the Ottoman Empire.

![Fig. 6 Self-portrait of Melchior Lorck.](image)

**Fig. 7 Melchior Lorck: The Suleimanye in Istanbul.**

Busbecq elaborated on the same thought in the closing chapter of the *Turkish Letters*, in the panegyric of Ferdinand I, written in the style of ancient royal mirrors. He compared his own king to Süleyman I. He used vivid colours to depict the immeasurable numerical superiority and power of the Ottoman emperor, against which Ferdinand—the stoic philosopher, the persevering and ingenious new Fabius Cunctator—could primarily rely on his morals and rationality, and these virtues indeed ensured him success:

Three things Solyman is said to set his heart on, namely to see the building of his mosque finished (which is indeed a costly and beautiful work),⁴³ by restoring the ancient aqueducts to give Constantinople an abundant supply of water, and to take Vienna. In two of these things his wishes have been accomplished, in the third he has been stopped and I hope will be stopped. Vienna he is wont to call by no other name than his disgrace and shame.⁴⁴

Busbecq thus saw the rivalry between Habsburgs and Ottomans not as the struggle of ‘good’ and ‘evil’ but as a trial between two differently structured ancient empires, Rome and Carthage.
When sultan Süleyman invited the Habsburg embassy to Amasya in Asia Minor in 1555, Verancsics, Dernschwam and Belsius, the delegation’s secretary, discovered the most famous ancient inscription among the ruins of a sanctuary near Ankara, the political testament of Emperor Augustus, later to be known as the *Monumentum Ancyranum* (fig. 8).\(^{45}\) Although the public was only informed about the findings through Busbecq’s book—published almost two decades later—and he was the one to carry the glory, success had in reality been shared. Many scholars have studied the circumstances under which the findings were discovered. Here I would only like to emphasize that Augustus’s inscription, apart from its historical significance, expressed the humanist aims of the ambassadors in a perfectly constructed form. As Busbecq says:

Here we saw a very beautiful inscription, containing a copy of the tablets in which Augustus gave a summary of his achievements. We made our people copy out as much as was legible. It is engraved on the marble walls of a building now ruinous and roofless, which formerly may have formed the official residence of the governor. As you enter the building one half of the inscription is on the right, and the other on the left. The top lines are nearly perfect; in the middle the gaps begin to present difficulties; the lowest lines are so mutilated with blows of clubs and axes as to be illegible. This is indeed a great literary loss, and one which scholars have much reason to regret; the more so as it is an ascertained fact that Ancyra was dedicated to Augustus as the common gift of Asia.\(^{46}\)

Let us focus on the last sentence of the quote. We know the *Monumentum Ancyranum* to be a basic document of the institution of the Roman *principatus*, and in this document Octavian seemingly defined himself as the reformer of Roman freedom and republic but in reality as the omnipotent *Augustus Caesar, restitutor orbis*.\(^{47}\) People in Vienna knew that the Ottoman sultan declared himself the heir of Byzantine rulers, in other words, emperor of the
Eastern Roman Empire. Western and Eastern emperors were considered to be of the same rank. Augustus’s testament—which was discovered in the Orient—represented the unity of the empire once ruled from the West. We can rest assured that Ferdinand I, the would-be emperor of the Holy Roman Empire, entirely agreed with this definition of the concept of emperorship.

Studia turcica

Peter Lambeck and Adam František Kollár, the scholarly seventeenth- and eighteenth-century librarians of the Viennese Hofbibliothek, already noted that the findings of the Verancics delegation looking for Ottoman antiquities and the entire intellectual results of the embassy became an integral part of the imperial library and the scientific work supported by the court. During the reign of Ferdinand I’s heirs Maximilian II and Rudolph II, a new generation of humanists belonging to the Viennese circle turned to Oriental studies. Ottoman studies at the time owe the most to two competing foreign scholars, the Dutch Hugo Blotius from Delft, the first praefectus of the Hofbibliothek, and Johannes Löwenklau, the Westphalian historian, both of whom were protégés of Lazarus von Schwendi.

In 1576, Blotius wrote his important Turcica catalogue entitled Ex bibliotheca librorum et orationum de Turcis et contra Turcas scriptorum catalogus. Research has shown that the scholarly librarian compiled his encyclopaedic work—an attempt to assemble and collect all works and knowledge on the Ottomans—with strong anti-Turkish intentions. In the preface addressed to Rudolph, Blotius talked about the practical uses of the collection, expressing his wish that his work might serve as an intellectual weapon in the hands of warriors fighting in the ultimate struggle against Turks. Researchers have often wondered why the ironic Blotius, who was against all religious conflict—and was himself a member of the mystic religious community called the Family of Love (Familia Charitatis)—spoke of the Ottoman question in such harsh tones.

There are several correct answers to this question. It is possible that Blotius simply wanted to please the new ruler, Rudolph, who was much more aggressive and violent than his predecessors. Another solution is that the librarian urged the emperor to lead a war against the Turks because he wanted to deter him from taking other aggressive steps—launching an armed Counter-Reformation against Protestants.

It is also possible, however, that Blotius’s anti-Turkish feelings did not immediately stem from the topical political and religious aims of the collection but from the genre of the work, the encyclopaedic ‘spirit’ of the catalogue. We know that while Blotius was editing Turcica, he had in mind the example of a library containing every single book in the world, encompassing science and culture as a whole—Conrad Gessner’s Bibliotheca Universalis. The imaginary universal library was a model of the universe, served omniscience, and thus contained all branches of science, including the cultural treasures of the Muslim enemies of Christianity, as well as all the literature on the subject. The Baconian principle of scientia est potestas naturally existed long before Bacon.

Johannes Löwenklau wrote his famous Ottoman chronicles with highly similar ideas. Published between 1588 and 1591, his Latin and German historical works are to this day invaluable
and essential sources for those studying the history of the Ottoman Empire. The author traced the history of the Ottomans from the beginnings to his own time, wishing to write an authentic Ottoman history. He used all available genuine sources—the books of Guillaume Postel, Ogier Busbecq and Ottoman historians, and Antal Verancsics’s above-mentioned Turkish codex among others. Just like Blotius’s Turcica catalogue, Löwenklau’s Ottoman chronicles were encyclopaedic works, elaborated with the aim of historia universalis. Löwenklau’s Latin-language Turkish chronicle published in 1591 (fig. 10) also served as intellectual ammunition for the European powers preparing to attack the Turks. The German historian was also a member of a Protestant spiritual community, the Moravian Brethren. He was a tolerant, gentle Humanist, but he nevertheless supported the imminent great anti-Ottoman war with all his heart, and a few years later ended his life in the fifteen-year war in Hungary, during the siege of Esztergom/Gran. In a dedication to the German prince-electors, Löwenklau summed up the primary aim of his work as follows:

![Fig. 10](image1.png) Johannes Löwenklau’s Ottoman Chronicles (1591).

![Fig. 11](image2.png) Johannes Löwenklau: Vaticinium de III regibus.

The time of changes is soon to come, bringing the menacing tyrannis to an end. I think the Turks are not far from it [...]. O generous princes [...], you were promised beautiful laurel leaves a long time ago, this is what the prophecies cited by so many warn you of. The prophecies say that three kings will kill the Turkish king by the river Rhine (fig. 11). There is no reason to wait for the help and work of these three mortal kings, it is even doubtful whether they were kings at all. You are those kings, partially because of the dignity of the title you are wearing, partially because of the great power that few kings have. You now have protective weapons, great treasures and strong armies [...], you are supplied with excellent ammunition.

This confession-like prophecy was the intellectual programme of Löwenklau and other humanists interested in Ottoman studies, stemming from the almost apocalyptic, late Renaissance thinking of the end of the sixteenth century. While on one hand it urged the evolution of science and the encyclopaedic summing up of knowledge, on the other it announced the imminent end of
the world. Our contemporary thinking finds these two viewpoints incompatible, yet they contained no contradictions for Blotius and Löwenklaub.

The scholars of the time of Ferdinand I were still hoping for the return of ancient Rome (Roma instaurata) and they integrated the programme of the intellectual occupation and transformation of Turks into this belief in renewal. This idea was the very origin of the legend about the ‘good and honest Turk’. It seems that Löwenklaub and his contemporaries did not count on the return of golden antiquity: on the contrary, they believed instead in the quick perfection of the world (instauratio magna) and the imminent end of history. The prophecy the historian is referring to is evidently from Johannes Lichtenberger’s famous book of prophecies (Heidelberg, 1488, see fig. 12), which says that at the end of time the Turkish emperor is going to march to Cologne by the river Rhine, where he will lose his head. The words about the three kings refer to the relics of the patron saints of Cologne, the Magi relics which the author finds it unnecessary to believe in.

![Image](image.jpg)

**Fig. 12** Johannes Lichtenberger: *Prognosticatio* on the End of the Ottoman Empire.

The ‘time of changes’, the approaching universal reformatio—Lichtenbergh uses the same word—will seize and transform everything and everyone. In Saint Paul’s words, often cited at the time: ‘Where there is neither Greek nor Jew, circumcision nor uncircumcision, Barbarian, Scythian bond nor free: but Christ is all and in all’ (Col. 3, 11)—that is, the Messiah. This rather pessimistic prophecy paradoxically envisioned a positive picture of the Turk: the Turkish will fall but we will fall with them. What would come next was not to be part of history any more.
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The Moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcs

Süleyman and Charles V: Iconographic Discourse, Enhancement of Power and Magnificence, or Two Faces of the Same Coin? 1

Annick Born (Ghent University)

Introduction

In court culture, sets of tapestries were often commissioned to celebrate the glory of princes, kings or the Emperor, with iconographic programmes emphasizing these personages’ bravery or illustrious provenance. The political use of tapestries as visual paraphernalia (or artefacts) of monarchal and imperial status designed to be displayed during public events such as processions, coronations and receptions of foreign ambassadors is well established today. In the context of the long-standing conflict between the Ottoman Empire and Emperor Charles V (r. 1519–1556), the series of the Moeurs et fachons de faire de Turc, intended as tapestry designs, made after drawings by Pieter Coecke van Aelst (Aelst, 1502 – Brussels, 1550) is of great interest. 2

The iconographic programme cannot be grasped without an in-depth understanding of Ottoman history bound by ideology rather than race, 3 and without a reassessment of the reign of Süleyman the Magnificent (1520–1566), 4 particularly with regard to the political, economic and cultural exchanges with the West and to court ritual and rivalry. In this respect, the 1989 study of Gülru Necipoğlu has highlighted the mimetic discourse between Süleyman and Charles V, focusing on the symbolic meaning of the regalia as a visual representation of sovereign insignia supporting a clever mise en scène of political power-lust. 5 Elaborating further on the topos of a self-fashioning compelling image of imperial power, Lisa Jardine and Jerry Brotton shed light on the permeable nature of the political and artistic boundaries between the Ottoman empire and Christendom on the basis of a re-evaluation of the cultural production of the Renaissance with particular attention to the political-ideological use of tapestries as a common court language that prevailed all over Europe. 6 For these authors, the journey to Constantinople ‘was not simply an unprincipled attempt to sell sumptuous but iconographically incomprehensive tapestries to the Ottoman court [...] it showed an astute understanding of the shared imperial and iconographic preoccupations of the courts [...] skilfully [...] manipulated by a firm, and designer, situated at the nexus of the European tapestry industry.’ 7

The present study aims to review critically the documentary value of these prints as primary sources, the circumstances of Coecke’s journey to Constantinople, and finally the artistic and cultural context in which this chorographic frieze was created.
The Moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcs

Several copies of the original edition of the *Moeurs et fachons de faire de Turc* are conserved in public collections (fig. 1). Mostly, only the seven woodcuts with panoramic scenes divided from one another by terms with alternate male and female figures in Turkish costumes are preserved. When assembled, the seven compositions form a frieze framed by an entablature and a base, with a title page and a colophon, like the set in the British Museum. The work was intended to be presented together in the form of a scroll or perhaps as a mural decoration.

Fig. 1 Pieter Coecke van Aelst, *Les moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcz...*, *Feast of the Circumcision outside of Constantinople*, Antwerp (?), 1553, London, British Museum, Department: Prints & Drawings.

The title page and the colophon (fig. 2–3) with elaborate strapwork and scrollwork-like design, in the style of Cornelis Bos (‘s-Hertogenbosch, before 1515 – Groningen, 1555) and Cornelis II Floris de Vriendt (Antwerp, 1514 – 1575), provide the data about this set, mentioning explicitly that the scenes were ‘au vif contrefaitez par Pierre Coeck d’Alost, luy estant en Turquie, l’An de lesuchrist M.D. 33’ and that the woodcuts were published posthumously, three years after the death of the artist, by his widow, Mayken Verhulst (Malines, 1518 – after 1593/1596).
The same year she published in de ‘coopstadt van Antwerpen’ the Dutch translation of Sebastiano Serlio’s Books I, II and V on Architecture that open with similar title pages decorated with strapwork (fig. 4). The place where the Moeurs woodcuts were printed is not mentioned, but it is very likely that it was Antwerp.
Mayken Verhulst, mentioned by Guicchardini among the female painters, was well acquainted with the Antwerp humanist and printer milieu, first and foremost with the book printer Gillis Coppens van Diest (?–Antwerp, 1572), who printed for Coecke several of his translations of books on architecture by Serlio, but also the famous account of the Joyous Entry of Philip II in Antwerp written in 1549 by Cornelius Grapheus, city secretary, with woodcut illustrations of the ephemeral decorations after designs by Coecke.\textsuperscript{14} Mayken Verhulst, as mother-in-law of Pieter Bruegel the Elder (Breda (?–Brussels, 1569), also maintained close ties with Hieronymus Cock (Antwerp, 1518–1570), founder in 1548 of the printing house Aux Quatre Vents or the ‘House of the Four Winds’.\textsuperscript{15} Moreover, from 1548 on, Cock published series of prints with cartouches framed by interlaced bands and scrollwork with \textit{gratuesque} figures, garlands and trophies after designs by the architect and sculptor Cornelis Floris.\textsuperscript{16} Although no conclusion can be drawn about the author of the title page and the colophon of the \textit{Moeurs}, it is more than likely that Floris knew personally Coecke and his entourage.\textsuperscript{17}

The London series mounted on canvas shows clearly that the architectural frame was printed from separate woodblocks repeating the same motif, whereas the commentary in vernacular French...
along the bottom underneath each scene was most probably impressed with block letters. Contrary to what is found in the literature, the frieze preserved in the Brussels Royal Library was assembled in the nineteenth century prior to its entrance in the collection, the entablature and base being later additions based on the London set or even after the facsimile edition of Sir Stirling Maxwell. 18

The material description raises questions concerning the genesis of the woodcut series. Does the whole composition with an architectural border along the top and the bottom reflect faithfully the original project of Coecke, even though modelli for tapestries usually did not include borders? This could also explain the blank space of the borders. Nevertheless, the title page mentions that the artist drew the design on the blocks later: ‘Lequel aussy de sa main propre a pourtraict ces figures duysantes à l’impression d’ycelles’. This would suggest that he was only responsible for the preparatory drawings, though the well-balanced ratio between the height of the compartments and the entablature and base testifies to the artist’s personal knowledge of the principles of architecture. Finally, the French text is problematic as far as its author is concerned. Is it an accurate record of the notes made by Pieter Coecke on the original drawings? Or are we dealing with posthumous commentaries written down by his widow? 19 Similarly, texts in Castilian in the upper border and Latin in the lower describe the events illustrated in the Conquest of Tunis designed by Jan Cornelisz Vermeyen (Beverwijck, c. 1500 – Brussels, 1559) after 1546 and woven in the Brussels workshop of Willem de Pannemaker between 1549 and 1554 after cartoons produced in collaboration with Pieter Coecke. 20

**Coecke journey to Constantinople: a politico-commercial enterprise?**

Although the exact circumstances of Coecke’s travel to Constantinople remain uncertain, all written sources situate it within the context of the Antwerp-Brussels tapestry. In his life of Pieter Coecke of 1604, Karel Van Mander reports in much detail on the voyage to Turkey:

[…] He [i.e. Coecke] was urged on by some tradesmen, tapestry-makers from Brussels called Van der Moeyen, to travel to Constantinople in Turkey where they were planning to undertake something special by making beautiful, costly tapestries for the Great Turk, and they got Pieter to paint some things for that purpose to show the Turkish Emperor; but since the Turk, according to his Mohammedan Law, did not want figures of people or animals, it was fruitless and nothing came of it—except that a useless journey and high expenses incurred. 21

Another important account is by André Félibien, who reported in 1666 that ‘[…] he went to Turkey, from where he brought the secret of beautiful dyes of silk and wool […]’. 22

Some archival sources have been connected to these literary ones. On 15 June 1533, Jacob Rehlinger, merchant from Augsburg and his Antwerp associate Pieter van der Walle, trader, jeweller and merchant of luxury goods, signed a contract with Willem Dermoyen for an option on re-editing the set of the Hunts of Maximilian and of the Battle of Pavia series. Rehlinger declared that he had received a tapestry of each set as samples to send off abroad. For the Hunts, the example was the Month of September, though the document does not specify which one was selected from the other
series. Rehlinger and his associate committed themselves to informing Dermoyen, before the end of year or at last in December 1533, whether they would acquire the first, the second, or both series. The document provides other valuable data concerning the transaction that are also found in another contract concluded at the request of Marco Casarli by a notary in Venice on 18 Augustus 1533, between Jacob Rehlinger and the Venetian jeweller Marco di Niccolò. This second source, dated two months later than the first contract, mentions explicitly that the samples of tapestries were to be offered for sale to Süleyman by their Venetian partner Marco di Niccolò.23 The delay of a maximum of four months between the signing of the second contract and the commitment vis-à-vis Dermoyen concerning the commercial issue of this enterprise is very short, which allows us to conclude that this trading network operated efficiently. The average time for couriers to travel between Venice and Constantinople was forty-six days, with a minimum of fifteen and a maximum of eighty-one days.24 Similarly, a Venetian traveller undertook the journey to Constantinople in January 1534 and arrived sixty-seven days later; a month to six weeks seems to have been the usual time span.25

Until now, no archival document mentioning the name of Coecke can be connected to this attempt to penetrate the Levantine market. Nevertheless, it is very likely that the artist could have been involved in one way or another. Indeed, business ties linked Coecke to the Antwerp merchant Peter van der Walle, who sold a set of the Seven Deadly Sins to Mary of Hungary in 1544. According to Thomas Campbell, ’maistre pierre van aelst paintre d’anvers’, as he is cited in a contemporary manuscript describing the iconography of the designs prepared for the Brussels weaver Willem de Pannemaker,26 may have designed this series just before he left for Turkey. Campbell also suggests that Van der Walle commissioned the cartoons as a speculative venture.27 Coecke, as a pupil of Bernard van Orley (Brussels, c. 1491/92 – 1541), was also very familiar with the Brussels circle of tapestry designers and weavers and maintained close connections with it during his entire career. Moreover, the name of Coecke has been associated with the cartoons for three series woven in Brussels during the 1520s: the Life of Christ, the Battle of Pavia and the Hunts of Maximilian (fig. 7), the last two sets being attributed to Van Orley and assistants.28 Although it is still a matter of conjecture, Coecke’s collaboration on the design of the Hunts was already mentioned by André Félibien in 1666, and this was the first time that he was directly associated with a set of tapestries in a written source, which thus provides a direct link between Coecke and Dermoyen.29 Finally, Jacob Rehlinger, one of Charles V’s important financiers and factor for the Fugger Company in Antwerp in 1520–21 and again in 1538–40, translated Serlio’s Book IV on architecture, which had been published in 1542 by Coecke, into German.

While a commercial purpose of this whole enterprise cannot be denied, it is also likely that it was a pretext to send spies to the Ottoman Court. As recorded in various letters kept in the Imperial archives, the Roman Emperor endeavoured to keep himself informed on a daily basis about what was happening in Turkey, especially as of 1529. To achieve this, he established a diversified network of informants that was parallel or complementary to the one created by his brother Ferdinand. Amongst these informants was Marco di Niccolò, double agent for both Charles V and Süleyman the Magnificent, who was decapitated in Mars 1536 in Constantinople.30

After years of hostilities at the eastern borders of the Habsburg empire, the constant threats to Vienna, and at last the alliance of Francis I with Süleyman, Charles V delegated the Fleming
Cornelis de Schepper to negotiate an agreement concerning Hungary. He entered into *pourparlers* with the Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha between May and July 1533 and concluded a truce allowing free trade between the Holy German Empire and the Ottoman Empire. De Schepper went back to Brussels and then joined the Roman Emperor in Monzón (Aragon); by the end of December 1533 he had returned to Constantinople via Venice and Ragusa (today Dubrovnik), where his presence is attested on 26 April 1534. In a letter dated 2 June 1534 and addressed to a certain Monsieur de Malines, an encoded name for Charles V, references are made to the tapestries sent to Constantinople:

> Last, I wrote to you how I arrived at that place, and what I thought could be said to Pierre Vande Walle concerning the tapestries and other goods. Since then the merchants have had much to suffer, and are oppressed increasingly from day to day, to such an extent that I don’t advise them to come any more, and I think they will follow my advice. Other ways have to be found to sell off the said merchandise.

Regarding the intense political exchange and the flow of information that circulated at that time, it is impossible to credit Van Mander’s assertion that the trip to Constantinople led to nothing because of Islamic law, first and foremost because human representations are indeed found in contemporary miniatures but also because sets of tapestries were already sent to Constantinople in the late fourteenth century. It could even be argued that the Grand Vizier Ibrahim Pasha was eager to compete with the lustre of the Western courts, as attested by the tiara commissioned in Venice and delivered in 1532; the luxury goods consisted mostly of jewellery and curiosities. After his death in 1536 his successors avoided conspicuous consumption at the Ottoman court. The political events themselves necessitated a radical break with the diplomacy of reconciliation. Before the end of 1533 Süleyman summoned the pirate leader Barbarossa from Algiers to the court in Constantinople and ordered him to reorganize the Ottoman fleet in the Mediterranean. De Schepper left Constantinople on 13 June 1534 for Vienna, via Belgrade (30 June), Pressburg (today Bratislava, 15 July), and Prague (30 July).

> With the exception of the date of 1533 on the front-page of the woodcut series and Van Mander’s statement that Pieter Coecke ‘was there for about a year’, no accurate information with respect to his trip is known, neither the dates of his departure from Antwerp and Constantinople, nor his itinerary for the outward or the return journey. Many scenarios are plausible. The artist could have been a member of the entourage of De Schepper who arrived in the Ottoman city in May 1533 or, as a representative of the Dermoyen firm, he may have left Venice soon after the 18 Augustus 1533, the date of the second contract, with the samples of tapestries and could have accompanied De Schepper on his return, but this is pure speculation. Only the drawings that the painter brought from his journey, which are considered as the first reliable and illustrated reportage on Turkish civilization with views of landscapes and cityscapes from life, and the commentaries that located the scenes allow a partial reconstruction of the countries he visited.
The seven panoramic scenes ‘au vif contrefaictez’

According to Van Mander, this long frieze should be read from right to left, starting with Süleyman riding through the ruins of the Hippodrome (fig. 6), so that the Sultan and the cavalcade are looking left from the epitomized centre of the Ottoman Empire to his widely spread territories with the representation of An Encampment in Slavonia (fig. 5) at the borders of the Habsburg empire ensuring that even the most recently conquered territories are included. After the invasion of the kingdom of Hungary and the defeat at the battle of Mohács, from 1529 until 1552 the Ottoman army gradually conquered the eastern part of Slavonia, one of the three core regions of the medieval kingdom of Croatia. This scene reflects everyday life in a camp and the difficult conditions encountered by travellers in the mountains, especially during winter. At the time, caravanserais were not yet built along the whole Imperial road between Constantinople and Belgrade, via Sofia and Edirne. Cornelius de Schepper, on the way back from Constantinople in July 1533, related that, after Edirne, they put up pavilions and tents in order to sleep in the countryside.

![Image](image.png)

Fig. 5 Pieter Coecke van Aelst, Les moeures et fachons de faire de Turcz ..., Encampment in Slavonia, Antwerp (?), 1553, London, British Museum, Department: Prints & Drawings.

The commentaries are a mine of information for viewers unfamiliar with the Turkish civilization and Muslim traditions. The detailed description of each scene interacts with the visual depiction and draws attention to particular situations, customs and beliefs that are confirmed amply by other sources, not only the letters and travel diary of Cornelius de Schepper already mentioned, but also the accounts of other ambassadors, the most famous being the Turkish Letters of Ogier Ghislen de Busbecq, who was appointed by Ferdinand between 1554 and 1562 as ambassador to the
court in Constantinople to negotiate, inter alia, the disputed territory of Transylvania (which more or less corresponds to present-day Romania).38

The iconography of the whole set attests to a high sense of observation and a thorough understanding of Ottoman society, emphasizing the diversity of culture in the extensive lands around the eastern Mediterranean and the Balkans under Ottoman control. Everything is depicted with a great respect for foreigners and a non-Christian civilization, which it even glorifies.39 It is tempting to follow Friedländer’s assumption and to consider the woodcuts as being based on the modelli40 intended to be submitted to Suleyman’s approval before tapestries were commissioned. Necipoğlu suggested that the decision to show tapestries with pro-Habsburg subjects was probably meant to incite the Sultan to order similar tapestries for Ottoman propaganda.41 However, after the truce negotiated by Cornelius de Schepper, the sending of the Month of September was probably not insignificant, given that it featured a horseman seen from the back whose profile and beardless face recall that of Ferdinan in the Month of December.42 Indeed, the figure of a rider perfectly controlling his horse, in this case the king of Bohemia and Hungary, could be considered, in light of the recent political events, as a message delivered for the attention of the Sultan. Even if these hypotheses cannot be ignored, especially in the context of court culture, the samples probably also had another function as well, namely, to show with concrete examples the refinement of execution and the high quality of the material used in the tapestries woven by the Brussels firm of Dermoyen.

The very similarity that the generic iconographic programme of the woodcut frieze shares with the Hunts of Maximilian is striking. The same rhetoric prevails: in the Hunts, the depiction of the leisure of the Emperor and other noblemen is the pretext to represent the centre of Habsburg power in the Low Countries during the reign of Charles V on the first tapestry of the set, the Month of March. The cityscape offers a unique view of Brussels with the old Coudenberg palace on the left, the tower of the town hall as a symbol of the civic authorities and the church of St Nicholas in the middle, and finally the church of Sts Michel and Gudule on the right. Both tapestries feature representations of places and buildings directly associated with the Emperor and court ritual and practices, for example, the Soignes forest, the castle of Tervueren, or the Place des Bailles created by the Emperor in front of the Coudenberg palace.

In the Moeurs et Fangons de Faire des Turcs, the ethnographic reportage made by Coecke was also a way to visualize for the ‘others’ the vast territories of the Ottoman Empire. As for the Hunts, the first scene presents the ruler, the Padisha riding through the ruins of the Hippodrome in Constantinople, the heart of the Ottoman Empire, formerly capital of the Eastern Roman Empire, and a strategic place for trade with Asia and Africa. Since the fall of the city in May 1453, the reconquest of old Byzantium constituted a leitmotiv at Western courts, reflecting its high symbolic significance for Christendom.

As a court painter familiar with the imperial propaganda programme, Coecke intentionally chose to situate the scene on the Hippodrome, which was filled with statues of gods, emperors and heroes as well as with looted trophies such as three sculptures of antique gods and nude goddesses placed on a column (Hercules and Venus or Diana and Apollo?) that had taken from the royal castle at Ofen in Hungary in 1526 and destroyed in 1536 after Ibrahim Pasha fell into disgrace. Pieter Coecke and Cornelius de Schepper were the only ones to record having seen these sculptures.43 This almost topographic view of the site with the cityscape of the imperial capital shows many of the
monuments visible at that time, not only those of the Ottoman civilization but also ones from the Byzantine period and from antiquity.44

The similarity in mise en scène with the Month of March is obvious, with its strong relationship between the ruler and the city. Easily identifiable urban landscapes are used as markers of sovereignty and power, at the same time delivering a strong political message, namely, the recognition of Süleyman the Magnificent as the legitimate ruler of the former Eastern Roman Empire. Both emperors are portrayed on horseback, a strong reference to the antique Roman code of representation that enhanced the legitimacy of their title. Moreover, both were the temporal representatives of their respective religious world, Charles V being head of the Holy Roman Empire and the sultan likewise being a ruler with moral and religious authority. Even if not explicitly expressed, the representation of Charles V and Süleyman also emphasizes a semiotic analogy between the image of the royal portrait and God.

Fig. 6 Pieter Coecke van Aelst, Les moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcz ..., Süleyman riding through the ruins of the Hippodrome, Antwerp (?), 1553, London, British Museum, Department: Prints & Drawings.
Fig. 7 Bernard van Orley (after designs by ca. 1528–31), *Departure for the Hunt (Month of March)* from a twelve-piece set of the *Hunts of Maximilian*, Brussels, Dermoyen workshop, 1531–33, Paris, Musée du Louvre.

Pieter Coecke, who was well aware of the discourse delivered in tapestries intended for large-scale public display at the Habsburg court, translated it quite literally in a set considered to have been designed originally for Süleyman. As mentioned before, this attempt to penetrate the Levantine market led to nothing, with the exception of the record that still survives in this chorographic woodcut frieze.45

Two decades elapsed between the printing of the *Moeurs* and the journey to Constantinople. We can legitimately ask what the original plan was, and even if *modelli* were ever submitted to the Sultan or his entourage. That Pieter Coecke was a privileged observer of the Ottoman civilization in all its diversity of culture, manners and customs is amply demonstrated by scenes such as the *Turkish funeral* and the *Feast of the Circumcision outside of Constantinople* (fig. 1), even though no original drawing ‘from life’ survives.

In 1553 (or maybe 1554 if we take into account the Easter Calendar, as the precise date of the edition of the *Moeurs* is not given), the tapestry set of the *Conquest of Tunis* was already woven or at least almost completed. It was displayed for the first time at the wedding of Philip II of Spain and Portugal and the English queen Mary Tudor on 7 July 1554 in Winchester Cathedral and again in January 1555 at the church of Notre-Dame in Antwerp for a meeting of the Order of the Golden Fleece.46 It is tempting to hypothesize that at that time Mayken Verhulst saw a unique opportunity to print the travelogue made twenty years earlier by her husband. Before Coecke’s premature death, an event that was closely associated with the realization of the cartoons of the *Tunis tapestries series*,47 it is obvious that he reworked the drawings taken from life during his trip and sojourn. But for what purpose did he do so? The unusual oblong format of the scenes separated by terms, the entablature and the base does indeed suggest that the series was well designed as models for tapestries and was only later on turned into printing blocks.48 Several elements point in that direction. First and
foremost, the style is much more compatible with Pieter Coecke’s late works, such as the Lisbon triptych, but one also notices the same creative spirit that prevails in the Tunis tapestries, even if their iconography diverges drastically. The compositions exhibit similarities in layout, with the action being concentrated mainly in the foreground to leave a maximum of space for the development of the panoramic views. The presence of the painter in the last scene dressed in a Slovenian costume, which affirmed that he was there, just as Jan Vermeyen portrayed himself twice in the Tunis tapestries in order to certify his presence during the Emperor’s campaign in 1535, attests to a kind of mutual emulation between the two court painters. Moreover, the text in the tablet of the first tapestry of the Tunis series, The Map of the Mediterranean Basin, displays the same rhetoric as the title page of the Moeurs. It testifies that Vermeyen reported the action according to nature but also that the project was represented with geographical accuracy.\(^49\) Again, a similar willingness to convince the viewer that what he was seeing had been depicted with all possible topographical rigour is found in the French commentary on The Feast of the Circumcision outside of Constantinople (fig. 1), in which it is explicitly stated that the cityscape is a true representation of the city outside made after nature: ‘La vraye assiète ou qualite de la Ville de Constantinople par le dehors contrefaict apres le naturel’.\(^50\)

More than fifty years before Van Mander introduced the notion of ‘\textit{naer het leven}’ into Dutch art theory, the term of ‘\textit{au vif contrefaictez}’ had already appeared in the title page of the chorographic frieze of the Moeurs et Fachons de faire de Turcz, and the same idea prevailed as well in the introductory text of the Tunis series. Both ensembles started as independent records of ‘topographical views’ and events with ethnographic interest and were only later transformed into works of art.\(^51\)

From 1540, Antwerp became a major centre for the printing of accounts and travelogues of the Levant. At that time the Europeans were better informed about what was happening in the Ottoman Empire than anywhere else in the world.\(^52\) In 1544, Gillis Coppens van Diest published the accounts of Bartolomej Georgijević, a Hungarian captured by the Turks who returned to the West after thirteen years in slavery, and the same year Gregorius Bontius printed a book by the same authors on the origins of the Turks and various aspects of their social life.\(^53\) As Cecilia Paredes has pertinently noted, although the Moeurs innovate in terms of iconography, the set is still part of a figurative and literary tradition. It assumes the literal transposition into image as much as it represents and illustrates the voyage of Coecke in Turkey.\(^54\)

**Conclusion**

Because of the whole cultural and artistic context in which first the drawings were re-elaborated and then the woodcut frieze created, it seems difficult to consider this series as an illustrative example of the mimetic discourse in a self-fashioning image of imperial power-lust between Charles V and Süleyman. If it was not, then who was behind the initiative?

More than ten years elapsed before Mary of Hungary commissioned Vermeyen to execute the Conquest of Tunis to celebrate the victory of the Emperor. However, the repercussions of this
military success were of limited scope, since the Ottoman fleet quickly regained control of the Eastern Mediterranean.

The Moeurs, which can be considered as an ethnographic reportage or an illustrated travelogue, also contains a powerful political message, as is shown by the comparison with the Hunts of Maximilian, a typical example of Habsburg propagandistic discourse. By showing Sultan Süleyman as the Magnificent, the victory of the Holy Roman Emperor at the Battle of Tunis was made even more glorious.

Fig. 8 Pieter Coecke van Aelst, Les moeurs et fachons de faire de Turcz ..., detail of Süleyman riding through the ruins of the Hippodrome, Antwerp (?), 1553, London, British Museum, Department: Prints & Drawings.
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2 On Pieter Coecke, still worth referring to Friedländer 1917 and Friedlander 1975, pp. 32–39 and on this series, see especially Stirling Maxwell 1873; Marlier 1966, pp. 55–74.

3 Constantinople alone was a multi-ethnic society where the Turks cohabited with non-Muslim ethnic groups, mostly Jews, Greeks and Armenians. The bibliography on the subject is very abundant, see Wittek 1938 (ed. 2001); Inalcik 1994; Kafadar 1995.

4 Considered as the ‘golden age’ of the Ottoman Empire, see Bacqué-Grammont 1989; Kunt & Woodhead, 1995. On the politics of Charles V, see Parker 1999 and on the mutual influences between Europe and the Ottomans, see Inalcik 2002.

5 Necipoğlu 1989.

6 Jardine & Brotton 2000. This view has been challenged. Nancy Bisaha 2004 notes that the authors’ claim to cultural openness and respectful exchange relies on material goods and artwork, though she presents a superficial treatment of written sources (esp. pp. 6, 191–92 n. 13), whereas Silver 2011 emphasizes that in the Holy Roman Empire the Turks were seen as a marker of difference, with the usual stereotype of exotic and cruel warriors. Nevertheless, the importance of the East-West luxury trade in decorative art is well documented and attests to the European taste for ‘exotic objects’. Paintings provide evidence of the dissemination of such consumer goods as well as models for the emergence of new artefacts produced locally. For Italy, see Mack 2002; Brotton 2002. For a broad overview of the import of textiles, tiles and ceramics, carpets, arms and armour in Eastern and Western Europe: Atasoy & Uluç 2012.

7 Jardine & Brotton 2000, p. 120.

8 And not caryatids as often mentioned. Similarly, the title page of the second edition of Coecke’s Dutch translation of Sebastiano Serlio’s Book IV on Architecture (1549) is decorated with male and female terms supporting a pediment. A copy is preserved in Ghent, Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent, ACC.028738.

9 Like the set kept in Ghent, Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent, BHS. RES. 1323/2 and in New York, The Metropolitan Museum of Art, Harris Brisbane Dick Fund 1928, inv. 28.85.7a,b; Boorsch and Orenstein 1997; Orenstein 2004.


11 As suggested by Stirling Maxwell 1873 (p. 2) this may explain the destruction of the greater part of the impression. On procession friezes and their origin, function and use, see Silver 2008.

12 As early as 1962 Schéle considered a collaboration between Cornelis Bos and Pieter Coecke. In 1542, Coecke supplied Bos with three hundred copies of the 1539 Dutch edition of Serlio’s Book IV, six of the 1542 German edition and 650 of *Die inventive der colommen* published in February 1539 (n.s. 1540). Schéle speculated that Bos was involved in the production of the books and that he was responsible for the woodcut illustrations. See
also Schéle 1965, pp. 18–23. This hypothesis is questioned by Van der Coelen (1995, pp. 191–92) who emphasized that Bos was a specialist in engraving on copper. Nevertheless, the banishment of the artist in 1544 makes it unlikely that he was implied in the series of the Moeurs, though he does seem to have maintained contacts with the artistic community in Antwerp until the end of his life (Van der Coelen 1995, p. 143).

13 Ghent, Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent, ACC.028724/1 and ACC.028738. See also: http://adore.ugent.be/OpenURL/app?id=archive.ugent.be:0D7B5258-B864-11E0-8849-858E37D8FA8C&type=carousel

14 The collaboration with Gillis Coppens started as early as 1539 with the Dutch edition of Book IV: Generalen reglen der architecture. That Pieter Coecke, who explicitly used the title of sworn bookseller of the Emperor, had permission to publish the memorial book of the Entry printed in 1550 under his own name attests that he enjoyed a privileged status within the Scheldt city, whose council forbade painters, sculptors and printers to reproduce in any form whatsoever the decorations erected on the occasion or even to publish descriptions. In other words, only the official publications were authorized. Concerning the decree of the city council: Van der Stock 1998, pp. 152–53, 370 (transcription of the document). On the Books of Architecture, see a.o. De la Fontayne Verwey 1976; De Jonge 2004 (with bibliography).

15 Bruegel started to work for Cock as soon as 1554 or even in 1552. The earliest testimony of Bruegel’s activity in Cock’s printing house is illustrated by a print Wooded landscape with the Temptation of Christ bearing the signature H. Cock. fecit. Sellink 2007, pp. 13, 57 cat. 16 with previous bibliography. On Cock and the publishing house, see Van Grieken 2010; Van der Stock 2013; Van Grieken 2013.

16 The title page of the 1548 series of twenty designs for pitchers and shells with grotesque decorations displays similarities with that of the Moeurs. One might wonder what the participation of Cock was in the preparation of this set; he did indeed have knowledge of similar works based on antique models by Agostino Veneziano, Eneo Vico and Leonardo da Udine. For the print series and the collaboration with Cock, Van Mulders 1996 and for the 1548 series, esp. pp. 43–49, 142–45, figs. 119–139; see also Van Grieken, Luijtgen & Van der Stock 2013, cat. 76a-b, pp. 280–283.

17 His brother, Frans I Floris, painted the decoration of the Triumphal Arch erected by the Genovese for the 1549 Joyous Entree of Philip II of Spain in Antwerp.

18 Bruxelles, Bibliothèque royale de Belgique/Koninklijke Bibliotheek van België, inv. S. II 32364, frieze of fourteen woodcuts; the title page and the colophon, on separate sheets, are also late additions (probably nineteenth century). A second set on fourteen sheets of a later edition (seventeenth century?) is also kept in the collection: inv. S. II 148040–148049.

19 See the discussion below.

20 The original tapestry set is preserved in Madrid, Patrimonio Nacional, and the cartoons in Vienna, Kunsthistorisches Museum, Gemäldegalerie. A close examination of the cartoons sustains this hypothesis. Campbell (2002, pp. 387–90) has suggested that some of the main figures in the foreground are by Coecke, unlike Horn (1989, pp. 122–25), who denied the participation of the artist. Several figures that present recurrent stylistic analogies with later works by Coecke were pasted over the vertical strips of the cartoons. A technical study of the cartoons would probably help us to understand the genesis of the work and the collaboration between the two masters and their workshop. Nevertheless, beside stylistic features that some main figures share with Coecke’s works, some pieces of technical evidence reinforce this assumption, such as the comparison of the underdrawing of the Triptych of the Descent of the Cross (Lisbon, Museu Nacional de Arte Antiga, inv. 112), which shows idiosyncratic handwritten characteristics in the drawing outlines and shadowing effects. This will be developed in another study devoted to the Lisbon altarpiece.


22 Félibien ed. 1705, p. 255.


24 Estimation for the period between 1497 and 1522. See Parker 1999, p. 114.

25 For the account of this voyage and comments, see Stirling Maxwell 1873, pp. 22–30. In a letter (Constantinople, 2 June 1534) to ‘Monsieur de Malines’ (the Emperor), Cornelius De Schepper writes that he will leave on Friday next and hopes to be in Vienna in twenty-five days. See Gachard & Piot 1881, III, p. 541.


28 Ibid., p. 379.

Servantie 2005, pp. 271–74 and n. 68.

The travel journal of Cornelis de Schepper is published by De Saint-Genois & Yssel de Scheper 1856, pp. 118–222.

‘Par mes dernières, vous ay escript comment j’estoie arrivé en ce lieu, et ce que me sembla que pourrez dire à Pierre Vande Walle touçant les tapisseries et autrues marchandises. Depuis ce temps les marchands ont eut assez à souffrir, et de jour en jour se treuvent oppresser de plus en plus; de sorte que je ne conseille pas qu’il y viegnent plus, comme aussi je croy qu’il ne feront. Il faut trouver autre mode pour hwyder lesdiktès marchandises’. Quoted after Gachard & Piot 1881, III, pp. 539–42 (esp. 539). In the note it is stated that hwyder means ‘faire écouter’, i.e. to sell.

Servantie 2005.

During a military expedition against the Sultan Beyazit, the future John the Fearless was taken prisoner. He was released in exchange for Arras tapestries that represented good old stories. Philip the Bold provided tapestries with the story of Alexander the Great’s triumphs that were displayed on the walls of the Topkapi Saray. Jardine & Bottroon 2000, p. 76.

Necipoğlu 1989, p. 421. In the letter to the Emperor above mentioned, De Schepper complains that during the absence of Ibrahim Pasha things are not going as they should and that business is bad: ‘par l’absence d’Imbrahim Bassa, les choses vont autrement qu’elles ne souloient […] Selulement je vous veux prier vouloir dire à Pierre Vande Walle ce que ensuyt, affin qu’il ne se fie pas sur ces pierrières; car ce Grand Seigneur n’achape plus ainsi qu’il souloit. C’est par l’absence d’Imbrahim Bassa’. After Gachard & Piot 1881,III, pp. 539–40. The content of the entire letter is ambiguous and clearly shows that trade, diplomacy and espionage were closely related.

Lewy (2007, pp. 67–74) believes that Pieter Coecke made a pilgrimage to Jerusalem during the period he was in Constantinople. The author’s argumentation is based on an anonymous drawing of Jerusalem as seen from the south (Antwerp, private collection, pen and ink, 140 x 395 mm) that he ascribes to the artist. The view appears repeatedly with some alterations on several works attributed to Coecke, as for instance in the tapestry with the Stoning of St Stephen belonging to the cycle of Paul’s tapestries (Munich, Bayerisches Nationalmuseum, inv. n° T 71/8) and the triptych of the Resurrection (Karlsruhe, Staatliche Kunsthalle, inv. 153). Nevertheless, as for the View of the Saint Peter basilica under construction (Roma, Città del Vaticano, Biblioteca Apostolica Vaticana, Ashby collection, inv. 329, pen and brown ink, 198 x 408 mm), the attribution of the drawing does not rely on strong stylistic similarities with undisputed drawings by the master but merely on the fact that Coecke is the only Netherlandish artist whose presence is attested in the Southern Levant at the time. On the Roman drawing, see Born 2008, pp. 96–97.

On the road to Constantinople, see Stirling Maxwell 1873, pp. 21–30. Marlier (1966, p. 60) suggested that Coecke could have been part of De Schepper’s embassy, whereas Hamilton (2001, p. 41) presents this as a fact but without any reference.

Aedigius Beys, Plantin’s son-in-law, printed the first completed edition in Paris in 1589 under Busbeq’s supervision. See Hamilton 2001, pp. 41, 45. On European sources on Ottoman history (travellers, diplomats, pilgrims, merchants, etc.), see Faroqhi 1999, pp. 110–43.

The topic of the image of the Turk has been also widely discussed in the literature. See for example St. Clair 1973, Raby 1982, Silver 2011 and the recent overview of Atasoy & Uluç 2012, pp. 327–63.

The style and the well-balanced compositions of the woodcuts point to a later date, suggesting that Coecke reworked them.

Necipoğlu 1989, p. 419.

Identification suggested by Balis, De Jonge, Delmarcel & Lefebure 1993, pp. 32, 122.

De Schepper visited on the 27 May 1533 Ibrahim Pasha in his palace situated on the Hippodrome and provided a description of the site. See De Saint-Genois & Yssel de Scheper 1856, p. 119.

The buildings around the Hippodrome and the axis of the different obelisks and columns are slightly rearranged and shifted for compositional reasons. For a discussion on the accuracy of the site and monuments, see Marlier 1966, pp. 69–72.

Until now, no preliminary drawing has been associated with this woodcut series. A large woodcut: Description de la court du Grand Turc Solimans faisant son sejour en Constantinople, avec la maniere des
vestements de ceux de sa suite (Antwerp, Museum Plantin-Moretus Prentenkabinett, 189 x 36 cm) is associated with the Moeurs but erroneously in my view. Illustrations in Hamilton 2001, pp. 28–33.

47 Campbell 2002, p. 428 (with previous references).

Coecke died in Brussels on 6 or 16 December 1550. In a letter dated 17 December 1550 from Mary of Hungary to Charles V concerning the Tunis tapestries, we find the following statement: ‘il a plut à Dieu prendre à soy le peintre mestre Pierre’. If it cannot be formally excluded that there is more than one painter whose first name is Pierre, it seems unlikely that two court masters painters died unexpectedly in Brussels at the same time. For the epitaph, see Marlier 1966, pp. 29–31, 35 and document published by Horn 1989, II, p. 381.

48 Even after the artist’s death, the statement ‘Lequel aussy de sa main propre a pourtraict ces figures duysantes à l’impression d’ycelles’ should perhaps not be taken literally but adds credibility to the assumption that the scenes from nature were not altered by the hand of another person.

49 ‘The course of events is represented in this work as exactly as possible [...] the action is treated in this tapestry according to nature, all that concerns cosmography leaving nothing to be desired’. Quoted after Horn 1989, pp. 181, 230 n. 32 (Spanish text).

50 The city is depicted from a place called Kassimpasha, seen from across the Golden Horn, the city’s harbour. Marlier 1966, pp. 66–69.

51 Nevertheless, there are, of course, drawings preserved that are portraits of cities or monuments, like for instance Jan Gossart’s View on the Colosseum Seen from the West (Berlin, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kupferstickkabinett, inv. kdz 12918) with a later sixteenth century inscription at upper right: ‘Jennin Mabusen eghenen / handt. Contrafetet in Roma / in [?] Coloseus’ or the View on Bergen-op-Zoom made by Dürer during his stay in Antwerp in 1520 (Vienna, Graphische Sammlung, Albertina, inv. 3165 D 139). The notion ‘naer het leven’ has been developed further in our presentation The Customs and Fashions of the Turks « au vif contrefaictez » by Pieter Coecke van Aelst: critical reading and visual evidence, in Netherlandish Culture of the Sixteenth Century. Interdisciplinary Conference, Toronto, 19–20 October 2012.


53 De Afflictione tam captivorum quam etiam sub Turcae tributo viventium Christianorum, Antwerp, Copenius, 1544, 8° and De Turcarum ritu et caeremoniis, Antwerp, 1544, 8°, Ghent, Universiteitsbibliotheek Gent: Hi 4013 and Hi 7026.

'Alla turca'

Türkische Elemente in Theater und Fest an den Habsburgerhöfen im 16. und 17. Jahrhundert

Andrea Sommer-Mathis (Austrian Academy of Sciences)

Festaufführungen in Wien und Madrid zur Feier des Entsatzes von Wien 1683

Spätestens seit der Schlacht von Mohács am 29. August 1526 wurden die Expansionsbestrebungen der Osmanen in Mitteleuropa zunehmend als Bedrohung empfunden. Man versuchte dieser Gefahr sowohl durch Abwehrkriege als auch durch diplomatische Verhandlungen zu begegnen, doch erst der Entsatz Wiens im Jahre 1683 brachte die endgültige Wende, und im Frieden von Karlowitz 1699 musste das Osmanische Reich schließlich auch umfangreiche Gebietsabtretungen hinnehmen.


Am spanischen Hof in Madrid wurde der Sieg über die Türken 1683 mit einer zweiteiligen comedia von Pedro de Arce gefeiert, die unter dem Titel El sitio de Viena (Abb. 2) das hochaktuelle Thema der Belagerung und des Entsatzes von Wien thematisierte, jedoch den polnischen König Jan III. Sobieski als den eigentlichen Helden feierte. Dem in Sobieski verkörperten Tugendideal werden die negativen Eigenschaften des Hochmuts und der Machtgier gegenübergestellt, die hier nach nur –
wie sonst meist üblich – an den feindlichen Osmanen, sondern auch an einigen Christen exemplifiziert werden.

Abb. 1 Titelblatt der Periobre des Jesuitendramas Ferdinandus Quintus Hispaniae Maurorum Domitor, 1684 (Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, 406.766-B.Mus.).

Der spanische König Karl II. hatte sich zwar selbst an der Türkenabwehr nicht aktiv beteiligt, ließ den Entsatz Wiens aber dennoch in Madrid mit Prozessionen, Dankgottesdiensten, Feuerwerken und Festbeleuchtungen als kollektiven Triumph der gesamten Casa de Austria feiern.9 Die comedia Pedro de Arce stellt auf Grund ihrer besonderen zeitlichen Nähe zum aktuellen Anlass eine Besonderheit dar, fügt sich jedoch in eine lange Tradition historischer Dramen, die sich mit politisch-militärischen Ereignissen der jüngeren Vergangenheit beschäftigten, wobei auch die Begegnung zwischen Orient und Okzident immer wieder thematisiert wurde.9

Turcos, moros y moriscos in der spanischen Dramatik des 16. und 17. Jahrhunderts


Davon ist allerdings in den spanischen Dramen aus den 30er Jahren des 16. Jahrhunderts noch kaum etwas zu finden: López de Yanguas benutzte das ‘türkische’ Ambiente seiner Farsa dicha turquesana contra el Turco muy galana11 (1530) lediglich als Folie, um das Christentum als die einzig wahre Religion zu propagieren, während in Luis Miláns Divertissement El cortesano12 (1538) die
Türken überhaupt nur als stumme Statisten fungierten, die dazu dienten, die Hofgesellschaft von Valencia mit galanten Texten, exotischen Tänzen, Spielen und Kostümen zu unterhalten.

Nach der neuerlichen Konfrontation der spanischen Truppen mit den Osmanen während der Belagerung von Malta (1565) und vor allem in der Seeschlacht von Lepanto (1571) erweckten ‘los turcos’ auch in Spanien immer größeres Interesse, was sich nicht nur in zahlreichen Chroniken und Reisebeschreibungen, sondern auch in einer deutlichen Zunahme von ‘türkischen’ Stoffen in der spanischen Literatur manifestierte. Die ersten Dramatiker, die sich derartigen Themen zuwandten, bezogen sich dabei jedoch nicht auf die rezenten Feldzüge, sondern auf länger zurückliegende Ereignisse: Gabriel Lobo Lasso de la Vega wählte als Sujet für La destrucción de Constantinopla (1587) den Fall Konstantinopels 1453, und der valencianische Kanoniker Francisco Agustín Tárrega nahmen die Belagerungen von Rhodos in den Jahren 1481 und 1522 zum Ausgangspunkt der Handlung seines Dramas El cerco de Rodas, beide Autoren reicherten die historischen Ereignisse mit den für die zeitgenössischen comedias charakteristischen Liebesintrigen an.


Auch in der überaus reichen Dramenproduktion Lope de Vegas finden sich etwa zwanzig Dramen mit ‘türkischem’ inspirierten Sujets sowie eine noch weit größere Anzahl von comedias mit ‘maurischen’ Themen; sie waren weitgehend frei erfunden und basierten nur zu einem geringen Teil auf realen Gegebenheiten, wobei Lope de Vega auch diese mit dichterischer Freiheit interpretierte.

Die Metapher des Glaubens, den der Kaiser als Weltenherrscher auf seinen Schultern trägt, entspricht in ihrem Bedeutungsgehalt zahlreichen bildlichen Darstellungen auf zeitgenössischen ephemeren Triumpharchitekturen. Es sei beispielhaft nur auf einen der Triumphbögen verwiesen, die 1570 anlässlich der Hochzeitsfestlichkeiten des spanischen Königs Philipp II. mit Erzherzogin Anna von Österreich, einer Tochter Kaiser Maximilians II., in Madrid errichtet wurden: Karl V., der Vater des Bräutigams, wurde dort mit anderen Herrschern aus beiden Linien des Hauses Habsburg dargestellt, darunter auch mit seinem Bruder Ferdinand I., wobei Hinweise auf ihren ‘gemeinsamen’ Sieg über die Osmanen nicht fehlten. Auf demselben Triumphbogen befand sich auch eine allegorische Figur Spaniens mit einer durch eine schwere Kette an sie gefesselten Personifikation der Ketzer zu ihren Füßen; aus den erklärenden Inschriften geht hervor, dass damit sowohl der Protestantismus als auch der Islam gemeint war.27

Ähnliche Darstellungen finden sich auch außerhalb des habsburgischen Herrschaftsgebiets, etwa in Florenz, wo man 1589 zur Eheschließung von Ferdinando de’ Medici mit Christina von Lothringen einen Triumphbogen mit zwei Kolossalstatuen habsburgischer Herrscher errichten ließ, die als Kriegshelden und Bezwinger der Türken dargestellt wurden: Karl V. neuerlich als derjenige, der 1529 die Türken aus Wien vertreten habe, und sein Sohn Philipp II. als strahlender Sieger in der Seeschlacht von Lepanto im Jahre 1571.28


Historische Wahrheit war bei Francisco de Rojas Zorrilla ebenso wenig zu finden, und auch nicht zu erwarten wie bei Lope de Vega und den übrigen Dramatikern des Siglo de Oro, was jedoch keineswegs bedeutete, dass sie die historiographischen Quellen nicht kannten oder benutzten. Bei Lopes Türkendrama *El cerco de Viena por Carlos V* konnten diese zwar bisher nicht eindeutig nachgewiesen werden, doch in anderen seiner historischen comedias hielt er sich, wie viele seiner Zeitgenossen, häufig an die Darstellung der umfangreichen Vita Karls V., die König Philipp II. zur Glorifizierung der Herrscherpersönlichkeit seines Vaters – und damit implizit auch seiner eigenen – bei Fray Prudencio de Sandoval in Auftrag gegeben hatte.31


**Turcica in ritterlichen Turnieren an den österreichischen Habsburgerhöfen**


Auch die Ritterspiele im Rahmen des sogenannten ‘Wiener Turniers’ von 1560, die der spätere Kaiser Maximilian II. zu Ehren seines Vaters Ferdinand I. veranstaltete, enthielten konkrete Hinweise auf die Rolle der Habsburger in der Türkenturkenabwehr. So inszenierte man unter anderem möglichst realitätgetreu die Belagerung einer auf der Donau errichteten Stadt (Abb. 11) und sparte bei der Darstellung der fiktiven Seeschlacht auch nicht mit drastischen Mitteln: Um die Verwundeten möglichst ‘echt’ aussehen zu lassen, verwendete man Ochsenblut, und um die toten Körper der Feinde darzustellen, katapultierte man aus Mörsern Strohpuppen mit Türkenturfketen. Damit sollte einerseits ganz gezielt die Erinnerung an die Grausamkeit der Feldzüge gegen die Osmanen in der jüngsten Vergangenheit geweckt werden, andererseits signalisierte man aber auch, dass man sich durchaus zutraute, die übermächtigen Feinde zu bezwingen.
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Dieses Turnier mit seinem komplexen kosmologischen Programm fand kaum mehr als einen Monat vor der Seeschlacht von Lepanto statt, in der einer der Teilnehmer an den Festlichkeiten, Don Juan de Austria, als Oberbefehlshaber der Heiligen Liga die Osmanen vernichtend schlagen sollte. Der theatralische Kampf der Weltteile um die Vorherrschaft und der Turniersieg Europas über die nichtchristlichen Kontinente signalisierte die imperialen Ansprüche der österreichischen Habsburger und ging weit über bloße Spielfreude und Lust am Verkleiden hinaus, wiewohl man auch diese Komponente bei den Festen der Renaissance und des Barock nicht unterschätzen sollte. Dafür spricht die ungeheure Fülle an Festveranstaltungen mit verschiedensten exotischen – gerade auch orientalischen – Verkleidungen in ganz Europa.

Erdteilallegorien und ‘Nationen’-Darstellungen

Die erste erhaltene bildliche Darstellung der Allegorien aller damals bekannten Erdteile dürfte etwa zur selben Zeit wie das Wiener allegorische Turnier entstanden sein: 1570 veröffentlichte der königlich-spanische Geograph Abraham Ortelius in Antwerpen unter dem Titel Theatrum Orbis Terrarum eine Sammlung von 70 Landkarten, die als das älteste Beispiel eines internationalen Atlas

Abb. 13 Titelblatt des Atlas von Abraham Ortelius, 1570
(Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, 393 215 D/K).


Abb. 14 Titelblatt des Trachtenbuchs von Abraham de Bruyn, 1581
(Wien, Österreichische Nationalbibliothek, 253.433-E/Fid.).
Während man sich anfangs noch relativ genau an die Ikonographie der Trachtenbücher hielt (Abb. 15a-b), entfernte man sich im Laufe des 17. Jahrhunderts immer mehr davon und beschränkte sich im Zuge einer zunehmenden europäischen Standardisierung mehr und mehr auf die stereotype Zuweisung einzelner, als charakteristisch erachteter Attribute – und dies obwohl man die Osmanen durch Reiseberichte und türkische Gesandtschaften vielfach auch aus eigener Anschauung kannte. Die gängigen Attribute der Türken waren kostbare, mit Juwelen geschmückte orientalische Gewänder, Seidenkaftane, Pumphosen und Turbane, die entsprechenden Waffen, Krummsäbel und Streitkolben, sowie das Symbol des Halbmonds, das oft als dekoratives Element eingesetzt wurde.


In traditionellen Bahnen bewegten sich hingegen die fiktiven Kämpfe zwischen Osmanen und Europäern, die auch während der Kanonisationsfeierlichkeiten des Jahres 1622 im Rahmen einer Prozession als Tanzgruppe (Danza de invenciones⁴⁷) inszeniert wurden: Drei als Franzosen, Spanier bzw. Türken kostümierte Quadrillen simulierten, mit Lederschilden und Lanzen bewaffnet, einen Fußkampf, während eine andere Gruppe, die aus jeweils sechs Türken und Christen bestand, eine Seeschlacht veranstaltete. Ihre zwölf Galeeren waren ganz naturalistisch mit Masten, Takelwerk und Segeln ausgestattet und so leicht, dass sie von nur einem Mann auf den Schultern getragen werden konnten. Das Wasser war auf Leinwand aufgemalt, die den unteren Teil der Schiffe verdeckte, und durch die geschickte Bewegung der Tänzer entstand die Illusion einer Seeschlacht en miniature auf den Wogen eines bloß imaginierten Meeres⁴⁸ – anders als die Türken und Christen, die einander bei der Wiener Naumachie des Jahres 1560 auf der Donau eine ‘echte’ Wasserschlacht geliefert hatten.

Erdteilallegorien und ‘Nationen’-Darstellungen gehörten im 17. Jahrhundert an vielen europäischen Höfen auch zum gängigen und überaus beliebten Figurenivonarb der mit großem Aufwand dramatisch ausgestatteten Reiterspiele und Rossballette, die sich aus den einfachen Turnierformen der Renaissance entwickelt hatten. Im so genannten Karussell wurden verschiedene Spielarten des Turniers zusammengefasst und unter ein gemeinsames Thema gestellt, dem die jeweilige Kostümierung entsprach; sehr häufig war dies der Wettstreit der vier Weltteile um die Vorherrschaft, der zunehmend als theatricalischer Schaukampf inszeniert wurde.⁴⁹

So veranstaltete man etwa am Wiener Kaiserhof 1652 zu Ehren der neu geborenen spanischen Infantin Margarita Teresa, der späteren Ehefrau Kaiser Leopolds I., ein Reiterspiel, das aus einer eigenwilligen Kombination aus italienischem Musikdrama und Turnier bestand und den Titel La gara trug.⁵⁰ Darin streiten die vier Weltteile um den Vorrang bei der Huldigung der Infantin, zunächst nur mit Worten und Gesang, dann aber auch mit Waffengewalt (Abb. 16). Da sich die Kontinente im Schaukampf als gleichwertig erweisen, sieht sich Jupiter gezwungen einzutreten: Er spricht Europa den Siegespreis zu, fordert aber auch die anderen Weltteile auf, der Infantin gemeinsam zu huldigen.


Das Turnierspiel diente nicht nur der vordergründigen Hommage an das spanische Königskind, sondern zeigte auch deutlich die imperialen politischen Ansprüche der österreichischen Habsburger. Die Quadrille der siegreichen Europa führte König Ferdinand IV. an, der nicht nur zum
Bräutigam der eben erst geborenen Infantin auserkoren war, sondern auch am nächsten Reichstag 1653 zum kaiserlichen Thronfolger proklamiert werden sollte. Da Ferdinand aber bereits im darauf folgenden Jahr verstarb, trat sein Bruder Leopold das Erbe an und wurde 1658 in Frankfurt am Main zum Römischen Kaiser gekrönt. Zur Unterhaltung des dort anwesenden Adels fand unter anderem ein so genanntes Kopfrennen statt, ein Reiterspiel, bei dem man mit Lanze, Säbel oder Pistole gegen Türken- oder Mohrenköpfe aus Holz oder Pappmaché zu kämpfen hatte. Die Türkenkopfrennen gingen auf die sowohl auf osmanischer als auch auf europäischer Seite übliche Praxis zurück, den Kopf des Feindes als Trophäe zu verwenden.51 In den Ritterspielen fungierten die Zielfiguren der Türken und Mohren als Stellvertreter für die Feinde, denen man im Krieg tatsächlich gegenübergestanden hatte.


Abb. 16 Reiterspiel mit Türken- und Mohrenköpfen, 1814
(Wien Museum, Mappe "Feste").

Im Rahmen der Krönungsfestlichkeiten für Kaiser Leopold I. in Frankfurt am Main 1658 fand unter anderem ein Turnier mit mehreren Quadrillen maskierter Ritter statt, zu denen zwar keine Türken gehörten, sehr wohl aber Mohren: sie waren dunkelhäutig, durch das Attribut des Federschmucks jedoch in der Art der Indianer kostümiert.55 Hier zeigt sich ein spielerischer Umgang mit einer älteren Turnierform, wobei jedoch der ursprüngliche politisch-religiöse Aspekt des Kampfes
gegen die Osmanen oder Mauren zur Verteidigung des Christentums gegen den Islam durch die Beliebigkeit der exotischen Kostümierung deutlich in den Hintergrund trat.  


Türkenmotive in Mummereien und Faschingsmaskeraden


**Ausblick**


Während türkische Sujets relativ früh Eingang in die spanischen comedias fanden, scheint eine dramatische Auseinandersetzung mit den Osmanen an den Höfen der österreichischen Habsburger kaum stattgefunden zu haben. Dies lag wohl hauptsächlich daran, dass im 17. Jahrhundert die italienische Oper am Kaiserhof über alle anderen dramatischen Gattungen dominierte und die Librettisten eindeutig Sujets aus der antiken Mythologie und Geschichte bevorzugten. Türken fanden sich daher zunächst nur in den Zwischenaktballetten der Musikdramen, waren da aber auch nicht mehr als pittoreske, exotische Staffagefiguren – anders als in Frankreich oder Italien, wo türkische Motive zu abendfüllenden Balletten ausgestaltet wurden.\(^{71}\)


![Abb. 25 Kolorierter Kupferstich nach einem Gemälde von Bernardo Bellotto, Ballettaufführung von *Le Turc Généreux* am Wiener Burgtheater, 1758.](image-url)
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* Die vorliegende Studie erhebt keinerlei Anspruch auf Vollständigkeit, sondern beschränkt sich auf einige besonders signifikant erscheinende Beispiele der medialen Umsetzung des Türkenbildes in Theater und Fest an den österreichischen und spanischen Habsburgerhöfen.
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The Spanish Habsburgs and the Arts of Islamic Iberia

Catherine Wilkinson Zerner (Brown University)

Spanish Habsburgs were acutely sensitive to Islamic presence in their territories. Both Charles V and Philip II, for example, banned the use of Arabic and North African languages as well as Islamic dress in Catholic Spain. The Moriscos—a nominally Christian but formerly Islamic population living outside Granada—had been allowed to retain aspects of their Moorish identity, including language and dress. They rebelled in 1568 when these privileges were withdrawn. When the rebellion had been put down, Philip II ordered the Moriscos dispersed and resettled in different parts of the country and his son, Philip III, finally ordered them deported to North Africa and other foreign lands in 1609–10. The Spanish Habsburg reception of Islamic art—particularly Islamic architecture—was quite different: they continued to use some Islamic buildings, which they chose to repair and extend rather than replace; and they integrated some features of Islamic origin into their classicizing Renaissance palaces.

This makes one wonder what earlier Islamic art meant to these rulers. There is little scholarship on this issue, but two responses by early modern Spaniards to Islamic art in Spain have been proposed: 1) first, and most generally, that by the sixteenth century some features of Moorish architecture had been so completely assimilated into the artistic culture of Catholic Spain that they were no longer perceived as Islamic; 2) secondly, that some Islamic buildings like the Great Mosque at Córdoba and the Alhambra Palace in Granada were taken over by the Christians and preserved as trophies of Spanish victories over Muslims. As a consequence, it is argued, a few Moorish buildings became monuments of Spanish identity.¹ There is certainly some truth in these assertions: elaborate wood-inlaid Moorish ceilings, generally known as artesonados, were widely used in churches in the sixteenth century and the techniques for building them were exported to the Americas, none of which would have been likely if artesonados had been closely identified with Islam.² The Catholic Kings moved into the Alhambra Palace and preserved it after the conquest of Granada. Later, Charles V spent his honeymoon there and added some rooms; he also decorated one of the Moorish reception rooms with his device Plvs Vltra, executed in colored tile, which was certainly a sign of the Emperor’s appropriation of the palace (fig. 1). However, I wish to suggest that the reception of Islamic art by the Spanish Habsburgs was somewhat more complex than these two options suggest. In this paper I will try to bring their reactions into clearer focus by looking briefly at how they adopted previous Castilian royal and aristocratic uses of Islamic art.
First, however, it may be useful briefly to describe the older and broader assimilation of Islamic art in the Iberian Peninsula that forms the backdrop to Spanish Habsburg responses. Moorish building and decorative practices had deeply marked the building trades in Castile and Aragon where the Arab origin of numerous words for building techniques and materials—such as azulejos [fired ceramic tiles], albañil [mason] and alarife [skilled artisan]—was made perfectly clear by Sebastián de Covarrubias in his Dictionary written in the late sixteenth century. The Castilian words for paneled inlaid wooden ceilings and the intricately decorated wooden ceilings to which they referred—alfarjes—were understood as Moorish (fig. 2).
Certain professions also seem to have been dominated by artisans of Moorish heritage still in the sixteenth century. The subject has not been investigated comprehensively but, in the building trades, gesso workers [yeseros] and carpenters [carpinteros] often had Moorish names in Castile. Such men were mostly nominally Christians or Mudéjares, the descendents of Islamic people who had remained in Spain and converted to Christianity in the wake of Christian conquests of Moorish kingdoms from the eleventh through fifteenth centuries. Thus a wide range of originally Islamic techniques and motifs survived in Castilian building trades when Charles V arrived in Spain in 1517. Their Moorish ancestry was clear from the Arabic words that described them, but they appear to have ceased to be associated specifically with Islam: Moorish was no longer necessarily Islamic in the realm of the arts.

The survival of Moorish architectural forms may also have been aided by northern architects working in Late Gothic style who immigrated to Castile in the later fifteenth century. Juan Guas (from Brittany) and Simón de Colonia (from Germany) were clearly impressed by the Moorish architecture they saw in Spain. Juan Guas included a splendid Moorish wooden ceiling in the monumental staircase of his Colegio de San Gregorio in Valladolid and his treatment of the stairwell suggests, although it does not copy, the motifs of Moorish mural gesso decoration (fig. 3). We do not know if Guas had learned to design these ceilings himself, or whether he engaged Mudéjar carpenters for the design as well as the execution, but he clearly embraced the tradition. Guas provided another showy alfarje in the upper cloister above his Gothic vaults in the Monastery of San Juan de los Reyes in Toledo.

Traces of Castilian appreciation of Moorish technique may still be seen in the sixteenth century. The highly original vault of the crossing of the Church of San Gerónimo in Granada designed in the 1520s by the great Renaissance architect Diego de Siloe suggests that he was interested in both Late Gothic and Moorish as well as classicizing vaulting (fig. 4).
Castilian royal and aristocratic taste for Moorish art should be seen against the backdrop of this widespread and diffused appreciation, but differs from it in one important way: works made for the royal and aristocratic elite did not necessarily mask or dilute their Moorish ancestry; on the contrary, their Moorish character was strongly marked. Although we cannot know if the patrons perceived such works as Islamic, knowing what they purchased and built tells us a good deal.

The appropriation of existing Islamic palaces by Christian rulers—often by the simple gesture of affixing their seigniorial coat of arms or emblems to the building—was a long-standing royal and aristocratic practice. Palaces were powerful symbols of the vanquished enemy, like the booty taken from the battlefield, e. g. the splendid woven tent [pendón] of the Almohade Calif Muhammad An-Nasir, which was captured at the Battle of Las Navas de Tolosa in 1212 and is now in the Museo de Telas Ricas in the Cistercian Monastery of Las Huelgas outside Burgos. But Christian kings and nobility also commissioned luxurious silks and ceramics from artisans in the Iberian Islamic states. Beautiful Moorish lusterware from Valencia was purchased by noble families in Spain and Italy well into the fifteenth century.

![Fig. 5 Façade of Pedro the Cruel’s Palace at the Alcázares Reales in Seville, after 1350.](image)

![Fig. 6 Detail of decoration of Pedro the Cruel’s rooms at Alcázares Reales, Seville, after 1350.](image)

Castilian nobility went further than merely collecting luxury goods from their Moorish enemies. In the fourteenth and early fifteenth century, Spanish Christian rulers also built entirely new palaces in homogenous Islamic style. Alfonso XI built one at Tordesillas, which is now the Monastery of Santa Clara. A magnificent gilded ceiling of Mudéjar woodwork survives from the fourteenth-century palace in the present church (see fig. 2). Most famously, Pedro I the Cruel (1334–1369) built a lavish new palace in the old Alcázares Reales in Seville during the second half of the fourteenth century (figs. 5 and 6). The façade has inscriptions in Arabic script, as well as a Moorish design and decorative scheme. To patrons like King Pedro, Islamic architecture represented more than power. It signified elite culture, the highest level of magnificence and luxury. The splendid rooms of Pedro’s palace were designed and decorated by fourteenth-century Mudéjar artisans, descendants of Moorish artisans who had stayed to live under Christian rule after the Conquest of Muslim Seville by Fernando III in 1248. These designers and craftsmen maintained the techniques...
and materials of earlier Andalusian Islamic architecture: colorful tile work, molded and painted plasterwork ornament, and elaborately carved and decorated wooden ceilings and cupolas and other woodwork like doors and shutters decorated with the geometrically patterned ornament.

Moorish architecture seems to have continued to represent a standard of elegance and luxury in fifteenth-century Castile. The great festival halls of the royal alcázares at Segovia and Madrid (destroyed) built for the Trastamara king, Enrique IV in the 1460s, were in Moorish style. Although the Catholic Kings were avid consumers of Northern European art, including tapestries and Flamboyant architecture, they occasionally dressed up in Moorish clothing and continued to use their Islamic palaces in Aragon, Andalucía and Valencia as well as Castile. They also patronized Moorish architectural style. They occupied and repaired the Islamic Aljafería in Zaragoza. In the late 1480s they began remodeling and added a second story to this palace with a splendid gilded coffered artesonado that was executed by the Mudéjar architects of the palace (fig. 7).\(^8\)

The appropriation of Moorish architecture by royal and aristocratic Christians thus had a long history in Spain, where it seems to have been associated with splendor and luxury. The geometry and decorative richness of Moorish vaults and ceilings also appealed to northerners raised on Flamboyant style—which may partly explain the Emperor Charles V’s delight in the palace and gardens of the Alhambra in Granada and his construction of a small pavilion in the gardens at the Alcázar in Seville (fig. 8).

The placement of this structure at some distance from the palace in the midst of carefully planned vegetation recalls the small garden buildings that were a regular feature of Islamic palaces. In the eleventh century, Almamun, the Islamic Taifa ruler of Toledo, constructed a huge pleasure (and productive) garden in the vega near the Tagus river below the Alcázar. In 1072 Almamun welcomed Alfonso VI of Castile and lodged him in one of the splendid pavilions in the garden. Alfonso
X was born in the small Islamic palace, now called La Galiana, near the river outside Toledo. Texts suggest that there were pavilions in Abd al Rahman III’s princely city of Medinat al’Zahara near Córdoba in the tenth century and at the later Alhambra Palace in Granada. These gardens and their Moorish pavilions have mostly disappeared.⁹

One might object that there is no need to look to Islamic precedents when more immediate sources for Charles V’s building in Seville can be found in the royal and seigniorial pavilions that Charles knew from his childhood in the north. The pleasure gardens of French and Flemish châteaux often included small buildings set in the midst of plantings at some distance from the residence. These structures do not survive either, but the drawings of the French Châteaux by Jacques Androuet Du Cerceau often show them. Several of his views of Blois show small, centralized pavilions of the same diminutive scale and classicizing style of the pavilion in Seville (fig. 9).¹⁰

Looking more closely at the pavilion in Seville, however, one can see that the materials and composition are different from northern examples (figs. 10 and 11). Brightly colored tiles are extensively used on the outsides and insides of the low wall surrounding the Emperor’s pavilion; the columns are raised on free-standing pedestals that are not classical or northern Renaissance in inspiration. Although the composite capitals and round arches are classical, the slender proportions and wide-spacing of the columns of the arcade that surrounds the exterior of the pavilion have more in common with Islamic porticos—as in the pavilion in the gardens of the Generalife in Granada—than with either Late Gothic style or Cinquecento classicism.
Inside the pavilion, the walls are partly covered in glazed tile and there is a carved wooden ceiling above. The most striking Moorish feature of the pavilion, however, is the small fountain at its center. Interior pools fed by circulating fresh water were common in Islamic palaces but were not much used in Spanish Christian architecture, as far as I know. This pool or fountain in Charles V’s pavilion recalls the similar interior pool in the Alcázar itself—one of the few surviving elements from the Islamic palace which existed on the site before the city was finally taken in 1248 (fig. 12).

In spite of these seemingly Moorish elements, the pavilion does not represent a revival of Islamic architecture. The tile and gesso decoration is placed high on the wall below the ornamented ceiling as it might be in a Moorish or Mudéjar building, but geometric designs are replaced with more naturalistic floral tiles, and the frieze above the tiles consists of Charles V’s motto Plvs Vlta and coat of arms repeated. The white molded gesso frieze has Greco-Roman figural—not Moorish—content (fig. 13). The syntax of the composition is Islamic, but the motifs are Renaissance: they have been ‘translated’ from Moorish into a classical idiom.

The pavilion signals some degree of acceptance of Islamic typology, techniques and aesthetics at the Emperor’s court. One can perhaps say that the small pool in the interior was inspired by the pool in the earlier Islamic palace. Does this mean that the designers and patron no longer recognized its style as Islamic or Moorish? That seems hardly credible at the Alcázar in Seville, which in all respects, except the verbal and heraldic references to its Christian patronage, is a work of Moorish architecture. Centuries of appropriation, adaptation and imitation of Islamic architecture in a Christian context may not have completely expunged its associations with Islam in the early sixteenth century but they certainly diluted them.
On the contrary, Charles V was a Renaissance prince and a collector of exotic treasures and artifacts—such as Aztec feather work—from the still non-Christian cultures that made up his realms from the 1520s onwards. Of all people with Humanist training, he was in a good position to historicize such artifacts; seeing them as the productions of cultures separated from his own. To paraphrase Erwin Panofsky’s famous characterization: because the Classical world was perceived as separated in time from contemporary society by the Middle Ages, it could be appreciated for itself and so could the Middle Ages. Renaissance patrons and their artists, who could reunite classical subject matter with classical form, could by extension have seen Moorish style in a similar way: sundered from contemporary Renaissance art and so available for selective and self-conscious reuse for aesthetic purposes.\(^\text{12}\)

Although we cannot know Charles V’s motivations in commissioning the pavilion in the gardens of the Alcázar of Seville, it seems clear from the forms of the pavilion that Moorish architecture, which had seemed the nec-plus ultra of civilized life to Pedro the Cruel in the fourteenth century, has been designed to harmonize with the Classical world of Greece and Rome. This creates an explicit layer of cultural dominance—the Greco-Roman—over the residual and still present echoes of the Islamic past. Were it not for their context among Charles V’s additions to Pedro’s palace, the figural tiles with Italianate grotteschi decoration would not themselves suggest the Moorish decoration that is all around them.

In the sixteenth century there were aristocratic patrons, like Don Fadrique Enriquez de Ribera Marquis of Tarifa, who wanted to combine Greco-Roman classicism with Moorish style, and artisans who could produce such work. Don Fadrique was a sophisticated patron with a marked taste for Greco-Roman art. He acquired a good deal of Roman sculpture and commissioned a Renaissance portal, which was carved in Italian marble and shipped from Genoa, for his Casa de Pilatos in
Seville. The tile decoration of the courtyard and staircase in the Casa de Pilatos from the 1540s, however, is clearly Moorish in inspiration (fig. 14).

Philip II’s appreciation of Moorish architecture appears to have been similar to his father’s. In the 1550s, he ordered one of the Castilian royal architects, Luis de Vega, to add a second story to part of King Pedro’s Alcázar in Seville in the Patio de las Doncellas, where Vega’s arcades of the upper gallery respect the materials and colors of the Moorish level below. He also doubled columns at the corners and at intervals along the arcade. The classical moldings, arches and Renaissance balustrade harmonize as much as possible with the Moorish ornament (fig. 15).

Fig. 15 Casa de Pilatos, Seville, detail of tilework in main patio.

Fig. 16 Patio de las Doncellas in Alcázares Reales, Seville, upper storey by Luis de Vega in 1550s.

It may be possible on the basis of this brief overview to consider Spanish Habsburg practice in relation to the proposed interpretation with which I began: that the Spanish Christian reaction to their Moorish heritage was either 1) to celebrate objects and buildings as booty from victories over the Moors (e.g. the Alhambra) or 2) simply to forget the Islamic origin of Moorish work (e.g. artesonados by Mudéjar artisans) under Christian domination. Although the preservation of some Islamic buildings captured from the Moors and the wide use of Moorish-style wooden ceilings in Christian buildings occurred after the Conquest, these two interpretations do not describe the reception of Moorish art by the Spanish Habsburgs in a satisfactory way.

The Spanish Habsburgs seem much closer to the Castilian royal and aristocratic tradition of appreciation for Moorish and Mudéjar art. This should not be surprising: the admiration of Alfonso X the Wise (1221–1284) for Islamic science, philosophy and literature as well as practical arts like Islamic medicine and agriculture in the thirteenth century are well known and documented. It is, I think, obvious even from the little that I have presented here that the elite’s favorable view of Moorish culture also embraced the arts.

At issue here is the separation of culture and religion: Islamic culture was widely admired in Early Modern Castile in the full knowledge that it was Islamic, even as that culture’s religious beliefs
were entirely rejected. The first two Spanish Habsburg kings, the emperor Charles V and his son Philip II were both brought up in the Humanist revival of classical culture but both were capable of admiring Late Gothic architecture—Philip II is said to have called the Flamboyant crossing tower of Burgos cathedral ‘a work of angels’—and, I suggest, Moorish architecture also. This appreciation might seem natural in a Renaissance context, but it is worth noting that Spanish Habsburg acceptance of Moorish architecture was neither inevitable nor unprecedented. When the Normans conquered Islamic Sicily they brought their northern architectural tradition with them, but they also adopted the Byzantine mosaics and Islamic decoration that they found flourishing on the island. The Cathedral of Monreale, built between 1174 and 1182 combines all three to sumptuous effect.
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These two options are presented by Grinstead 2009. For a more nuanced examination of the assimilation of Islamic architectural ideas in Spanish tradition see Chueca Goitia 1981.

The Islamic designs for the making of such ceilings survived in the practice of Spanish carpenters, but their transmission to the Americas was probably aided by the important treatise by Diego López de Arenas (Sevilla, 1633). See also López Guzmán 2000 and Sebastián, Henares Cuéllar & Morales 1995.

See Covarrubias, Tesoro. Many French architectural terms were imported with Romanesque and Gothic style, e. g. Castilian for vault [bóveda] was not Arabic.

Spaniards referred to the Islamic peoples, both Arabs and North Africans, who populated and ruled parts of Spain from the seventh through the fifteenth centuries as “Moors,” a practice I continue here.

Covarrubias, Tesoro, defines mudéjares (mudexares) as Moors who converted and lived under Christian domination. The adjective mudéjar is now applied to art produced by Christianized Islamic peoples in Spain. The Moorish identity of Mudéjar artists and architects, some of whom had adopted Christian names, is often mentioned in fifteenth- and sixteenth-century documents. See the documents cited in Domínguez Casas 1993 for the Aljafería in Zaragoza (p. 73f), the Alcázar in Madrid (p. 62f) and the Alcázar in Seville (pp. 66–70). Other Moorish carpenters are discussed pp. 74–82.

The Colegio de San Gregorio with its staircase and ceiling in Valladolid was commissioned by Alonso de Burgos 1488–96.

See Lobo 1990 for review of Moorish vestiges and the modern restoration of the palace.

The Moorish architects working for the Catholic Kings were well-established in Zaragoza. Faraig and Mahoma de Gali, called moros in the documents, were masters of the royal works in Zaragoza. See Cabañero Subiza 1998 and 2004.

A very useful overview is Ruggles 2000.

See Boudon & Mignot 2010: drawings of Blois (p. 148f) and pavilions at Gailon (pp. 126-32). Du Cerceau was an inventive draughtsman as well as a topographical artist so it is not always possible to determine if details of his drawings precisely reflect the actual structures.

Krista De Jonge has prepared an article on these northern interior fountains (unpublished; personal communication).

Panofsky 1955, pp. 168-225 and 226-235 especially the formulation in p. 189: ‘Thus the Italian Renaissance—in a first, great retrospective view which dared to divide the development of Western art into three great periods—defined for itself a locus standi from which it could look back at the art of classical antiquity (alien in time but related in style) as well as at the art of the Middle Ages (related in time but alien in style): each of these two could be measured, as it were, by and against the other. Unjust though this method of evaluation may appear to us, it meant that, from then on, periods of civilization and art could for understood as individualities and totalities.’

Casa de Pilatos was begun after 1519 but work continued into the 1540s.
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This volume examines the architecture and culture at the various courts of one of Europe’s most important royal dynasties, the Habsburgs. It looks for a specific Habsburg idiom in the sphere of princely representation at the courts in Madrid, Brussels, Vienna, Prague, Bratislava and Budapest, and contrasts the supranational features of this dynastic identity to its regional incarnations.

The nucleus of princely representation was the court residence. Hence the Habsburgs’ official apartments are studied in relation to their court ceremony, to see if a unifying model was adopted in the different palaces in Brussels, Madrid and Central Europe. The supranational dynastic identity developed by the Habsburgs is then compared with local forms of identity, as articulated by the nobility in Bohemia, Hungary and Poland. This shows how the palaces and their decoration also expressed loyalty to the traditions of the homeland, so-called Landespatriotismus.

Other essays discuss how the specific religious practices of the Habsburgs, known as Pietas Austriaca, affected the art, culture and architecture of the different courts, and particularly the structure and function of their sacred spaces. The final section examines manifestations of the Habsburgs’ self-representation as ‘defenders of the Faith’ against the Muslims in Spain and Central Europe, as well as other ‘Turkish’ echoes in palatial art in Spain and Austria.